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PREFACE

UNDER the title of ' Tales of our Great Families' I have

ventured to publish a series of narratives relating to the

families of the titled and untitled nobility of this country,

in the hope of amusing my readers with materials which

for many years I have been gleaning from various sources,

and which have grown so rapidly in my hands that my
only difficulty seems to lie in selecting amid such an

embarras de richesses. If it be not literally true that every

house, whether high or low, has its
' skeleton in the closet,'

at all events the past history of most of our ancient houses

is replete with incidents, which, however artlessly they may
be told, will certainly make good the adage that ' truth is

stranger than fiction.'

In treating of these matters I wish by way of preface

to remark that my readers must not always look for

novelty. I shall often, I know, be telling a ' thrice-told

tale
'

;
for in the anecdotal writings of Horace Walpole,

Mrs. Delany, Sir Nathanial Wraxall, the Hon. Grantley

Berkeley, Captain Gronow, Lord William Lennox, the late

Duke of Buckingham, Sir Bernard Burke, and Dr. Doran
I have a constant well from which to draw supplies. It

is possible, however, to recast these materials and those

taken from other sources, and to mould them all into one

harmonious whole, which, I trust, may not be found devoid

of interest. I am treading on delicate ground, and I am
conscious that here and there I may wound the tender
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susceptibilities of descendants and relatives of the person-

ages whom I may bring upon the stage. But to these I

would say that the lives of the members of our old historic

houses are themselves historic, and that I have a full right

to wake up the memory of what already stands recorded

against them in the gossiping pages of Sir Nathaniel

Wraxall or Horace Walpole, unless I have reason to believe

that the stories I tell are untrue. If these papers shall

have any result beyond the amusement of the leisure hours

of those who take an interest in the fates and fortunes of

our ' Great Families,' I feel no doubt that, on the whole,

that influence will not be of an injurious nature, and that

I shall not be justly chargeable with lowering the esteem

in which I hope that the aristocracy of this land will long
be held. My papers may occasionally help to show up a

pretender and a charlatan in his true colours
;
but in the

long run they will be found, I am confident, rather to

enhance the interest which attaches to that body at whose

head stand the titled names of Howard and Stanley,
Talbot and Herbert, Courtenay and Cavendish, and the

equally noble though untitled name of Scrope.
R W.

HAMPSTEAD, N.W.
June 1877.

A second and cheaper edition of these * Tales
'

having
been called for, I have revised them and slightly altered

them where I have found, either from critics in the press
or from friends and correspondents, that my statements

are doubtful or inaccurate.

E. W.

7 HYDE PARK MANSIONS,

May 1890.
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TALES OF OUR GREAT FAMILIES

THE LADY BLANCHE ARUNDELL OF
WARDOUR

FEW of the ruined homes of our ancient families are surrounded

with a brighter halo of interest than the old Castle of Wardour,
which stands on the south-western border of Wiltshire, about

half-way between Salisbury and Shaftesbury ;
and few heroines

of our country have earned a fairer name for bravery, courage,

and devotion in the hour of danger than the Lady Blanche

Arundell of Wardour.

By birth the Lady Blanche came of a noble and distin-

guished race, the Somersets, at that time Earls of Worcester,
now Marquises of Worcester and Dukes of Beaufort. She

was the sixth out of seven daughters who were born to Edward,
the fourth Earl, by his wife Elizabeth, daughter of Francis,

Earl of Huntingdon ;
and early in the reign of James I. she

became the wife of Thomas, second Lord Arundell of Wardour,
whose father, known far and wide in his day as 'the Valiant,'

had been created Lord Arundell of Wardour, and also a Count
of the Holy Roman Empire, on account of his gallantry at the

siege of Gran in Hungary, where, serving under the banner of

the Emperor Rodolph of Germany, he captured the Turkish

standard with his own hands.

B
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The Emperor's patent or charter (A.D. 1695) states ex-

pressly that the title was conferred on him because ' he had

behaved himself manfully in the field, and also had shown

great proof of valour in the assaulting of divers cities and

castles, especially in forcing the water-tower near Strigonium,

when he took from the Turks their banner with his own hand.'

This honour was extended to every one of his children and

descendants of either sex, so that every infant who is born

an Arundell is born also a count or countess of the Roman

Empire. Collins, in his Peerage, gives an amusing account of

the reason which led to the Count being created an English

Baron also.
* On his return home, a controversy arising among

the Peers whether that dignity, so conferred by a foreign poten-

tate, should be allowed here as to place and precedence, or any
other privilege, it occasioned a warm dispute, which is men-

tioned by Camden in his History of Queen Elizabeth. The

Queen, being asked her opinion of the case, is reported to have

answered that " there was a close tie of affection between the

prince and subject, and that, as chaste wives should have no

glances but for their own spouses, so should faithful subjects

keep their eyes at home, and not gaze on foreign coronets
;
that

she, for her part, did not care that her sheep should wear a

stranger's mark, or dance after the whistle of every foreigner.'"

The consequence was that the precedence claimed on account

of this foreign honour was disallowed. King James, however,
soon after his accession, made amends for Elizabeth's jealousy

by creating him Lord Arundell of Wardour, in the county of

Wilts.

In 1639 Lady Blanche's husband succeeded to his father's

peerage, just as the Puritan storm was gathering which was
destined to burst on the head of King Charles I. and of all his

devoted and loyal-hearted followers and subjects, -whether

Protestants or Roman Catholics.

In the history of the Civil War which is usually known as

'The Great Rebellion,' few episodes are more touching than

that of the siege, capture, and recapture, of the Castle of
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Wardour
;
but I must first say a word or two about the castle

itself.

The Manor of Wardour, as may be seen in Sir R. C. Hoare's
*

History of Wiltshire,' was in early times the property of a

family named St. Martin
;
but the castle itself appears to have

been built in the reign of Richard II., the last of the Plan-

tagenets, by John, Lord Lovel of Tichmarsh. The Levels

inhabited it for only three generations, as it was sold on the

death of the last-named nobleman's grandson in 1494, the next

heir to the estate finding himself involved in great difficulties

by his adherence to the failing cause of the Red Rose of

Lancaster.

The property of the Lovels was at that time as extensive

as any in the kingdom, and it must be owned that Lord Lovel

showed great taste in the selection of a site for his castle,

which is thus described in the 'Gentleman's Magazine' for

August 1867 :

* It stands on a flat plateau, supported by high
wooded banks on every side, except on the south-west, where

the ground slopes down to the park and the lake, admitting a

glowing sun to light and warm the haughty building. A spot

of greater beauty could hardly have been found amongst all

the scenes afforded by that peculiarly rich part of Wiltshire

where it marches with the Dorsetshire border. On the eastern

side, flanked by two strong square towers, was the great en-

trance, over which is still to be read a Latin inscription relating

how the castle came into the hands of the Arundells.'

After the Lovels, its next owners were the Touchets, Lords

Audley (afterwards Earls of Castlehaven), to whom it was

given by Edward IV. in reward of their adherence to the

White Rose of York. The Touchets, however, did not long
hold it

\
for the second of that line who owned it, having been

taken in arms against Henry VII. at the battle of Blackheath,
was beheaded on Tower Hill. His estates, of course, were

confiscated
;
and Wardour Castle, after being held for a short

time by Sir Fulke Greville, was purchased by Sir John Arundell,

of Lanherne, in Cornwall, who presented it to his second son,

u 2
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Thomas, who married a sister of Catharine Howard, the fifth

wife of Henry VIII. Attaching himself, however, very

warmly to the Duke of Somerset, in the next reign he shared

the Duke's fate, and perished on the scaffold.

The estates of Wardour were now again confiscated, and

granted to the Earl of Pembroke, whose seat at Wilton lay

but a few miles distant, and who, no doubt, was glad to join

Wardour on to his own domain. However, in the course of a

few years the Earl resolved to sell it, when it was repurchased

by Sir Matthew Arundell, whose eldest son was the hero of

Hungary, and became the first Lord Arundell of Wardour, as

stated above.

The chief features of the building, as it was erected by
Lord Lovel, are visible to the present day. It forms an

irregular quadrangle, flanked at the four corners by four large

main towers. Above the entrance are the large windows of

what was the great banqueting- hall ; they still remain, pre-

senting but a few indications of the rich tracery with which

they once were filled. The form of the court was a hexa-

gon. Each tower had a staircase of its own, and a door lead-

ing into the courtyard I can scarcely call a six sided space
a quadrangle in the centre of which wras a deep well.

Besides these, there was one principal staircase, leading

up from the court into the great hall. Parts of these stair-

cases still remain, but not a floor or a roof now stands

entire
;
and the great banqueting-hall, which once resounded

with song and music, and was gay with banners and tapestry,
is now roofless and bare, inhabited only by owls and jackdaws,
which find a home in the ivy that clusters thick and dark

around the tenantless walls. But it is time that I should

hasten on to tell the story of the siege of Wardour Castle,

and of the heroism of the Lady Blanche.

Thomas, the second Lord Arundell, having always shown
the warmest and most loyal attachment to the royal cause, as

soon as the Civil War broke out joined King Charles I., with
a regiment of horse, which he had raised and equipped at his
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own expense, and was soon as much distinguished by his

bravery as by his fidelity. Foreseeing the vengeance which

his loyalty would be sure to call down on his house and family
should the cause of the Roundheads and Puritans triumph,
before joining the King's standard he exacted from his wife a

promise that, if his castle should be attacked in his absence,

it should be defended to the very last extremity. How faith-

fully the Lady Blanche redeemed the promise which she made
to her lord, as he tore himself from her embrace on quitting
Wardour for the last time, is proved by the written testimony
of both friends and enemies.

I will not waste time by dwelling long on the picture which

that parting scene must have presented, beyond saying that it

is enough to have inspired half our painters and poets. There

is the gate of the old grey castle, in deep shadow, while the

rays of the afternoon sun light up the opposite bank with a

golden glow, which catches the plumes of the Cavaliers and

dances on their long, flowing hair, as their horses prance and

toss their heads, impatient to start on their march towards

Lansdowne Hill and Bath
;
and the first of the troops are already

defiling from the castle yard. The standard of the Arundells

(sable, six hirondelles,
'

swallows, arg.) waves in the breeze, and

the ringing bugle, the tramping of the horses, the gay colour-

ing of their housings, and the bright equipments of their riders,

all combine to form a brilliant contrast to that group of anxious

and loving faces that cluster round the great doorway, seeking
the last embrace and the last words of those dear ones on

whom they feel and know they are possibly now to look for

the last time.

Alas, for the Lady Blanche ! Her fair face, crowned with

locks whitening with her sixtieth summer, is raised to meet

the lips of her true lord, who lowers his casque and stoops
from his charger to give her the last kiss. Alas, indeed, for

her ! for, whatever fate may be in store for the dear ones of

her companion ladies, that kiss and that look of her husband
was destined to be the very last. A few short months, and
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her husband would come back indeed, but a corpse. He would

come back with glory and honour to Wardour, but not to her :

he would come back to his grave in the church hard by. He
would come back

;
but it would not be in his power to give

her that which she coveted most of all things in this world

the smile of approval, the thought of which was to be her

solace through the weary and toilsome hours of the coming

siege. There, too, stands her son's wife, Cicely, the daughter
of Sir Henry Compton, of Brambletye House, Sussex, and

wife of Sir John Fermor, young and delicate, and half heart-

broken at having to part with her husband, the father of her

three young children, who cling to her, half sobbing, half

smiling, puzzled at the grief of their mother and their grand-

mother, and at the pretty sight of the warlike cavalcade.

As Lord Arundell rode away, gazing back on his home,
well may we imagine that the Lady Blanche would raise her

hands to Heaven and vow before saints and angels that she

would keep the word which she had given to her lord, and that

the vow was echoed back firmly and quietly by Cicely, and

somewhat more loudly and emphatically by the fifty serving-

men who were to form the garrison, and the bevy of waiting-
maids who stood crying in the background. Though sixty

years old, she joined to the firmness and wisdom of that age
the energy of youth and the spirit of a Somerset

;
and it was

without the smallest signs of fear or of any weak emotion

that on the 2nd of May, 1643, she received the news that the

Puritan leader. Sir Edward Hungerford, was at her doors, and

that, in the name of the Parliament, he required admittance in

order to search for Cavaliers and '

malignants.'
It is needless to say that Sir Edward's demand was

disdainfully refused, and that he saw enough to convince him
that it would be no easy task to effect an entry into that

castle in its owner's absence. He therefore sent for Colonel

Strode and some troops under his command, which raised the

force at his disposal to a total of thirteen hundred men. He
then sent a messenger to the Lady Blanche, demanding the
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surrender of the castle in due form
;
but the only reply that

he received was that ' she had a command from her lord to

keep it, and would obey that command.'

For the last time on that evening, Lady Arundell looked

out in freedom from her chamber in the tower
;
and it must

have been with a heavy heart that she gazed on the lake below

her windows that lake which still spreads its peaceful waters

to reflect the glowing sunsets and noted the splashing of the

carp as they played on its surface, and the song of the black-

bird, the thrush, and the cuckoo. But, together with that

heavy heart, she nursed and inwardly cherished the firm re-

solve that she would dare and do all that woman could and

might, for the sake of her husband who had gone to the war.

Late at night, a harsher sound must have been borne on

the breeze to her ears the rattle of heavy guns and of soldiers

escorting them along the road that wound through the woods.

The Puritans, at all events, had lost no time, for in the morn-

ing her waiting-maid aroused her by the news that the guns
were already in position to bear full upon the walls. Unfor-

tunately, too, for herself and for Wardour, the castle was

placed in a situation chosen rather for its beauty than for its

military capabilities. It lay low, and the ground, rising

around it on three out of the four sides, gave her enemies a

great advantage, of which the Roundheads were not slow to

avail themselves,

Next day commenced a fierce cannonade, and the first shot

fell with deadly force in the banqueting-hal], where it cruelly

damaged the great chimney-piece, richly carved in dark red

marble, and said to have been worth 2,0001. even at that

time a far larger sum than that which is now represented

by those figures. Portions of this mantel-piece are still pre-

served in the grounds, worked into a sort of rockery, and

some of the cannon-balls have also been kept as relics and

memorials of the siege. For six long days and nights, almost

without intermission, the battery continued to hurl its deadly
missiles on the besieged garrison, who stoutly and valiantly
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rejected the conditions proffered over and over again by the

Roundheads
;

for the latter promised quarter to the ladies

alone, and not to the men under arms. The number within

the walls was small, for out of the fifty males only twenty-

live were trained fighting-men ;
and had it not been for the

assistance of the maid-servants, who steadily loaded their

muskets, they would have been exhausted with fatigue and

want of sleep before they could hold out long enough to

obtain honourable terms for all.

On the fourth or fifth day of the siege two mines were

sprung. The first did but little damage, as fortunately it

proved to be outside the walls of the castle
;
but the second,

which exploded inside one of the smaller vaults, greatly shook

the building, and showed that the fabric was in danger of

destruction. Still, however, the Lady Blanche resolved not to

yield ;
and it was not until the sixth day, when the rebels

brought petards and applied them to the great door, and balls

of wild-fire to throw in at the windows, that the gallant

defender found herself obliged to ' sound a parley.'

Thus reduced to the last straits, she agreed to a surrender,

but on condition of obtaining quarter for all within the castle.

It was also agreed that the wearing apparel of the ladies

should be at their own disposal, and they should be allowed

six serving-men to attend upon them wherever their captors
should dispose of them

;
and it was further agreed that all

the furniture in the castle should be safe from plunder.

Finding themselves, however, in possession of the castle

walls, these ' saints of the Lord '

did not feel bound to observe

any of their promises except the first.
' Faith is not to be

kept with heretics,' it would appear, is a principle current in

society at large, and acted on by many others besides those

whom the world calls
' Romish bigots.' It is true that they

spared the lives of the gallant defenders of the castle, though
the latter had used their guns and crossbows so well as to

kill above sixty of the besieging force. The ladies and the

three children were at once led off' as prisoners of war to
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Shaftesbury, just over the Dorsetshire border, where they had

the mortification of seeing five cartloads of the spoils of

Wardour driven in triumph through the streets of the town

on their way to Dorchester, which was then in the hands of

the Parliamentary army.
After a time, considering, or pretending to consider, that

the captive ladies and children were not safe at Shaftesbury,
the rebels proposed to remove them to Bath, where the plague
was then raging, and where the ' saints

'

probably hoped that

death would do the work which they dared not try with their

own hands. But here the high spirit of Lady Arundell was

fully aroused, and, as she lay at the time in bed, worn out

with fatigue and anxiety, she refused to be removed unless

she was dragged by actual main force. Dreading the un-

popularity which such severity would draw down upon their

cause in the Western counties, where the name of Arundell

was held in high esteem, at length the ' saints
' abandoned

their designs ;
so they contented themselves with wresting

from Cicely Arundell her two little boys, aged nine and seven

respectively, whom they considered such objects of alarm thit

they sent them under a strong guard to Dorchester.

Meantime my readers may wish to know how it fared with

the fabric which had stood the siege, and with the estates that

surrounded it. If so, I will tell them.

Sir Edward Hungerford and his troops, out of pure revenge
and spite, laid waste the whole place with a frantic zeal, the

effects of which are felt down to the present day. They tore

up the park railings several miles in extent, let loose or killed

the red and fallow deer which have never since been re-

placed burnt the park lodges and entrances, and cut down
the trees, which they sold for fourpence and sixpence apiece,

though they must have been worth as many pounds. They
drove away all the horses and cattle, and even cut to pieces

and sold as waste metal the leaden pipes which conveyed water

underground to the castle
;
in short, it is computed by local

antiquaries that the havoc which they caused would scarcely
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be repaired for a hundred thousand pounds. Sir Edward

Hungerford placed the castle under the command of Colonel

Ludlow, who held it from May 1643 to the March of the

following year.

Just at this time of Ludlow's taking possession, news was

brought to Wardour that Lord Arundell, the husband of the

Lady Blanche, had died at Oxford of wounds which he had

received at the battle of Lansdowne. A fortnight had scarcely

elapsed when his son, young Lord Arundell, the husband of

Cicely, appeared before the walls, and summoned Ludlow and

his crew to deliver up the place to him,
' for his Majesty's

use.' This summons was of course refused
; and, burning

with rage at his father's death, his mother's capture, and his

children's imprisonment, he withdrew for a time to collect

materials for the siege of his own castle. Early in the follow-

ing year, accordingly, he sat down before it, determining to

retake it, either by siege or by blockade. At length, despair-

ing of being able to effect his object by any less violent means,
he resolved to blow up the towers and walls rather than to

leave it in the hands of the rebels. Accordingly, in the middle

of the month of March, he sprang beneath it a mine which

shattered its walls and western towers, and did so much

damage also to the stores of corn and other provisions, that

the garrison found themselves reduced to only four, days'
rations. Seeing at length that all hope was at an end, Colonel

Ludlow capitulated, on terms which were observed by the

Royalists, and the castle came back again into the hands of

its rightful owners
;

And Bertram's right and Bertram's might
Did meet on Ellangowan height.

But the fabric came back into the hands of the noble and

gallant Arundells sadly shorn of its chief ornaments, and of all

that makes a house to be a home
;
and bitter indeed must

have been the feelings of the young Lord Arundell when he

once again entered the well-known halls, and gazed upon the
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bare walls of the despoiled rooms which for ten long weary
months had been tenanted by the rough and sour soldiers of

the Parliament, instead of by his own gentle wife and his

noble-hearted mother. However, he did return
;
and the

family once more occupied such portions of the castle as could

be put into a habitable condition.

Just over a hundred years ago, when the old castle had

seen a hundred and thirty years of ruin and desolation, a new
and noble mansion, in the Classical style, which now bears the

name of Wardour Castle, was built by the then Lord Arundell,

about a mile from the ancient site, where the old grey walls,

rising proudly out of a wilderness of dark foliage beside a lake,

and what once was a garden and a '

pleasaunce,' still tell the

tale of their defence by the hands of the Lady Blanche

Arundell.

And what about Lady Blanche herself 1 She survived for

some six years or more the loss of her husband and the siege

of his castle. On her release from captivity at Shaftesbury,
she retired to Winchester, where she lived in seclusion, leading
a life of piety and charity; and there she ended her days in

October 1649, having lived long enough to add to her other

griefs by mourning the fate of the sovereign whom her husband

had served so loyally. The fine old parish church of Tisbury,

adjoining the park of Wardour, now holds all that is mortal of

the Lady Blanche Arundell and her husband.

It is some satisfaction, though a poor one at the best, to

know that Providence in the end punished the proud house of

Hungerford, one of whose members had taken so active a part
in bringing about the desolation of the fair Castle of Wardour.

Those who wish to know how justice overtook the Hunger-
fords will do well to consult that storehouse of amusing

anecdote,
' The Vicissitudes of Families,' by Sir Bernard

Burke.
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THE TWO FAIR GUNNINGS

CAN it be that female beauty has degenerated in England

during the last century ? Such a decadence seems improbable,

nay, impossible, in a country where the fair sex avail them-

selves so plentifully of Nature's two great beautifiers, fresh air

and cold water ! And yet, which among our celebrated beauties

of the present day, whose photographs may be seen in every

stationer's window, can boast of having excited one half of the

furore created by the two fair Miss Gunnings, who took the

London world of fashion by storm in the year 1751, and turned

the West End almost mad ?

These ladies, whose beauty and whose names are familiar

to every reader of Horace Walpole and of books of contem-

porary anecdote and biography, were sisters, of plain Irish

extraction, wholly without fortune
;
and their only title to

aristocratic family was the fact that they were distantly related

to an Irish baronet of the name. The sudden appearance of

these stars in the heaven of London fashion caused so great a

sensation that even the staid rules of a Court Drawing Room at

St. James's were defied by a mob of noble gentlemen and ladies

clambering upon chairs and tables to get a look at them.

Walpole speaks of them as being
' scarce gentlewomen, but

by their mother '

\
but this somewhat ill-natured remark is

scarcely true. The family of Gunning could hardly be said to

be aristocratic in name or in lineage, but still it was respectable

enough ;
and on their mother's side, Maria and Elizabeth

Gunning might fairly boast that the blood of the Plantagenets
ran in their veins.

All that the Heralds' College can tell us of the Gunning
family beyond the fact that a member of it, having been

British Minister at the Courts of Berlin and St. Petersburg,
was raised to a baronetcy about a century ago is that it was
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divided into two branches, which possessed, in the reign of

Henry VIII., considerable estates in the counties of Kent,
Somerset, and Gloucester; and that one of the Kentish Gun-

nings, in the reign of James I., settled in Ireland, where he

became the ancestor of the Gunnings of Castle Coote, in the

county of Roscommon. One of these, a Mr. John Gunning,

by his marriage with the Hon. Bridget Bourke, a daughter of

Viscount Bourke, of Mayo, had, along with a son who became

a general in the army, and who distinguished himself at the

battle of Bunker's Hill, three fair daughters, who were said to

rival the Three Graces. Two of these came to London, like

many other portionless girls before and after their time, to

push their way in the world of fashion, their ' faces
'

being
their '

fortunes,' in the words of the well-known song :

' My face is my fortune, sir,' she said.

The third, and youngest, appears to have settled down quietly

in matrimonial life in the South of Ireland
;
but she does not

come within the scope of this paper, which I intend to devote

to the career of her two sisters.

A letter concerning the Gunnings, written by the parish
clerk of Hemingford Grey, in Huntingdonshire, to Mr. James

Madden, of Cole House, Fulham, is worth transcribing, less

for the sake of the information it contains which is, for the

most part, an incorrect version of well-known facts than on

account of the amusing self-importance of the writer. I follow

his orthography :

4

Sir, I take the Freedom in wrighting to you, from an

information of Mr. Warrinton, that you would be Glad to

have the account of my Townswoman the Xotefied, the Famis,
Beautifull Miss Gunnings. Born at Hemingford Grey, tho

they left the Parish before I had knoledge Enough to Remem-
ber them, and I was born in 32 (1732). But I will give you
the Best account I can, which I believe is Better than any
man in the Country besides Myself, tho I have not the Birth
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Register for so long a Date, and since Dr. Dickens is dead,

I dont know where it is, but the Best account I Can Give

you is, Elizth., the Eldest, married to his Grace the Duke of

Hamilton, after his Decease to the Duke of Arguile ;
the

second, Mary, to the Viscount of Coventre
;
the third I never

knew ritely to horn, but I beleeve to some privett Gentleman.

I Rember a many years ago, att least 30, seeing her picture in

a print shop, I believe in St. Foul's Churchyard, as follows :

the youngest of these Beauties here we have in vue,

so like in person to the other two,
ho Ever views her features and her fame,
will see at once that Gunning is her Name

which is the Best account I Can give you of these three
;
but

then there was two more, which perhaps you don't know

anything about, which I will give you the true Mortalick

register off, from a black mavel which lies in our chancel, as

follows : Sophia Gunning, the youngest of four daughters,

all born at Hemmingford, in Huntingdonshire, to John Gun-

ning, Esq. ;
died an infant, 1737. Lissy Gunning, his fifth

daughter, born in Ireland
;
died December 31, 1752, aged

8 years 10 months. "Suffer little children and forbid them

not to come unto me, for of such is the kingdom of heaven."

Matt. xix. 14. This, Sir, is the Truest and Best Information

I Can Give you, or can Get, and if this is of any use to you,
I should be much obliged to you to let me have a line or two

from you, that I may be satisfied that it was not in vain.
' And am, Sir,

* Your most obedient and humble servant,
' WM. CEISWELL.

'

Hemmingford Grey, Aug. 14, 1796.'

But little is known of Catherine, the third Miss Gunning,
in the annals of fashion

;
but I can so far supplement the in-

formation of Mr. William Criswell as to tell your readers that

the *

privett gentleman
'

alluded to was Robert Travis, Esq.,

to whom Catherine Gunning was married in 1769, and who
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had a daughter who, in the next generation, kept up the fame

of the family for personal beauty.

Whatever may have been the original fortune and estate

of John Gunning, of Castle Coote, Ireland, the progenitor of
* the two fair Gunnings,' it would seem that at the time when

they were just budding into womanhood, their mother, the

Hon. Mrs. Gunning, seriously contemplated sending them to

seek their fortunes upon the stage. Walpole more than once

alludes to this intention
;
and the circumstances under which

the lovely sisters were presented at Dublin Castle, the year
before their debut in London, would seem to give colour

to the supposition. The Gunnings were on intimate terms

with Thomas Sheridan, at that time manager of the Dublin

Theatre
;
and Mrs. Gunning, wishing to present her daughters

to the Earl of Harrington, then Lord-Lieutenant, consulted

Sheridan how she could procure the necessary dresses, which

she had not the means to purchase. The difficulty was over-

come by Sheridan arraying the distressed beauties out of the

resources of the stage wardrobe
;
and so Maria and Elizabeth

Gunning made their first courtesies to the Lord-Lieutenant

attired as Lady Macbeth and Juliet, and, as tradition states,

looked most lovely. I wrish it did not also state that, when

they became great ladies, they proved forgetful of former

kindness in their time of need on the part of the warm-

hearted and improvident Sheridan.

The first mention that we find of the fair Gunnings as

the 'Belles of the season' in London, is in a letter from

Horace Walpole in June 1751, when he speaks of them as
' two Irish girls of 110 fortune, who make more noise than any
of their predecessors since the days of Helen, and who are

declared the handsomest women alive.' The fastidious Horace
' was willing to allow the truth of the statement if they were

both taken together
'

; though he adds, by way of qualification,

that '

singly he has seen much handsomer women than either

of them.' How this can be, however, is not clear to my dull

comprehension.
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There can be no doubt of the sensation caused by the two

fair Gunnings wherever they went about London. They could

not take a walk in the park, or spend an evening at Vauxhall,
without being followed by such mobs as to force them to

retreat and go home. One day when the sisters visited Hamp-
ton Court, the housekeeper, whether in sport or in earnest,

showed the company who were *

lionising
'

the place into the

room where the Miss Gunnings were sitting, instead of into

the apartment known as the '

Beauty Room,' with the signi-

ficant remark,
' These are the beauties, ladies.'

The fair sisters, the elder of whom had barely completed
her eighteenth year at the time of which I am speaking, as

may easily be imagined, did not long retain the humble patro-

nymic which they had brought with them from Ireland and

had rendered so famous. Elizabeth, the younger sister, drew

the first prize in the matrimonial lottery ;
and the story of her

courtship and marriage had best, perhaps, be told in Horace

Walpole's own words, which let us into a scene in Mayfair

Chapel in the days when marriages not a la mode were solem-

nised there. The old gossip writes to his friend Sir Horace

Mann, at Florence, under date Feb. 27, 1752 :

' The event which has made the most noise since my last

is the wedding of the younger Miss Gunning. . . . About six

wreeks ago the Duke of Hamilton, the very reverse of the

Earl [of Coventry]; but debauched, extravagant, and equally

damaged in his fortune and in his person, fell in love with

the youngest at a masquerade, and determined to marry her

in the spring. About a fortnight since, at an immense as-

sembly at Lord Chesterfield's, made to show [off] the house,

which is really most magnificent, the Duke made love at one

end of the room, while he was playing at pharaoh (i.e. faro)

with the other : that is, he saw neither the bank nor his own

cards, which were of 3001. each. He soon lost a thousand. I

own I was so little a professor in love that I thought this

parade looked ill for the poor girl, and could not conceive, if

he was so much engaged with his mistress as to disregard
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such sums, why -he played at all. However, two nights after-

wards, being left alone with her he found himself so impatient
that he sent for a parson. The doctor refused to perform the

ceremony without either a licence or a ring. The Duke swore

he would send for the Archbishop. At last they were married

with a ring of the bed-curtain, at half an hour after twelve, at

Mayfair Chapel. The Scotch are enraged ;
the women mad

that so much beauty has had its effect
; and, what is most

silly, my Lord Coventry declares that now he will marry the

other. The Duchess was presented on Friday. The crowd

was so great that even the noble mob in the Drawing Room
clambered into chairs and on tables to get a look at her. There

are mobs at their door to see them get into their chairs
;
and

people go early to get places at the theatres when it is known
that they will be there.'

A few weeks after the marriage the Duke of Hamilton

conducted his lovely bride to the home of his ancestors
;
and

so widely spread was the fame of the beautiful Duchess, even

in those days when railways, penny postage, and daily news-

papers were things unknown, that, when they stopped one

night at a Yorkshire inn during their journey,
' seven hundred

people sat up all night in and about the house merely to see

the Duchess get into her post-chaise the next morning.'
There can be little doubt that Elizabeth Gunning's first

marriage was prompted by ambition
;

it could hardly have

been a happy one, if we may credit Walpole's account of the

Hamilton menage.
' The Duchess of Hamilton's history,' says

he, 'is not unentertaining. The Duke of Hamilton is the

abstract of Scotch pride. He and the Duchess, at their own

house, walk in to dinner before their company, sit together at

the upper end of their own table, eat off the same plate, and

drink to nobody beneath the rank of an earl. Would not one

wonder how they could get anybody, either above or below

that rank, to dine with them at all V It is indeed a marvel

how such a host could find guests of any degree sufficiently

wanting in self-respect to sit at his table and endure his

c
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pompous insolence the insolence of an innately vulgar mind,

which, unhappily, is sometimes to be met even in the most

exalted rank of life.

Let us now for the present leave Elizabeth, Duchess of

Hamilton to the enjoyment of her conjugal felicity in the con-

genial society of her stately spouse, and see what had mean-

while befallen her sister Maria.

Maria Gunning, the elder, and, according to the general

opinion, the lovelier, of the two sisters, on her first introduction

to the beau monde of London was followed by a long train of

aristocratic and noble admirers, among whom was the Earl of

Coventry ;

* a grave young lord of the remains of the patriot

breed,' who long dangled after her. The wavering intention

of the Earl was most probably decided by the example set

him by one even of higher rank than himself; for the mar--

riage of Elizabeth to his Grace of Hamilton was followed in

less than three weeks by that of Maria to his lordship. Our
old friend Horace Walpole comments in a most characteristic

manner upon the notoriety of the fair sisters. After record-

ing the fact of their marriages, he continues,
* There are two

wretched women that are just as much talked of as the two

beauties, a Miss Jefferies and a Miss Blandy ;
the one con-

demned for murdering her uncle, the other for the murder of

her father.' Lady Gower, writing to a friend in the country

shortly after the execution of these two criminals, and lament-

ing the lack of sufficient news to make her letter interesting,

says :

* Since the two Misses were hanged (Blandy and Jef-

feries) and the other two Misses' were married (the Gunnings),
there is nothing at all talked of.'

Shortly after their marriage the Earl and Countess of

Coventry, accompanied by Lady Caroline Petersham another

celebrated beauty, whose charms were, however, at this period
somewhat on the wane paid a visit to France. But the

standard of beauty must have been widely different in the

two countries at that time, for the English belles, doubtless

to their own extreme amazement, found themselves entirely
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at a discount in the French capital.
' Our beauties/ writes

Walpole in October 1752, 'are returned, and have done no

execution. The French would not conceive that Lady Caro-

line Petersham ever had been handsome, nor that my Lady
Coventry has much pretence to be so now. Poor Lady
Coventry,' he continues,

* was under piteous disadvantages ;

for, besides being very silly, ignorant of the world and good

breeding, speaking no French, and suffered to wear neither

red nor powder, she had that perpetual drawback upon her

beauty her lord, who is sillier in a wiser way, and as igno-

rant, speaking very little French himself, just enough to show

how ill-bred he is.' It would have been well for Lady Coven-

try if she had never been suffered to wear ' red
'

or '

powder
'

;

for it was to the lavish use of such cosmetics that the malady
which caused her early death was attributed by her physicians.

The lovely Countess seems to have divided her time be-

tween her toilet and her amusements. On one occasion she

exhibited to George Selwyn the costume which she was going
to wear at an approaching fete. The dress was of blue silk,

richly brocaded with silver spots of the size of a shilling.
' And how do you think I shall look in it, Mr. Selwyn ?

'

asked

the self-satisfied beauty. 'Why,' replied he, 'you will look

like change for a guinea !

'

Conspicuous in the list of this lady's adorers was Frederick

St. John, Viscount Bolingbroke, a propos of whom Walpole
writes, March 2, 1754: 'T'other night they danced minuets

for the entertainment of the King at the masquerade, and

then he sent for Lady Coventry to dance. It was quite like

Herodias
;
and I believe, if he had offered a boon, she would

have chosen the head of St. John I think I told you of her

passion for the young Lord Bolingbroke.' A little later the

Duke of Cumberland's admiration of Lady Coventry was the

topic of conversation, according to that universal intelligencer

from whom most of the gossip of the day has come down to us.

Many amusing stories are told of Lady Coventry's extreme

silliness
;
one of the best of them is as follows : The old King

o 2
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(George II.) asked her one evening if she was not sorry that

there were to be no more masquerades. She replied that ' she

was tired of them indeed, that she was surfeited with most

London sights ;
there was but one left that she wanted to see,

and that was a coronation !

'

This wish (expressed with

such naivete] was not granted, for Lady Coventry died just a

fortnight before the King.
The prestige of Lady Coventry's exceeding beauty attended

her to the last. Only a few months before her death in 1760,

she was so mobbed by a crowd of admiring plebeians while

walking in the park, that the King ordered a guard to be

always ready for the future, whenever Lady Coventry should

be pleased to ' take her walks abroad.' Another letter-writer

of the period, the Hon. J. 3^est, gives an amusing description

of the result of these precautions.
' Her ladyship went to the

park, and, pretending to be frightened, directly desired the

assistance of the officer of tHe guard, who ordered twelve

sergeants to walk abreast before her, and a sergeant and

twelve men behind her, and in this pomp did the idiot walk

about all the evening, with more mob about her than ever, as

you may imagine ;
her sensible husband supporting her on

one side, and Lord Pembroke on the other. This is at present
the talk of the whole town.'

Elizabeth Gunning, having become a widow in 1758, ^ave
her hand, a twelvemonth later, to one Colonel John Campbell,
then heir presumptive to the honours of the great ducal house

of Argyll, and commenced married life for a second time under

auspices even more brilliant and far happier than her first ven-

ture. Walpole writes of it as 'a match that would not dis-

grace Arcadia. Her beauty has made enough sensation, and
in some people's eyes is even improved. He- has a most pleasing

person, countenance, manner
; and, if they could but carry

to Scotland some of our sultry English weather, they might
restore the ancient pastoral life, when fair kings and queens

reigned at once over their subjects and their sheep.'

It is a well-known fact, frequently mentioned by Chester-
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field, Walpole, and other contemporary writers, that for the

sake of Colonel Campbell, Elizabeth Gunning, in her year of

widowhood, had rejected another ducal coronet, that of the

Puke of Bridgewater.
But the career of the beautiful Countess was fast drawing

to a close, and Walpole writes to a friend :

' The kingdom of

beauty is in as great disorder as the kingdom of Ireland. My
Lady Pembroke looks like a ghost. My Lady Coventry is

going to be one.' Poor creature ! The heartless wit spoke

only too truly.

One of the last occasions on which we hear of her appear-
ance in public was at the trial of Earl Ferrers, in the House of

Lords, in April 1760, for the murder of his steward. Walpole
writes of this trial :

* The seats of the peeresses were not near

full, and most of the beauties absent
; but, to the amazement

of everybody, Lady Coventry was there, and, what surprised
me much more, looked as well as ever. I sat next but one to

her, and should not have asked her if she had been ill, yet they
are positive she has few weeks to live. She and Lord Boling-
broke seemed to have different thoughts, and were acting over

all the old comedy of eyes.'

Walpole's description of her death-bed is a most melancholy
one. ' Poor Lady Coventry,' he writes,

' concluded her short

race with the same attention to her looks. She lay constantly
on a couch, with a pocket-glass in her hand

;
and when that

told her how great the change was, she took to her bed. During
the last fortnight she had no light in her room but the lamp
of a tea-kettle, and at last took things in through the curtains

of her bed, without suffering them to be withdrawn.' The

mob, who never quitted curiosity about her, went to the num-

ber of ten thousand only to see her coffin. Her married life

extended over something more than eight years. She did not,

however, pass away until she had borne to the Earl three

children : two daughters, and also a son, George William, who
became the seventh Earl of Coventry, and lived nine years into

the present century.
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I have before mentioned that Lady Coventry's early death

was mainly attributed to her lavish use of cosmetics
;
and I find

another terrible example of the same extraordinary infatuation

in the pages from which I have already so largely quoted.

Horace Walpole writes in 1762 :

* That pretty young woman,

Lady Fortrose, Lady Harrington's daughter, is at the point of

death, killed, like Lady Coventry and others, by white lead, of

which nothing could cure her.'

It will probably strike the reader of Horace Walpole's

Letters that he speaks with undue harshness of Lady Coventry's

ignorance and ill-breeding, when we consider the giddy height

to which she had been raised from a life of obscurity, if not of

poverty, at a very early age ;
the amount of adulation poured

upon her by the highest personages in the land
; and, above all,

the fact that coarseness and ignorance were common failings

among the aristocracy of that day, many of whom could

scarcely spell at all.

At the time of her sister's death, in October 1760, the

Duchess of Hamilton was in such bad health that her physi-

cians apprehended a rapid decline, and ordered her to pass the

winter abroad. Walpole speaks of her at this time as possess-

ing
* but little remains of beauty' ;

her features, he adds, 'were

never so handsome as Lady Coventry's, and she has long been

changed, though not yet, I think, above six-and-twenty ;
the

other was but twenty-seven.' The Duchess, however, re

covered, and was one of the three ladies appointed to accom-

pany the Princess Charlotte of Mecklenburg-Strelitz from Ger-

many to England previous to her marriage with George III. It

is said that when the young German bride arrived in sight of

the palace of her future husband, she turned pale, and evinced

such evident symptoms of terror as to force a smile from the

Duchess of Hamilton, who sat by her side
; upon which the

young Princess briskly remarked,
' My dear Duchess, you may

laugh, for you have been married twice
;
but it is no joke to me.'

The general respect in which the young Dowager Duchess

of Hamilton was held at the time of her second marriage forced
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an acknowledgment even from the censorious Walpole, that

her merit was as conspicuous as her good fortune, and that the

extraordinary sensation created by her beauty had not at all

impaired the modesty of her behaviour. The Duchess of

Hamilton became Duchess of Argyll in 1770, a change of title

characteristically commented upon by Walpole, who observes

that,
' as she is not quite so charming as she was,' he does not

know ' whether it is not better than to retain a title which put
one in mind of her beauty.' In 1776 she was created Baroness

Hamilton of Hamilton, in Leicestershire, in her own right.

She was one of the Ladies of the Bedchamber to Queen Char-

lotte, who, jealous of her undoubted favour with the King,
treated her so badly that at one time she contemplated resign-

ing her post. The Duke consented that she should do so, on

condition that he might dictate the letter of resignation. The

letter was accordingly written, but the Duchess, greatly dis-

satisfied with the terms employed, which by no means expressed
her feelings, added a postscript to this effect :

*

Though / wrote

the letter, the Duke dictated it.' Ultimately the affair was

arranged by the Duchess retaining her place.

Elizabeth, Duchess of Hamilton and of Argyll, was the wife

of two dukes, and the mother of four. By her first husband she

was mother of James, seventh Duke, and of Douglas, eighth

Duke, of Hamilton
;
and by her second husband, of George,

sixth Duke, and of John, seventh Duke, of Argyll. She died

on the 20th December, 1790, and so terminated the history of

the two fair Gunnings.
There is at Croome Court, the seat of the present Earl of

Coventry, a fine portrait of Maria Gunning, and another of

her ' double-duchessed
'

sister
;
the latter was also painted by

Sir Joshua Reynolds, and sat to other artists. At Inverary

Castle, Argyllshire, the seat of the Duke of Argyll, there is an

authentic full-length portrait of Elizabeth Gunning (his Grace's

grandmother) by Cotes, and another, also full-length, is to be

seen at Hamilton Palace. I am given to understand that the

present Duke of Argyll, the grandson of Elizabeth Gunning,
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has two other portraits of his ancestress, both half-length, and

that one of them is at his Grace's town residence at Campden
Hill.

The ' fair Gunnings
' were painted as companion pictures

by Cotes in 1751, and also by Read
;
the latter pictures were

both engraved by Finlayson, and other engravings of Maria

and Elizabeth are to be seen in the British Museum. Read

represents the Duchess in a lace mob cap and cloak, while an

engraving by Houston portrays her as a country lass, with a

rose in her bosom. Of Maria there is a portrait by Hamilton,

whole-length, with a greyhound by her side. The two sisters

are very much alike : both are remarkable for their small

mouths, high foreheads, aquiline noses, and arched eyebrows.

Certainly, Maria would be adjudged by the ladies nowadays
the prettier in detail she is slim and elegant, though rather

inanimate
;
but I much prefer the looks of Elizabeth, who is

darker, plumper, and more intelligent, and altogether a finer

woman. I am told that there is also a mezzotint of ' the three

Miss Gunnings,' but I have not been able to find a copy in the

Print Room at the British Museum.

THE THELLUSSONS

IT is stated as a fact, by a writer in the Stock Exchange
fieview, that at the end of the last century, when George the

Third was King, and when Meyer Anselm Rothschild kept a

broker's shop in the Jew Lane of Frankfort, there were six

bankers in London who had each and all the repute of being

possessed of extraordinary wealth, or what would now be-

termed millionaires. These six bankers,' he adds,
* were

Thomas Coutts, Francis Baring, Joseph Denison, Henry Hope,
Lewis Tessier, and Peter Thellusson.' I purpose in my pre-
sent chapter to tell my readers a little about the last-named

gentleman, what sort of will he made, and what became of his

wealth, which at one time threatened to prove of fabulous
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amount, to swallow up half the riches of his contemporaries,
and to form the nucleus of a fortune which should fairly out-

strip the Rothschilds and Esterhazys.
We are told by Sir Nathaniel William Wraxall, in his

amusing
' Memoirs of My Own Time,' that George TIL

had a very great objection to raise to the peerage any member
of a family engaged in commercial pursuits ;

and it was long
before he could be persuaded even by his favourite ' heaven -

born
'

minister, William Pitt to break his resolution. The
first to burst down the barrier of royal exclusiveness was Mr.

Robert Smith, a banker in London, and the son of a banker

at Nottingham, to whom Pitt was said to have been largely
indebted for the ' sinews of war '

in the earlier part of his

career, and on whom, therefore, was conferred, in 1797, the

title of Lord Carrington, or, as the family now spell it,

Carington.
Another of the wealthy money-changers and money-

brokers, whose fortunes were established by successful com-

merce east of Temple Bar, in the middle of the last cen-

tury, was the aforesaid Peter Thellusson, who was born in

1735. Though not known to fame on this side the British

Channel, yet, according to Sir Bernard Burke and the Heralds,

the Thellussons trace back their origin to the ancienne noblesse

of the kingdom of France. The first of the name of whom we
hear anything in particular was Frederick de Thellusson,

Seigneur de Flescheres and Baron de Saphorin, one among
the nobles who assisted Philip VI.- of France in his expedition
into Flanders early in the fourteenth century. His family
still owned their hereditary estates at Flescheres, near Lyons,

up to the time of the great Massacre of St. Bartholomew, in

August 1572, when they fell among the victims of that dread-

ful night/. According to tradition, the only member of the

family who escaped the slaughter was Theophilus de Thellusson,

who had married a sister of the Count de Saluce, at that time

the Governor of the city of Lyons ;
he seems to have effected

his escape into Savoy, and thence to Geneva, where he settled,
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and his descendants at different times filled high places con-

nected with the Republic of that city.

Isaac de Thellusson, who established himself as a banker

in a good way of business there, and afterwards at Paris, and

who was ambassador from his native city to the Court of France

in the reign of Louis XV., had four sons, one of whom, Peter,

became the great merchant of London, whom we have already
named. His history is certainly a very singular one. The

father had largely increased his business by taking into his

employ as a clerk, and afterwards as a partner, a man sub-

sequently celebrated in French history, M. Necker, the same

who was Minister of Finance during the French Revolution.

The firm accordingly became known as Messrs. Thellusson and

Necker. The son had joined his father's banking-house in

Paris when a young man ;
but as soon as the first throes of

the Revolution made themselves felt, he resolved to seek a

country where property would be more secure, and with that

view to found in London a branch in connection with his

father's business. His great and absorbing passion seems to

have been to acquire a large fortune in hard cash
;
and many

years had not elapsed ere Mr. Peter Thellusson found his sails

swelling with the breezes of favouring fortune, for he succeeded

in establishing one of the principal banking-houses in the

City.
* A man of great sagacity and extraordinary perseverance,'

writes Mr. F. Martin,
*

coupled with a desire of making money,
which amounted to an all-absorbing passion, Mr. Thellusson

soon found success at his door, and in a few years built up one

of the first banking establishments in the British metropolis.'
But however great his wealth, he still yearned for more.

Accordingly, unsated with the gold which he had accumu-

lated, he resolved, as he knew that he could not live for ever

himself, to try at least if he could not hand down a colossal

fortune to his distant posterity, either entire or in three shares,

he did not much care which. Probably such a will as he

devised in order to effect that end had never been heard of,
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or even dreamt of, before the year of grace 1797 : the sequel
will prove that it is a good thing for society at large that there

have not been many found to imitate his example ;
and it is

well that, although his will was allowed to stand, the recur-

rence of such a disposition was forbidden by a special Act of

Parliament.

Towards the close of the last century, when he was still

several years short of the allotted ' three score and ten,' he

one day quietly took stock of his worldly possessions, and

found that he wTas the owner of a clear 600,000?. in hard

cash, besides an annual rent roll of 4,500?. He { had satisfied

the ordinary ambition of an English bourgeois he had founded

a family. Peter Isaac, the son of his youth and the prop of

his house, was heir to 35,000?. a year in money and land, and

might claim to be a born gentleman. Peers and peeresses

might hereafter spring in intermediate succession from the

loins of that denizen of a dingy little back parlour behind the

bank. The best men upon 'Change envied the prosperous Peter

Thellusson, who had no object of ambition unsatisfied. Peter

himself was of a different mind : he had not nearly money
enough. Let other men be content to found one family :

Peter was lucky enough to have three sons, and he would

found three families. It was not that he loved his sons, or

his sons' sons
;
but it was the hope and desire of this magni-

ficent posthumous miser to associate his name with three

colossal fortunes. If he did not love his sons, he did not hate

them
;
he was simply indifferent to everything except to his

one cherished object.'

Accordingly he took the very best legal advice upon the

subject, and made, as most men make, a will. By this he left

about 100,000?. to his wife, his three sons, and three daughters

probably in order to show the world that no unnatural

antipathy to his nearest relatives tainted his last dying testa-

ment with mania
;
while the rest of his fortune, amounting to

more than 600,000?., was conveyed to trustees, who were to

let it accumulate till after the deaths, not only of his children.
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but of all the male issue of his sons and grandsons ;
in fact,

till every man, woman, and child of the offspring of Peter,

and alive or begotten at Peter's decease, should be defunct.

After that event the vast property, with its accumulations at

compound interest, was to be given to the nearest male descen-

dants who should bear the family name of Thellusson. No
one of the children or grandchildren who had smiled in old

Peter Thellusson's face, or had trembled at his presence, or

had squalled at the sound of his hard, harsh voice, should be

ever the better or richer for all his wealth. The money, divided

into three equal parts, was to go to the eldest male descendant

of his eldest, his second, and his third sons respectively. If

there should be a failure in the male issue of any of the three,

the share was to be divided among the representatives of the

other two
;

if a failure of two, then the three shares were to

go as one vast property to the one survivor
;
but should, after

all, no lineal male descendants then remain, the whole was

directed to be applied towards paying off a part of the National

Debt ! This was the grandest part, perhaps, of all his scheme
;

the very idea of it is bewildering to the ordinary business

mind.

Having done what he pleased with his own, and excluded,

like an unnatural parent, his own offspring from almost any
share in the benefit of the estate which he held in trust for
' those of his own household,' he winds up his testament with

a whining appeal to the Legislature, almost worthy of Shylock

appealing against mercy ;
he had earned his money by honest

industry, and he humbly trusted that the two Houses of Par-

ment would not alter his will. But, though man proposes, a

higher Power disposes ;
and this Mr. Thellusson's family learned

speedily. With such intentions recorded in his will, which he

duly signed and sealed, Peter Thellusson died
;
but those in-

tentions, like so many others in this world, were doomed to

be frustrated. The family met after the funeral, and the will

was opened, and created sensations which vibrated through the

land in widening circles. Our law-books picture to us the
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blank disappointment of the then living relatives, the gentle

murmur of a past generation of lawyers, and the gaping won-

der of the general public. There were then alive three sons

and six grandsons of this malignant old merchant,
'
all destined

to live the life of Tantalus
;
to see this great pagoda tree grow-

ing up before them, yet never to pluck one unit of its fruit.'

The terms of the will enjoined that, when the last survivor of

all the nine children and grandchildren should yield up his

breath, then the charm was to end
;
the great mountain of

accumulated wealth was to be divided into three portions, and

one-third was to be given to each of the ' eldest male lineal

descendants
'

of his three sons. It is indeed strange to think

that so shrewd a man should have had apparently no suspicion

that his nearest relations would do anything rather than rest

content under such a will, or that the Court of Chancery under

Lord Eldon would not engulph in its wide jaws a good portion
of his fortune under such tempting conditions. And so it

came to pass that in something less than two years after Peter

Thellusson was gathered to his fathers, two bills had been tiled

in Chancery impeaching the will, the one by his widow and

children, and the other by his trustees.

But although the suits were unsuccessful, the will being
allowed to stand good by the Lord Chancellor and the other

judges of the court, who decided in favour of the testator, yet,

for years after, members of the Bar found a rich mine which

they were not unwilling to work in cases connected with the

Thellusson will
;
and only a few years of the present century

had elapsed when poor Mrs. Thellusson, the widow, died it is

said of a broken heart.

To be brief, my Lords Loughborough, and Alvanley, and

Eldon, allowed the litigation to go up to the House of Lords,

by which the will was confirmed on appeal. The Legis-

lature, however, afterwards took up the affair, and, although

they would not set aside the will by an ex post facto law, they
enacted that the power of devising property for the purpose
of accumulation should be restrained in future to twenty-one
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years after the death of the testator. It was calculated at the

time that the Thellusson fund, if it had been left to accumulate

as its founder had specified, could not have amounted to less

than 19,000,000^. at the moment of distribution, and would very

probably have reached the figure of 32,000,000^. But this

calculation was rash. It was beautifully correct in theory and

on paper, but would not work in practice ; evidently, too, not

a shadow of a doubt existed in his mind when he made the

will, that by the simple process of allowing a large capital,

locked up under the protection of the law, to accumulate

through three generations, the wealth of the future Thellusson

would swell into dimensions compared with which fortunes of

kings and emperors would be mere beggarly fleabites. Unfor-

tunately for himself, he had left out of his calculation one all-

important item the existence of an institution called the

Court of Chancery, with its array of long-robed worshippers,
all ready to claim a share in the interest and compound interest.

The Court of Chancery so '

clipped and pollarded Peter Thel-

lusson's oak that it was not much larger than when he left it.'

Not only was there a Chancery suit to set aside the will,

but there was a cross suit to have the trusts of the will per-

formed under the direction of the Court of Chancery a suit

which at sixty years old was as lively as ever. Of course, there

were also other suits : suits about post-testament acquisitions,

about advowsons, &c. The last survivor of the nine lives died

in February 1856.

The unhappy lady who was the wife of this selfish mil-

lionaire was a Miss Woodford, the daughter of Mr. Matthew

Woodford, and sister of Sir Ralph Woodford, of Carlby, some-

time M.P. for Evesham. She derived but little comfort from

her husband's bank-notes, and owned with her last breath that

the source of true happiness is not to be looked for in money-
bags.

Seats in the House of Commons were found for all the

three sons of Peter Thellusson
;
the Irish Barony of Rendle-

shani was conferred on the eldest, Peter Isaac, in 1806, and
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three of this nobleman's sons having held the title in succes-

sion, the latter now belongs to his grandson, the fifth Lord
Rendlesham.

But the many millions sterling which the great merchant

had hoped would eventually come to his descendants, what has

become of them 1 The money was never destined to be theirs

in its integrity ;
and but a comparatively modest fortune re-

mained, and still remains, to the house. Lord Rendlesham,
the head of the family, held for some years a seat in the House
of Commons, as one of the members for Suffolk, in which

county he owns a fair estate
;
but though only ninety years

have passed since old Peter Thellusson's death, there is now
no banking-house which bears his name in the great world of

London. Sic transit gloria mundi.

THE NOBLE HOUSE OF. CECIL

IF Horace Walpole was allowed to manufacture such a word

as ' double-duchessed
'

as an epithet to the fair Miss Gunning,
who married successively the Dukes of Hamilton and Argyll,
I suppose that I may be pardoned if I take a similar liberty and

ask my readers to pardon me for giving them a brief account

of the *

double-marquissed
' House of Cecil. It is not often

that two members of the same family are created Earls in a

single day, and that their respective male descendants attain a

still higher step in the peerage after a lapse of nearly two

centuries. Yet such is the history of the Cecils, now Earls

and Marquises of Exeter and of Salisbury.

And first it may strike my readers as strange that, though
the name of Cecil is no older than the reign of Queen Mary,

yet the ancestors of this two-fold marquisate were a very
ancient stock

;
for did not Robert Sisilt assist Robert Fitz-

Hamoii in the conquest of Glamorganshire and Gower Land,
under William Rufus ? And did he not receive, in recom-

pense for his services, the fair manor of Alterennes, in the
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county of Hereford 1 And was not his son and heir Sir

James Sisilt, of Beaufort, in the county of Glamorgan 1 and

did he not fall at the siege of Wallingford,
'

having then on

him a vesture with his arms and ensigns in needlework, as

they afterwards appeared on the tomb of his descendant,

Gerard, in the Abbey of Dore,' the same which were formally

assigned by the King to his lineal descendant, Sir John Sisilt,

and the same which are now borne by the Marquises of Exeter

and of Salisbury, viz.,
*

Barry of ten, arg. and az., over all six

escutcheons, three, two, and one, sa., each charged with a lion

rampant, of the first
'

the latter, adds Sir Bernard Burke,
' with a crescent for difference

'

1 I pass over some seven or

eight generations, and come to the above-named Sir John

Sisilt, concerning whom Mr. Sharpe relates in his * Present

Peerage
'

that a fierce contest arose at Halidon Hill, in 1333,

between him and Sir William de Fakenham respecting the

arms thus heraldically described. On this occasion they were

adjudged to Sir John by a commission from Edward III., who
forbade the rival knights from meeting and doing battle for

the shield in single and possibly in deadly combat. His great-

graiidson Philip appears to have spelt his name as Sicelt,

which was again modernised into Cyssel by his son David,

Sergeant-at-Arrns and steward of the manor of Weston, in

Northamptonshire, memorable in after-time as the place where

Henry VII. parted with his daughter, the Lady Margaret,
who eventually became the ancestress of the Stuart and

Brunswick lines.

David's son Richard, who appears to have called himself

indifferently Sitcell, Sicelt, or Syssel, was page and groom of

the wardrobe to ' bluff King Hal ' and Constable of Warwick
Castle

;
and he attended Henry as one of his Court on his

interview with Francis, King of France, on the Field of the

Cloth of Gold. He is described as being
' of Burley,' and he

certainly served as High Sheriff of Rutlandshire in 1539. He
received from the Crown a grant of 300 acres in St. Martin's

at Stamford, together with the site of St. Michael's Priory ;
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and he seems also to have purchased the manor of Esyngdon,
or Essendon, in Rutlandshire, whence his grandson, the first

Lord Salisbury, took the title of Lord Cecil of Essendon.

This gentleman was the father of a statesman whose name
is familiar to every reader of the history of England under

the reigns of the Tudors and Stuarts William, Lord Bur-

leigh. I will not, however, speak here of the great Burleigh in

his capacity of a statesman, but only as a private individual. He
was an ardent and zealous genealogist, when his public duties

gave him time for such pursuits ;
and his labours or amuse-

ments in this direction, though they often related to other

families than his own, were sometimes directed to researches

into the early annals of his own house. An excessive eager-

ness for the credit of a noble ancestry was one of his foibles
;

and a leading antiquary of the day, taking advantage of the

classical appearance of the newly-adapted name of Cecil, endea-

voured to court his favour by gravely trying to trace his descent

from a patrician house of ancient Rome the gens Ccecilia I

Passing, however, from the realm of myth to that of plain

prose and history, and coming to his early manhood, I find

him, at the age of twenty-one, a student in Gray's Inn. In-

clining strongly to the ' new faith,' he attracted King Henry's
notice and favour by a successful disputation which he held

with two intemperate chaplains of O'Neill, the Irish chieftain,

as to the limits of the power of the Roman Pontiff. The King
accordingly granted him the reversion of the office of * custos

brevium '

in one of the courts of law
;
and his career hence-

forth forms part of English history. I will therefore dwell

briefly on it, simply stating that, on the Protector Somerset

establishing a Court of Requests in his own house, he ap-

pointed Sir William Cecil its first master. The latter subse-

quently followed his patron to Scotland, and on the field of

Musselburgh he narrowly escaped death from a cannon-ball

which passed close beside him. On his return south he was
made Secretary of State, and sworn a member of the Privy
Council. On the fall of Somerset he was sent to the Tower to
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share his chiefs imprisonment. Released thence, I find him

restored to his high post, in which, says Sharpe,
'

Queen Mary
offered to retain him permanently if he would consent to

abjure the Protestant faith
; this, however, he refused to do.'

The rest of his story shall be told in the words of Sir Bernard

Burke, which differ slightly from the above statement :

' Under the rule of Mary, though a very zealous reformist

previously, Sir William, with all the tact of that renowned

Churchman, the Vicar of Bray, doffed his Protestant mantle,

and conformed to the ancient faith outwardly, says his bio-

grapher, Dr. Nares, but certainly so far as engaging a Catholic

domestic chaplain, humbling himself at the confessional, and

kneeling before the altar of the Real Presence, constitute such

a conformation. This outward demonstration proved not to

have been assumed in vain, for we find the wily politician

enjoying again the sunshine of royal favour, and actually

nominated, with Lord Paget and Sir Edward Hastings, to

conduct Cardinal Pole, then invested with a legatine com-

mission, into England. In this reign Cecil represented the

county of Lincoln in Parliament. Immediately upon the

accession of Elizabeth, however, with whom he constantly

corresponded, and on whose accession he was the first person
of whom the new Queen sought advice, he became once more

a staunch denouncer of Popish errors
;
the star of his fortune

arose, and few statesmen have been guided through a more

brilliant course. His first official employment was the re-

sumption of the secretary-of-stateship, and in that post so

sensible was his royal mistress of his important services that

she elevated him to the peerage, by the title of Baron Bur-

leigh, in 1571, although at this period his private fortune does

not appear to have been much advanced
;
for by a letter written

by himself just after his elevation he says that he is 'the

poorest lord in England.' Soon after this, however, he ob-

tained a post of more profit as well as honour, that of ' Master

of the Court of Wards,' which he held along with his portfolio

of State. A conspiracy was soon afterwards discovered against
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his life, and the two assassins, Barney and Natter, declared

at their execution that they were instigated by the Spanish

ambassador, for which, and other offences, his Excellency
was ordered to depart the kingdom. As a consolation for

these perils, the secretary was honoured with the Order of the

Garter in June 1572, and in the September following, at the

decease of the Marquess of Winchester, was appointed Lord

High Treasurer, and was Chancellor of the Uni\7

ersity of

Cambridge for forty years, from 1558 to 1598.'

His mode of living, say contemporary writers, was in

keeping with his rank and the custom of the times. ' He had

four places of residence his lodgings at Court, his house in

the Strand, his family seat at Burleigh, and his own favourite

seat of Theobalds, near Waltham Cross, to which he loved to

retire from harness. At his house in London, he (when free)

supported a family of fourscore persons, without counting
those who attended him in public.

' He kept a standing table for gentlemen, and two other

tables for those of a meaner condition,' says Sir Bernard

Burke
;
and these were always served alike, whether he was

in or out of town. Twelve times he entertained Elizabeth at

his house, on more than one occasion for some weeks together ;

and as royal visits are rather expensive luxuries, and Elizabeth

formed no exception to the rule (for they cost each between

1,000?. and 2,000?.), the only wonder is that his purse was not

exhausted, and that he was able to leave his son 25,000?. in

money and valuable effects, besides 4,000?. a year in landed

estates. Be this, however, as it may, his son Thomas, who
was raised to the earldom of Exeter in 1605, complained

loudly of his poverty, which on one occasion he urged as an

excuse for declining the honour of a step in the peerage,

writing to the Attorney-General, that ' he was resolved to

content himself with the estate (rank) which he had, of a

baron, and that he found his estate little enough to maintain

the degree he was in.'

It is somewhat strange to add that two years later he and
D 2
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his younger brother, Robert, were both created earls, and on

the very same day, May 4
; Lord Burleigh taking the title of

Exeter, and his brother that of Salisbury. It is still more

strange that the younger brother on this occasion should have

taken precedence of the elder, his patent having passed the

Great Seal in the morning, while that of Lord Burleigh, it is

said, did not take effect till the afternoon or evening. This

accident is reported to have occasioned some ill blood between

the brothers at the time, though they were soon reconciled by

finding themselves obliged to make common cause against the

satirists of the age, who were not slow to attack the twin

earls of yesterday, as mere courtiers and place-hunters, and

men of no great family pretensions.
On this subject the old Lord High Treasurer had always

been most tenacious ;
and his sons, it would seem, followed

his example. At all events, in the Harleian MSS. I find the

following curious letter from Lord Exeter, evidently written

at this time, which is well worth giving here at length, on

account of its bearing on the mooted question of the difference

between a ' Gentleman ' and an '

Esquire :'

' There is some cause of late fallen out of one that gives

reproachful words to my brother, and therewithal said that it

was a strange thing that such a one as he, whose grandfather
was a sieve-maker, should rule the whole state of England ;

and though the malice of the party was towards him, yet I

must be likewise sensible thereof myself, both being descended

from him ; therefore I have thought good to require you
forthwith to take the pains to make search in my study at

Burghley, amongst my boxes, of my evidences, and I think

you will find the very writ itself by which my grandfather or

great-grandfather, or both, were made sheriffs of Lincolnshire

or Northamptonshire, and likewise a warrant from the Duke of

Suffolk, in King Henry VIII/s time, to my grandfather and
old Mr. Wingfield, that dead is, for the certifying touching
the fall of woods in Clyff Park or Rockingham Forest, by the
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name of David Cecyle Esquire ;
which title at those days was

not used but to such that were gentlemen of note, where com-

monly they were entitled but by the name of gentlemen. If

you have any record of your own to show the descent of my
great-grandfather, I pray you send a note thereof likewise.

My lord my father's altering the writing of his name maketh

many that are not very well affected to our house to doubt

whether we be rightly descended from the house of Wales,
because they write their names '

Sitsilt,' and our name is

written *

Cecyle ;

'

my grandfather wrote it
'

Syssell ;

' and so

in orthography all these names differ, whereof I marvel what
moved my lord my father to alter it. I have my lord's pedi-

gree very well set out, which he left unto me. I pray you let

this be secret unto yourself, which my brother of Salisbury
desired me so to give in charge unto you ;

and so I commend

you very kindly unto yourself and my good aunt, your wife
;

from London, this 13th of November, 1605.
' Your very loving cousin and friend,

1 EXETER.
To Hugh Allington, Esquire.'

Lord Exeter, who always maintained an unblemished cha-

racter among statesmen who were not all free from blemish,

was certainly a man of high talents and good sense
; and he

did well in contenting himself with the reflected dignity of his

father's splendid name, and in leaving it to his brother to

emulate it in the exercise of the higher offices of statecraft.

Robert, the younger brother, the Earl of Salisbury, suc-

cessively Secretary of State and Lord High Treasurer as

his father had been before him married a sister of the un-

happy Henry Brooke, Lord Cobham, and died, worn out with

the cares of public office and political life, within six years

after gaming his coronet. In his last illness he was heard to

say to Sir Walter Cope,
' Ease and pleasure quake to hear of

death
;
but my life, full of cares and miseries, desireth to be

dissolved.' He had some years previously addressed a letter
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to Sir James Harrington, the poet, in pretty much the same

tone. 'Good knight,' saith the minister, 'rest content, and

give heed to one that hath sorrowed in the bright lustre of a

court, and gone heavily on even the best-seeming fair ground.
'Tis a great task to prove one's honesty and yet not mar one's

fortune. You have tasted a little thereof in our good queen's

time, who was more than a man, and, in truth, sometimes less

than a woman. I wish I waited now in your presence-

chamber, with ease at my food and rest in my bed. I am

pushed from the shore of comfort, and know not where the

winds and waves of a court will bear me. I know it bringeth
little comfort on earth ; and he is, I reckon, no wise man that

looketh this way to heaven.'

His son and successor continued the younger line of the

Cecils as Earls of Salisbury [through six generations, when

James, the seventh earl, was raised in 1789 to the Marquisate

by George III., on the recommendation of Mr. Pitt. The

grandson of this nobleman (I may remark by way of paren-

thesis) is the present Marquis of Salisbury, now Premier, and

Chancellor of the University of Oxford. But to return.

Twelve years more were destined to elapse before the like

honour of a marquis's coronet was extended to the elder

branch of the Cecils, of Burleigh, and of Exeter. Around
this elder house, however, there is a great halo of romance.

I have already acquainted my readers that the two sons of

the great Lord Burleigh were raised in one day by James I.

to the earldoms of Salisbury and Exeter, and that in 1789 the

younger line, that of Salisbury, exchanged an earl's coronet

for that of a marquis. The same good fortune befell the head

of the elder house in 1801, when Henry, tenth Earl of Exeter

and eleventh Lord Burleigh, was advanced one step in the

peerage of the United Kingdom, by the favour of George III.

and Mr. Pitt, by the 'name, style, and title' of Marquis of

Exeter. There is really not much to say about the interme-

diate earls, except that they were severally born, succeeded to

the family coronet and pew in church, married, begot children,
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died, and 'slept with their fathers.' But the case was far

different with Earl Henry, who, probably without ever in-

tending or even dreaming of such a thing, suddenly found

himself the hero' of a romance of real life, or rather the actor

of the leading part in a drama of rural and peasant exist-

ence.

Born in the year 1754, the only son, and, indeed, the only

child, of the Hon. Thomas Chambers Cecil, by his marriage
with Miss Charlotte Gardner, Henry Cecil,, at the age of nine-

teen, found himself at once an orphan and presumptive heir to

the titles and estates of an old uncle who did not care for him
a rush, and towards whom probably he felt very little affection

or regard. At all events, no love was lost between them
; so

while the old earl lived the young man kept pretty clear of

Burleigh and all its belongings, and travelled through various

parts of England, rather enjoying a life of quiet and homely
adventure than otherwise. He did not join the gipsies, as did

Bampfylde Moore Carew
;
nor did he elope with an actress or

some foreign duchess, as many young men would have done

had they been left their own masters at an equally early age,

and been known to have good pecuniary prospects. On the

contrary, he married, quietly and soberly, into a good county

family of the West of England, choosing as his bride the pretty
Miss Vernon, only child of the squire of Hanbury Hall, in

Worcestershire. But the young lady did not answer his ex-

pectations ;
and in June 1791, when he was just seven-and-

thirty, he petitioned for and obtained a divorce. This judg-
ment made him again a free man j and he resolved, having
been once ' taken in and done for,' to look about for a second

wife at his leisure, and to choose no one of whom he was not

sure that he could mould her to his own tastes and ways, and

that he would find in her a pattern of conjugal affection and

domestic virtue. 'Courts, and courtiers, and coronets,' he

would say, at all events to himself,
' are all very well in their

way ;
but their way is not my way ; and, if I can only find a

plain, homely, and truly virtuous maiden, in whatever sphere
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of life I discover her, in hall, in manor-house, in parsonage, or

in cottage, then I swear with King Cophetua,

This beggar-maid shall be my queen.'

How far he was true to his oath the sequel will serve to show.

I must ask my readers to accompany me mentally, of course

to a charming country village in Shropshire, nestling among
green lanes and fruitful apple-orchards, and called Bolas

Magna ;
it is not far from Wellington and Newport, and

within six or seven miles of that well-known inland beacon,

the Wrekin.

It was a fine evening in the month of July 1791, when
the grass had been all mown and the hay had been made, and

when the harvest had not commenced, that a stranger, appa-

rently between thirty and forty years of age, stopped at the

gate of a small farmer and shopkeeper in the village of Bolas.

It was by no means a very usual thing to see a stranger in so

retired a place, and at first the good man and his wife, who
stood at the door, were inclined to refuse the hospitality

which he asked. He certainly looked like a gentleman, at all

events like a decent person ;
but what could a gentleman or

any person be doing, wandering 'about a strange village, five

miles at least from the nearest town, at such an hour ? In

spite of the evident suspicion of his bona fides which was en-

tertained by both of the old folks, the stranger urgently yet

courteously pressed his demands, begging that at least he

might be allowed to stay in their cottage till morning, even if

he had only a chair to ' rest upon in their lower room.' He
did not require a bed

;
but it was clear that a heavy thunder-

storm was coming on, and surely they would not force him to

go on his way in the midst of the rain and storm 1 At last

the boon was granted, though it must be owned somewhat

grudgingly ;
and next morning the guest who had thus forced

himself upon them in their little
' castle

' made the formal

acquaintance of honest Thomas Hoggins. and his wife. Ah !

it is not only in the olden time, or only in the regions of the
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distant East, that people have ' entertained angels unawares/

The stranger's pleasure in the society of Mr. and Mrs. Hoggins
no doubt was enhanced by the appearance at the breakfast-

table of their daughter, Sarah, a rustic beauty of seventeen, a

distant sight of whom on the previous evening, as she washed

up
' the things

'
in the kitchen, had fairly enchained his eyes

and his heart. The adventure of an hour, connected with

crooked roads and coming night, was about suddenly to affect

the wanderer's future life, and still more so that of the village

maiden wTho alternately sat beside him and waited on her

parents and their unknown guest.

Breakfast was over
;
but from that humble cottage where

he had slept in a chair in the parlour, from those fields where

Sarah Hoggins milked the cows, and from that dairy where

her fair hands churned the cream into butter, Mr. Jones for

so the stranger styled himself could not be persuaded to stir.

He was a puzzle and a mystery ;
and there was no CEdipus at

hand to solve the riddle of his being who he was and where

he came from. In answer to all inquiries, he spoke vaguely
and unsatisfactorily ;

at last he said he was an '

undertaker,'

or something of the kind, taking refuge in the vagueness of

the term. Possibly such a vocation might se.rve to account for

the air of tender melancholy which seemed to surround him ;

or possibly the word might have been meant as a gentle hint

to Sarah Hoggins that, stranger as he was, he was ready to

undertake any office, however new to him or he to it, in which

she herself bore a part. Tennyson, who has made the story

which I am about to tell familiar to most English readers, true

to the poetic art, makes him out as calling himself not an
' undertaker ' but a *

landscape painter.'

A week or two passed, and by the arrival of harvest-time

the presence of Mr. Jones in the village had already become a

fixed idea. The inhabitants looked upon him with a respectful

fear. As weeks went on, he made occasional absences from

Bolas
;
these were always short, and confined to two or three

days ;
and on his return he seemed to abound with money.
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The natives of Salop are not dull. They put the money and
the absences together, and they whispered the result to one

another. They felt sure Jones was a highwayman, affid possibly
the tortuous and tree darkened lanes, and the stories of high-

waymen and footpads on the roads around Bolas Magna, may
have made the robber idea unpleasantly credible. Probably

they did not reflect that such a sparse country, so rarely visited

by strangers, would not support a single footpad unless he

possessed a large capital and could afford to abide the event.

After awhile, Mr. Jones or Mr. Cecil we may as well

drop the alias became the avowed suitor of Sarah Hoggins ;

but the notion that he was a highwayman still clung to her

mother's mind, and she sturdily set her face against the con-

nection. The father's logic was simple, and ultimately pre-

vailed :

'

Why, my dear, he has plenty of money.'
He showed his easy circumstances, indeed, by taking land,

and by buying a site, on which he erected the largest house

in the neighbourhood, now called Burleigh Villa. It stands

amongst fields, facing the Wrekin, some seven miles distant

from that landmark.

The wooing and the love-making of Mr. Cecil were brief
;

for on October 3, just as harvest was over, and the orchards

were being stripped of the apples for cider, he and Sarah

Hoggins were married in the little church of Bolas. But still

who Henry Cecil was, and what was his parentage, remained

a mystery to all, even to Sarah herself. They still continued

to live on in the village it is said in the old folks' house.

Next year a little daughter was born to them, but died when

only a few days old. She was buried in the little churchyard ;

but the grave is now forgotten.

A little more than two years passed by, and, in spite of

the mystery which surrounded him, the respectability of Mr.

Cecil's manners and conduct began to inspire the villagers of

Bolas with confidence, so that they even appointed him to a

post of trust as overseer, or churchwarden, or parish-con-

stable. During this time, he was careful to supply by educa-
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tion all the accomplishments which might be supposed to be

wanting in a peasant-girl who had become a wife and a

mother.

He was thus circumstanced, when, towards the end of

December 1793, when he had been married a little over two

years, he read in a country paper the tidings of the death

of his uncle, the old earl. His presence, he knew, would now
be required at Burleigh

Burghley House by Stamford Town
;

and though it was the depth of winter, he resolved to travel

thither, taking his wife with him, and to give her an agree-

able surprise. From Bolas, accordingly, one fine morning in

January, having said good-bye to Mr. and Mrs. Hoggins, Henry
Cecil and his wife, now just nineteen years of age, set out on

horseback for a destination of which she was ignorant. Her
husband merely told her that he was called on business into

Lincolnshire, and that she must accompany him. Like a good
and trustful wife, she at once obeyed his wish, and made the

journey seated, as was the fashion of the day, on a pillion

behind him. They rode on through Cannock Chase, past

Lichfield and Leicester, stopping at various gentlemen's and

noblemen's seats on the road, till at last they came within

sight of a noble Elizabethan mansion situated in a lordly

park.

Sarah Cecil gazed in admiration, and quietly remarked,
' What a magnificent house !

'

1 How should you like, my dear Sally, to be mistress of

such a place ?
' was her lord's reply.

'

Very much indeed, if we were rich enough to live in it.'

' I am glad that you like it
;
the place is yours. I am

Earl of Exeter, and you are not plain Mrs. Cecil, but my
Countess.'

She could scarcely believe her ears; but she could not

mistrust the fond and honest words of her husband. The

mystery of the last two years was solved at last to her at
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least. Mr. Cecil was no highwayman, that she knew already ;

but a painter of landscapes he might be. It was, however,

indeed strange news to her that he was one of the proud

peers of England, and that she had the coronet of a countess

for her own. In a few minutes they reached the great en-

trance ;
and there was a fresh trial for her nerves, as a crowd

of powdered servants came forward to recognise their new

lord and master, who lost no time in presenting to them

their future mistress.

This journey has been immortalised by Tennyson in his

ballad of ' The Lord of Burleigh :

'

Thus her heart rejoiceth greatly
Till a gateway she discerns,

With armorial bearings stately,
And beneath the gate she turns

;

Sees a mansion more majestic
Than all those she saw before

;

Many a gallant, gay domestic
Bows before him at the door ;

And they speak in gentle murmur
When they answer to his call,

While he treads with footstep firmer

Leading on from hall to hall.

And while now she wonders blindly,
Nor the meaning can divine,

Proudly turns he round and kindly,
' All of that is mine and thine.'

Here he lives in state and bounty,
Lord of Burleigh fair and free,

Not a lord in all the county
Is so great a lord as he.

The news of the romantic story spread like wildfire through-
out the neighbourhood, and the curiosity of the three counties

of Lincoln, Rutland, and Northampton, which all meet within

a few miles of Burleigh, was soon gratified by witnessing the

entry of the peasant girl of Bolas upon the new sphere of

life to which Providence had raised her without her own

seeking.

The happiness of the Earl and his Countess was un-
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alloyed : she did ample justice to his choice, and became the

partner of his joys and of his sorrows. But their married

life was brief. Besides their first-born, who lies buried at

Bolas, Sarah Hoggins had three children a daughter and two
sons. The younger son, Lord Thomas Cecil (after giving
birth to whom she died in childbed) lived till 1873 ; the elder

son inherited his father's earldom, and also the marquisate
conferred on him in 1801, as already stated

;
the daughter

married the Right Hon. Henry Manvers Pierrepont, by whom
she was the mother of Lady Charles Wellesley, who is again
the mother of the head of the house of Wellesley. Thus,

strangely enough, the present Duke of Wellington is the great-

grandson of the peasant-girl who in 1791 milked cows and

churned cream in the village of Bolas Magna !

A friend of mine, who a few years ago travelled in Shrop-

shire, sent me at the time so graphic a description of a pilgrim-

age which he then made to the scene of this romance that I

venture to give part of it in his own words to my readers :

' Whilst on a visit, a fortnight since, in Shropshire, in sight

of that cynosure of neighbouring eyes, the Wrekin, I found

myself near the scene of one of the most romantic pages in

the history of the English Peerage. On a pleasant September

afternoon, when the sunlight was bathing the broad pastures,

tinging the apples and damsons on the heavily-laden trees,

and falling ruddy on the sides of red stone quarries, I bent

my steps in the direction of the little village of Bolas Magna
not without some misgivings of losing my way among the

little-frequented country-roads which lead thither. But a

story that Moore has sung, and which has furnished Tenny-
son with the subject of one of his best poems, was inducement

enough to make me strive against my terrible want of topo-

graphical acumen, to pace the very spot so consecrate to love,

and, if possible, converse with the remaining few who still

recall persons and events dating more than seventy years ago.'

After telling the story, much as I have told it to my
readers, my friend proceeds :
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'My walk led me past Burleigh Villa. It is a substantial

brick house, the front diversified by two bays ;
and attached

to it are good offices and farm-buildings. A wealthy farmer

now occupies it
; and, as if still to connect the tradition of

Cupid and Hymen's doings with the house, its master, the

morning I paid my visit to the spot, had led a third bride

to the saffron-coloured altar. Crossing the little river Muse,

I entered the village of Great Bolas. It is the beau ideal

of an English hamlet clean, picturesque, not fine, and with

no excitement about it. There are hundreds like it scattered

through our land. The houses, and they are few, are thatched,

and irregularly placed. I entered one, which possessed a

spacious lower room, beautifully neat and comfortable. Like

many Shropshire houses, it had a fire burning under a boiler

to prepare turnips for the cattle. Joining the cottage garden,

was a churchyard. The church is a small, uninteresting

structure of red stone, but which, from its colour, at a little

distance harmonises well with a clump of trees standing close

to it. On the ground, which falls away rather steeply from

the northern wall of the inclosure, stood Hoggins' farm, of

which the only memorials remaining are a wicket by which it

was approached, and a well. The old man whose house I

entered was parish clerk. Even he had forgotten the grave

of the first-born child
;
but he was well acquainted with the

circumstances of this story. His wife, who was ill in bed,

recollected the persons of Mr. arid Mrs. Cecil. Unable to

converse with this link between the past and the present, I

was more fortunate, in walking from the village, to meet an

aged woman, her chin adorned with a grey beard, whose

memory retained not only the action, but the persons of the

drama.
' The picture of the "Peasant Countess," in the billiard-room

at Burleigh House, represents her as very beautiful : the

pencil of Lawrence would hardly do less for so interesting a

sitter ;
but my inquiries as to her beauty raised no enthusiastic

response. The old woman would not even admit that she was
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handsome. " She might have been well-looking," was the extent

of her praise. A male informant told me he believed Sarah

Hoggins was a "
straight lass." Shade of Hogarth ! What a

description of beauty !

'

The poet has beautifully described the drooping of a flower

removed from its native air into a higher level. He has said

that the village maiden received with extreme grace the homage
and love of those about her

; yet that her heart was being
eaten out by yearnings for the little village and the old farm,

and the simple faces of those among whom she lived in the days
of her youth. These influences may have contributed some-

what towards her early death
;
but the immediate cause took

effect in childbirth, and happened only a very few years after

she had arrived at her honours, at the early age of twenty -

four.

And a gentle consort made he,

And her gentle mind was such

That she grew a noble lady,

And the people lov'd her much.

But a trouble weigh'd upon her

And perplex'd her night and morn,
With the burden of an honour

Unto which she was not born.

Faint she grew and ever fainter,

And she murmured,
'

Oh, that he

Were once more that landscape painter
Which did win my heart from me !

'

So she droop 'd and droop'd before him,

Fading slowly from his side
;

Three fair children first she bore him,
Then before her time she died.

The school of Werther is not a numerous school among our

English nobility, whether titled or untitled
;
but even at the

time of Mr. Henry Cecil's love adventure, the spirit of roman-
ticism had penetrated the French and German nations, and

also, to some extent, the English. But whether it was the

cause or the effect of that revolutionary earthquake which
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eighty years since was rocking the people of Europe, at all

events it had subsided along with those wild political enthu-

siasms which stirred many fine souls to their lowest depths.

For the most part, the alliances of ' the Upper Ten Thousand '

nowadays are made upon considerations which effectually shut

out all chance of a rustic love, however real and genuine, end-

ing in matrimony. Nevertheless, from the day when King
Cophetua wedded the *

beggar-maid
' down to the present

hour, a few sporadic cases have occurred in high circles in

which love, as a kind of eccentricity, I suppose, has broken

through the cold and calculating rules which prevail under our

social code. And yet, who can say how much benefit some

noble families have gained by the transfusion into their veins

of a little admixture of plebeian blood, red with country health

and free from the taint of courts and cities ?

The romantic tale of Sarah Hoggins, with only a few varia-

tions, has also been popularised in another way, namely, as an

oratorio which has been performed with much success at more

than one Musical Festival for instance, at Birmingham in

1875, when it achieved a great success. It was thus described

at the time :

'The story illustrated in music by the composer, Signer

Schira, is a pleasing and graceful one, and the music makes an

admirable match to the words. The subject is essentially

pastoral and fanciful, a theme which novelists and poets in all

ages have loved to tell, in both simple prose and in ambitious

verse. A powerful lord,
" the Lord of Burleigh," in one of his

wanderings in quest of subjects to fill his sketch-book, under

the modest title of his Christian name, has wooed and won the

affections of a simple rustic beauty, named Marian. On the

conclusion of the marriage festivities the artist-nobleman and

his bride set out, professedly to seek their fortunes, accom-

panied only by Marian's old playmate, Constance. On their

journey they turn aside, led seemingly by an idle impulse, to

survey a lordly mansion, near which the road passes, when, to

the amazement of Marian, her husband conducts her through
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the gates, not only without opposition, but with every mark of

respect and welcome from the attendants. Cecil then flings off

his disguise, and avows his stratagem, secure in the conviction

that Marian loves him for himself alone; but the burden of the

state to which she is so suddenly lifted weighs heavily upon his

rustic bride, and the happiness of the lovers is shortly ended

by the decline and death of Marian,

Who, like a lily drooping,
Bows down her head and dies

a termination sad enough to satisfy the most ardent lovers of

the "tear-compelling ballad," and sufficiently suggestive of

variety to give the utmost charm when set to characteristic

music
;
and as Signor Schira approached his task in the spirit

of both poet and musician, the successful result already spoken
of was a matter for little surprise. The character of the music

is so happy in form and treatment that the mind is put to no

effort to conjure up the several scenes as the music progresses.

Now we can see the bridal procession winding down the green
hill to the valley in which the moss-covered village church

stands, grey with age, the bride and bridegroom, truly "a

comely couple," answering with glowing eyes the kind greet-

ings on all sides, and then the quaint old mansion, bearing
'evidence of strength needed in a former time, when every lord's

house was of necessity his castle, the wondering wife passing

through lines of obsequious servants, and marvelling at the vast

amount of respect with which she and her painter-lover are

welcomed
;
then the effects of transplanting the lovely flower

of the field into the richer parterre of the garden ;
the sickness

and death of Marian follow with a sad swiftness, making the

story like an April day

Berlin with a smile,

To end with a sigh.'
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LAURENCE, EARL FERRERS

AMONG the noblest and the proudest of our old English families

deservedly stand the Shirleys, of Shirley, in Derbyshire ;
of

Staunton Harold, in Leicestershire
;
of Chartley, in Stafford-

shire
;
of Eatington, or Etington, in Warwickshire

;
and of

half a dozen other places, which are enumerated in the ' Landed

Gentry
'

of Sir Bernard Burke, who assigns to them an un-

broken descent from the Anglo-Saxon days. And with good
reason too

;
for does not that learned antiquary Sir William

Dugdale himself say that 'the name of their ancestor, Sewallis

de Etingdon, argues him to have been of the old stock
'

? The

fact is that the lordship of Etingdon, or (as it is now

termed) Eatington or Etington, was granted by William the

Conqueror to one of his Norman followers, who appears to

have left Sewallis in peaceful possession of his lands, though
doubtless in nominal dependence on himself. In the course of

years, possibly, the Norman lords being absentees, and not

looking well to their own interests, the descendants of Sewallis

contrived to make good their hold, and to play first fiddle in-

stead of second. At all events, at a very early date under our

Norman sovereigns, the acknowledged lords of Eatington were

Shirleys ;
and Mr. Sewallis Shirley, the younger, of Eting-

ton, was lately one of the representatives of Warwickshire

in Parliament, as his father and grandfather were before

him.

Sir Ralph de Shirley held the manor of Eatington, and was

also member for Warwickshire, in the reign of Edward I.
;
and

his descendants, the lords of Eatington, took an active part in

the Wars of the Roses and with France : and if any of my
readers desire to know more on the subject, they will find

ample information anent the family in three distinct MS.
histories of the House of Shirley in the British Museum.

In the eighteenth generation from the above-named Saxon

thane as Dugdale styles him I come to Sir Robert Shirley,
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a gallant knight and Privy Councillor in the time of William

and Mary, who, having inherited the ancient barony of Ferrers

de Chartley, in right of his mother, Dorothy, daughter and

heiress of Robert Devereux, Earl of Essex, the unfortunate

favourite of Elizabeth, was raised in 1711 to the Earldom of

Ferrers, and whose shield was destined to receive a melancholy
tarnish in the person of one of his grandsons, whose story I

come to tell.

The first Earl's eldest son dying without leaving issue male,

the title passed to his second son, Henry, and, as he died un-

married, it devolved in due course on Laurence Shirley, eldest

son of his third son, the Hon. Laurence Shirley, by his wife

Anne, daughter of Sir Walter Clarges, Bart. probably one of

the family after whom Clarges Street, Piccadilly, is named.

Even as a boy it is recorded of him that he was of a moody
and passionate temper, and that at times he had but little con-

trol over his words or his deeds. His uncle, whose death placed
the coronet on his head, had been in confinement under a

statute of lunacy, and, after a short return of reason, relapsed
into a state of incurable madness, which ended only with his

life. One of his aunts, too the Lady Barbara Shirley was

confined as a lunatic. The young lord himself was so far a

sharer in the hereditary disorder of his family as to be subject,

even after he grew to manhood, to sudden, causeless, and out-

rageous passions. According to a writer in the ' Gentleman's

Magazine,' he would walk hastily about the room, clenching his

fists, grinning, biting his lips, and talking to himself, without

having anything to ruffle his temper, and without being under

the influence of liquor. He would also talk to himself incohe-

rently for hours and hours after he had gone to bed. Nor was

this all : he would entertain all sorts of groundless delusions

and suspicions of those round about him
;
he would go about

secretly armed with a dagger or a brace of pistols ;
when spoken

to he was absent, and often would not reply ;
he would make

odd mouths before a looking-glass, and spit upon it, and use

all sorts of strange gestures, as if he was bewitched. It

E 2
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appears, too, that he had contracted a habit of drinking strong

liquors while making what was then called the ' Grand Tour,'

without which no member of ' the quality
} was considered to

have finished his education.

In 1752 the eccentric nobleman had married a daughter of

Sir William Meredith
; but, though she was of a mild and

gentle disposition, he treated her with great brutality. Nor
was his wife the only member of his family to whom he so

behaved himself. He was on ill terms with almost all his re-

lations, and appears to have been a nuisance to the neighbour-
hood and to himself. One day when his brother William, a

clergyman, got up from the table, not choosing to sit longer
over the bottle, and joined the ladies in the drawing-room, he

followed him, and, standing with his back to the fire, broke

out into a violent rage, and insulted him in the presence of the

company, though there was not a shadow of pretext for any
such treatment. The fact was that his hereditary tendency to

insanity had been fostered and cherished by a fond and foolish

mamma, who had allowed the dear boy to have his own way in

everything when a child, and would not permit his father to

correct him. His temper had not been improved by a legal

separation which his wife had lately obtained from him by an

Act of Parliament, which had also authorised the appointment
of a person to receive the income of his estates, and to control

his expenditure. So eccentric, indeed, had he become .that his

family solicitor, a Mr. Goostrey, declined any longer to act for

him, and that, on account of an absurd and groundless quarrel
which he contrived to pick with Sir Thomas Stapleton when

staying in Lord Westmoreland's house, his relatives had held

a cabinet council to discuss the question of applying for a com-

mission of lunacy to be issued against him. From this step,

however, it appears that they were deterred by the fact that

he enjoyed long intervals of sanity, and that if they should

fail they would be in danger of being sentenced to pay a heavy
fine as guilty of scandalum magnatum.

It appears, too, that about this period he took up his abode
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in lodgings at Muswell Hill, near Highgate and Hornsey,
where he kept all sorts of low company, whom he amused, no

doubt, by his vulgar and eccentric conduct. He would drink

coffee out of the spout of a kettle, mix his beer and porter with

mud, and shave one side of his face only. He threatened on

more than one occasion to ' do for
;

his landlady upon the

most trifling provocation in the world
;
and on one occasion

he violently broke open on a Sunday a stable where his horse

was locked up, knocking down with his fist the ostler's wife

when she asked him to wait a few minutes while her husband

brought the key. During this time, however, he managed his

own affairs with shrewdness and penetration, so that Mr.

Goostrey said it would be easier to cheat anyone in the county
than the Earl, and that he was as sharp as any member of either

House of Parliament in dealing with such a matter as the

cutting off of an entail.

Mr. Cradock, in his 'Literary and Miscellaneous Memoirs,'

speaks of his lordship as all but a madman. He writes :

' I still retain a strong impression of the unfortunate Earl

Ferrers, who, with the Ladies Shirley, his sisters, frequented
Leicester Races, and visited at my father's house. During the

early part of the day, his lordship preserved the character of

a polite scholar and a courteous nobleman, but in the evening he

became the terror of the inhabitants
;
and I distinctly remem-

ber running up stairs to hide myself, when an alarm was given
that Lord Ferrerswas coming armed, with a great mob after him.

He had behaved well at the ordinary ;
the races were then in

the afternoon, and the ladies regularly attended the balls. My
father's house was situated midway between Lord Ferrers'

lodgings and the Town Hall, where the race assemblies were

then held : he had, as was supposed, obtained liquor privately,

and then became outrageous ;
for from our house he suddenly

escaped and proceeded to the Town Hall, and, after many most

violent acts, threw a large silver tankard of scalding negus

amongst the ladies
;
he was then secured for that evening.

This was the last time of his appearing at Leicester, till
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brought from Ashby-de-la-Zouch to prison there. It has been

much regretted by his friends that, as Lady Ferrers and some

of his property had been taken from him, no greater precau-
tion had been used with respect to his own safety, as well as

that of all around him. Whilst sober, my father, who had a

real regard for him, always urged that he was quite manage-
able

;
and when his sisters ventured to come with him to the

races, they had an absolute reliance on his good intentions and

promises.'

Such was the character of Laurence, third Earl .Ferrers,

in the early part of the year 17.60, when the tragic events

which I am about to record took place. When it was ordered

by the Court of Chancery that the rents due to Lord Ferrers

should be paid to a receiver, the nomination of the said receiver

was left to his lordship, who of course hoped to find in that

person a pliant tool, who would take things easily, and let

him have his own way. The person whom he so appointed
was a Mr. John Johnson, his own steward, who had been in

the service of the Shirleys for many years even from boyhood.
But he soon found out that Johnson would not oblige him at

the expense of his honesty and his duty ;
and accordingly

from that time he conceived an inveterate hatred towards him

on account of the opposition which he offered to his crotchets.

He never spoke of him except in terms of abuse and resent-

ment, not to say with savage oaths
; vowing that he had con-

spired with his enemies to do him a mortal injury, and was a

villain, a scoundrel, and so forth. Further, he gave him warn-

ing to quit a farm of which he had long been tenant, and of

which the trustees of the Ferrers estates had recently renewed

the lease. But in this matter he could not get his own way,
and from that time he resolved to move heaven and earth to

obtain his revenge, even though he should have to * bide his

time.' He dissembled his feelings, however, so cleverly, that

poor Johnson was led to believe that he never stood on better

terms with the Earl, who all the while was meditating how to

get rid of him.
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In January 1760, Lord Ferrers was at his seat of Staunton

Harold, about two miles from Ashby-de-la-Zouch. His house-

hold consisted of a Mrs. C
,
who lived with him nominally

as his housekeeper, her four daughters, and five domestic ser-

vants three maids, a boy, and an old man. Mr. Johnson's

farmhouse, The Mount, was about a mile off across the park.
On Sunday, the 18th of that month, Lord Ferrers called on

Mr. Johnson, and, after some discourse, desired that he would

come to him at Staunton on the following Friday at three

o'clock in the afternoon. The Friday came round
;
and John-

son was true to his appointment. His lordship's dinner-hour

like that of most country gentlemen of the time was two

o'clock
;
and rising early from table, shortly before the ap-

pointed hour, he desired Mrs. C to take the children for a

walk, arranging that they were to return at five or half-past

five o'clock, as the evenings were dark. The two men-servants

also he contrived to get out of the way on different pretexts ;

so that when Mr. Johnson arrived there was no one in the

house except the maids.

Three o'clock struck
; punctual to his promise, Mr. John-

son knocked and rang the bell, and was ushered by the parlour-

maid, Elizabeth Burland, into his lordship's private sitting-

room. They had sat together talking on various matters for

some ten minutes or more, when the Earl got up, walked to the

door, and locked it. He next desired Johnson at once to settle

some disputed account
; then, rising higher in his demands,

ordered him, as he valued his life, to sign a paper which he had

drawn up, and which was a confession of his (Johnson's)

villainy. Johnson expostulated and refused, as an honest man
would refuse, to sign his name to any such document. The Earl

then drew from his pocket a loaded pistol, and bade him kneel

down, for that his last hour was come. Johnson bent one knee,

but the Earl insisted on his kneeling on both his knees. He
did so, and Lord Ferrers at once fired. The ball entered his

body below the rib, but it did not do its fell work instantane-

ously. Though mortally wounded, the poor fellow had strength
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to rise, and to call loudly for assistance. The Earl at firjst coolly

prepared as though he would discharge the other pistol, so as

to put his victim out of misery ; but, suddenly moved with re-

morse, he unlocked the door and called for the servants, who,
on hearing the discharge of the pistol, had run in fear and

trembling to the washhouse, not knowing whether his lordship

would not take it into his head to send a bullet through their

bodies also. He called them once and again, desired one to

fetch a surgeon, and another to help the wounded man into a

bed. It was clear, however, that Johnson had not many hours

to live
;
and as he desired to see his children before he died,

the Earl ordered that they should be summoned from the farm.

Miss Johnson came speedily, and found her father apparently
in the agonies of death, and Lord Ferrers standing by the bed-

side, and attempting to stanch the blood that flowed from the

wound.

The whole neighbourhood was soon aroused, for the mes-

senger who was sent for the doctor told the sad story to his

friends and acquaintances along the road to Ashby, and by the

time that the surgeon arrived there was a large crowd gathering
round the house. His lordship now began to quake for his

own life, and repeatedly implored the doctor not to allow him

to be seized, declaring, at the same time, that he would shoot

anyone who attempted to lay hands on him.

Fortunately, in order to deaden his feelings, his lordship

had recourse to the porter-jugs, which he continued to drain

one after another, till he was hopelessly drunk
;
and for a few

minutes he threatened to renew the attack on poor Johnson,
whom he reviled and cursed as a villain, vowing that he would

shoot him through the head as he lay in the bed. Soon, however,

the paroxysm passed away ;
and at the end of the day, while

his victim was still writhing in agony, his lordship, stupefied

with drink, lay down to sleep.

During the night, by a clever ruse, the surgeon, Mr. Kirk-

land, contrived to have Johnson removed to his home in a sort

of sedan chair which he extemporised for the occasion
;
but he
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survived the removal only a few hours, dying at nine o'clock

the next morning.
The next part of the story shall be told in the words of

the . contemporary account as they stand in the ' Gentleman's

Magazine.'
' As soon as it became known that Mr. Johnson was really

dead, the neighbours set about seizing the murderer. A few

persons, armed, set out for Staunton, and as they entered the

hall-yard they saw the Earl going towards the stable, as they

imagined, to take horse. He appeared to be just out of bed, his

stockings being down and his garters in his hand, having pro-

bably taken the alarm immediately on coming out of his room

and finding that Johnson had been removed. One Spring-

thorpe, advancing towards his lordship, presented a pistol, and

required him to surrender
;
but his lordship putting his hand

to his pocket, Springthorpe imagined he was feeling for a pistol,

and stopped short, being probably intimidated. He thus suf-

fered the Earl to escape back into the house, where he fastened

the doors, and stood on his defence. The crowd of people
who had come to apprehend him beset the house, and their

number increased very fast. In about two hours Lord Ferrers

appeared at the garret window, and called out,
" How is John-

son
"

? Springthorpe answered,
" He is dead "

; upon which his

lordship insulted him, and called him a liar, and swore he

would not believe anybody but the surgeon, Kirkland. Upon
being again assured that he was dead, he desired that the

people might be dispersed, saying that he would surrender
;

yet, almost in the same breath, he desired that the people

might be let in, and have some victuals and drink : but the

issue was that he went away again from the window, swearing
that he would not be taken. The people, however, still con-

tinued near the house, and two hours later he was seen 011 the

bowling-green by one Curtis, a collier.
" My lord

" was then

armed with a blunderbuss and a dagger, and two or three

pistols ;
but Curtis, so far from being intimidated

marched boldly up to him, and his lordship was so struck with
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the determinate resolution shown by this brave fellow, that he

suffered him to seize him without making any resistance. Yet

the moment that he was in custody he declared that he had

killed a villain, and that he gloried in the deed.'

The rest of the story is soon told. From Staunton, Lord

Ferrers was taken to Ashby, where he was kept at an inn till

the Monday following. During the interval, a coroner's jury
sat upon the body, bringing in a verdict of ' wilful murder.'

From Ashby, Lord Ferrers was sent to gaol at Leicester, and

thence, about a fortnight later, to London. He was brought

up, we are told, in his own landau and six, under a strong

guard. He arrived in town about noon on the 14th of Feb-

ruary,
' dressed like a jockey, in a close riding-frock, jockey

boots and cap, and a plain shirt.'

Being arraigned before the House of Lords for a peer,

has a legal right to be tried by his peers and the coroner's

verdict having been read aloud, he was formally committed

into the custody of the Usher of the Black Rod, and ordered

to be kept in the Tower. He arrived there about six in the

evening, and we are gravely told that ' he behaved during the

whole journey, and at his commitment, with great exactness

and propriety
'

whatever those words may mean. It may
interest Mr. Hepworth Dixon, as the author of 'Her Majesty's

Tower,' to learn, on good authority, that he was confined in the

Round Tower near the drawbridge, two warders being con-

stantly in the room with him, and one at the door
;

' two
sentinels also were posted on the stairs, and one upon the

drawbridge, with their bayonets fixed
;
and from this time the

gates were ordered to be shut an hour sooner than usual.' It

is strange that so much of extra precaution should have been

taken because a culprit about to be tried for his life happened
to have worn an earl's coronet.

We are told by the chronicler of small things relating to

this titled prisoner of State, how much beer, how much porter,

how much water, Lord Ferrers was allowed daily during his

incarceration. No doubt the writer ' interviewed
'

or, at
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least, tried to interview the noble Earl in his dungeon. Mrs.
C

,
his lady-housekeeper, and her four young children

were allowed to see him from time to time, and to correspond
with him daily from a lodging which they had taken in the

neighbourhood of the Minories.

'On the 16th of April, when he had been a prisoner a little

more than two months, he was brought to trial at the bar of

the House of Peers. Lord Henley, afterwards Earl of North-

ington, who at that time happened to be Keeper of the Great

Seal, presided as Lord High Steward, but with a want of

dignity to which Horace Walpole more than once alludes in

his letters to Sir Horace Mann and Mr. George Montague.
The trial lasted till the 18th, when Lord Ferrers endeavoured

with great skill and cleverness to elicit from several witnesses

proofs of his insanity. No detailed report of the substance of

such examination is extant
;
but it may easily be believed

that the greater the skill that he displayed, the more signal

his failure.

' His lordship,' says one account,
'

managed his defence in

such a manner as to show perfect recollection of mind and un-

common powers of understanding ;
he dwelt with the most

delicate and affecting sensibility on the hard situation of

being reduced to the necessity of proving himself a lunatic in

order that he might not be deemed a murderer
;
and when at

last he found that his plea could avail him nothing, he con-

fessed that he had put it forward only to gratify his friends,

being always averse to it himself.'

It is needless to add that each of his brother peers, on

being asked the usual question, brought in against Lord

Ferrers a verdict of '

Guilty, upon my honour '

; accordingly

he was sentenced by Lord Henley, in due form, to be *

hanged

by the neck until he was dead,' his body being given after-

wards, as was then the usual practice, to the anatomists for

dissection. The day at first fixed for the execution was the

21st of April ;
but we are told that,

' in consideration of his

rank,' the fatal hour was postponed till the 5th of May. It
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seems more to the point to record the fact that, also ' in con-

sideration of his rank/ he was permitted to be hanged with a

silken instead of a hempen rope.

At the trial, not only the Earl himself, but his two brothers,

tried to prove him to have inherited the family misfortune of

insanity ; and, as Horace Walpole remarks,
'
it must have

been a strange contradiction to see a man trying, by his own

sense, to prove himself out of his senses, and even more shock-

ing to see his two brothers brought to prove the lunacy of their

own blood, in order to save their brother's life. Both,' adds

the old gossiper,
* are almost as ill-looking men as the Earl

;

one of them is a clergyman suspended by the Bishop of London

for being a Methodist
;
the other a wild vagabond, whom they

call in the country "ragged and dangerous."
' As a proof of

the madness of Lord Ferrers himself, it may be mentioned that

two years before, in 1758, he had attempted to murder his

wife,
' a pretty, harmless young woman,' according to Horace

Walpole.

During the interval between his sentence and its execution,

his lordship made a will bequeathing various sums to Mrs.

C
,
to his children by her, and to the children of his

victim a poor instalment of the reparation which he owed to

the orphans for the murder of their parent.
The scaffold was erected at Tyburn turnpike, as nearly as

possible on the spot where now stand Connaught Place and

Connaught Square. About nine o'clock on the morning of

the 5th, his lordship's person was formally demanded of the

keeper of the Tower by the Sheriffs of London and Middlesex.

Being informed of the fact, Lord Ferrers requested that he

might be allowed to travel to Tyburn in his own landau,

instead of in the mourning-coach which had been provided.
His request was granted ;

and at the gate of the Tower he

entered for the last time his own *

landau,' accompanied by
one of the sheriffs and by the chaplain of the Tower, one Mr.

Humphries.
The account of the journey from the Tower to Tyburn, as
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it stands in the * Gentleman's Magazine', is so strange that I

venture to extract it entire :

' He was dressed in a suit of light-coloured clothes, em-

broidered with silver, said to have been his wedding-suit ;
and

soon after the Sheriff entered the landau he said, "You may
perhaps, sir, think it strange to see me in this dress, but I

have my particular reasons for it." The procession then began
in the following order : A very large body of constables of

the county of Middlesex, preceded by one of the high con-

stables
;
a party of horse grenadiers and a party of foot

;
Mr.

Sheriff Errington, in his chariot, accompanied by his under-

sheriff, Mr. Jackson
;
the landau, escorted by two other parties

of horse grenadiers and foot
;
Mr. Sheriff Yaillant's chariot,

in which was the under-sheriff, Mr. Nichols
;
a mourning-coach

and six, with some of his lordship's friends
; and, lastly, a

hearse and six, provided for the conveyance of his lordship's

corpse from the place of execution to Surgeons' Hall.'

It is added that
* The procession moved so slow that Lord Ferrers was two

hours and three-quarters in his landau
;
but during the whole

time he appeared perfectly easy and composed, though he

often expressed his desire to have it over, saying that the

apparatus of death and the passing through such crowds of

people was ten times worse than death itself. He told the

Sheriff that he had written to the King, begging that he might
suffer where his ancestor, the Earl of Essex, had suffered

namely, on Tower Hill
;
that " he had been in the greater

hope of obtaining this favour as he had the honour of quarter-

ing part of the same arms and of being allied to his Majesty ;

and that he thought it hard that he should have to die at the

place appointed for the execution of common felons." As to

his crime, he declared that he did it
" under particular circum-

stances, having met with so many crosses and vexations that

he scarcely knew what he did
"

; and, in fine, he protested that

he had -not the least malice towards Mr. Johnson.'

It would be profitless to dwell on all the lesser details of
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Lord Ferrers' last journey how he felt thirsty as he passed
the top of Drury Lane, and wanted a glass of wine-and-water

before he went on
;
how he gave a sovereign to the assistant-

executioner in mistake for his principal ;
how he declared to

the chaplain that he believed in a God, but did not like
*

sectaries
' and their teaching ;

and how he expressed, at the

last moment his forgiveness of the hangman and of all man-

kind.

It is enough to say, in the words of '

Sylvanus Urban,'

whose contributor was doubtless an eye-witness of the scene,

that his lordship met his fate with fortitude and composure
of mind as he was pinioned and had the cap drawn over his

eyes, and that as soon as the bolt was withdrawn the drop

fell, and Lord Ferrers died quickly, and with but little appa-
rent pain. At the end of an hour the body was put into a

coffin, and taken to Surgeons' Hall, where the remainder of

the sentence was carried out in all its disgusting details. The

corpse, thus mutilated, was publicly exposed to view, and on

the Thursday following was handed to his lordship's friends

and family for interment ;
but his remains were not destined

to rest with those of his ancestors at Staunton Harold, for

Mr. John Timbs tells us, in his '

Curiosities of London,' that

after his execution, the body of Lord Ferrers was taken to

old St. Pancras Church and there buried privately beneath the

belfry, in a grave fourteen feet deep.

The Earl's widow also met with a tragic fate. She married,

secondly, Lord F. Campbell, brother of John, fifth Duke of

Argyll, and was burnt to death at Coombe Bank, Kent, in

1807, aged seventy years.

Horace Walpole calls Lord Ferrers ' a low wretch, a mad

assassin, and a wild beast
'

;
and he details all the circum-

stances of his trial and execution, with considerable minute-

ness, to Sir Horace Mann, then our Ambassador at Florence.
*

What,' he asks,
' will your Italians say to a peer of England,

an earl of one of our best families, tried for murdering his

servant with the utmost solemnity, and then hanged at the
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common place for the execution of highwaymen, and after-

wards anatomised ?
'

I will only add that, as Lord Ferrers had no legitimate

issue, the title and estate passed to his brother, and that

therefore the present Earl Ferrers and the various collateral

branches of the house of Shirley can at all events boast that

they do not inherit one drop of the blood of Laurence, third

Earl Ferrers.

THE DUCHESS OF KINGSTON

AMONG the ladies of
'

quality
' who made themselves most

conspicuous and famous I may almost say famosce in the

classical sense of the term in the good old days when George
III. was King, was Elizabeth Chudleigh, Countess of Bristol,

and (or) Duchess of Kingston. A proud, haughty, and im-

perious child, she grew up headstrong and self-willed beyond
her fellows, in an age when independence of character was
far from uncommon among women

;
and it is clear that she

reigned for many years, feared, if not loved, among the circle

of her compeers, long before her name was brought pro-

minently before the world by certain events which I purpose

recording in the present paper.
In the early part of the last century a certain Colonel and

Mrs. Chudleigh were living at the Royal Hospital, Chelsea,

where the former, a cadet of a good family in Devonshire, and

who had served in the army under Marlborough, held a sub-

ordinate post. Mr. and Mrs. Chudleigh had a family of

several sons and daughters, the eldest of whom, Elizabeth, was,
as Horace Walpole tells us, one of his playmates when he

lived in his father's house at Chelsea. 1

1 Horace Walpole set her down as being fifty-five or fifty-six at the
time of her trial, and he was likely to know the fact, as she and her
brothers were his playfellows. The Walpoles then lived at Chelsea,
and her father, Colonel Thomas Chudleigh (who died in 1726) was
Deputy Governor of the College. Her mother was something of a
heroine in her way ;

at all events, the story is told that, being asleep
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Colonel Chudleigh died early, leaving it to his relict to

educate and '

bring out
'

into society his young family on

a very small income, exclusive of her pension as an officer's

widow. Under these circumstances, Mrs. Chudleigh appears
to have done what most other women would do in a like

position, and resolved to turn to account her own and her

husband's '

good connections
'

the best substitute for money.
She hired a house on the outskirts of the town, within reach

of the rival camps of St. James's and Kensington Palaces
;

and, if she did not seek, at all events she soon found, an

opportunity of displaying in high quarters the charms and

attractions of her eldest daughter, Elizabeth, who was almost

a woman at fifteen. From a child, it is said, she was dis-

tinguished for a brilliancy of wit and repartee,
1 and for other

qualities which shone more brightly in fashionable circles than

at home. It so happened that Frederick, Prince of Wales, and-

the Princess (the father and mother of George III.) held their

Court at Leicester House, on the north side of what now is

Leicester Square, having quitted St. James's in consequence
of the continual quarrels between the Prince and his parents.

Mr. Pulteney, afterwards Earl of Bath, was at this time a

great favourite of the Prince and Princess. The Chudleighs
knew something of Mr. Pulteney or of his wife

;
and Elizabeth,

through their interest, was appointed, when only just eighteen,

one of the Maids of Honour to the Princess. Mr. Pulteney
took a somewhat more than paternal interest in the clever

one night as she was returning from a late party between London and
Chelsea, she was awakened suddenly by three footpads, one of whom
held a pistol to her breast. She coolly put her head out of the other
window of her carriage, and said ' Fire !

' when the patrol, who were

fortunately at hand, fired, and shot the robber. The daughter, if we
may judge from the coolness and nerve which she displayed on the
memorable trial in Westminster Hall, was quite a '

chip of the old

block,' and in no way degenerate.
1 As an example of her wit, I may mention the following anecdote,

which is told by Sir N. W. Wraxall. The Friiicess of Wales who was
accused of being far too intimate with Lord Bute one day took Miss

Chudleigh to task for some act of levity. Ah, Madame,' was her quick
retort,' "r.Jiacune id a son ut.'
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girl, and encouraged her to improve her education, which had
been somewhat neglected, and made her his amanuensis and
constant correspondent. To him she would read aloud, and,

although her volatile disposition prevented her from ever

seriously applying herself to study, she gained sufficient super-
ficial information to enable her to fulfil her own avowed aim
of being on all subjects, whether she wrote or spoke,

'

short,

clear, and surprising.'

Had she lived in our days, she would probably have become
a lady novelist ;

as it was, she played a role of her own choos-

ing, acting out a romance instead of writing one. With such

a pupil even so grave a statesman as Pulteney could laugh
and amuse himself, for she had always plenty of small talk at

hand
;
but it must be owned that when he tried to initiate

her into the secrets of political economy and statesmanship,
she rather demurred, and showed a decided preference for

literature of a more amusing kind, and probably for lighter

and more frivolous diversions. In her station, with a pretty

face, fine figure, and much ready wit to recommend her, Miss

Chudleigh soon became a general favourite with the Court at
' Leicester Fields,' among whom she could laugh and sing and

play a part in the miniature theatre as well as any of the rest.

A host of admirers sprung up around her, some with coronets

in possession, others with titles in prospect.

Among those who were struck with her beauty and fasci-

nation was the Duke of Hamilton, who subsequently wedded

one of the beautiful Miss Gunnings, after whom all the world

ran mad, as already stated. The Duke proposed, and was

accepted, and it seemed as if she were about to attain the sum-

mit of her ambition, the ducal strawberry-leaves, when the

machinations of a heartless and meddlesome relative, Mrs.

Hanmer, dashed the cup of happiness from her lips. What-
ever may have been the motive of Mrs. Hanmer's dislike to

the Hamiltons, it is certain that she set herself deliberately to

work to break off the engagement of her niece, and to destroy
her prospects, by intercepting the letters of the Duke during

P
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his temporary absence in France. Like many another young

lady's heart, that of Miss Chudleigh, if she had one, was caught
on the rebound. It is probable that her ambition received a

more severe blow than her affections in the supposed neglect
of the Duke. She { would be a duchess

'

;
and a duchess in

some sort at least, in England, though not in Scotland,

she was destined to become, although the intrigues of her

aunt prevented her from sharing the honours of his Grace of

Hamilton.

Among the daily visitors of her aunt was a young naval

officer, the Honourable Augustus Hervey, of whom Mrs. Han-
mer was very fond, and on whom she had, for some inscrutable

reason, fixed to become the husband of her niece. It was easy
to throw the pretty, heedless girl into the young sailor's way,
and to persuade the insulted beauty that the Duke's neglect

proved he had ceased to care for her, at the same time con-

trasting his conduct with the devotion of her new admirer,

and artfully suggesting that Hervey was in ultimate remainder

to the earldom of Bristol. The bait took
;
her hopes of

becoming a duchess being for the time frustrated, Elizabeth

Chudleigh elected to run the chance of wearing a countess's

coronet, although she cared nothing for the man who was to

confer it on her.

Urged on the one side by the dictates of wounded pride
and disappointed ambition, and on the other by the worldly

arguments of an artful" woman, Miss Chudleigh consented, in

an evil hour, to become the wife of Captain Hervey ;
but as

neither she nor her lover could afford the loss of her place at

Court, it was settled that the marriage should be strictly pri-

vate, and that even afterwards she should still officiate in her

capacity as a ' maid of honour.'

In the neighbourhood of Winchester there is a small parish
named Lainston, and here, in a private chapel adjoining the

house of the squire, Mr. Merrill, was celebrated the union

between Captain Hervey and Miss Chudleigh. It was per-
formed late in the evening, by the light of a tallow candle
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stuck into an empty bottle, and without much ceremony. The

consequences of such a marriage, with no fixed principles of

right and wrong on the part of either, could not well be other-

wise than most disastrous. Captain Hervey seems, indeed, to

have been utterly devoid of any qualities which could ensure

the esteem or attachment of such a woman as Elizabeth Chud-

leigh, even for a time
;
and her miseries, which date from this

ill-starred union, proved the cause of all the future unhappi-
ness which dogged her steps through life and gave a dismal

colour to her fate. Only some forty-eight hours had elapsed
from the scene in the little chapel when the bride and bride-

groom parted ; and, as the union had not been publicly noti-

fied, they agreed that it should be kept secret. Elizabeth had

already had sufficient knowledge of her husband's disposition

to be aware it would require all the art of which she was mis-

tress to insure his discretion should he change his mind and

propose to make the marriage public. The best argument
which she could plead was the fact that he had little or

nothing to live on but his pay, and that if her marriage was

publicly known she would lose her post as maid of honour.

He therefore yielded the point, but in a way which showed

that he was resolved to play the tyrant and to torture his

victim. In fact, as she often expressed herself, 'her misery

began with the arrival of Mr. Hervey in England, and the

greatest joy that she experienced was the news of his depar-
ture.' Hence, while his ship was in the Downs or at Spithead,

she always trembled with fear lest his destination might be

altered by orders from the Lords of the Admiralty.
* A fair

wind down the Channel ' was the soother of her mind, and

nothing pleased her better than to hear that his ship had been
'

spoken
'

leagues away from England on the wide Atlantic.

Miss Chudleigh, or rather Mrs. Hervey, for such she was in

the eye of the law a maid in appearance, but really a wife

in disguise came back to London, and mixed as usual in the

highest circles, with a cheerful face, but a heart heavy with

the consciousness of her anomalous position and a forecast of

F 2
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the misfortunes which awaited her. Her husband, though

quieted for a time, made his presence in London offensively

known, and even contrived to visit her at her lodgings in

Maddox Street. Not many months afterwards Miss Chud-

leigh gave birth to a son, who, however, lived only a few short

weeks. The same thing happened again a year or two later,

and for some little time there was a boy who, if he had grown
to manhood, would have '

put out of joint
'

the noses of the

subsequent Earls and Marquises of Bristol. About this time,

to add to the chagrin of the unhappy young wife, the Duke
of Hamilton returned from France, and hastened to throw

himself at the feet of his lady-love, and to inquire the reason

of her mysterious silence. Mutual explanations ensued, and

it appeared that, so far from his affection for Miss Chudleigh

having cooled, he was more than ever desirous of making her

his wife without delay. To his surprise, his suit was peremp-

torily rejected, and it being in fact equally impossible for the

ci-devant Miss Chudleigh either to accept him or to explain
her reasons for refusing the object of her former ambition, she

was subjected to much inconvenient importunity from her

mother, as well as from the Duke.

To escape the reproaches and resentment of the former,

who, all this time was wholly ignorant of the fact of her

daughter's marriage with Mr. Hervey, and of her having be-

come a mother, she next embarked for the Continent, where,

says Hone, in his ' Year Book,' she lived in a style of shame-

less dissipation. Calling herself Miss Chudleigh, she now so

wrought upon Frederick the Great that he dispensed with all

etiquette, in consequence of her request that * she might study
at her ease a prince who gave lessons to all Europe, and who

might boast of having an admirer in every individual of the

British nation.' During her residence at Berlin she was
treated with the greatest distinction. She afterwards went to

Dresden, where she obtained the friendship of the Electress,

who loaded her with presents. Upon returning to England,
she resumed her attendance upon the Princess of Wales, and
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continued to be the attraction of the Court. Her marriage
with Captain Hervey, however, perpetually annoyed her, and,

to destroy all trace of it, she went with a party of friends to

the parish where it had been celebrated, and, having asked for

the register-book, tore out the record of her marriage while

the clergyman was in conversation with the rest of the

party.

Shortly afterwards, Captain Hervey becoming Earl of

Bristol by the death of his father, and a rumour prevailing
that he was in a declining state of health, Miss Chudleigh,
now Countess of Bristol, hoping to be soon a wealthy dowager,
obtained the restoration of the entry in the register. Fortune,

however, was against her, and she found that by her precipi-

tate act she had outwitted herself
; as, to her great disappoint-

ment, the Earl, her husband, took it into his head to recover

his health and strength, and she found herself once more a

wife, and yet not a wife.

How far her marriage with Mr. Hervey had ever leaked

out into the ears of *

society
'

is not very clear
;
but it is an

axiom in the highest circles, I believe, that, as sin is not sin

in the 'elect,' so 'vice is not vice in a duchess.' And, there-

fore, even if the real state of the case was known to some of

her friends, there was no one at hand to ' forbid the banns,'

when, in March 1769, she publicly married Evelyn Pierrepont,
Duke of Kingston, a not very wise old gentleman, who was

somewhat of an invalid, and whose death might be expected,
in the course of nature, at no distant date.

While the arrangements for this second alliance were pend-

ing, she made a variety of unavailing proposals to Lord Bristol

to agree to a divorce, and even offered to facilitate it by some

flagrant misconduct of her own before the eyes of all. But he

refused. Luckily, however, the Earl found another lady who

pleased him better, having plenty of cash at her banker's
;

and in the course of a few months a sentence of divorce was

pronounced by the Ecclesiastical Courts at Doctors' Commons,
and the marriage was solemnised as I have related.
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Elizabeth Chudleigh was now at all events, if not a countess,

at least an honest woman, and (which she valued still more

highly) a duchess. She had gained the height of her ambition,

and a giddy height she found it. She had but mounted

Unde altior esset

Casus et impulse prasceps immane ruinse.

The Duke very kindly and conveniently lived long enough
to establish her fairly in the eyes of the world as his duchess,

and then *

died, and slept with his fathers.' On opening his

grace's will it was found that he had bequeathed to her his

entire property, upon condition that she should never marry

again ;
and the Duchess plunged into a course of licentiousness

which exposed her to public censure, and in consequence of

which she went to Italy. A magnificent yacht, built and

ornamented at an immense expense, conveyed her to Rome,
where she was received with great pomp by the Pope and

Cardinals, who knew but little of her antecedents, and was

treated as a princess. During her residence in Rome she was

on the eve of bestowing her hand and fortune upon an adven-

turer, who represented himself to be the Prince of Albania,

when he was apprehended as a swindler, and committed suicide

in prison. Soon afterwards, she learned that the heirs of the

Duke of Kingston sought to establish against her the charge
of bigamy, in order to invalidate her marriage with the Duke,
and set aside his will. She instantly repaired to her banker,

who, having been gained over by the other party, concealed

himself, to avoid giving her the sum requisite for a journey to

London. She placed herself at his door, and, pistol in hand,

compelled him to comply with her demand. Upon her arrival

in England she found that her first marriage had been declared

valid, upon the ground of incompetency in the court which had

pronounced it void. Public opinion was against her
; and,

under the character of Lady Kitty Crocodile, she was ridiculed

by Foote in a comedy entitled ' A Trip to Calais,' of which,
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however, she succeeded in obtaining the prohibition from the

Lord Chamberlain.

The validity of her first marriage with Mr. Hervey at

Lainston having been established by witnesses who were pre-

sent, to the satisfaction of those of the Duke's relatives who
had an interest in setting aside his will, it was resolved that

she should be publicly indicted for bigamy, and that her trial

should be really a State trial, being held in Westminster Hall,

the House of Peers sitting as her judges.

Finding it necessary to return to England, as already

stated, in order to meet the charges which were being made

publicly against her, the Duchess embarked for Dover, and,

reaching London, drove straight to her house at Knightsbridge,
where she found plenty of friends ready to espouse her cause

amongst others the Earl of Mansfield and the Duke of New-
castle. Anxious, apparently, to turn to the best account the

weary weeks which must intervene before the day of the trial,

and to advertise herself, and to rouse, if possible, the men in

her cause, even if she scandalised the fairer portion of creation,

she resolved to put in her appearance once more in some place

of public resort, and accordingly the next night she attended

a masked ball at the residence of Mrs. Cornelys, at Carlisle

House, Soho Square.
She appeared on this occasion as '

Iphigenia.' There is a

print which represents her in this character, very scantily

dressed for a priestess, it must be owned, and which fully justi-

fies the sarcastic terms in which Horace Walpole alludes to it.

Meanwhile the attention of the world was concentrated on

the expected trial, to which Horace Walpole often alludes in

a vein of banter which shows that he considered the Duchess

no better than she ought to be. He writes to his friend Sir

Horace Mann, in Italy, March 22, in that year :

'

Everybody
is on the quest for tickets for her Grace of Kingston's trial.

I am persuaded that her impudence will operate in some

singular manner
; probably she will appear in weeds, with a
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train to reach across Westminster Hall, with mourning maids

of honour to support her when she swoons at her dear Duke's

name, and in a black veil to conceal her blushing or not

blushing. To this farce, novel and curious as it will be, I

shall not go. I think cripples have no business in crowds but

at the Pool of Bethesda
;
and to be sure this is no angel that

troubles the waters.'

The trial was a matter which, for weeks before it came on,

absorbed the public attention to an extent which has never

since been equalled, except by the trial of the impostor Orton,

who wanted to palm himself off as a genuine Tichborne. It

was attended by Queen Charlotte, the Prince of Wales, by
most of the members of the Royal Family, the foreign ambas-

sadors, members of Parliament, and other distinguished per-

sonages. The Duchess, in deep mourning, took her seat un-

moved, attended by two femmes de chambre, a physician, an

apothecary, her secretary, and a formidable army of defenders

in the shape of six barristers in wig and gown. I have before

me a picture of the Duchess standing at the bar and pleading
her own cause

;
and if, as I have reason to think, it is a sketch

from life, there can be no doubt that she was a woman well

able to hold her own, even before the most august assembly in

England.
As usual, it is from the chatty pages of Horace Walpole

that we learn nearly all that is known of the way in which
1

society
'

at the time regarded the trial of her Grace the

Duchess of Kingston. He did not go actually to see it or

hear it, for he ' hated crowds,' and viewed the chief actor or

actress with no favourable eye ;
but he describes the scene in

Westminster Hall almost as vividly as if he had been present,
in this letter to Sir Horace Mann, April 17, 1776 :

' We think and talk but of one subject the solemn comedy
that is acting in Westminster Hall. Deep wagers had been

laid that the Duchess would decamp before the trial came on.

This, with a million of other stories, has been so spread that I

am determined to believe no one fact but what I shall read in
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the printed trial for at it I have not been, though curious

enough about so august a mummery and so original a culprit.

, . . The scene opened on Wednesday with all its pomp . . .

and the doubly noble prisoner went through her part with

universal admiration. Instead of her usual ostentatious folly

and clumsy pretensions to cunning, all her conduct was decent,

and even seemed natural. Her dress was entirely black and

plain ;
her attendants not too numerous

;
her dismay at first

perfectly unaffected. A few tears balanced cheerfulness

enough, and her presence of mind and attention never deserted

her. This rational behaviour and the pleadings of her four

counsel, who contended for the finality of her Ecclesiastical

Court's sentence against a second trial, carried her triumphantly

through the first day, and turned the stream much in her

favour.'

The next day she was less successful, and, in consequence,
1 had to be blooded as soon as she retired, and fell into a great

passion of tears.' And probably Horace Walpole, at this time,

was not singular in thinking that the Ecclesiastical Courts

were quite as much on their trial as was her Grace. He adds

that Lord Bristol in his opinion did not stand in a fair predica-

ment, for he had never avowed his marriage with Miss Chud-

leigh, and was supposed to have connived, for a sum of money,
at her marrying the Duke.

Ever alive to the last floating rumours and the gossip of

the day, Horace writes to the Rev. W. Mason, under date

April 20, 1776 :

* The plot thickens, or rather opens. Yesterday
the judges were called on for their opinions, and und voce

dismantled the Ecclesiastical Court. . . The Attorney-General,

Thurlow, then detailed the " Life and Adventures of Elizabeth

Chudleigh, alias Hervey, alias the most high and puissante

princess the Duchess of Kingston." Her Grace bore the nar-

ration with a front worthy of her exalted rank. Then was

produced the first capital witness, the ancient damsel who was

present at her first marriage. ... To this witness her Grace

was benign, but had a transitory swoon at the mention of her
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dear Duke's name
;
and at intervals has been blooded enough

to have supplied her execution, if necessary. Two babes were

likewise proved to have blessed her first nuptials, one of whom,
for aught that appears, may exist and become Earl of Bristol.'

The register of Chelsea Old Church has certainly the follow-

ing entry, Nov. 2, 1747 : 'Augustus Hervey, son of the Hon.

Augustus Hervey, baptized by the Hon. and Rev. Henry
Aston '

;
and the discovery of this entry, as Lysons observed,

might have spared many interrogatories at the Duchess of

Kingston's trial.

The trial lasted through several days ;
on Friday, the 19th,

and Saturday, the 20th, the case of the Duchess did not gain

ground at all, but rather the reverse. So much so, indeed, was

this the case, that one of her friends remarked that she must

have been mad ' to have sought the trial, or not to have

poisoned the witnesses.' For instance, there appeared a maid

who was present at her first marriage. Serjeant Hawkins au-

thenticated the birth of at least one child
;
and the widow of

the parson who officiated at her first marriage, and on whom
she forced a fictitious register when she expected Lord Bristol's

death and had a mind to be a countess, deposed that, though

privy to all these circumstances, on visiting her as duchess the

latter said to her,
'

Well, Mrs. Phillips, was not the Duke

very good to marry an old maid like me 1
'

And what, the reader will ask, was the end of this memor-

able trial ? Elizabeth Chudleigh was found by the House of

Peers guilty of bigamy, but,
'

pleading her privilege
'

as a peer's

wife, she was discharged without any punishment.
On the 23rd of April Walpole writes to his friend Mason :

1 The wisdom of the land has been exerted for five days in

turning a duchess into a countess, and yet does not think it a

punishable crime for a countess to convert herself into a duchess.

After a paltry defence, and a speech of fifty pages (which she

had herself written, and pronounced very well), the sages, in

spite of the Attorney-General (who brandished a hot iron), dis-

missed her with the single injunction of paying the fees, all
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voting her guilty ;
but the Duke of Newcastle her neighbour

in the country softening his vote by adding
"
erroneously, not

intentionally." So ends the solemn farce. The Earl of Bristol,

they say,' adds Walpole,
' does not intend to leave her that title,

nor the house of Medows a shilling. ... I am glad to have
done with her.'

Hannah More, who was present among the crowd, tells us

that she was dressed in deep mourning, but that hardly a trace

of her once enchanting beauty was visible, and that if it had

not been for her white face, she might easily have been taken

for a bale of bombasin. She adds that she behaved herself pro-

perly, and even with dignity, and that her presence of mind
did not desert her for a single moment.

Undeterred by a threat of a writ ne exeat regno being
issued against her, as soon as the trial was over the duchess-

countess was off to Calais, and on her way to Paris. She writes

from Calais on the 26th to a friend, sarcastically remarking
that the peers have recognised her as Countess of Bristol, the

Ecclesiastical Courts as duchess, but that she still adhered

to her own position, and proudly signed her name to the letter

'Elizabeth, Duchesse de Kingston.' She retired to Paris 'incon-

tinently,' as the phrase then ran
;
and the writ ne exeat regno

was issued just after the bird was flown. Probably her enemies

took good care not to drive her too closely into a corner, and

felt that it was better for the peace of London and of '

society
'

that she should be on the other side of the Channel. * Don't

let us talk of her any more,' writes Horace "Walpole ;
he adds

in the same breath,
'

Yes, I must say a word more. I will tell

you what the droll Lord Abercorn said. Somebody
"
hoped that

his lordship had not suffered by the trial." He replied,
" Oh

no
; nobody suffered by it." And, indeed, though not a comedy,

it was a farce.'

The subsequent career of the ex-duchess was in keeping
with her preceding adventures. I have already mentioned that

she was too sharp for the writ ne exeat regno, and before it

could be issued she had bolted from Knightsbridge, and turned
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up at Calais, though there were no railways or steamers to aid

her flight. From Calais she made her way to Rome, where she

contrived to propitiate the favour of the Pope so far as to be

received by him and feted en princesse a good turn which she

requited by a handsome bequest of jewellery in her will.

After remaining there for some time she returned to Calais,

and hired a spacious mansion, which she furnished splendidly;
but the monotony of the town not suiting her volatile and tur-

bulent disposition, she made a voyage to St. Petersburg in a

magnificent yacht, and was received with the highest distinction

by the Empress Catherine, to whom she presented the valuable

collection of pictures formed by the Kingston family. She

afterwards went to Poland, where Prince Radzivill gave sump-
tuous entertainments in honour of her visit, particularly a bear-

huntby torchlight. Upon returning to France, she purchased the

beautiful chateau de Sainte Assize, two leagues from Fontaine-

bleau, and a mansion in the Rue Coq-Heron at Paris, where

she died in 1788, after executing a will made by two attorneys
who came from England on purpose. She bequeathed a set of

jewels to the Empress of Russia, a large diamond to the Pope,
and a costly pearl necklace and earrings to the Countess of

Salisbury, because they had belonged to a lady who bore that

title in the reign of Henry IV. Her property in France was

estimated at 200,OOOZ. sterling, besides which she had valuable

possessions in England and Russia.

The Duchess of Kingston, during her second noces and in

her second widowhood, lived at Kingston House, Knights-

bridge, afterwards known as Listowel House, and at one time

the residence of the Marquis Wellesley. In allusion to her

connection with this spot, she is spoken of in a play of the last

century as 'the notified Bet Cheatley, Duchess of Knights-

bridge.' Peter Cunningham, in his 'Handbook of London,'

briefly and tersely disposes of her as 'the profligate and eccen-

tric duchess.' Leigh Hunt, in his ' Old Court Suburb,' styles

her ' an adventuress, who, after playing tricks with a parish

register for the purpose of alternately falsifying and substan-
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tiating a real marriage, according as the prospects of her

husband varied, imposed herself upon a duke for a spinster,

and survived him as a duchess until unmasked in a court of

law.' He adds his opinion that she was 'a well-born and

handsome, but coarse-minded woman, qualified to impose on

none but very young or very shallow admirers. Her first

husband, who became Earl of Bristol, was at the time of his

marriage with her a young seaman just out of his teens
; and

the Duke, her second husband, though he was the nephew of

Lady Mary Wortley Montague, appears never to have out-

grown the teens of his understanding.' He thus wittily and

pithily expresses his opinion about her : 'Hating prolixity

and mock modesty, her maxim .... was to be "
short, clear,

and surprising"; so she concentrated her rhetoric into swear

ing, and dressed in a style next door to nakedness. The

wealth, however, which was bequeathed to her by the Duke
enabled her, in spite of the loss of his title in England, to go
and flare as a duchess abroad, where her jewels procured for

her the friendship of sovereigns, and the Pope himself figured

in her will.'

For my own part, I venture to think that she may have

had, and probably had, au fond a good and noble disposition,

accompanied, however, with a high and proud spirit and strong

passions. The cruel deceit practised on her when young by
her aunt, coupled with her intense ambition, her waywardness,
and her pride, perverted the better part of her nature, and

drove her into courses from which in the innocence of child-

hood and youth she would have shrunk back with horror.

There is a sense of awful responsibility in the reflection

that we all exercise an influence, more or less, for good or evil

on those around us
;
and for those who misuse it to warp the

ductile minds of the young in order to carry out their own
selfish purposes, a fearful day of reckoning will surely come,

when they will plead in vain,
'Am I my brother's keeper

'

?

Such, at least, is the moral that I would have my readers draw

from the story of Elizabeth Chudleigh.
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Mr. Addison, in his '

Anecdotes,' tells an amusing story of

the Duchess, showing that she was proud and haughty, and

had far too high a sense of her dignity. Being one day de-

tained in her carriage by a cart of coals that was unloading in

a very narrow street, she leaned out with both her arms upon
the door, and asked the fellow,

* How dare you, sirrah, to stop

a woman of quality in the street ?
' ' Woman of quality !

'

replied the man. *

Yes, fellow,' rejoined her Grace
;

' don't

you see my arms upon my carriage ?
' '

Yes, I do indeed,' he

answered,
' and a pair of d d coarse arms they are.'

THE DRUMMONDS, EARLS OF PERTH.

FEW names, even in Scottish history, stand forth more nobly
and proudly than that of Drummond. According to Sir

Bernard Burke and the heralds, the house of Drummond
derives its descent from a Hungarian in the suite of Edgar

Atheling, the contemporary, and in some sense rival, ofWilliam

the Conqueror ;
but the importance of the family dates really

from the reign of Robert III. of Scotland, who took for his

consort Lady Annabella, a fair daughter of Drummond of

Stobhall. From that period they became closely connected

with the Court and the Crown of Scotland, and attained the

honours of the peerage of that country over four hundred

years ago, in A.D. 1487, when the head of the house, Sir John

Drummond, of Cargill and Stobhall, a distinguished statesman

and diplomatist of his day, and Ambassador Extraordinary to

the Court of St. James, was created Lord Drummond : his

great-great-grandson James, fourth Lord, being Ambassador

for King James VI. to Spain, was created in 1605, Earl of

Perth, with remainder to his * heirs male whomsoever.'

The story of the origin of the name of Drummond is thus

related in the older Peerages :

'

Maurice, son of George, son of

Andrew, King of Hungary, being in command of the vessel in

which Saint Margaret, afterwards Queen of Malcolm III.,
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embarked for Hungary, happened to be driven by a storm into

the Firth of Forth. Here, on landing, fortune befriended him,
for he was made Steward of Lennox, and received from "the

hands of King Malcolm the lands of Drymen, or Druinmen,
from which was derived the name of Drummond. And to this

day, in memory of his safe pilotage of Queen Margaret, his

descendants bear for their arms "three bars wavy, gules,"

representing the waves of the sea.'

His descendant in the fifth generation, Sir John Drummond
of Drummond, and Steward or Thane of Lennox, was a brave

defender of the liberties of Scotland at the commencement of

King Edward's usurpation ;
and his son, Sir Malcolm, im-

mediately after the Battle of Bannockburn, obtained from

Robert I. a grant of broad lands in Perthshire, in reward of

his services in that battle, in which, by his advice, caltrops were

first used as a defence against the English horse. In memory
of this sage counsel, 'his descendants,' as Burke tells us, 'bear

caltrops upon a compartment with their arms, along with the

motto,
"
Gang warily."

'

His grandson, Sir John Drummond, marrying a lady named
De Montifex, heiress of Stobhall and other extensive estates

in Perthshire, became by her the father of a daughter, the

Lady Annabella, a lady of great beauty and merit, whom I

have already mentioned as the wife of King Robert III. She

was crowned with him, as Queen Consort of Scotland, in Sep-
tember 1390

;
and it is worthy of note that her blood runs in

the veins not merely of Queen Victoria, but of many other

crowned heads of Europe in this our nineteenth century.

It is not my purpose here to give an exact account of all

the achievements of all the Lords of Drummond and Earls of

Perth. It is enough to say that, in the words of one of the

members of that House, Lady Clementina Davies, in her
' Recollections of Society,' they

'
first suffered exile and losses

in common with the Stuarts, whom they regarded as their

only true sovereigns ;
and then, after a hundred years of exile

at St, Germain, they shared the fall and misfortunes of the
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House of Bourbon, to which they had been scarcely less loyally
attached.'

This claim, advanced by Lady C. Davies, is supported by
the independent testimony of Burke, who observes :

' Their

loyalty (i.e. that of the Drummonds) to the throne shone at

all times conspicuous ;
but the crisis which called out their

whole energies and devotion was the great contest which pre-
ceded the final overthow of the ancient dynasty of Scotland,

that of the Stuarts. So long as the conflict was waged on the

battle-field, the Drummonds fought manfully in the cause which

they had espoused, and, at length, when the last ruin of the

hapless cause of Stuart was consummated at Culloden, they
left their native land, to die banished and broken-hearted in a

foreign clime. They had fearlessly set their all upon the cast

of the die, and they cheerfully submitted to its hazard.'

And such really was the case
; James, the fourth Earl of

Perth, on the defeat and abdication of King James II., accom-

panied his sovereign into exile at St. Germain. He was Lord

Chancellor of Scotland, and a man of high standing .in the

world of politics as well as of law
;
he was also connected with

the noblest of the Scottish houses, his three wives having been

respectively the daughter of the Marquis of Douglas, the

widow of the Earl of Tullibardine, and the daughter of the

Marquis of Huntly, head of the ducal house of Gordon. His

fidelity to the Stuarts was not unrewarded, as he was raised by
James, in 1695, to the Dukedom of Perth, a title which was

confirmed in France by Louis XIV. on the death of James,

along with the other Dukedoms of Berwick, Fitzjames, Albe-

marle, and Melfort. He died just before the Scottish rising of

1715.

But I must pass on to another part of the story of the

Drummonds, that of the second Duke of Perth and of his

gallant duchess. History tells us how James, fifth Earl and

second Duke of Perth, fought by the side of King James at

the Battle of the Boyne, at Limerick, and at Londonderry, and,

remaining with him till all his hopes were defeated, returned
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to Scotland in 1692. While his father lay a prisoner in Stir-

ling Castle, he crossed over to France, and was made Master

of the Horse to Mary of Modena, James's queen. Next,

returning to Scotland, we find him opposing the Union with

all his might ; and, in 1715, he joined the standard of rebellion

raised by the Earl of Mar and his Highland chieftains, and

commanded the cavalry at the Battle of Sheriffmuir. His wife

was Lady Jean Gordon, a daughter of the Duke of Gordon,
whose story I here relate.

Both by family descent her father and her mother being
strict Roman Catholics and also in virtue of her marriage,

her Grace had imbibed a spirit of entire devotion to the

Stuart cause. She is described, in a contemporary pamphlet,
now very scarce, as having a * tolerable share of beauty, and a

majestic person' qualities which certainly are more than

borne out by the original portrait of her Grace, painted by
Van Yost in 1711, and still to be seen at Drummond Castle.

She has a magnificent high forehead, and prominent nose and

chin
;

a mouth expressive of the most firm resolution ;

and brown eyes, a shade or two darker than her hair. As we
look on that face, we can easily believe that her temper was
' rather imperious than soft,' and that she was as c

passionate
'

as ' obstinate.' We are told that even as a child she showed

some traces of ferocity and cruelty ; but, adds the writer

(who, however, is prejudiced against her as a ' female rebel
'),

'since she commenced to play the warrior, she has given a

full swing to the natural fierceness of her disposition, and in

many cases has laid aside not only the woman, but even

humanity.'
It appears that when the Chevalier first landed in the

Highlands, the Duke of Perth, though wishing well to his

cause, was scarcely willing to risk a rising in his favour
;
but

his duchess, like a true woman, was no such half-hearted par-

tisan. His Grace's disposition caused her great uneasiness :

' she sweetened, cajoled, threatened, and caressed him by turns
;

sometimes she was all mildness, and would attempt to reason

G
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him into her measures
;
at other times she was all fire and

flint, and would needs force him into her terms. And when
the Duke would reply, as he did sometimes, that he would

gladly make an effort if he saw a chance of success, she called

him a "
poor pusillanimous wretch," and taunted him in bitter

terms with the meanness of waiting to see what other chiefs

would join the Chevalier's standard. "You wait," she cried,
"

till some great man joins him
; another, till a third joins ;

and he till you both join. The consequence will be that you
will be so long in debating as to whether it is safe to join or

not, that you will lose the opportunity for ever. . . . For

God's sake ! if you deserve to be Duke of Perth, exert your-
self suitably to your rank, and show by your actions that you
deserve the title you bear by daring to fight for it."

J

In this way her Grace continued to urge the duke till

Charles Edward was within a few miles of Castle Drummond ;

and when her husband would have gladly absented himself

and washed his hands of the affair, she vowed that she would

shut the gates against him and give him up as a prisoner to

the Prince, if he would not stir himself. Accordingly, he

thought it best to obey his spouse, and to wait on Charles

Edward. So * he and she went in their coach and six, and met

him about seven miles from Castle Drummond, where he lay
that night.' We can easily imagine with what zeal and polite-

ness she exerted herself to entertain her royal guest, while the

Duke sat by in a melancholy 'brown study.' Indeed, so

successfully did she ply her woman's weapons of banter, jest,

and taunt, that before the Prince left the house the Duke had

plucked up a spirit, and entered heart and soul into that brave

but mad enterprise which was to strip him of his princely

possessions, and send him forth an exile and a wanderer, like

the Prince whose failing cause he espoused.
Next day the Duke contented himself with escorting the

Prince as far as Perth, and with issuing a proclamation calling
on his retainers to appear under the banner of the House of

Castle Drummond within six days. But her Grace was a
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much more active partisan. She was out on horseback for

three days and three nights, during which she never slept, and

then returned to the castle at the head of seven hundred and

fifty men. As the Duke had not come back, she set up the

family standard with her own hand, proclaimed the Prince by
the sound of bagpipes and hunting-horns, which she was

obliged to use for want of trumpets, laid open her cellars to

the multitude, and, mounting on horseback, rode at the head

of her troops to meet the Duke. The latter, who had no idea

of seeing so many men under arms, was at first afraid, and

thought that he was about to be seized and arrested
;
but the

Duchess assured him there was no ground for alarm, and that

the men at her back were her own levy. 'The change of

fancied enemies into real friends,' says the pamphlet,
*

' was

very agreeable to the Duke and his party, who, it is said,

showed very little stomach to fight, and, if the joke had been

carried any further, would in all probability have showed her

Grace a pair of heels. This advantage afforded table talk to

the Young Pretender's Court for a considerable time
;
and the

banter was carried so far against the Duke that he was much

annoyed at it, and the Pretender was obliged to put a stop

to it by his authority.'

Accompanying her husband and the Prince to Edinburgh,
the Duchess added much to the brilliancy of his Court at Holy-
rood. All sorts of anecdotes are told of her wit, her presence
of mind, and readiness of resource. For instance, just before

the battle of Prestonpans, when her husband came to take

leave of her in a desponding mood, she quietly said,
'

Well, yon
are going to the battle, and I to cards : both are in the hands

of chance, and I shall be quite happy if you come back

victorious, though with the loss of a leg or an arm
;

but I

really care little whether you die on the field of honour or in

my arms on a bed : but I would rather be the widow of a man
who had died nobly in a righteous cause, than the wife of the

greatest duke or prince on earth.'

After the battle, she urged the Duke to follow up the

G 2
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success which he had thus far gained, and to push on while

the enemy was panic-struck, before the King's troops could

be brought together. But she seems to have been as cruel as

she was audacious ;
for she urged her husband to put to the

sword the prisoners that were taken, and to carry a Border

castle by assault, or starve its holders into submission. And
when she could not gain her point, it is recorded that she took

a barbarous pleasure in insulting the prisoners whom she had

in hand, and even blamed the Prince for treating them with

common humanity.
When the Highland army crossed into England, the

Duchess would not be left behind, but, attended by only a

lady friend, Mrs. Murray, and a single maid, she resolved to

join in the campaign, though it was winter. In the March of

that year she was up and on horseback with the. daybreak ;

and when Carlisle surrendered, she strongly urged the policy

of hanging all the townsmen because they did not open their

gates at her first summons, holding that it was a good thing
to strike terror at once. Here, as is well known, both the

Prince and her husband, not seeing much prospect of being
able to carry the war by a coup de main, were inclined to turn

back into Scotland
;
but her Grace set aside the idea by vow-

ing that if her husband would not head the Drummonds, she

would head them herself, and fight till not one remained
;

adding, with true female spite, that if he wished so much to

save his pitiful carcass, she would try to do his part in the

field, and he would not be much missed in the cabinet !

On the return of the army northwards, we are told that

the citizens of Glasgow were made by her to feel the full

weight of her resentment, and that it was through her that the

levies and supplies enforced upon that city were so exorbitant

as almost to cause an outbreak. From this place, however,
she found it necessary to return with the Duke and a detach-

ment to Drummond Castle, and there she remained till the

rest of the defeated Highlanders rejoined them. Here it

would seem that, fairly brought to bay, and irritated to mad-
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ness at the failure of her enterprise, she gave loose reins to

her innate cruelty, not only taking a barbarous pleasure in

seeing the common prisoners tortured, and insulting the

officers, but showing herself a terror and scourge even to her

own people. She was, we are told, so strict a disciplinarian

that she would forgive no fault, however trifling, or neglect of

her wishes even in trifles.

At Culloden her Grace was in the rear of the army, and
it was with difficulty that she was prevented from appearing
in the front. When the troops began to show some signs of

rout, she saw a certain lord making away at full speed. As
he passed her Grace, she cried out,

' My lord, you mistake

your way : the enemies are behind, and you will not meet

them in that direction !

' In the retreat she helped to cover

the hindmost of the fugitives, and wheeled round several times

against the light horse that were in close pursuit. She kept
with the fugitives as far as Inverness, where, worn out with

vexation and disappointment far more than by actual fatigue,

she was forced to rest for an hour, and there was arrested the

same day, partly by force and partly by treachery, together
with some other ladies of less note.

Long after her husband's death the Duchess continued,

though passively, to maintain the Stuart cause in the North
;

and it is recorded of her that she had the greater part of the

walls of Drummond Castle demolished and levelled to their

foundations, in order to prevent it from being seized and

garrisoned by the Royal troops. She remained there so says
the family tradition until she saw the work of destruction

completed, when she retired to Stobhall, in Perthshire, and

there she ended her troubled days in peace at the age of about

ninety years.

A fatality seems to have constantly followed the holders

of the ducal title. The Duke died at Paris in 1720, leaving
two sons, James and John, both of whom, exiles in a foreign

land, in turn assumed the coronet of barren strawberry-leaves,

though under attainder, while their noble estates were con-
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fiscated by the Crown, and given to the Drummonds of Lun-

din, a younger branch.

After John, the fourth duke, came two other dukes, his

uncles ;
but they speedily followed each other to the tomb at

St. Germain, issueless, and apparently unmarried. And in

the year 1760 perished the last male descendant of the loyal

Scottish Chancellor, the earldom being dormant, or presumed
to have become extinct through the operation of the attainder

forty-five years previously.

A distant cousin, James Drummond, of Lundin, bent upon

reviving, if possible, the lost but untarnished shield of the

family, got himself 'served
'

at Edinburgh in 1765 'heir male '

of the exiled lords, and in consequence was recognised as head

and representative of the house of Drummond. He was styled

by his friends tenth Earl of Perth, and such, no doubt, he

was de jure, though the earldom was under the eclipse of the

attainder. His son and successor, James, eleventh earl de

jure, obtained in 1785 the restoration of the Drummond estates

by the Court of Session and Act of Parliament, as being
' the

nearest collateral heir male of Lord John Drummond, in whom
the lands had become forfeited in 1746.' His Scottish earl-

dom, however, was never recognised by the Crown or Parlia-

ment, nor did he ever attempt to record his vote at elections

for Scottish representative peers. But in 1797 he was created

a peer of Great Britain as Baron of Perth
;
he died, however,

soon after, without leaving a son
;
and the magnificent estates

of the ancient Earls of Perth, including t)rummond Castle,

passed by inheritance to his only daughter and heir, who
carried them in marriage to Lord Willoughby de Eresby.

The representation, however, of the dormant earldom of

Perth, apart from the possession of its estates, reverted to the

nearest heir male, James Lewis, fourth Duke of Melfort in

France, as great-grandson of John Drummond, Earl and Duke
of Melfort. He died, however, a few months subsequently,
when his brother, Charles Edward Drummond, became fifth

Duke of Melfort in France, and de jure thirteenth Earl of
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Perth in Scotland. Being a Catholic prelate, however, he was
never able to effect the restoration of his dormant Scottish

honours, or even to bring his case before the House of Lords.

On his death at Rome, in 1840, the headship of the family
devolved on his nephew, George Drummond, who was born in

London in 1807, and for some years held a captaincy in the

93rd Highlanders. In 1853, his petition to that effect having
been duly presented and considered, he was restored by the

special command and recommendation of her Majesty and by
an Act of Parliament passed without a dissentient voice

;
and

accordingly he is now fourteenth Earl of Perth in the peerage
of Scotland, and sixth Duke of Melfort in France.

This dukedom is not a sham one, like that of the apocry-

phal and soi-disant l Due de Roussillon,' but a real and sub-

stantial title, regularly bestowed and regularly transmitted

from its first grantee, John Drummond, a grandson of the

third Earl of Perth. Like his kinsman, Lord Perth followed

King James to St. Germain, where on April 17, 1692, he was

raised to the dukedom by his sovereign, and the title was con-

firmed to him in France by Le Grand Monarque. He was,

however, attainted in Scotland by the Parliament of that king-

dom in 1695, expressly for having been seen at St. Germain.

Thus, for some six or seven generations have the ancient

and loyal Drummonds been obliged to live as exiles from their

native land, admitted to the Courts of the Tuileries and Ver-

sailles, but banished from that of St. Jaines. Thus, under

the stupid and senseless penal laws of the last century have

Scottish energy, capacity, and integrity been added to the

capital of France, and deducted from that of Great Britain,

the loss of this country being precisely the gain of our neigh-

bours. When the Drummonds fled into exile in 1688, Le

Grand Monarque was graciously pleased to reward them not

only with titles, but with a residence in the Royal Chateau at

St. Germain, where they lived without intermission for a cen-

tury or more
;
and I believe that I am not exceeding the

liberty which has been allowed me when I add that Lady
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Clementina Davies, to whom I owe some of the intelligence

contained in these pages, was the very last person born within

the Chateau of St. Germain in October 1795, just before the

necessities of the first French Revolution drove back the

Drummonds to the shores which they had left for exile and

comparative poverty in the cause of loyalty. Ayinez loyaulte

is the motto of the Paulets, Marquises of Winchester
;
but

there is no need to write those words on the banners of the

Drummonds, for they are already engraven upon their hearts.

If not, they never will be now.

THE THEEE MISS WALPOLES

MY readers, no doubt, will all remember the Miss Gunnings,
1

the Court beauties about whom the whole fashionable world

indeed, I may say all the island from the Land's End to John

o' Groat's House ran mad some century and a quarter ago,

and one of whom a contemporary writer styles the ' double

duchessed,' in allusion to her having married two dukes in

succession. Their story is somewhat strange in its way, but

it is equalled, if not surpassed, in romance by the tale of the

births, marriages, and ultimate fortunes of three beautiful

Miss Walpoles, the daughters of Horace Walpole's brother

Edward by a certain * left-handed
'

union, the details of which

are to be seen in the * Memoirs of Horace Walpole and his

Contemporaries/ edited in 1845 by Eliot Warburton.

Sir Robert Walpole, who was for so many years Prime
Minister under Kings George I. and II., and.who was created

Earl of Orford on retiring from ministerial life, left three

sons. The eldest was Robert, who succeeded as second earl
;

the youngest was Horace, the wit and antiquary of Straw-

berry Hill
;
and between them in the family tree stood the

great statesman's second son Edward (some time a member of

Parliament and Chief Secretary for Ireland), who, though he

1 See above, p. 12.
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never himself wore a peer's coronet, became eventually the

grandfather of one royal duke and of one royal princess, and

the great-grandfather of at least one duke and one marquis
in the peerage of Great Britain.

Good looks were a heritage in the Walpole family. We
are told that when the great Sir Robert Walpole was a young
man about town he was one of the handomest of a very hand-

some set, and a full share of his good looks appears to have

passed to his son Edward, who was born in or about 1710.

When he was only eighteen his appearance was so much in his

favour that the ladies in Italy and Paris with one consent

gave him the name of ' the handsome Englishman.' Having

completed his education by going what was known as the
' Grand Tour,' without which no man of '

quality
'

could be

regarded as fit for society, he resolved to settle down in Lon-

don, leading an easy, self-indulgent life as a bachelor, lodging
at the West End, and belonging to half a dozen clubs where

high play and Whig politics prevailed. In the year 1730 he

occupied first-floor apartments over the shop of a certain

tailor, in Pall Mall, named Rennie, who, we are told, made
children's coats. As he passed daily by the door, in order to

get to his apartments, his notice was frequently attracted by
one of the youthful apprentices a fair girl with blue eyes and

bright Saxon complexion who worked in the shop, cutting

out patterns and sewing small clothes. Her name was Mary
Clement. Her family, though respectable, were too reduced

in circumstances to give her any better education than such as

she could pick up in Mr. Rennie's establishment
; but, though

poor, they were anxious that she should maintain a good

reputation. Mr. Edward Walpole somehow or other con-

trived to have frequent interviews with her when Rennie's

back was turned, and to give her many little presents ;
but

not so secretly as to escape the more penetrating eye of

Madame Rennie, who rated her soundly, and even sent for

her father, in order to take her into the country out of the

way of temptation. No doubt she lectured her pretty sharply
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on the great impropriety of her receiving presents and other

attentions from so * fine
'

a gentleman as their lodger on the

first floor, and tried hard to convince her how much more it

would be to the advantage of 'such a girl as plain Mary
Clement to become the wife of a respectable tradesman in her

own rank of life, rather than carry on a flirtation with one so

much above her as Mr. Edward Walpole.' Somehow or other,

however, Mary Clement failed to see the matter from her

mistress's point of view, though she appeared to be ready to

listen to her disinterested advice, and even began to make

ready for her departure. Indeed, it is said by one fussy

chronicler of minute details that she ' went upstairs and began
to pack up her boxes,' as apprentices and servant- girls usually

do in such cases.

Be this, however, as it may, one thing is certain, namely,
that the next morning, when Mr. Rennie opened his shop,

there was no Mary Clement to be seen or found
;
and that as

the day wore on she never returned to her needle. It appears
that immediately on leaving Mrs. Rennie's presence she had

rushed upstairs to the apartments of the ' handsome English-
man

;
when '

to use the words of the biographer of the

Walpoles
' he received her with open arms

;
she vowed that

she would never leave him
;
and she kept her word.' It is to

be hoped, however, that Mr. Walpole, when he thus ' received

her with open arms,' really meant only to wait for her father's

death in order to give the poor girl, who had thus thrown

herself wholly on his honour, that position of a wife to which

her beauty, her affection for him, and her then unsullied good

name, conspired to entitle her.

By Mary Clement he had five children, two sons and three

daughters ;
and it is due to his memory to add that he took

every care which the fondest of fathers could take of their

education. As children they were all remarkably handsome,
like their parents. Her first boy appears to have died in child-

hood, having been probably carried off by the measles or the
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small-pox, which at that time claimed its annual tribute of

victims from every house of ' the upper ten thousand
;

' but of

the three girls, as they grew up to womanhood, a contemporary
writer of gossip avows his firm belief that, if the three Graces

of the heathen poets returned to earth, it was doubtful whether

they would be more afraid of the fair Walpoles or of the fair

Gunnings as rivals, After the birth of her fifth child, the

poor devoted Mary Clement herself died, at the age of only

four-and-twenty, her little son soon following her to the grave.

Deep was the grief of the father of her children
; and, although

no plain gold ring had symbolised and blessed their union, he

mourned her early death as any fond husband would have

mourned the loss of the best and most affectionate of wives.

But I must hasten on.

Mr. Edward Walpole was now not only a member of Par-

liament, but the holder of more than one lucrative appoint-

ment under the Crown, and his father was in the zenith of his

power as Prime Minister. Free from all the ties which the

life of Mary Clement might have imposed upon him, still young
and handsome, and with as brilliant prospects before him as

any young man of his day, his position would have entitled

him to think of marrying into any of the best families in the

kingdom, with whom doubtless his three handsome daughters
would not have been serious impediments ;

but he never would

think or talk of marriage : his love was buried in the grave of

Mary Clement, and his only thought was for her children. At
all events, if at any time he entertained any ambitious desire

of elevating himself, it was only with a view to their elevation

that he coveted the distinction. He was installed a Knight
of the Bath in 1753

;
and when the Duke of Devonshire became

Lord-Lieutenant of Ireland, Sir Edward Walpole was ap-

pointed Chief Secretary, and sworn a member of the Privy
Council. He subsequently returned to England, and became

Joint-Secretary of the Treasury a post which no doubt he

preferred to his splendid exile in Dublin, as it brought him
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back to that London life which he loved as well as did his

brother Horace. 1

The three daughters of Sir Edward were respectively
named Laura, Maria, and Charlotte

; they were elegant, lively,

and highly accomplished, and of good temper and wit they
had their full share. The portraits of Laura and Charlotte

were painted in a single picture by Ramsay, and that of Maria

by Sir Joshua Reynolds. At the Strawberry Hill sale these

pictures fetched respectively fifty and seven hundred guineas.

The ladies were already reckoned among the chief beauties

of their time, and they excited the admiration of everyone
who had the happiness of enjoying their society. Grand-

daughters of the Prime Minister, and as amiable as they were

lovely, they might fairly have appeared worthy of the affection

of the proudest nobles of the land. To any such idea, however,
their left-handed birth opposed what strange to say in a day
when the King's German mistresses were raised wholesale to

the peerage of England appeared at the time an insuperable
bar. They were known, not as Misses Clement, but by their

father's name
"; but, by the prudish rules of St. James's, they

could not be presented at that Court, where ladies by no

means respectable were received wholesale
;
and so of course

'those Miss Walpoles,' as no doubt the Duchess of Kendal

and Lady Walsingham snubbingly styled them, were, never

recognised by persons who could boast of an unsullied descent

so far as appears in the records of the Heralds' College.

On the other hand, Horace Walpole himself, be it said to

his credit, was very partial to his brother's daughters, and

constantly invited them to Strawberry Hill. Indeed, as might
have been expected from one who combined as much as he did

of the republican with the courtier, he was very proud of them

one and all, notwithstanding the bend sinister which marked

1 It is said of Horace Walpole that he once whimsically declared at

Strawberry Hill that he would like to be a doctor if only for one reason
that he might continually write for his patients one grand recipe

for all complaints:
'

Recipe Haustus ccclxv. aurse Londin. in diem
sumendos.'
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their escutcheon, or, if I must speak heraldically, their 'lozenge.'

His friends and correspondents record that he would gladly
leave any of his favourite occupations, even his collections of

old china, in order to attend upon his favourite nieces
;
and

it was almost always a grand and festive day when the lord

of Strawberry Hill announced that he was to welcome the

Walpole beauties within its Gothic walls. But there were

younger men than ' dear Uncle Horace ' who were ready to

leave their pursuits and professional studies in town in order

to pass an afternoon in their charming society ;
and the lesser

Court of King Horace at Twickenham proved no contemptible
rival to the greater Court of King George and his Queen at

St. James's.

In fact, the beauty and real goodness and worth of the

Walpole girls conspired with the lax code of morality in the

highest circles to break down the barriers which as yet stood

in their way. Added to this, the prejudices which had hitherto

kept members of aristocratic families from matching with

young women of plain and untitled families were gradually

passing out of date. Had not plain Sarah Jennings worn the

ducal coronet of Marlborough, and ruled as a queen of society,

even over kings and queens and courts 1 And were the grand-

daughters of Sir Robert Walpole, though not born in wed-

lock, to be debarred from the outer circle of a court where

even the marriage of a lady was no guarantee of her correct

conduct 1

The first young man of good birth and high prospects be

it said to his credit who resolved to set this code at defiance,

was the Hon. and Rev. Frederick Keppel, a younger brother

of the Earl of Albemarle. He was a clergyman of good
character and fair position, already holding preferment in the

Established Church, and one who not unreasonably might look

forward to the prospect of further promotion. He much ad-

mired Laura, the eldest of the three, and he thought he saw
in her those qualities which would make a good wife for a

clergyman. He knew the history of Mary Clement, and in
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spite of it he resolved to propose for her daughter. Horace

Walpole thus writes on the subject :

' I have forgot to tell you of a wedding in our family ; my
brother's eldest daughter is to be married to-morrow to Lord

Albemarle's brother, a Canon of Windsor. We are very happy
with the match. The bride is very agreeable, sensible, and

good, though not so handsome, perhaps, as her sisters. . . .

The second, Maria, is beauty itself. Her face, bloom, eyes,

hair, teeth, and person, are all perfect. You may imagine how

charming she is when I tell you that her only fault, if one

must find one, is that her face is rather too round. She has

a great deal of wit and vivacity, with perfect modesty.'
Mr. Keppel, already Canon of Windsor, my readers may

be glad to learn, lived to mount the ladder of further promo-

tion, and died Bishop of Exeter
;
nor did I ever hear that he

found cause to regret the choice that he made when he married

the daughter of plain Mary Clement. As the untitled daughter
of that untitled lady, the doors of St. James's had been closed

against her; but as ' the Hon. Mrs. Keppel' she at once appeared
at Court, and was duly presented to the King and Queen ' on

her marriage,' as is written in the book of the chronicles of

the ' Court Circular
'

of the day.

It is needless to state that after this marriage of the eldest

sister, the chances in favour of the beautiful Maria and Char-

lotte making
'

good matches '

increased wonderfully, and that

they soon found as good a market to carry their matrimonial

wares to as they could have found at the '

Drawing Room '

of

royalty. In fact, the sisters-in-law of the Keppels appear to

have been sisters- in-love as well as sisters-in-law
;
and in

general society the prejudices which for a time had stood in

the way of the young ladies' advancement soon began to

crumble away. Introduced into general society by the

Keppels, they were received everywhere among the Suffolk

county families, Maria, the beauty of the family, creating a

marked sensation wherever she appeared.

Among the numerous admirers of the belle of the season
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was a certain noble earl, of high and noble descent, who,

though not quite young, nor yet quite advanced in years,

thought himself not too old to take a young wife. Maria

Walpole, he thought, was by far the most lovely woman that

he had ever seen, at all events that he knew
;
but then it was

the old story 'there were objections,' strong, though possibly
not insurmountable. His lordship, who was no other than

James, second Earl Waldegrave, had held the highly respect-

able post of Governor and Privy Purse to the Prince of Wales
;

he was also Privy Councillor, a Knight of the Garter, and a

Teller of the Exchequer ;
and it would scarcely be becoming,

he thought, to fly in the face of his royal master, and offend

courtly propriety by marrying a lady whom the King and

Queen could not possibly recognise, even though that lady was

a Walpole. But while Lord Waldegrave was striving to digest
his scruples, and to weigh his interest against his inclinations,

he found the prize within his reach was daily becoming more

and more precious in the eyes of several persons of distinction

who had similar opportunities with himself of observing how
much more lustre the matchless face of Maria Walpole would

add to a coronet than a coronet would add to her face. The
Earl also could not but remember that he was already four-

and- forty, and that there were plenty of younger rivals in the

field who would be likely to take advantage of any indecision

on his part. Indeed, he was given to understand by one of

those kind lady friends who love to have a finger in the pie of

every match-making arrangement, that with his lordship it

was a question of ' now or never,' and it was no season for

shilly
-
shallying.

The result was, as might have been expected, that the

Prince's Governor and Privy Purse, Earl, Privy Councillor,

Knight of the Garter, and Teller of the Exchequer though he

was, came to a decision to follow the example of Mr. Keppel,
and lay his honours and coronet at the feet of the daughter of

the poor tailor's apprentice. Accordingly, in the year 1759,

Maria Walpole became Countess Waldegrave, and, like her
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elder sister, was duly
'

presented at Court.' Lord Waldegrave,
it may be remarked, had some pretensions to unite himself

with so intellectual and literary a family as the Walpoles, as

being one of the ' noble authors
'

of his day. He had com-

posed a volume of 'Historical Memoirs,' extending from 1754

to 1758 ;
a work with respect to which it is remarked with

some naivete by Mr. Eliot Warburton, that '
it is true he was

the historian of rather a short period ;
but then it must be

remembered that in four years much may be done, and, there-

fore, much may be written about it.' His lordship, I believe,

never found reason to regret his choice
;
and he had three

daughters by his countess, who proved as good a mother as

wife. Four years after her marriage, and just after the birth

of her last child, the Earl was struck with the small-pox, of

which he died. She nursed him, however, through his illness

with all care and affection, and regardless of all consequences
to herself, as I learn on the testimony of her uncle Horace

;

and she deeply lamented his loss indeed, for many a long
month she was inconsolable. To her own prospects, apparently,
the loss of Lord Waldegrave was a severe blow, as only a few

days before his last illness he had been offered the choice of two

splendid appointments the Ambassadorship at Paris or the

Lord-Lieutenancy of Ireland.

It was long before the widowed countess would venture

again into society ;
but society felt that it had a claim upon her,

and was not slow to enforce its claim. More lovely than ever

on her reappearance in fashionable circles, the youthful widow
drew on herself more admiring eyes, if possible, than she had

done in her early maiden days. Her three little girls engrossed
all her attentions and affections. Many of the first and highest
nobles in the land sought to share their honours and possessions
with the charming relict

;
but the Countess was obdurate, and

a long train of rejected suitors, with the Duke of Portland at

their head, passed away from her doors.
"

But the whirligig of time brings round its revenges. A
few years of widowhood had passed by, when another pre-
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tender to the widow's hand entered the field, and the very

lady against whom only seven brief years before the doors of
' our Palace of St. James's

'

were closed and barred was now

sought in marriage by the King's own brother. ' A singular
union indeed,' as Mr. Eliot Warburton remarks,

* of the two

extreme links of the social chain took place when H.R.H.
William Henry, Duke of Gloucester, in 1766, espoused the

daughter of the unfortunate Mary Clement a marriage in

virtue of which it was not only possible,
1 but quite probable,

that a descendant of the tailor's apprentice might in course of

time take his or her seat upon that very throne to which her

own daughters had been denied all approach.' The issue of

this second marriage was (1) a son, Prince William Frederick,

Duke of Gloucester, who married the Princess Mary, daughter
of King George III., and died in 1834

; and (2) a daughter,
the Princess Sophia, who died unmarried in 1844. It may be

interesting here to record the fact that Maria's three little

girls by her first husband all lived to grow up and married

well
;
the eldest becoming the wife of her cousin George,

fourth Earl Waldegrave, and eventually the owner of Straw-

berry Hill
;
the second marrying George Henry, fourth Duke

of Graftoii
;
while the third married Admiral Lord Hugh

Seymour, the great-grandfather of the present Marquis of

Hertford.

And do my readers wish to know the matrimonial fate of

Charlotte, the youngest of the three of the Walpole beauties ?

She was married in 1760 to Lionel, Lord Huntingtower, after-

wards fourth Earl of Dysart in the Scottish peerage. But

they shall hear the story in the words of her uncle Horace.

He writes under date Oct. 2, 1760 :

' I announce to you my Lady Huntingtower. I hope you
will approve the match .... I suppose my Lord Dysart

will, as he does not yet know, though they have been married

these two hours, that at ten o'clock this morning his son

1 What is known as the Royal Marriage Act, passed at the instance

of George III., was one of the consequences of this union.

II
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married my niece Charlotte at St. James's Church. The mo-

ment my Lord Dysart is dead, I will carry you to see Ham
House. It is pleasant to call neighbours cousins, with a

charming prospect over against one. And now, if you want

to know the detail, there was none. It is not the style of our

little Court to have long negotiations ;
and we do not fatigue

the town with exhibiting the betrothed parties for six months

together in public places. Venit, vidit, vicil. The young lord

has liked her for some time
;
on Saturday sen'night he came

to my brother and made his demand. The Princess did not

know him by sight, and did riot dislike him when she did
;
she

consented, and they were to be married this morning : my
Lord Dysart is such a fool that nobody will pity him. He has

kept his son till six-and-twenty, and would never make the

least settlement on him. "Sure," said the young man, "if my
father will do nothing for me, I may please myself ;

he cannot

hinder me of 10,000. a year, and 60,000?. more that are in

the funds, all entailed on me on a reversion," which one does

not wonder that the bride did not refuse, as there is present

possession too of a very handsome person, the only thing his

father has ever given him.'

In another letter the chatty and communicative old

uncle thus tells the story in its full details, which are too

amusing to be lost to my readers :

'My brother's last daughter, Charlotte, is married, and

.... though their story is too short for a romance, it

will make a very pretty novel
; nay, it is almost brief enough

for a play, coming very nearly within one of the unities, the

space of twenty-four hours. There is in the world ....
and he lives directly over against me, across the water, a

strange brute called the Earl of Dysart. Don't be frightened :

lie is not the bridegroom. His son, Lord Huntingtower, to

whom he gives but 400?. a year, is a comely young gentleman
of six-and-twenty, who has often had thoughts of trying
whether his father would not like grandchildren better than

he does his own children All the answer he could
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ever get was that, as he had five younger children, the Earl could

not afford to make any settlement
;
but he offered, as a proof at

once of his inability and his kindness, to lend his son a large
sum of money at a low interest. This indigent earl 'has thir-

teen thousand a year and sixty thousand pounds in the funds.

This money, and ten out of the thirteen thousand, are entailed

upon Lord Huntingtower. The young lord, it appears, had
been in love with Charlotte for some months, but thought so

little of inflaming her that yesterday fortnight she did not

know him by sight. On that day he proposed himself as a

son-in-law to my brother, who with much surprise heard his

story, but excused himself from giving an answer. He said

he would never force the inclinations of his children
; he did

not believe his daughter Charlotte had any engagement or

attachment, but she might have
;
he would send for her, and

know her mind. She was with her sister Maria, to whom she

said very sensibly, "If I were but nineteen, I would refuse

point blank, for I don't like to be married in a week to a man
I never saw. But I am two-and-twenty. Some people say I

am handsome, and some say I am not but I believe the truth

is that I am likely to be at large and to go off soon. It is

dangerous to refuse so great a match." Take notice of the

words " married in a week." The love that was so many
months in ripening could not stay above a week. She came
and saw the impetuous lover, and I believe she was glad that

she had not " refused point blank," for they were married last

Thursday. I tremble a little for the poor girl ;
not to mention

the oddness of the father, and twenty disagreeable things that

may be in the young man, who has been kept and has lived

entirely out of the world. He takes her fortune, and cannot
settle another shilling upon her till his father dies, and then

promises only a thousand a year. Would one venture one's

happiness, and one's whole fortune too, for the chance of living
to be Lady Dysart ? If Lord Huntingtower dies before his

father, she will not have a sixpence. Surely my brother has
risked too much !

'

H 2
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In a letter of subsequent date the gossiping old uncle

follows up the subject with a story too good to be omitted

here :

' Lord Huntingtower wrote to offer his father eight thou-

sand pounds of Charlotte's fortune if he would give them a

thousand a year at present and settle a jointure on her. The
Earl returned this truly laconic .... answer :

" Lord

Huntingtower. Sir, I answer your letter as soon as I receive

it. I wish you joy. I hear your wife is very accomplished.

Yours, DYSART."

'I believe my Lady Huntingtower must make it conve-

nient that Lord Dysart should die, and then he will. For

myself, I expect to be a very respectable personage in time,

and to have my tomb set forth like the Lady Margaret Douglas,
that I had four earls for my nephews, though I never was one

myself. Adieu.'

The 'strange brute' of an earl died in 1770, and Charlotte,

Lady Huntingtower, thereon became Countess of Dysart. She

died, however, issueless. Horace Walpole's prophecy, how-

ever, was never quite fulfilled
;

it is true that his nephew,

George, a queer, eccentric, and half-cracked creature, became

third Earl of Orford, and that two of his three nieces wore the

coronets of countesses, namely, those of Waldegrave and Dy-
sart

;
but Laura was obliged to be content with seeing her

husband hold a spiritual peerage, which gave no coronet to

herself, Horace Walpole, however, made up for this deficiency

in two ways : first by his second niece becoming a princess of

the blood royal ;
and secondly, by succeeding, though late in

life, to his nephew's earldom, a title which became extinct at

his death, though revived subsequently in another branch of

the family.
In conclusion, I must add that Sir Edward Walpole's son,

Edward, the brother of the beauties whose stories I have

attempted to tell, entered the army, and distinguished himself

while a subaltern by an act of gallantry which will be found

duly recorded in the Walpole Letters. His name is not men-
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tioned in the '

Peerages
'

along with those of his sisters
; but

it is satisfactory to know that he rose to the rank of lieutenant -

colonel. Of his ultimate fate I have been able to learn

nothing.

THE WOOING OF SIR HENEAOE FINCH.1

THE name of Heneage Finch is one which for nearly two cen-

turies has held a foremost place both in the pages of the

peerage, and also among those Englishmen who have gained
distinction as ' learned in the law '

or as leaders in affairs of

State. Every Earl of Aylesford in succession, from the first

peer, who was Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster in the

reign of George I., down to the last holder of the title, repre-

senting no less than seven generations, has borne that name
;

and the first Lord Aylesford himself was the distinguished

son of an even more distinguished father, Heneage Finch,

who, having been one of the leading members of the Parlia-

ment which restored King Charles II., became successively

Solicitor and Attorney-General, Lord Keeper of the Great

Seal, and ultimately was advanced to the woolsack and

created Earl of Nottingham. This Sir Heneage Finch, while

in the prime of manhood, was not only Treasurer of the Inner

Temple, but also ' Autumn or Summer Reader '

of that society,

and in that capacity he gained a high reputation for his prac-

tical and common-sense application of the general principles

of the law a subject which as yet had not been taken in

hand by Judge Blackstone. His *

readings
'

in the Temple,
we are told, were very popular and quite the fashion of the

day : so that we must not be surprised to find that they were

attended by many members of other professions and the wits

and courtiers of the second Charles
;
and that he brought

them to a conclusion by a grand entertainment which he gave
to the King and his Court in the great hall of the Temple,

1 It may be desirable to state that this was written before I had
seen an article on the same subject in Teniple Bar for July 1872.
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where a play or '

masque
' was performed by the students in

presence of his Majesty.
But if we go yet another generation back, we shall find

that this Lord Chancellor's father was also a Sir Heneage
Finch, and a man of some note in his day. At all events, he

was Serjeant-at-Law, Recorder of London, and Speaker of the

House of Commons under King Charles I. in 1626.

It is this Sir Heneage Finch the story of whose second

wooing I now propose to tell. By his first wife, a daughter
of Sir Edmund Bell, of Beaupre Hall, Norfolk, he had a family
of seven sons and four daughters, so that he must have been

well forward in years or at all events, as they say, no

chicken when he first set his eyes on a rich and charming

widow, one Mistress Elizabeth Bennett, the daughter of a

Staffordshire gentleman named Cradock, and whom the recent

death of her husband, Richard Bennett, a citizen of London,
and a parishioner of St. Olave's, Jewry, had left at her own

disposal, together with a good round sum of money and other

property.

By the custom of London, and by the will of her departed

lord, it appears that she was in actual possession of two-thirds

of her husband's goods and chattels, besides jewels and chains

of pearl and gold, and some splendid diamond and other rings,

to say nothing of the family plate, the family coach, with four
'

grey coach mares and geldings,' and other good things to

boot. In addition to these substantial recommendations, she

seems to have had no small share of personal attractions

with a full consciousness of their value, no doubt and no

more drawbacks and incumbrance than one little boy. In

those days, although the ' Duke of Roussillon
' was not born

or thought of, it was scarcely necessary for a pretty widow
to advertise for a husband

;
and the fair Mistress Bennett

accordingly had no lack of suitors for her hand and heart.

Much to the amusement of the wits who moved about in

London society at that time, three of the most conspicuous

among the rival candidates bore the names of birds Sir Sack-
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ville Crow, a physician named Raven, and the Sir Heneage
Finch whom we have already introduced to our readers

; and
besides these we have on record a fourth suitor, Sir Edward

Dering, of Surrenden Dering, in Kent, and sundry other titled

and untitled individuals, whose names we shall have occasion

to mention presently.

The course of true love, in the case of Sir Heneage, appears
to have given the lie to the old proverb by

*

running
'

tole-

rably
'

smoothly.' It is true that he had no lack of rivals
;

and, though it might be supposed that the chances were in

favour of a man, like himself, who had filled the Speaker's

chair, and must therefore have been of courtly and command-

ing presence, and who had the still more substantial endow-

ments of a town house, and also an estate and mansion at

Kensington,
1 with high Court connections to boot, yet for

several months it seemed as if he was not unlikely to be dis-

tanced in the race by one of the aforesaid birds, and still more

by the Kentish squire, Sir Edward Dering, whose efforts to

win the hand and heart of the pretty widow were equally
artful and persistent. It is from one of the old manuscripts

preserved among the archives of Surrenden Dering, and given
to the world under the auspices of the Camden Society,

2 that

I may gather such information on the subject as I am enabled

to lay before my readers.

The lady's first husband had died only in the April of

1628, but by the end of that year she was already besieged by
a host of worshippers, all more or less bent, we may believe,

on securing a share of her money ;

Juventus
Non tantum Veneris quantum studiosa culinae

;

1 The house is said to have stood very nearly on the site now occu-

pied by Kensington Palace, and part of Kensington Palace Gardens
formed part of Sir H. Finch's landed estate.

2
Proceedings in the County of Kent; from certain MSS. in the

possession of Sir E. Dering, Bart., at Surrenden Dering. Edited by the

Kev. L. B. Larking. Published by the Cambridge Camden Society.
1862.
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for it was publicly reported at the time that she was ' a twenty-

thousand-pound widow.' The first bird who flew citywards to

find her out was apparently a wise specimen of his kind
;
at

all events, Sir Sackville Crow, for such was his title, was

making a desperate effort at that time to relieve himself from

the consequences of a serious deficit in his public accounts,

which shortly afterwards compelled him to retire from his

office of Treasurer of the Navy. He came, he saw, he pro-

posed, and he did not conquer. The widow, though amorously

inclined, was not to be easily caught ;
he had to return to his

nest discomfited, and we do not hear of him again eastwards

of Temple Bar.

The next person who tried his luck with the widow was de-

termined not to be so easily baffled, and accordingly resolved

to take her literally by assault. This was Dr. Raven, a fashion-

able and successful physician of the day. In despair of other

and gentler means, this foolish man thought that Mrs. Bennett

could be won by a coup de main, if the bold stroke could be

made with sufficient vigour. Accordingly, by tampering with

her servants, so as to silence her personal attendant or get her

out of the way, he made his entry into the lady's chamber

after she had retired to rest on November 19, in the year

already mentioned. His reception was such as might have

tesn imagined. The lady screamed ' Thieves !

' and ' Murder !'

so as to be heard by the '

Charleys
'

in Cheapside ;
the servants,

male and female, rushed to the rescue
;
the doctor was secured,

and handed over to the constable, who next day brought the

intruder before ' Mr. Recorder.' As Mr. Recorder in other

words, Sir Heneage Finch was himself one of the rival

suitors for the lady's hand, we may imagine the pleasure with

which he signed the order for committing Dr. Raven to

durance vile until he could be brought to trial. The court re-

fused to allow him to be bailed. He was ultimately tried,

fined, and imprisoned for the affair
;
but the loss of his pro-

fessional guineas no doubt was a still severer penalty.
On the next day Sir Edward Derinjr, as he tells us, was in
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the field. His tale is told with much naivete, and shows us

that servants were as accessible to golden arguments as they
were in the days of Jupiter and Danae, or as they can be now.
' Nov. 20, Edmund the King. I adventured, but was denied.

Sent up a letter, which was returned after she had read it.'

This repulse rendered it necessary to resort to other, and I

fear that I must add crooked, means. Servants are amenable

to bribes
;
and accordingly Sir Edward's diary continues :

'Nov. 21. I inveigled G. Newman with 20s. Nov. 24. I

did re-engage him (20s.). I did also oil the cash-keeper (20s.).-

Nov. 26. I gave Edmund Aspull (the cash-keeper) another 20s.'

This looks unpromising, but it appears as if Sir Edward
did not readily lose courage along with his cash. The next

entry, consequently, shows a faint glimmer of hope : 'Nov.

27. I sent a second letter, which was kept.'

But in spite of his rising hopes, the worthy knight feels

that he must not relax his efforts. Accordingly he writes, the

same day :

* I set Sir John Skeffington upon Matthew Cradock.'

This Matthew, I may remark, was a cousin of the widow, and

her trusty adviser in matters of business. The diary con-

tinues, under the same day's date :

* The cash-keeper supped
with me.'

Neither Sir John Skemngton, however, nor the 'cash-

keeper
'

appears to have been of much practical use, or possibly

they did not do their best on his behalf. Accordingly, Sir

Edward begins to act seriously for himself: 'Nov. 30. I

was at the Old Jewry Church, and saw her, both forenoon and

afternoon. Dec. 1. I sent her a third letter, which was like-

wise kept.'

On the following Sunday, Sir Edward,
' true to his tryste,'

went to St. Olave's, when, on coming out of church, George
Newman whispered in his ear,

' Good news good news !

'

Sir

Edward, who had taken a lodging in sight of the widow's house,

pressed his informant to come in. George Newman the same

who had been '

inveigled
' and ' oiled

'

quietly and confi-

dentially told Sir Edward that his lady
' liked well his carriage,
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and that if his lands were not already settled on his eldest son,

there was good hope for him.' The bearer of such good news cer-

tainly deserved a repetition of the oiling process, and accord-

ingly, says Sir Edward,
' I gladly gave him another twenty

shillings.'

Elated and hopeful, Sir Edward, in the course of the even-

ing, proceeded to call on the Recorder. Sir Edward, being a

man of Kent, very naturally stayed to supper, and as natu-

rally grew very confidential as he drank the worthy knight's

wine. Sir Heneage, too, grew confidential in his turn, gave
him to understand that he quite despaired of success himself,

and, indeed, meant gradually and quietly to withdraw
;
in fact,

he went so far as to promise his aid to Sir Edward's cause.

So, in the course of the evening, the two suitors frankly and

freely chatted over the widow and her affairs, and the Recorder

put Sir Edward wholly off his guard. Good easy Kentish

baronet ! you are no match for a lawyer like Sir Heneage
Finch, let alone a wily and wary widow, whose choice in the

matter is well known to him, as he carries the game in his

hands.

It so happened that one great obstacle in the way of the

widow's re-marriage was the wardship of her little boy,
which belonged to a certain Mr. Steward, but which he was

willing to relinquish for a money payment. The widow offered

what she (and Sir Heneage too) thought a fair sum
;
but he

refused, and raised his price to so extortionate an amount that

the widow refused to see him or speak to him again.

Sir Edward thought that this was the juncture to push his

suit. It appears from the narrative that for a few days the

lady, like many others, did not quite know her own mind, and

would neither say
'

yes
' nor ' no ;

'

so, weary of waiting, on Jan. 1

he wrote and demanded the return of his letters and billets-

doux. His cause was now irretrievably lost
; for, in spite of

all arguments and recommendations in his favour from the

lady's
'

companion,' Mrs. Norton, and his friend, the celebrated

angler and man-milliner of Fleet Street, Izaak Walton, and the
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clever machinery of some dreams, real or fictitious, which were
told to the lady in one of her softer moods by cousins and
friends of the baronet, and the (of course) accidental waylay-

ing of her little boy and his nurse in the fields of Finsbury,
and plying them with cakes, wine, and money, the widow
stood to her guns, and positively refused to think of him any
more as a suitor. In fact (so she gave it out), she never meant
to marry again at all. Suitors came and went. Great ladies

from the Court the cream of '

carriage folk
'

visited the

mansion in St. Olave's in shoals, and set forth the merits of

sundry knights and gentlemen and lords, but all without effect.

Lady Skinner called to plead the cause of one Mr. Butler
;

but her description of him as a '

dark, blunt-nosed gentleman
'

extinguished his hopes and ended his suit. Sir Peter Temple,
of Stowe, a man of high birth, and the owner of lands which

have since enriched the ducal house of Buckingham, came

forward, backed by the aid of a dashing countess, but found

only a cold reception, being told to go back to Buckingham-
shire. The Countess of Bridgwater introduced the battered

old sailor Sir Henry Mainwaring, who, in spite of his Cheshire

pedigree, was steeped in poverty to the very lips, and he and

another knight had an interview of an hour with the lady, but

neither of them was suffered to call again. Lord Bruce, the

head of the Bruces of Tottenham, now Earls and Marquises of

Ailesbury put in a claim for himself
;
but he too very soon

retired. More persevering than the rest of the candidates for

this very prudent Penelope, and, indeed, the only dangerous
rival of Sir Heneage, was the newly-made Lord Lumley, whose

chances were all the better as he came backed by one Loe, or

Lowe, a brother-in-law of the lady herself.

The latter, it must be owned, lost no opportunity of pro-

secuting his suit by overt attentions to the widow. As being
one of ' the devout female sex/ it appears she went to daily

prayers at St. Olave's Church
;
and accordingly five times in

one week did the coach of Lord Lumley stop the way at the

door of the church in Old Jewry, its owner being intent on
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worshipping there, though possibly the rich widow may have

been one object of his worship. His suit was backed by no

less a person than the Earl of Dorset, Lord Chamberlain to

the Queen, an influential person in the political world, and

especially at the Admiralty. But all was in vain
;
weeks and

weeks drew on, yet the lady was still obdurate : she would

not listen, she said, to any proposal of matrimony ;
her mind

had been long made up. Izaak Walton now again appears

upon the scene, to plead once more the cause of his old friend,

Sir Edward
;
but her answer was the same. Lord Lumley had

even proceeded so far at one time as to present her with a ring,

which she accepted at his hands
;
but it was not a plain gold

one, and on February 14 his hopes were crushed by the return

of this pledge of attachment.

And so it was : the widow all along, at all events from the

preceding Christmas, had made up her own mind
; but, like

most rich and pretty widows, not at all in the direction of a

life-long celibacy. She did not use the deepest of black-

bordered note-paper, or mount a long, flowing, white widow's

cap on a robe of black silk, talk of herself as a '

wreck,' and

of her life as a vie manquee, and carry on private flirtations

in a dark room with charlatans and adventurers. But she

kept her own counsel, and had her own way in the end
;
and

having contrived to delude Sir Edward into an idea that the

resumption of his place as a suitor was not absolutely a fruit-

less and hopeless task, one fine morning she surprised both

him and the fashionable world, and everybody else except the

worthy Recorder of London, by going quietly, on April 16,

1629 after exactly twelve months of widowhood to the

Church of St. Clement Danes, where she was married, no

doubt by special licence, to Sir Heneage Finch, with whom
the affair no doubt had been pre-arranged ever since the pre-
vious Christmas. It may interest our lady friends to learn

that Sir Edward Dering took his defeat in good part, and
soon set about retrieving his lost ground, time, and trouble,

by electing as his third wife he had already buried two a
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daughter of Sir Ralph Gibbes, of Honington, Warwickshire,
with whom, no doubt, he * lived happy ever afterwards.'

Before I dismiss my notice of the pretty widow, it may be

well to add that her son Simon whom Sir Edward Dering
treated with cakes in Finsbury Fields became in the end a

man of great wealth, which was carried by three daughters,
his co-heiresses, into several noble families

;
and that his uncle,

Richard Bennett, or Bennet as the name is now spelt, was
the ancestor of the Earls of Arlington and Tankerville. Of

Mrs. Bennett's second marriage all that I know is bright and

fortunate, except its brief continuance
;
and it is probable

that among the many suitors, both bachelors and widowers,
who sought her hand, she really chose the best, or one of the

best. Of the issue of Sir Heneage Finch's first marriage,
three sons and one daughter lived to grow up ;

and the eldest

of these, named as his father, became Lord Chancellor of

England and Earl of Nottingham, a title with which his de-

scendants and representatives have joined the earldom of

Winchilsea. By the pretty and wealthy widow, Sir Heneage
had two daughters, Elizabeth, wife of Edward Maddison, Esq.,

and Anne, married to Edward, third Viscount and first Earl

of Conway, ancestor of the present Marquis of Hertford. Sir

Heneage, however, survived his marriage little more than two

years, as he died on December, 5 1631.

THE DUCAL HOUSE OF LEEDS

OUT of all the great families who have attained to the honour

of a ducal coronet in England, most owe their existence either

to the accident of being sprung from royalty by a left-hand

marriage, or from successful statesmanship subsidised by a

run of luck, in the way of alliances with well-endowed

heiresses. Some few dukedoms, I am aware those of Wel-

lington and Marlborough, for instance have been purchased

by a series of brilliant achievements in the field
; one, and
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one only, so far as I know that of Norfolk is sprung out of

the successful career of an able lawyer ;
but there is one house,

namely, that of the Osbornes, Dukes of Leeds, in whose early

history is to be found an episode of city life so strange and so

singular that I need scarcely ask the pardon of my readers

for introducing it to them here.

The romance to which I allude is over three centuries

old, though it reads like an affair of yesterday. But before

I come to tell it, I will beg my readers' patience while I sum

up in a few words all that is known of the earlier history of

the Osborne family. It is agreed among the heralds and the

peerage-makers that the Osbornes were of considerable an-

tiquity in Kent long before they attained to the honours of

the peerage, or even to a title at all. We are told that one

John Osborne, esquire and landholder, was seated at Ashford

in that county as far back as the reign of King Henry VI.,

when his name is returned in a list of the local gentry as

subscribing to the oath of allegiance. His lineal descendant,

Richard Osborne, married a Kentish lady, Elizabeth Fylden
or (more probably) Tylden ;

and his son, also Richard, marry-

ing a Broughton of Westmoreland, became the father of a

certain Edward Osborne, who, entering early upon a com-

mercial life, served as one of the Sheriffs of London and

Middlesex in the seventeenth year of Elizabeth's reign, and

eight years later was chosen in due course Lord Mayor of

London. He received the honour of knighthood at West-

minster in 1584, and not long afterwards was chosen one of

the representatives of the City of London in Parliament. He
died in the year 1591, and was buried in the church of St.

Dionis Backchurch, where a monument recorded, and perhaps
still records, his public and private virtues. Collins, in his

elaborate 'Peerage,' simply says of him that 'he married

Anne, daughter and heiress of Sir William Hewitt, also in

his time Lord Mayor of London,' adding incidentally also

that 'Sir William died in the year 1566, when his said

daughter, Anne, was just twenty-three years of age.'
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Sir William Hewitt appears to have been a charitable

and benevolent person. He was a benefactor to several of

the hospitals of London, and to the poor of more than one

parish. Thus he left to the poor in the hospital of St.

Thomas's, Southwark (of which he was a vice-president), 20/.
;

and 4s. Sd. to every poor maiden that should be married

within a year of his decease in two parishes in Yorkshire, with

which it may be presumed that he was connected by family
ties. The disposal of the rest of his property is already

incidentally recorded in the present paper. By his will, dated

January 3, 1566, I find -he ordered his body to be buried in

the church of St. Martin's, in Candlewick Ward (of which he

was a parishioner), near to the place where his late beloved

wife Alice was interred.

But, for the sake of my lady readers, I must not pass quite
so rapidly over a marriage out of which such important con-

sequences flowed to the Osbornes. Respectable, and even

ancient, as the family might have been at Ashford, in Kent,
it is pretty clear that they must have suffered severely in

purse and pocket when, in the reign of Mary or of Elizabeth,

Richard Osborne sent his eldest son no doubt the eldest

of a large family up to London, to fight for himself the battle

of life. And doubtless either a special Providence or a very

lucky star looked down with more than a kind smile on young
Edward Osborne, when the latter, at the age of eighteen or

nineteen summers, reached London from Ashford, and entered

the family of Sir William Hewitt and of Dame Alice Hewitt,
of Philpot Lane, as an '

apprentice
'

to learn his trade. At
that time youthful apprentices were not left to pass their time

in suburban lodgings, walking backwards and forwards to their

daily work, and, when the day's task was over, enlivening their

evenings at theatres and music-halls. When they were bound

as apprentices, they became inmates of their master's house-

hold, and were expected, as members of his family, to conform

to the rules and regulations of the homes of which they formed
a part. Of course, if their masters happened to have grown-up
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or growing daughters, the young fellows had so many more
attractions to keep them at home and out of mischief

;
and

equally of course was it a matter of constant occurrence that

the best and the worthiest of such apprentices were enabled

to climb the first rung of the ladder of commercial advance-

ment by securing the affections of one of the pretty and well-

endowed daughters of their master. And it was only the old,

old story, after all, that was enacted in the family of Sir

William Hewitt, that I have to tell.

It appears that, having no other incumbrance but a

daughter, and having made a fair fortune in business, Sir

William and Lady Hewitt, with ' Mistress
' Anne and

their Kentish apprentice, had removed from the worthy

knight's place of business in Philpot Lane, and were occupying
a fashionable residence on old London Bridge, every arch of

which, as shown in old pictures, was at time crowded with

houses. The windows, on one side at least, looked down upon
the never-ceasing ebb and flow of the Thames

; and, as bad

(or good) luck would have it, one day, while fair Mistress Anne
was hanging her favourite bird in its cage outside the parlour

window, she lost her balance and fell out into the river. It

was fortunately just high water, so that she had not many feet

to fall, and the tide was running very slackly ;
but the river

was deep, and in a few minutes more she would haye been

drowned, had not the young gentleman from Kent, who
counted swimming among the other accomplishments which he

had learned at his native Ashford, thrown off his shoes and

surcoat, and leaped into the water after her. It was the

work of an instant. He caught by her hair the struggling

maiden, and dragged her towards a barge which was passing

through the bridge ;
the crew hove-to, and took on board the

half-drowned lady and her preserver ;
and the latter being

landed at the steps between the bridge and Fish Street Hill,

brought back his prize, with no small joy and triumph, to her

father's house, where doubtless every attention was paid to

them both. It was fortunately summer, and so they both
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escaped with no further bad results than a sound ducking,
and possibly a slight cold.

Perhaps it was scarcely a priori probable that the matter

would end there. Mistress Anne, as I have reason for believ-

ing, had long secretly admired the young gentleman of good

family from Kent, who had been for so many months an in-

mate of her parents' house, and who in all matters, great and

small, had shown himself a thorough gentleman in deed as he

was by birth. He shot well with the longbow, whenever the

young apprentices of the city w ent out to what is now Moor-

fields and Clerkenwell in order to try their skill. In winter

time he was the best skater and curler among all the city

youths ;
he could sing a loyal song with spirit ;

and was

always in the best of tempers. In fact, if the truth must be

told, she admired him above all the young men whom she had

seen east of what is now Temple Bar
;
and into the far western

region of the mansions of the Strand and of Westminster it

had not been her fortune to have often entered, except on one

day in the year when she went regularly with her papa and

mamma in the family coach to visit an old aunt at St. Giles-

in-the-Fields,
' from whom she had expectations.'

Edward Osborne also had long admired in silence the

young lady whose cage-bird had given rise to this unexpected

adventure, and the keen eyes of Dame Alice Hewitt had not

been inattentive to the fact. The old people, too, were rich

and without a son. What arrangement more simple, obvious,

and easy than that Edward Osborne should become their son-

in-law ? The young people, for their part, took the same view

of the matter as their elders
;
interest and inclination for once

ran in the same direction
;
and within a fortnight from the

day of the apprentice's bold leap into the Thames it was

arranged that the banns of ' Edward Osborne, bachelor, and

Anne Hewitt, spinster,' should be put up in their parish
church.

As neither Sir William nor Dame Hewitt was at all dis-

posed to forbid the banns, everything was soon settled
;
and

I
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one fine morning in August 1559 the church bells of St.

Magnus and the neighbouring parishes rang out a merry peal

in honour of Edward Osborne and his fair young bride.

Sir William Hewitt, before his death, which happened at

no very distant date, constituted his son-in-law, Osborne,

executor of his will, along with two members of his own

family ;
and while he left to his brother and nephews the

place of business in Philpot Lane above mentioned, he be-

queathed the bulk of his money to his only child Anne Hewitt,
now Anne Osborne.

The accession of the money of the Hewitts to the exchequer
of the Osbornes appears to have come just at a favourable

moment, and to have given to that ancient house a chance of

rising in the world a chance of which its members were not

slow to take advantage. Edward Osborne was wise enough
not to play the fine gentleman, or to turn his back upon the

city where his fortune had been and was still being made. He

persevered in the mercantile career which he had chosen when

a lad, and he resolved to stick to it faithfully to the last.

Accordingly we find him filling the civic chair as Lord Mayor,
and receiving the honour of knighthood ;

and when he died in

1591, Sir Edward Osborne was lamented as a good and upright

citizen, and one of the worthiest magistrates of the city of

London.

His wife brought him a son and two daughters. The latter

married into the Offley and Peyton families respectively ;

while his son, entering the army, and fighting under the ban-

ner of the Earl of Essex in quelling a rebellion in Ireland in

the year 1599, received from that nobleman the accolade of

military knighthood. Sir Hewitt Osborne in his turn married

Joyce, daughter of Thomas Fleetwood, Master of the Mint,
and sister of Sir William Fleetwood, of Cranford, in Middle-

sex, who is styled by Collins ' Receiver of the Court of

Wards.' By this lady he had a son, Edward, successively

knighted and created a baronet by Charles L, who constituted

him Vice-President of the Council for the North of England
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and, on the breaking out of the Great Rebellion, appointed him
Lieutenant-General of the Royal forces in the North. His

son and successor, Sir Thomas, having taken a leading part in

bringing about the Restoration, was made by Charles II.

Treasurer of the Navy and Lord High Treasurer of the

Kingdom, and was also raised to the English and Scottish

Peerage as Lord Kiveton, Yiscount Dunblane, and Earl

of Danby. His lordship took a leading part as Chairman

of the Committee of the House of Peers which, on the

abdication of James II., in 1688, declared the throne vacant,

and in that capacity warmly advocated the bestowal of the

Crown on the Prince and Princess of Orange conjointly ;

he was consequently raised in 1689 to the marquisate of Car-

marthen, and five years later to the dukedom of Leeds, which

thus crowned the fortunes of the lineal descendants and repre-

sentatives of that Edward Osborne who, just a century before,

had left his native town of Ashford to enter as an '

appren-
tice

'

the household of Sir William Hewitt.

The ducal house of Leeds still continues to thrive and

nourish, and its members to this day hold that the adventure

of Edward Osborne on London Bridge was the first of a series

of successes which retrieved the at one time doubtful prospects

of the old Kentish family whom I mentioned at the beginning
of this paper. Since that day, as generation after genera-
tion has succeeded, the Dukes of Leeds have absorbed into

their line the representation, in part or entire, of the noble

houses of Conyers, D'Arcy, and Godolphin, to say nothing of

more than one descent from the royal house of Plantagenet.
But who shall say that the honest and brave apprentice who
saved fair Mistress Anne Hewitt from a watery grave is not

well worthy to be mentioned in the roll of the House of

Osborne, side by side with all and any of them, as one of those

ancestors of whom its members have good reason still to be

most proud ?

I 2
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AN EPISODE IN THE HISTORY OF THE
CATHCARTS

IF any of my readers will turn to the Cathcart title in the

pages of ' Burke's Peerage/ he will see that the grandfather
of the first Earl Cathcart, who was commander-in-chief of the

expedition to Copenhagen in 1807, stands recorded as having
been Charles, the eighth holder of the ancient Scottish Barony
of Cathcart. This barony was conferred in 1447 by James II.

of Scotland on Sir Alan Cathcart, great-great-grandson of

another Sir Alan whose valour at the battle of Loudon Hill,

in 1307, is thus immortalised in the ballad :

A knight that then was in his route,

Worthy and widht, stalwart and stout,
Courteous and fair, and of good fame,
Sir Alan Cathcart was his name.

Several of this Sir Alan Cathcart's descendants fell on the

battle-field ;
for instance, one at Flodden, and another at

Pinkie, both of whom were named Alan. In fact, the first

of the line for four hundred years who was not named Alan

by his godfather and godmother at the font was Charles, the

eighth baron, who died in 1740, in the West Indies, whilst

acting as commander-in-chief of the British forces. Sir

Bernard Burke tells us that this nobleman was twice married;
but he is very uncommunicative about his second matrimonial

union, saying merely that he ' married secondly (no date is

given) Mrs. Sabine, widow of Joseph Sabine, Esq., of Tring,

but by that lady (who married after his decease Lieut. -Col.

Maguire) he had no issue.' In a foot-note he adds :

' This

is the lady of whom the extraordinary story is told of her

having been confined for many years by her last husband,
Colonel Maguire, in a lonely castle in the fastnesses of Ire-

land.' The details of this romantic story I am able to supply,
and I trust they will act as a warning to charming widows

not to think of marrying more than twice or thrice.
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Lady Cathcart's Christian name I am unable to give, but

she was one of the four daughters of a certain Mr. Malyn, or

Malm, of Southwark, apparently a prosperous tradesman, who
had a country villa at Battersea. I have ascertained that she

made no less than four adventures 011 the stormy sea of matri-

mony, but still she rather outwitted herself in one of her

ventures. Her first husband was a certain Mr. James Fleet,

of the City of London, who is generally thought to have been

the son and heir of Sir John Fleet, the same who filled the

civic chair as Lord Mayor in 1693. All that I know about

him is that he was lord of the manor of Tewing or Tewin, in

Hertfordshire probably confused by Burke with Tring, in

the same county \
and that on his death, while still young,

she took as her second ' lord and master '

one of his and her

own near neighbours, a Captain Sabine, younger brother to

General Joseph Sabine, of Queenhoo Hall, in Tewin. In

1738 I find her left again a widow, and quite at her own dis-

posal ;
for she had no children or other incumbrances

; and,

as both of her husbands had been fairly well off, it is clear

that the widow was not a bad speculation, even for

A lord, with a coronet of gold
And garter below the knee.

Accordingly, in 1739, she accepted the proposals of Lord

Cathcart, who died, as I have said, before the end of the

following year whilst in command of our troops in Dominica.

It would have been well indeed for her if on his death she

had resolved to give up all further thoughts of conjugal

felicity.

But this was hot to be. For three long years she wore

widow's weeds, and no doubt wore them very becomingly,
added to which she was only a little over five-and-thirty ; and,

as everybody knows, few women will own to that being
*

any

age at all.' But at the end of three years she met with a cer-

tain Irish gentleman, who so far captivated her fancy that,

although he held, or said he held, a commission in the army of
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the Queen of Hungary, she bought for him a commission as

lieutenant-colonel in the British service.

I am able to record her motives for entering into these

four successive connections. Her first marriage she contracted

in order to please her parents, the second for money, and the

third for a coronet and title. As for the fourth marriage, she

would often say late in life, when she could afford to jest on

such a subject, that she supposed that ' the devil owed her a

grudge, and wished to punish her for her sins.' It may be

presumed from what follows that in this supposition she was

not very far wrong. It was also said that she managed to

rule Lord Cathcart, but that in Colonel Hugh Maguire she at

last met with her match, and perhaps something more. The
Hibernian fortune-hunter, like others of our own day, wanted

only her money. She had not been married to him many
weeks when she found out that he cared not a straw for her,

but only for her purse, her jointure, and her diamonds. Ap-
prehending that he had made a plan for carrying her off

forcibly, or to put her into a madhouse in order to possess

himself of her property, she resolved to be ' on the safe side,'

and accordingly contrived to secrete some of her jewels in the

tresses of her long, dark hair, which she plaited rather care-

fully. Others she '

quilted
'

in the lining of her petticoats,

and constantly wore them on her body, though in daily danger
of losing them thereby. The Colonel had a clever friend at

hand to help him, a chere amie of tender years, whom he had

trained for his own purposes ;
and this young lady contrived

so far to insinuate herself into the lady's confidence as to

discover where her will was kept, and to reveal its whereabouts

to the Colonel, who of course got a sight of it, and, finding

that it was not wholly in his own favour, drew out a pistol and

threatened once and again to shoot her.

She now lived in constant fear and dread of her caro sposo,

though she does not seem to have plucked up enough courage
to bolt off from him, and to appeal to her relatives for

protection. In fact, she grew awfully nervous whenever
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he approached her presence, and life began to be a burden to

her.

One day her apprehensions proved not to be altogether

groundless, for when the loving pair went out to take their

daily airing in the family coach, and she proposed that the

coachman should turn the horses' heads homewards, her hus-

band showed his dissent in a rather demonstrative manner,
and desired John to drive on further. On and on the coach-

man drove, and the horses trotted
;
and in vain she remon-

strated that they should never be back at Tewin for dinner,

though she had a lady coming to dine. At length the Colonel,

pulling out a pocket-pistol, told her that she might make her-

self quite easy about dining at home
;
for ' My dear, we are

on our way to Chester, and to Chester you shall go with me,
whether you like or no.' Her expostulations were in vain,

and vain, too, were her efforts, for the servants were in league
with their master, who had bribed them with some of her

gold.

Day after day passed by, and neither coach nor horses,

nor the colonel, nor his lady appeared at Tewin. The neigh-
bours began to suspect that something was wrong, and made

inquiry. It was ascertained that on the evening of the day
when they were missed, the colonel and his wife were seen

twelve or fifteen miles from home, with the horses' heads turned

to the north, and the Colonel gesticulating as if in a passion
with his wife. So they consulted a magistrate in the neigh-

bourhood, who advised that an attorney should be sent after

him, armed with one of those legal weapons known as writs of
' Habeas corpus

' and ' Ne exeat regno.' The attorney, accom-

panied by his clerk, was soon upon their track
;
and as they

had travelled with their own horses and by easy stages, he

came up with the fugitives before they reached Chester. At
a wayside inn, where they were baiting their horses, he pre-

sented himself to the landlord, and asked for the room where

the runaway couple were lunching. But the Colonel was not

deficient in expedients. The attorney was admitted by the
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gentleman, who at first refused to let him see his lady, and

threatened him with personal violence. But soon cooling

down, on finding that the man of law did not know the lady

by sight, he said that if he waited a few minutes he should

see her and speak to her, adding,
' She is going to Ireland with

me with her free consent.' It did not take many minutes for

the Colonel to tutor the pretty chambermaid of the inn to

personate his wife. On coming into the room, she bowed

graciously, and inquired what the lawyer wanted of her. The

attorney, as instructed by his employers, asked the supposed

captive whether she was going off to Ireland of her own free

will. 'Perfectly so,' said the woman. 'What more do you
want ?

' '

Nothing, madam,' was the answer of the limb of

the law, who was glad enough to escape from the room, and

beg and obtain her pardon for making such a mistake
;
and in

another half-hour he was off on his way back to Hertford-

shire, if not having done his business, at all events having
earned his pay. So at least he thought.

But the Colonel was not so easily satisfied. It struck him

that possibly the attorney might recover his senses and find

out how he had been deceived, and so turn up again
' like a bad

penny,' and perhaps delay or even stop his progress towards

the sister isle
; so, in order to make assurance doubly sure, he

sent after him two or three stout fellows, armed with bludgeons,

telling them at the same time to plunder him not only of his

purse, but also, above -all, of the papers in his pocket. They
followed Mr. Attorney, caught him up in a lonely part of the

road, and faithfully executed their commission, for they
knocked him about severely, and with threats of further in-

jury carried off in triumph the pieces of parchment, which

they speedily brought back to the inn.

When the Colonel found the two writs actually in his pos-

session, he knew that at length he was safe
;
and so he pur

sued his journey, not to Gretna, but to Ireland, the lady not

daring to open her lips or show any further sign of an

untractable nature.
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Poor woman ! At Holyhead she was taken on board a

fishing-smack, and landed, after a stormy passage, in one of the

lesser Irish seaports, where there were no police or Custom
House officers to make awkward inquiries or to take notes ;

and as there were no telegraphs or newspapers, or other means
of rapid communication between the two sides of the Channel,
the Colonel had no difficulty in completing his journey and

bringing the lady to the abode which he had destined for her

reception. This was a lonely and moated mansion, far away
from a town, and well out of the reach of inquisitive and

inconvenient neighbours. Indeed, it is said that except the

butcher's cart, which visited the place about once in ten days,

nothing on feet or on wheels ever entered its gates, and that

the grass grew thick upon the drive leading up to the front

door. Two trusty keepers, a man and his wife, kept watch

and ward night and day upon the unfortunate lady, who was

regarded by them as a sort of amiable lunatic, and treated

accordingly, though with extreme politeness.

That she was not, however, quite a lunatic Lady Cathcart

showed in a very marked way ; or, if she was insane, there

was 'method' and something more 'in her madness.' Whilst

in this state of confinement she was occasionally allowed to

walk about the grounds, though the park gates were closed

upon her, and she could not scale the park walls. One poor
old woman came once a week to dig up the weeds which grew

along the garden path ;
and of her she contrived to make a

friend. Through this crone she managed to send the jewels

which she had worn in her hair and in the quilting of her

petticoats to an acquaintance of former years, by whom they
were carefully and honestly preserved.

At last after several years, namely, in 1764, a release came

to the unhappy prisoner. The Colonel had a fit in the night,

and was found at daybreak dead in his bed. That morning
saw her a free woman. It was necessary to communicate his

death to his kith and kin in order that arrangements might
be made for his funeral. They came to the house, and found
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his widow anxious and ready to quit the spot where she had

been so long immured
;
and they, on their part, were glad to

come into a bit of property, even if it were only the lease of

a lonely and tumble-down old grange. So she found her way
to Dublin, where her jewels were restored to her, and the sale

of one of them was sufficient to pay the expense of her journey

by ship and the '

stage waggon
'

back to Hertfordshire. She

made her way to her former residence at Tewin
;
but the dinner

to which she and her husband were to have sat down on the

eventful day of their flight was, of course, no longer on the

table. Indeed, during her forced absence in Ireland the place
had been let on lease by the Colonel to a '

responsible
'

tenant
;

and this gentleman declined to turn out until forced to do so

by a writ of ejectment, which she brought at the next Hert-

fordshire Assizes. She attended these assizes in person, and

the news of the success of her suit was greeted with cheers by

large crowds of the good people of Tewin, who insisted on

taking the horses out of her carriage and drawing her in

triumph through the streets of Hertford.

She lived on for many years at Tewin, where she kept open
house for her neighbours, and played a rubber at whist with

all and any of them. Late in life she wore a sort of turban,

which, though eccentric in its make, suited her features well
;

and it is among the traditions of the county that when long

upwards of eighty she danced a minuet at the Assembly
Rooms at Welwyn with the spirit of a young woman of a

quarter of that age. What is better authenticated is that, in

1783, Lady Cathcart gave an annuity of 51. to Tewin School,

and that she died in 1789, in the ninety-ninth year of her age.
She lies buried in Tewin Church, and the property which once

was her own now belongs to Lord Cowper.
It will be remembered by readers of Miss Edgworth's

novels that the story of Lady Cathcart's imprisonment is

introduced by her, under another name, into her humorous
Irish tale of ' Castle Rackrent.' They will not forget how
the scapegrace, Sir Kit Rackrent, marries a young English
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lady for the sake of her fortune, and brings her to Ireland,
where he affects to quarrel with her because she professes to

dislike sausages, and cannot endure to see pork on the table
;

the real cause of offence, however, being that she refuses to let

him have possession of a diamond trinket which she keeps
about her person. In his well-feigned rage on the score of the

sausages, he locks the lady up in her room, and keeps her in

close confinement, until one day Sir Kit is brought home dead

on a barrow, having been killed in a duel, when the lady

regains her liberty.

The story of Lady Cathcart has also been told by Dr. W.
Chambers, in a little topographical book, entitled 'A Week
at Welwyn.'

AN EPISODE IN THE NOBLE HOUSE OF HASTINGS

IN the whole compass of the history of the British aristocracy
it would be a difficult task to find a more strange and eccentric

personage than the Hon. Henry Hastings hermit, sportsman,
and centenarian in one the second son of George, fourth Earl

of Huntingdon, a contemporary of Elizabeth, James I., and

Charles I. The main facts of his life, and the leading features

of his character, were for a long time to be found only among
the musty manuscripts of Anthony Ashley Cooper, the cele-

brated Earl of Shaftesbury, in the British Museum. Some of

them, however, are portrayed in the '

Biographia Britannica,'

and others are to be found in the *

Fragment of an Auto-

biography
'

by Lord Shaftesbury, published a few years since by
Mr. W. D. Christie

;
while for the rest, again, we must have

recourse to the pages of that scarce and curious book,
' The

Eccentric.'

Mr. Hastings is described by Lord Shaftesbury as being
'of Woodlands,' a mansion and estate in Dorsetshire, which

he appears to have owned. But, instead of residing like a

gentleman on his own property, he preferred, as I have already

hinted, the life of a hermit, combining with it that of a sports-
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man, and accordingly fixed his abode in the New Forest, over

which King James gave him a forester's rights, assigning him
also a lodge in its green glades to dwell in. In all probability
the reason of his strange hermit life was a disappointment in

love, which had thrown a dark shadow over his early years.
As he died in A.D. 1639, he must have first seen the light of day
in 1529, if there be any truth in the assertion that he was a

hundred and ten years old at the date of his decease. Of this

fact, however, there is no certain proof, for the parish registers
in the days of our Stuart sovereigns were kept but carelessly

at best
;
and I have no wish to take up the cudgels and fight

over again the vexed question of ' centenarianism.'

It may be supposed that, singing as he did the good old

song,
' A life in the woods for me,' Henry Hastings kept clear

of politics, and blessed his stars that he had not been born an

eldest son, and so forced to wear a coronet. His business and

tactics lay in quite another direction
;
and Lord Shaftesbury

gives us an amusing peep into the interior of the Hampshire
forester's lodge. He says :

' His home was of the old fashion,

in the midst of a park well stocked with deer, and near the

house rabbits to serve his kitchen
; many fishponds too, and

a great store of wood and timber. . . . He kept all manner
of sport-hounds that ran buck, fox, hare, otter, and badger ;

and hawks, long and short-winged ;
he had also all sorts of

nets for fishing ;
he had a walk in the New Forest, and the

manor of Christ Church. This last supplied him with red

deer and river fish, but all his neighbours' grounds and

royalties were free to him.' In fact, he seems pretty well to

have realised in his person Pope's idea of the * noble savage
'

ranging free ' in the woods.' We are sorry to add, however,

that, in spite of his lonely life, he did not bear the very best

of characters.

His hall was strewn with marrow-bones, full of hawks'

perches, hounds, spaniels, and terriers, and his walls were

hung around with the skins of foxes, polecats, rats, and other

vermin, which he nailed to the panels. There always stood
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two large arm-chairs near his fireplace, and it was seldom

that they were not occupied with litters of puppies and kittens,

which he would on no account allow to be disturbed while in

possession. At table he always took a very spare and frugal

meal, limiting himself to a single glass of beer or wine. But
he never dined unattended by his dogs and cats, to keep which

in order he always had laid before his ' trencher
'

a little white

stick or wand some fourteen inches long. The windows and

corners of his room, Lord Shaftesbury tells us, were filled up
with arrows, crossbows, hunting- poles, hawks' hoods and bells,

and last (not least) with rows of old green and greasy hats,

with their crowns thrust in so as to hold ten or a dozen

pheasants' eggs. He made it a point of duty and honour to

have at dinner daily all the year round a plate of oysters,

which came to him from the neighbouring town of Poole. At
the end of the apartment which served as his parlour and

primitive dining-hall there were two doors, the one of which

led to his beer and wine closet, and the other into a room

which had been designed as a chapel. But, although a fine

Bible and Foxe's 'Book of Martyrs' both lay there in due

form, he did not use the place for the purposes of devotion
;

indeed, if the truth must be told, it was no uncommon thing
to find a hen turkey sitting in what ought to have served as a

pulpit. When the pulpit was not required for the hen turkey's

wants, he would use it as a storehouse for a gammon of bacon,

a venison pasty, or a baked apple-pie, of which he was par-

ticularly fond.

The rest of the furniture of the house was as old and as

strange as its master
; and, as he kept no wife or servants, he

could ' do as he pleased with his own.' He liked, however, a

friend of his own sphere and rank of life to '

drop in
'

upon
him occasionally, especially on a Friday, when ' he had the

best of sea and fresh-water fish,' and a ' London pudding
'

by

way of cheer. Occasionally, too, he would leave his solitude

and go over to Hanley to play bowls with Lord Shaftesbury
and other Dorsetshire gentlemen. This, however, did not
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often happen ; for, nearly related though he was to him, Lord

Shaftesbury held principles quite opposed to his own, so that

they seldom met except to quarrel. In fact, as a writer in

the ' Eccentric
'

remarks,
' two men could not be more opposite

in their dispositions and pursuits ;
for Henry Hastings, though

king-appointed, was an independent character to the backbone,
and Lord Shaftesbury used to declare that he never could bear

the brutality of his manners, for he was fit only to live by him-
self as a hopeless misanthrope.'

In the inclosure which he fenced off from the surrounding

park and forest, though he lived so solitary a life, he contrived

to make a bowling-green, where he would play for hours by
himself, chalking up the scores of '

right against left
;

' and

he must have kept himself au courant with the fashions of the

day, if it be true that his footpaths were strewn with the

fragments of old tobacco-pipes, since the ' noxious weed ' was

scarcely known in England when he was a boy. To keep up
the pleasant delusion that he had company with him, he built

in his garden a banqueting-room, where, seated by himself, he

would give out imaginary toasts, and drink glasses of real wine

to imaginary beauties. At times, however, when the fit took

him, he would deck up this banqueting-room like a booth at a

fair, and entertain some of the skilled poachers of the neigh-

bourhood, from whom, though Ranger by the King's appoint-

ment, he did not object to receive stray gifts in kind, or

hints of a practical nature. And, hermit as he was, he was so

far from hating games and diversions, that he would entertain

his rough and plebeian guests with cards and dice, giving each

of them one glass of ' mum '

or beer, and no more.

In the evening, by way of supper, we are told that he

would take a single glass of sack, seasoned with the syrup of

gillyflowers, which he stirred with a sprig of rosemary. The

troubles of the times never touched or disturbed him
;
safe in

the glades of his Hampshire forest, he had forgotten the King,
and the Court had forgotten him. A short time before his

death he rode on horseback, and went a day's journey in order
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to hear an old huntsman, who was himself turned ninety,
relate the death of a stag that was said to be older than either

of the pair. If so, the united ages of huntsman, stag, and

Hastings must have been as near as possible three hundred

years. There is a portrait of this Henry Hastings at St.

Giles's House, near Wimborne, Dorsetshire, the seat of Lord

Shaftesbury, and an engraving from the portrait will be found

in the second volume of Hutchins's 'History of Dorset.'

Tradition still records the fact that, in spite of his lonely life

and patched dress, he showed in his manners the breeding of

a regular gentleman, except in the one matter of swearing.

Altogether, Henry Hastings must be pronounced to have been

an original such a man as you would not be likely to meet

twice in a lifetime. Lord Shaftesbury describes him as having
been ' low of stature, very strong and very active, with reddish

flaxen hair.' He tells us that * his clothes were always made
of green cloth,' possibly in allusion to the fabled connection of

his ancestor with Robin Hood and Little John, with Sherwood

Forest and suits of ' Lincoln green ;

' and he adds, with a spice

of sly satire, which he seems thoroughly to enjoy, that '

all of

the latter, even when new, were never worth five pounds.'
Had Mr. Hastings married and had sons, it is more than

probable that the present century would never have heard of

the celebrated peerage case which gave the earldom of

Huntingdon to the great-grandfather of the present head of

the house.

THOMAS PITT, LORD CAMELFOED

THE sad story of the wasted life and tragical end of Thomas,
second Lord Camelford, is one which cannot fail to awaken

interest in readers of every rank, as an instance of a man who,

though largely gifted with good natural qualities, and placed

in a situation of life where, with good sense and right principles

to guide him, he might have attained a high position in the
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State, chose to sacrifice all his prospects to the waywardness
of his disposition, and fell a martyr to his own folly.

Lord Camelford was the great-grandson of Robert Pitt,

the famous Governor of Madras, who -acquired a large fortune

in India, the best part of two centuries ago, by the advantageous

purchase of a certain diamond, which he brought back with

him to England, and eventually sold at a great profit to the

Duke of Orleans, at that time Regent of France. His lordship

not only held a seat in the House of Peers, but he was exten-

sively connected with some of the first families in the kingdom.
His grandfather's brother was the 'great commoner,' William

Pitt, and afterwards first Earl of Chatham. His father was con-

sequently first cousin to William Pitt the younger and to the

second Earl of Chatham
;
and his own sister, Anne Pitt, was

the wife of Lord Grenville, who, a few years after the date of

which I write, became First Lord of the Treasury and head of

the Ministry of 'all the talents.' The father, Thomas Pitt,

the first Lord Camelford (so created in 1784), owned the fine

family estate of Boconnoc, in Cornwall, which devolved upon
his son, together with the coronet, while he was still in his

minority.
Born in 1775, he received the first rudiments of his educa-

tion under a tutor in the Canton of Berne, in Switzerland,

where even as a child he showed a spirit and temper which,

though manly and vigorous, was peculiarly moody, wayward,
and untractable. He did not bear the character of a manage-
able boy at the Charterhouse (then under Dr. Berdmore). to

which he was removed when about ten or twelve years old,

and where he did not stay long, having shown an early taste

for the roving and adventurous life of a sailor. It was not a

difficult matter for a cousin of the Premier to obtain a com-

mission in the Royal Navy, and accordingly in 1789 we find

him joining, as a midshipman, the frigate 'Guardian,' com-

manded by the gallant Captain Riou, and laden with stores

for the then infant colony of convicts which was settled at

Botany Bay. The calamity which befell that ship was well
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calculated to inure the young seaman to the perils of the sea
;

and even at that time he showed the same contempt for danger
which marked his career throughout, and which often partook
rather of the nature of recklessness than of bravery. I need

only say here that when all endeavours to save the 'Guardian'

seemed hopeless, and her commander gave leave to such of her

crew as chose to take to the boats, young Pitt was one of those

who, to the number of ninety, resolved to stand by the ship
and to share her fate with her gallant commander. In the

end, after an escape little short of miraculous, the ship made
the Cape of Good Hope in the condition of a wreck, and in

September, 1790, the survivors found their way to England.
Undaunted by the dangers which he had encountered in

the *

Guardian,' young Pitt on reaching London went straight
to the Admiralty, and bringing such family influence as he

could to bear upon
* My Lords,' obtained an appointment to

join an exploring voyage which was fitting out under Captain
Vancouver. He accompanied that officer in the ship

'

Discovery
'

during part of his distant voyage ;
but through his refractori-

ness and disobedience of orders, the result of his wayward and

obstinate temper, he provoked his commanding officer to treat

him with a severity which he would not endure.

Accordingly, quitting the '

Discovery
'

in the Indian seas,

he joined the '

Resistance,' commanded by Sir E. Pakenham,
and soon gained the rank of lieutenant. It was while serving
on board this ship that he heard the news of his father's death,

and of his accession to the honours of the peerage. On returning
home in 1796, the first thing he did was to send a challenge
to his late commanding officer, Captain Vancouver, which that

gentleman, on professional grounds, was obliged to decline.

The wound, however, rankled deep in the breast of Lord

Camelford, who threatened to chastise his superior officer

Doubtless, had he been a plain, untitled lieutenant Brown

Jones, or Robinson he would have been cashiered for dis

respect ; but then he was a Pitt, and a peer, and cousin to th

First Lord of the Treasury, so what could poor Captain Van
K
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couver do ? He did the only thing possible, namely, to sit down
and digest his wrath

;
and the end was that he died of grief

and pain, instead of a pistol-shot.

Having attained the rank of commander, when he had yet
to learn how to command himself, though he had reached the

'age of discretion,' Lord Camelford was appointed next to

the sloop 'Favourite,' on the West Indian station. We next

hear of him at Antigua, where, on January 13, 1798, the
'' Favourite

' and the { Perdrix
'

(Captain Fahie) were lying
at anchor in harbour. Captain Fahie, it so happened, was

absent at St. Kitts, and had left his lieutenant, Mr. Peterson,

in charge of the ' Perdrix.' Lord Camelford, whether in the

discharge of his duty or in mere wantonness, as being the

senior officer, and consequently in command, issued some trifling

order which the lieutenant did not feel bound to obey. Lord

Camelford must have been a summary disciplinarian, for he

called out his marines, and, asking Peterson if he meant to

obey his order, and obtaining no answer or a refusal, he shot

him dead on the spot. Lieutenant Peterson was much beloved

in Antigua ;
and the excited populace were hardly restrained

from dealing summary and probably fatal chastisement on his

lordship ; but they were calmed by an assurance that an

inquiry into the matter should be made by court-martial.

But the coroner's jury having brought in a verdict to the

effect that Peterson had *

lost his life in a mutiny
' and the

court-martial having
'

honourably
'

acquitted his lordship, the

Admiralty at home let the affair pass into oblivion. Again it

was not a Brown, Jones, or Robinson, but a Pitt who had

shot a lieutenant
;
and the Pitts were a ' heaven-born

'

race.

Some say, I know, that * sin is not sin in a duchess,' and

possibly the saying may be true
; probably it is equally true

that '

killing is (or was) no murder ' when wrought by the

hand of a peer of the realm. I doubt if the same law would

hold good now as that which appears to have prevailed some

four score years back in the history of the British navy.
After his acquittal, Lord Camelford assumed for a time
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the command of his ship, but soon threw it up, at the same

time quitting the profession in which he had earned such a

character for daring and for discipline.
' While in the service,'

says a writer of the time,
* his personal appearance was dis-

tinguished by the same eccentricity which marked his conduct

through life. His dress consisted of a lieutenant's plain coat,

without shoulder knots, and its buttons were as green with

verdigris as the ship's bottom itself. His head was shaved

close, and he wore an enormous gold-laced cocked hat.' It

deserves to be remembered to his credit that, though he was

so severe a disciplinarian, he showed himself particularly

attentive to the comfort and relief of the sick.

He had not long returned to London when he took it into

his head to plan a mad freak, which if he had been allowed to

put it into execution, would probably have cost him his
life,

and have added seriously to the complications of the war with

France, which just then was at its fiercest. His plan was to

repair to Paris, and there, in the midst of that city, to attack

personally and kill the rulers of the Republic. With this

object in view, he took coach to Dover, where he arranged
with a boatman to convey him across the Channel for twelve

guineas, though the law at that time was so stringent as to

make the very act of embarkation for France a capital offence.

The compact, however, was betrayed to a local collector of the

revenue, who accompanied his lordship to the boat, and

arrested him in the act of stepping into it. The triumphant
'

collector
'

lost 110 time in carrying his lordship back to

London in a post-chaise, under a strong guard, and conveying
him to the office of the Duke of Portland, at Whitehall. A
meeting of the Privy Council was summoned, and I read in

the account which I have already quoted, that '

after several

examinations his lordship was discharged from custody, the

Lords of the Council being satisfied that, however irregular

his conduct, his intentions were only such as he had repre-

sented them to be, and that he had no other object in view

except that of rendering a service to the country. His
K 2
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Majesty's pardon, therefore, was issued under the Great Seal

of the Kingdom, discharging his lordship from all the penalties

which he had incurred under an Act recently passed, which,

without reference to motive, made the mere act of embarking
for France a capital crime.'

This was in January, 1799, when his cousin, William Pitt,

ruled in Downing Street
;
and at least two months appear to

have elapsed before Lord Camelford's name was again brought
in any marked manner before the public, though he continued

to live on in London, indulging by day and night too in a

series of practical and sometimes offensive jokes, such as those

for which the late Lord Waterford in our own day made him-

self so notorious. At one time I find him causing a riot at

the box-office of Drury Lane (April 2, 1799), and insulting

and assaulting one of the audience a freak for which his

lordship was tried before Lord Kenyon and a special jury, and

sentenced to pay a fine of 500., though he had for his counsel

that consummate advocate, Mr. Thomas Erskine, afterwards

Lord Chancellor Erskine. On another occasion, when he and

his boon companion, Captain Barrie, were returning home late

at night, or rather early in the morning, as they passed

through Cavendish Square, they found the *

Charleys
'

asleep.

Of course it did not take a minute to wake them up, which

was all very right and to thrash them, which was all very

wrong. At last the '

Charleys
'

sprang their rattles, and other

more vigilant guardians of the West End streets rushed up ;

but it was not till they were overpowered by ten to two that

Lord Camelford and his comrade were led off to the station-

house. Next morning, as a matter of course, they were

brought up to the Marlborough Street office, where a present
of a guinea a-piece to the injured 'Charleys' enabled the

sitting magistrate to declare the offenders discharged, with a

warning not to repeat such conduct.

There was nothing in which Lord Camelford took greater

delight than in standing out in direct contrast to the general

public, and finding himself in a minority of one. Had he
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frequented the House of Lords, he would, no doubt, have often

been able to gratify this whim
;
but his tastes led him to

associate not with his 'peers,' in either sense of the term, but
with the '

ignobile vulgus
'

of the London streets. For in-

stance, though he had wished to go to Paris in order to end
the war by a single blow, yet in 1801, when all London was
lit up by a general illumination, no persuasion of his friends

or of his landlord could induce Lord Camelford to suffer lights
to be placed in the windows of his rooms. He lodged over a

grocer's shop in New Bond Street
;
and in vain did the grocer

and his wife protest he remained firm to his silly and way-
ward resolve. The mob, of course, attacked the house and
saluted his windows with showers of stones. Irritated at the

assault, Lord Camelford rushed out among the crowd with a

pistol in his hand, and it seemed as if the festive day was
doomed to be marked with blood. At last, however, his friend

Barrie induced him to exchange the pistol for a stout cudgel,
with which he laid about him right and left, until at length,

overpowered by numbers, he was rolled over and over in the

gutter, and was glad at last to beat a retreat indoors, filthy

and crest-fallen.

In general, Lord Camelford was not one of that amiable

class of young men who return to their nests at the end of the

business of the day and ' dine at home '

quietly and respect-

ably. On the contrary, he lived chiefly at clubs and coffee-

houses, where his presence had at least one advantage, namely,
that of holding in check the insolence of the young puppies who
haunted such rendezvous and gave themselves airs and graces.

Indeed, whoever was brought into contact with his lordship
in those days, when pistols were often carried, and duelling
was in vogue, was speedily made to feel that he had better be

careful as to what passed his lips, lest in an unguarded moment
he should have to expiate with his blood the slightest slip of

the tongue.
His irritable disposition and obstinate temper not only led

him into quarrels and encounters beyond all number, but in the
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end paved the way for the final catastrophe of his tragical

death. It appears that for some time Lord Camelford had

been acquainted with a certain lady named Simmons. Some
officious person, either from a silly habit of talking, or out of

sheer malice, represented to the touchy nobleman that a friend

of his named Best had said to the lady something to his dis-

advantage. This ill-timed piece of information nettled his

lordship, and rankled in his breast so much that on March 6,

1804, on meeting Mr. Best at the 'Prince of Wales' Coffee-

house, he went up to him and said aloud, and in a tone to be

heard by the bystanders,
( I find, sir, that you have been

speaking of me in the most unwarrantable terms.' Mr. Best

simply replied that he was quite unconscious of having done

anything to deserve such a charge. Lord Camelford declared

that he well knew what he had said to Mrs. Simmons, and

called him a '

liar, and scoundrel, and ruffian.'

The use of epithets such as these, according to the estab-

lished code of laws then current in society, left but one course

open to Mr. Best, and a hostile meeting was at once arranged
for the following morning. Each of the parties having ap-

pointed his '

second,' it was left, as usual, to the latter to fix

the time and place. These were seven o'clock in the morning,
and the fields behind Holland House at Kensington.

Meantime every means was being put in motion to super-

sede the necessity of a duel, or to prevent its occurrence, or at

all events to stop it before a fatal result should ensue
;
and I

regret to add that it seems to have been wholly Lord Camel-

ford's fault that these efforts proved unavailing. Later in the

evening, Mr. Best, though he had been so grossly and wantonly

insulted, sent to his lordship a strong assurance that the in-

formation which he had received was quite groundless, and

that, as he had acted under a false impression, he should be

quite satisfied if his lordship would withdraw the strong

epithets which he had applied to him. But Lord Camelford

refused to accept this kindly and sensible offer. Mr. Best

then left the coffee-house, and some mutual friends or wit-
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nesses among the bystanders lodged an information at Marl-

borough Street.

Notwithstanding the magistrates were thus early let into

the secret, it appears that no steps were taken to prevent the

hostile encounter until nearly two o'clock in the morning, by
which time his lordship, who had gained a fair stock of ex-

perience in ' matters of honour '

by this time, had of course

taken good care to be '

off,' having ordered a bed at a tavern

near Oxford Street.

During the night he made his will, bequeathing his estates

to his sister, Lady Grenville. In this he inserted a clause in

which, to do him justice, he wholly acquits his antagonist of

blame in the affair, expressly declares that the quarrel was of

his own seeking, and desires that in the event of his own

death, and the law being put into force against Mr. Best, the

King may be petitioned and requested in his (Lord C.'s) name

to extend to him the royal pardon.

Early on the following morning, at the coffee-house in

Oxford Street, Mr. Best made another effort to prevail on his

lordship to retract the expressions which he had used. { Camel-

ford/ said he,
c we have been friends, and I know the gene-

rosity and the unsuspiciousness of your nature. Upon my
honour you have been imposed upon by Mrs. Simmons

;
do

not insist on using expressions which in the end must cause

the death of either you or me.' To this Lord Camelford

merely replied dryly,
'

Best, all this is mere child's play ; the

matter must go on.'

Unable to come to terms at the coffee-house in Oxford

Street, the two principals mounted their horses, and rode

along the Uxbridge Road, past the wall which then bounded

Kensington Gardens, as far as the ' Horse and Groom/ a little

beyond Notting Hill turnpike-gate. At the 'Horse and

Groom '

they dismount, cross the road, and proceed at a quick

pace along the path leading to the fields behind Holland

House. The seconds measure the ground, and Lord Camel-

ford and Mr. Best take up their positions at thirty paces. The
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sun has lately risen, and one or two of the outdoor servants of

Holland House are about the grounds ;
but while they wonder

and stare the signal is given, and Lord Camelford fires. Either

designedly or not, he fires without effect, and Mr. Best is a

living man. A quarter of a minute elapses, the signal is

repeated, and Lord Camelford falls forward on the ground.
He is not dead, but he is mortally wounded : and oh, irony of

ironies ! he declares that he '
is satisfied.' He shakes hands

with his antagonist, who runs to pick him up :

'

Best, I am a

dead man, and you have killed me
;
but I freely forgive you

the fault was mine.'

It was now time for Mr. Best to beat a retreat, and one of

Lord Holland's gardeners was despatched for a surgeon. A
chair was soon procured ;

and seated in it, and supported by
the bystanders, Lord Camelford was carried off to Little

Holland House, the residence of Mr. Otty, where he was

attended by two surgeons, Mr. Thompson and Mr. Knight, of

Kensington. In an hour more his faithful friend Captain
Barrie was beside his bed, and so was his cousin, the Rev.

William Cockburn, afterwards Dean of York.

From the first the surgeons gave little or no hope that the

wound would prove anything other than mortal. The ball

could not be extracted, and he lingered in great agony for

nearly three days, when death put an end to his sufferings.

So died Thomas Lord Camelford, at the early age of twenty-

nine, by a death which, though not actually self-inflicted, was

brought on by his own wayward obstinacy.

The estimate formed by Mr. Cockburn as to Lord Camel-

ford's real character, and his testimony to the sincerity of the

penitence of his deathbed, are alike striking. He writes :

' Lord Camelford was a man whose real character was but

little known to the world
;
his imperfections and his follies

were often brought before the public, but the counterbalancing
virtues he manifested were but little heard of. Though vio-

lent to those whom he imagined to have wronged him, yet to

his acquaintances he was mild, affable, and courteous : a stern
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adversary, but the kindest and most generous of friends.

Slow and cautious in determining upon any important stepj
while deliberating^ he was most attentive to the advice of

others, and easily brought over to their opinion ; when, how-

ever, his resolutions were once taken, it was almost impossible
to turn him from his purpose. That warmth of disposition

which prompted him so unhappily to great improprieties,

prompted him also to the most lively efforts of active benevo-

lence. From the many prisons in the metropolis, from the

various receptacles of human misery, he received numberless

petitions, and no petition ever came in vain. He was often

the dupe of the designing and crafty supplicant, but he was

more often the reliever of real sorrow, and the soother of un-

merited woe. Constantly would he make use of that influence

which rank and fortune gave him with the Government to

interfere in the behalf of those malefactors whose crimes had

subjected them to punishment, but in whose cases appeared
circumstances of alleviation. He was passionately fond of

science, and though his mind while a young seaman had been

little cultivated, yet in later years he had acquired a pro-

digious fund of information upon almost every subject con-

nected with literature. In early life he had gloried much in

puzzling the chaplains of ships in which he served, and to

enable him to gain such triumphs he had read all the sceptical

books he could procure ;
and thus his mind became involun-

tarily tainted with infidelity. As his judgments grew more

matured, he discovered of himself the fallacy of his own reason-

ings, he became convinced of the importance of religion, and

Christianity was the constant subject of his reflections, his

reading and conversation. ... I wish with all my soul that

the unthinking votaries of dissipation and infidelity could have

been present at the deathbed of this poor man
;
could have

heard his expressions of contrition for his misconduct, and

of reliance on the mercy of his Creator
;

could have heard

his dying exhortation to one of his intimate friends to live in

future a life of peace and virtue. I think it would have made
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impressions on their minds, as it did on mine, not easily to be

effaced.'

On the day after his death an inquest was held on the

body of his lordship, when, strange as it may sound to the

ears of those who have read this brief story, twelve wise and

enlightened inhabitants of the country village of Kensington,
for such it then was, brought in a verdict of c wilful murder

against some person or persons unknown.'

It is evident that Lord Camelford had in him the elements

of a good naval officer, if his proud, obstinate, and wayward
spirit could only have bent itself to the rules and requirements
of the service. But from a child he would never obey, or fall

in with even the reasonable wishes of parents and tutors. At
school the same headstrong and wilful nature cropped out

which he exhibited in the navy ;
and he was true to it to the

very end. In the codicil to his will, which he dictated whilst

writhing in his mortal agony, he declared that, while other

individuals desired to be buried in their native land, he wished

to be interred ' in a country far distant in a spot not near

to the haunts of men, but where the surrounding scenery

might smile upon his remains.'

But in this matter he was not destined to have his own

way. Lord Camelford's body was brought back from Ken-

sington to Camelford House, at the top of Park Lane, nomi-

nally his town residence
;
and thence it was taken and de-

posited in the vaults of St. Anne's, Soho. Owing to the war,
effect could not be given to his desire for interment in the soil

of Switzerland, and his body still lies where it was first in-

terred, in a magnificent coffin, covered with gorgeous red velvet,

and surmounted by a coronet. It is perhaps the more neces-

sary for me to record this fact, as the contrary is asserted by
the late Charles Reade, in an article on Lord Camelford which

originally appeared in 'Belgravia' for May, 1876, and is now
included in a volume entitled 'The Jilt, and other Stories.'

He says that the body was wrapped up in a common fish-

basket, andthat it is not known now what became of it. But the
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mystery is nomystery at all; for Isaw the cqffin,(Qr, at all events,
what the verger told me was the coffiir of Lord Camelford, in

the vaults under St. Anne's, Soho, about the year 1860 ; and the

coffin might or might not have contained a fish-basket in the

place of a '
shell.' I may add that a letter from the courteous

owner of his lordship's seat in Cornwall, the Hon. George M.
Fortescue, assured me that he never heard of any attempt, or

even desire, on the part of the relations of the eccentric noble-

man to bring his remains again into the light of day.
His fine property of Boconnoc Park, near Lostwithiel, in

Cornwall, he left to his sister Anne, the wife of Lord Gren-

ville. She outlived him sixty years, dying in the full possession
of her faculties, at the age of ninety, in the year 1863. At
her death, she bequeathed the estate to her husband's nephew,
Mr. Fortescue, the gentleman mentioned above, and it is now
owned by his son.

AN EPISODE IN THE EAELDOM OF PEMBEOKE.

NEXT to the Howards, who undoubtedly stand first and fore-

most in the roll of English nobility, witli their forty coronets

all fairly won by them in 400 years, no family rises higher in

respect of its honours than that of the Herberts. For not

only do its male descendants in our day wear the coronets of

three earldoms those of Pembroke, Montgomery, and Car-

narvon but within a period quite historic they have borne at

least two more, namely, those of Powis and Torrington, both

now extinct in the male line
;
to say nothing of other dignities

in the lower grade of barons, as Lords Herbert of Cherbury,
Lords Herbert of Cardiff, Lords Herbert of Shurland, and, by
recent creation, Lords Herbert of Lea. In addition to this

they have made alliances with nearly all the greatest and

noblest of our titled houses the Talbots, the Greys, Dukes of

Suffolk, the Sidneys, the Villierses, the Howards, the Arun-

dells, the Paulets, the Scropes, and the Spencers ;
so that the
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present Lord Pembroke, although not undisputed head and

representative of the House of Herbert, has come, through the

intermarriages of his ancestors, to hold four ancient baronies

in fee, as Lord Ross of Kendal, Parr, Marmion, and St.

Quentin. How all this comes about it would not be easy to

show in detail without drawing out for niy readers a long

genealogical tree
;
and those who wish to examine my state-

ment for themselves can verify my words by the authority of

Sir Bernard Burke, whose assertion of the fact, I own, is suffi-

cient for myself.

If they will turn to his '

Peerage
' and his * Landed

Gentry/ they will find that, in addition to the honours above

mentioned, the main stem of the Herberts has produced several

untitled branches of high worth and renown, such, for instance,

as the Herberts of St. Julian's and of Magor, in Monmouth-

shire, the Herberts of Llanarth, in Wales, and of Cahirnane,
in Ireland. Above all, with respect to the Herberts of Muck-

ross, near Killarney, my friend ' Ulster
'

writes as follows :

' Since the merging of the elder branch of the Herberts in the

family of Clive, by the marriage of the heiress of the last

Herbert, Earl of Powis, with the son of the celebrated general,

Lord Clive, the chieftainship of the name seems undoubtedly
to rest with the Herberts of Muckross, in the county of Kerry,
who are descended from Thomas Herbert of Kilcuagh, who
went to Ireland under the care and patronage of his relative,

Lord Herbert of Cherbury.' And then he proceeds to trace

the descent of this Thomas Herbert from the eldest son of Sir

Richard Herbert of Colebroke, only brother of William, Earl

of Pembroke of the first creation, who as may be read in

the pages of Speed and Holinshed suffered largely in purse
and pocket for his adherence to the House of York in the

Wars of the Roses.

It should be added that, while one of the earl's coronets

belonging to the Herberts namely, that of Powis for a

short time blossomed into that of a marquis, one of the fair

Countesses of Pembroke was even more highly honoured by
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the muses
;
for to her Sir Philip Sidney dedicated his '

Arcadia,
while Ben Jonson immortalised her memory in the well-known

verses that will live as long as the English tongue :

Underneath this marble herse
Lies the subject of all verse :

Sidney's sister, Pembroke's mother.

Death, ere thou hast slain another
Wise and fair and good as she,
Time shall throw a dart at thee.

Further, it should be recorded that no less than two

brothers, successively Earls of Pembroke, were also in succes-

sion the * honoured lords and chancellors
'

of the University of

Oxford, where a noble statue of one of them still graces the

Bodleian Library ;
and the reader will need scarcely to be

reminded that the father of the present Earl of Pembroke
was the good, the kind, the courteous, and amiable Sidney

Herbert, the rising statesman, who, had he lived, would pro-

bably have been Premier of England, to whom it was no honour

to be created Lord Herbert of Lea, so high did he stand before

with Englishmen of all shades of politics.

When a single house can show so many of its members

ennobled both by titles and by the higher dignity of personal

merit, it is scarcely worth while to record such facts as that

one Lord Pembroke was Lord Chamberlain to the House-

hold of Charles I., and that another was ' chosen to carry

the sword called " curtana
"

at the coronation of George I.
5

However, some of my fair readers may possibly like to ' make
a note

'

of them. Let me, however, remind them one and all

that the surname of the house ennobled by so many creations,

and spread through so many branches, is said to be derived

from two Anglo-Saxon words,
' Her ' and '

Bert,' meaning
'

illustrious lord,' a derivation in their case not wholly false in

fact. I suppose too that, in order to do justice to antiquity
and to show my respect for ' blue blood/ I ought to add that,

according to the heralds, the Herberts are sprung from one

Herbert, Count of Vermandois, who came over to England
with the Conqueror, and held the office of Chamberlain to
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William Rufus. He is mentioned in the roll of Battle Abbey
as rewarded with a large grant of land in Hampshire, and as

having married a daughter of Stephen, Count of Blois, grand-

daughter of William I. The first of the Herberts born in

England, it appears, was his son, Herbert Fitz-Herbert, called

Herbert of Winchester, who became Treasurer and Chamber-

lain to Henry I. His son held the same office under the

second Henry, and his great grandson was summoned to Par-

liament as a Baron in A.D. 1294. If this be so, in all probability

either Mr. Herbert of Muckross, or Lord Pembroke himself,

might rightly put in a claim for a barony in fee nearly as old

as that of De Ros.

I must, however, pass by all notice of him, and of his de-

scendant, William Herbert, first Earl of Pembroke, Chief

Forester of Snowdon, and Constable of Conway Castle, the-

staunch adherent of the House of York, who, falling into the

hands of the Lancastrians after the battle of Dane's Moor, in

1469, suffered attainder, and was beheaded at Banbury. His

grandson, William, was installed a Knight of the Garter, and

created Lord Herbert of Cardiff, and eventually obtained in his

favour a fresh creation of the Earldom of Pembroke. He
married a sister of Catharine Parr (the last wife of Henry
VIII.), and became one of the most powerful noblemen of his

day, taking an active part in public affairs as a soldier and as

a statesman. It is recorded of him that ' he rode on February

17, 1552-53, to his mansion of Baynard Castle, in London,
with a retinue of 300 horsemen, of which 100 were gentlemen
in plain blue cloth, with chains of gold, and badges of a dragon
on their sleeves.' Dying in 1570, he was buried in Old St.

Paul's Cathedral, and with such magnificence that, if we may
trust the old chronicler Stow, the mourning given at his

funeral cost the large sum, at that time, of 2,000?. It was

this nobleman's son Henry, the second earl of the new creation,

and also a Knight of the Garter, whose third wife was the lady
mentioned above as

'

Sidney's sister, Pembroke's mother.'
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But from all these brilliant and pleasant reminiscences

I must pass to my promised
*

episode
'

in the noble House of

Pembroke. It is by no means a pleasant one to relate, or, I

fear, a creditable one to the otherwise spotless shield of the

noble Herberts men almost without exception sans peur et

sans reproche.

It appears that Philip, the seventh wearer of the coronet

of Pembroke, who came to the title in the reign of Charles II.,

stood out with an evil prominence even among the riotous and

debauched nobles who hung about the Whitehall and St.

James's of that day. In our own time we have seen a Lord

Kingston month after month quarrelling at Charing Cross with

Hansom-cab drivers, and a Lord Waldegrave and a Lord

Waterford getting up rows in the Haymarket, knocking down

policemen, and using their fists pretty freely in street brawls

at the West-end not always quite defensively. But these

were comparatively innocents quite
'

lambs,' as they would be

called at Nottingham by the side of Philip, seventh Earl of

Pembroke and fourth Earl of Montgomery. Of him we learn

a little in a certain book of ' State Trials
' which gives us a

peep at his character. Let me only preface my
'

episode
' with

one remark, that he was the grandson, not of the great Lord

Pembroke, the ornament of the Court of King James I., but

of his younger brother, who 'began life as one of James's

favourites and parasites, was ennobled by the title of Earl of

Montgomery, and finished a career in all its parts alike con-

temptible by being the first member of the peerage after the

fall of the monarchy who sought (and obtained) a seat in the

House of Commons.'

Philip, this nobleman's grandson, who became Earl of

Pembroke as well as of Montgomery, on the death of his half-

brother in 1674, according to an entry in the Lords' Journals,

Jan. 28, 1678, was committed to the Tower 'for uttering such

horrid and blasphemous words, and for such other actions

proved upon oath, as are not fit to be repeated in any Christian

assembly.' Bishop Kennet explains at length what these
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blasphemies were,
1 and I will not trouble my readers by

retailing them
;
I will only say that in a petition dated from

the Tower, which is to be found no doubt in the Journals of

the House of Peers, Lord Pembroke *

humbly implored pardon
of God, the King, and of this House,' and accordingly, after a

month spent in durance vile, was released, and ' had leave

to come to his place in Parliament.'

It is remarkable that, among the grounds on which the

noble earl begged for his release, he pleaded the fact that 'his

health was much impaired by long restraint.' Let us see what

follows. Such an invalid is he that he has been out of prison

only a few days when a complaint is made to the House of

Lords by a Mr. Philip Rycaut to the effect that,
' he being to

visit a friend in the Strand, whilst he was at the door taking
his leave, the Earl of Pembroke came up to the door and with

his fist, without any provocation, struck the said Philip Rycaut
such a blow upon the eye as almost knocked it out, and after-

wards knocked him down, and then fell upon him with such

violence that he almost stifled him with his grips in the dirt
;

that his lordship then likewise drew his sword and was in

danger of killing him, had he not slipped into the house and

the door been shut upon him.' The wounded man brings his

petition to a close by humbly begging the House ' to be an

asylum to him ' and give him leave to proceed against,the earl

according to law. In the end his lordship was bound over in

2,000?. to keep the peace towards Mr. Rycaut and the rest of

his Majesty's subjects for twelve months.

But unhappily, almost before Mr. Rycaut had been able to

invoke the aid of the House of Peers, Lord Pembroke had got
into another and far more serious scrape ;

for the House of

1 It is right to add that in consequence of this affair, 'to show their

lordships' great sense and abhorrency against blasphemy,' it was ordered

that a bill be brought into the House ' for the severe punishment of all

blasphemers for the time to come.' Such a bill was brought in, but

from some cause or other was allowed to drop. It is almost too good
to hope that even in this embryo state it had gained its end.
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Lords on March 1 following received a petition from Lord

Pembroke himself, complaining that at a coroner's inquest held

on the body of Nathaniel Cony, gentleman, he had been charged
with causing that person's death evidently implying that he

had received an affront which he ought not to brook as a peer.

Next day a committee of the ' Law Lords ' was appointed
to consider the question thus raised

;
but so far were they from

taking his lordship's view, that on the 6th it was resolved
' that a commission of/ovjer_and terjmKfi> should be issued under

the Great Seal for the indictment of Philip, Earl of Pembroke,
for killing and slaying Nathaniel Cony.' On the 19th the

Lord Chancellor informed the House that the Grand Jury had

found him guilty of 'felony and murder,' and a Lord High
Steward Lord Finch, afterwards Earl of Nottingham having
been appointed in due form for the purpose, Lord Pembroke

was put upon his trial, just as within the memory of many of

us the late Lord Cardigan was tried for the murder of Captain
Tuckett.

It is needless here to recount the legal details of the affair;

they may be found at full length by those who are curious in

such things in the book of ' State Trials.' It is enough to say
that the indictment charged the noble Earl with '

feloniously,

wilfully, and of malice before-thought, striking, bruising, and

kicking, killing and murdering the said Nathaniel Cony, in the

parish of St. Martin's-in-the-Fields, against the peace of our

sovereign lord the King, his crown and dignity.' It appears
that without any provocation, while drinking in Long's Tavern,
in the Haymarket, Lord Pembroke first insulted and then

assaulted Mr. Cony, next knocked him down, and ended by
kicking him when prostrate. The poor man died a few days

after, in spite of all that the doctors and '

chirurgeons
'

could

do. The trial, happily, was not dragged out to such a length
as that of the Tichborne ' Claimant '

of our own day at West-

minster. The case against Lord Pembroke having been opened by
SirWm. Dolben, Recorder of London, in his capacity of King's

Serjeant-at-Law,the prosecution was conducted by theAttorney-
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General, Sir William Jones, and the witnesses having been

examined, and the evidence against him having been summed

up by Sir Francis Winnington, in a day or two the turbulent

and quarrelsome nobleman who had thus tarnished the shield

of the Herberts was found guilty of manslaughter ; forty of

their lordships finding that verdict, while six were for finding
him guilty of the higher offence, and eighteen pronounced him
' not guilty.'

It so happened that, although if he had been found guilty

of murder the plea of peerage would not have saved him (as

witness the cases of Lord Stourton and Lord Ferrers), yet as

the law then stood it was competent for a member of the

Upper House to plead in arrest of judgment for manslaughter
'the privilege of his peerage;' so he got off scot free, and

the Lord High Steward put an end to the farce of the trial

by breaking his staff according to ancient custom.

But the danger that he had run on this occasion did not

cure Lord Pembroke of his fondness for tavern brawls. In the

following November a quarrel over their cups arose between

his lordship and the Earl of Dorset
; and, as usual, the quarrel

seemed likely to end in a duel. The matter being happily

brought under the notice of the House of Peers, before any
blood had been spilt, their lordships resolved that both of the

belligerent parties should be ' confined to their respective houses

or lodgings till further orders
;

' and finally, on a full consider-

ation of the whole affair, it was ordered that the confinement of

the Earl of Dorset and that of the Earl of Pembroke should be
' taken off,' and that the latter should have leave given him ' to

retire himself to his house at Wilton.' This was not, one would

think, a very severe punishment for such a miscreant
;
and

many a man in the humbler ranks of middle life in our own

day would be glad to be let off for two serious and one fatal

assault by honorary banishment to some pleasant grounds and

a park, in Wiltshire or elsewhere. Such an ostracism indeed

would be a thing to be envied by most of us, if unaccompanied

by a tdcJie or a stain, but scarcely otherwise.
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Whether the noble Earl took advantage of the kind

permission thus given to him to ' retire himself
'

from the

temptations of '

high life in London,' does not appear. It may,
however, be presumed that he took the hint, as we do not hear

of him playing such mad pranks again in the parish of St.

Martin's-in-the-Fields. He died in 1683, when his titles,

honours, and estates passed to a younger and far worthier

brother, Thomas, who became the eighth earl. He restored

the ancient reputation of the family ; for, besides holding
several high offices in the State, including that of Lord High
Admiral and the Lord-Lieutenancy of Ireland, his distinction

in the world of literature and science procured for him the chair

of the Royal Society. His name too is worthy of remembrance

as the collector of that magnificent gallery of sculptures and

other antiquities which has for two centuries given an envied

celebrity to the fine old seat of Wilton House, the home
and haunt of the English Muses, and renowned alike for its

pictures and art treasures, and as the spot where Sidney wrote

the greater part of his 'Arcadia.' The titles of Pembroke

and Montgomery have since descended in his line, and it may
well be hoped that the youthful Earl of Pembroke will do no

discredit hereafter to the honoured name of his own lamented

father, Sidney Herbert.

And what about the issue of Philip, the seventh Earl ?

Happily, he left no male descendants to carry on the polluted

stream, which for centuries had flowed so purely in the veins

of the Herberts. He married one of the loose and frail

beauties of the Court of Charles II., Henriette de Querouaille,

a sister of the notorious Duchess of Portsmouth. This lady,

who survived her husband nearly half a century, left a

daughter, who married the second Lord Jeffries, son of the

infamous Judge Jeffries, by whom she became the mother

of Henriette Louisa, Countess of Pomfret
;
but the titles of

Jeffries and Pomfret are now extinct.

L 2
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THE RISE OF THE ROTHSCHILDS

As more than one fair lady of the House of Rothschild has

lately married into what I suppose may be styled our Christian

aristocracy, a short account of the steps of the ladder by
which the Rothschilds in less than a century have climbed

from poverty to the highest pinnacle of commercial success

may not be without interest at the present moment. The
main facts are not new to the world, but the details, I have

reason to believe, will be found new by very many, if not most

of my readers
;
and I will therefore proceed with my story,

with only a word of preface namely, that for most of them
I am indebted to my worthy friend Mr. Frederick Martin, the

author of the ' Statesman's Year Book,' and of other useful

works too numerous to mention.

In the centre of the ancient city of Frankfort-on-the-

is a narrow lane not unlike Holywell Street, in the

Strand, or Maryleport Street, Bristol, but which, a hundred

years ago, was not only one of the narrowest, but one of the

dirtiest and filthiest in Europe. It was called the 'Juden-

gasse,' or Jews' lane the name denoting the fact that the

Jewish population were forced to live in one part of the town,

analogous to the ' Ghetto
'

at Rome, and to the '

Jewry
'

of the

City of London in the Middle Ages. In that street, in the

year 1743, was born Meyer Amschel Rothschild, the founder

of that great house which holds in its hands the destinies of

European nations more truly than the ephemeral emperors
and kings of our day. An empire may fall at Sedan

;
a king

may abdicate at Madrid
;
and the imperial and regal glories

pass away as a dream ;
but Horace long ago crowned money

as a Queen, saying,
' Et genus et formam regina Pecunia

donat
;

'

and, looking at the existing state of things around

us, we cannot any of us get rid of the idea that, after all,

money is the great power which rules the world.
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But to return to the Rothschilds. When Meyer Amschel
Rothschild first saw the light of day, the Jews, though no

longer tied to a single spot in London, were literally in fetters

at Frankfort. In 1743 the 'Jews' lane
' was a prison, guarded

at either end with heavy chains, which were fastened every

evening by the watchmen, and also were kept closed on all

Sundays, Feast Days, and Holy Days. Out of this pent-up

district, only 300 yards long, the wretched inhabitants were not

allowed to stir under penalty of death. ' No Jew,' says Mr.

Martin,
* was allowed under any pretence to live beyond the

limits of the "
Judengasse ;

"
a rule which compelled the poor

outcasts either to raise their dark sunless dwellings higher and

higher with each succeeding generation, or else to hide them-

selves away in deep cellars underground. Such were the early

surroundings that greeted the birth of the world-famed bank-

ing dynasty.' Shame on Christians, indeed, that such should

have been the case
;
but it only proves the truth of Byron's

sneer :

Christians have burnt each other, quite persuaded
That all th' Apostles would have done as they did.

At the age of eleven young Rothschild lost his parents,

and had to begin the battle of life single-handed. After a

few years' schooling, one fine morning he packed up all his

worldly goods on his shoulders, and with a stout stick in his

hand walked to Hanover. Here he fortunately found a place

as clerk to a small banker and money-changer. By dint of

extreme parsimony he managed to save a little out of his

salary, and with this capital in hand he returned to Frankfort

in the year of grace 1773, a little over a hundred years ago. I

wonder if the House of Rothschild remembered to keep in the

year 1873 their founder's centenary.

Meyer Amschel now took to himself a wife, and established

himself as a broker and money-lender in the Judengasse, join-

ing with his other business a little money-lending on a small

scale. As a skilful collector of, and an honest dealer in old

coins and other rarities, he soon gained some local fame, and
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many a virtuoso would look in upon him at his shop, No. 148,

over the door of which he hung out his sign, the ' Red Shield,'

which, in allusive heraldry, denoted ' Roth Schild.'

Among the connoisseurs with whom he was thus brought
into connection was William, the Landgrave of Hesse Cassel,

afterwards known as William I., Elector of Hesse. In those

troubled and dangerous times, when the first Napoleon was

making every town in Europe quake, the Landgrave was no

doubt often glad to dispose of stray family jewels for a supply
of the needful, and possibly to borrow a few hundreds on

personal security in order to pay the more pressing of his

creditors. Thus, intimate relations were established between

the Landgrave and the once poor clerk of Hanover: and so in

1796, when the French troops marched on Frankfort, the

owner of the Red Shield
' had time to put his <

little all
'

safe within the sheltering walls of the Landgrave's Schloss at

Cassel a service which the Jew banker was able to return

with interest ten years later. The event is worth noticing,

as marking the starting-point of the career of the House of

Rothschild.

As a rule, bombardments are not very fortunate in their

consequences ;
but the bombardment of Frankfort by Kleber,

in 1796, was not without its advantages, to the Jews at least.

The c Ghetto '

of that city was knocked nearly to pieces, and

the Jews were thenceforth allowed, as a special favour and

privilege, to rent houses among their Christian brethren.

The * Red Shield
' was transferred to a better part of the city,

and its owner was appointed banker to the Landgrave and

his court.

This led to an event which proved the turning-point of the

fortunes of the Rothschilds. In 1806 the Landgrave was

driven from his throne by Napoleon, who wanted the territory

in order to consolidate the kingdom of Westphalia, which he

had recently conferred on his brother Jerome. In his hurry
to '

pack up and be off,' William had no time to secure his

cash, which he was only too glad to leave in the hands of his
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banker, though probably he had his misgivings as to seeing
it again. Safer, however, he thought in the hands of Meyer
Amschel, his Hof-agent, than in the hands of the merry King
of Westphalia. The sum amounted to just a quarter of a mil-

lion of English pounds. The Hof-agent, however, was equal
to the crisis

;
he saw how to take care of the money, and to

make it bring in a good return also
;
and at a time when

gold was worth from 12 to 20 per cent., and when all who
were 'hard up' were forced to mortgage their lands and

houses, he saw that it only required a cool head and sound

judgment to turn the capital over with advantage. The result

was that in six years he had nearly quadrupled the original
sum in his hands, and when he died, in 1812, he was found to

be worth a million sterling.

Shortly after this event happened the battle of Leipsic,

and on the re-establishment of peace the Landgrave was
restored to his estates and his petty royalty. He had not

been many days at his palace when he received a call from the

eldest son of his departed Hof-agent, who handed him the

quarter of a million which six years before he had left with

Meyer Amschel. The Landgrave was overjoyed at the sight

of his cash, and, feeling that he could not pay too much
honour to such honesty and probity, dubbed young Roth-

schild a knight on the spot. At the Congress of Vienna,
which he attended shortly afterwards, he was loud in his

praises of the Rothschilds
;
and the result was that the other

crowned heads of Europe were anxious to secure the services

of so trustworthy a banker, who, no doubt, was equally ready
to do for any one of them what he had done for the Land-

grave, namely, take care of their money and repay it without

interest.

Meyer Amschel Rothschild left ten children five daugh-
ters and five sons who by their father's will were bidden to

enter into partnership, binding themselves under the most

solemn promises to be true to each other, and to keep the great

Hof Agency business in their own hands, without allowing
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strangers to interfere with it. They were to establish differ-

ent branches of the central bank at Frankfort, in London,

Paris, and the other capitals of Europe, and thus to keep
each other well informed as to all the centres of politics and

business.
'

Anselm, the eldest son, was to be the head of the firm,

says Mr. Martin,
'

directing all its operations, and, if neces-

sary, controlling the actions of his brothers. However, this

arrangement was not strictly carried out, for, though Anselm
remained all his life the nominal head, yet his third brother

(Nathan) inherited the largest share of his father's spirit, and

became the real chief of the house.' It was this Nathan

Meyer Rothschild, I may here remark, who, eventually settling

in London, was naturalised in England, was created a Baron

of the Austrian Empire, and became the father of Sir Anthony .

Rothschild, the first English baronet of the family. I must

now pass on to his history.

Born in September 1777, he left his home at Frankfort

in 1798, at the age of twenty-one, and opened a small place

of business as a banker and money-lender at Manchester,
which city he is said to have reached with 84Z. in his pocket
after paying his travelling expenses. By dint of shrewdness,

perseverance, and self-denial, however, he had so successfully

conducted his operations that he came from Manchester to

London with a capital of 200,000?. at his command. He en-

gaged largely in speculations in the public funds, a safe step

considering the supply of information which he received from

abroad
; and, as he realised vast profits, his 200,000?. speedily

added a fresh ' '

to it.

The next part of the story I will leave Mr. Martin to tell

in his own words :

* An instance of young Rothschild's sound calculation, and

which proved an event of the greatest importance in his suc-

cessful career, was his first transaction with the British

Government. In 1810, during the period when the fortunes

of the Peninsular War seemed most doubtful, some drafts
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of Wellington, amounting in the aggregate to a considerable

sum, came over to this country, and there was no money to

meet them in the Exchequer. Nathan Rothschild, calculating
with habitual shrewdness the chances of England's victory
in her great contest against the arms of France, purchased
the bills at a considerable discount, and, having made them
over to the Government at par, furnished the money for re-

deeming them. It was a splendid speculation in every respect,

and, according to Nathan's own confession, one of the best he

ever made. Henceforth, the Ministry entered into frequent
and intimate relations with the new Hebrew banker, who

fully realised the pecuniary advantages which this connection

brought him. Every piece of early news which he obtained

brought him the gain of thousands at the Stock Exchange,
the manipulation of which he had mastered to an unexam-

pled degree. Soon, however, even the information which the

resources of the Government furnished him was deemed in-

sufficient by the enterprising speculator, and he set to originate

means of his own for obtaining news far more perfect than

those at the service of the Government. For this purpose he

organised a staff of active agents, whose duty it was to follow

in the wake of the Continental armies, and to send daily, or,

if necessary, hourly reports of the most important movements,
successes or defeats, in ciphers hidden under the wings of

carrier-pigeons. To the breed of these pigeons Nathan Roths-

child attended with the greatest care, and often paid large

sums for birds of superior strength and swiftness.'

But he was not always content with the news sent at

second-hand through pigeons, a mode of transit always liable

to be intercepted by a stray shot from a Cockney's or a school-

boy's gun. Occasionally he would make his way to the Con-

tinent himself, in order to note matters with his own eyes.

For instance, when Napoleon returned from Elba, his anxiety

for the pecuniary prospects of the house led him to Belgium,

where he followed events, moving in the wake of the army
under Wellington. Eager to glean the latest intelligence, he
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even ventured on the edge of the battle of Waterloo, where he

witnessed the defeat of the French from the high ground in

front of the chateau of Hougoumont.
As soon as the fate of the battle was decided, Nathan

Rothschild rode as fast as his horse could carry him to Brussels,

where a chaise was in waiting to take him on to Ostend, which

he reached at daybreak on June 19. The sea was rough, and

he had therefore some little difficulty in getting a boat across
;

but a brave fisherman agreed to peril his life for the sum of

SOL, and the same night he was safe in Dover Harbour.

Posting on to London, and sleeping in the chaise, he reached

the City early on the 20th, and at ten o'clock was leaning

against his accustomed pillar at the Stock Exchange. He
looked solemn and anxious

;
and whispered to some of his

acquaintances a rumour that Marshal Bliicher and Wellington .

had suffered a defeat, and that Napoleon was master of the

field and of the day.

The news spread like wildfire
; down, of course, went the

funds. Nathan Rothschild's known agents sold with the rest,

but his unknown and secret agents bought still more largely,

picking up every bit of scrip that they could lay hands on till

the following day. On the afternoon of that day (the 21st)

the real news reached London the news of the fall of Napo-
leon. Radiant with joy, Nathan Rothschild was the first to

inform his friends on the Stock Exchange of the happy event.

The funds rose as fast as they had fallen perhaps even a

little faster and no sooner were the official returns of the

battle made known to the world, than it was found that the

House of Rothschild had netted a million by the transaction.

.Enough : the foundations of the monetary dynasty of that

house were now secure.

Having thus gained their first couple of millions, the

Rothschilds soon found honour and dignities showered thick

upon them. The Emperor of Austria raised all the five

brothers to the rank of hereditary nobles ;
and seven years

later granted them patents of dignity as barons. And as for
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Nathan, his career after Waterloo was as prosperous as it

had been before. ' He made money,' says Mr. Martin, 'even

by speculations which turned out bad
;
for instance, by the

English loan of twelve millions, for which he became respon-
sible in 1819, and which fell to a discount : but this did not

happen until Nathan had relieved himself of all responsibility.

His greatest successes, however, were in foreign loans, which he

was the first to make popular in England, by introducing the

habit of paying in the London market the dividends which

previously had been paid abroad, and by fixing the rate in

sterling money.
5

From about the year 1819 the transactions of the brothers

Rothschild came to be spread over the whole civilised world,

and Nathan negotiated in person or by proxy loans with the

Czar of Russia and with the South American Republics, and

drove his bargains with the Pope of Rome and the Sultan of

Turkey ; yet, while dealing with these world-wide matters,

he could calculate to a sixpence what each of his clerk's wages
should amount to

;
and he took care that they should never

be overpaid a penny, even when he was himself entertaining
at his table peers, bishops, and even Princes of the Blood

Royal. And yet he was not happy. His utter want of edu-

cation rendered him quite unfit to enjoy the pleasures of

London society, and at the same time exposed him to the

shafts of satire. He was constantly made the subject of

caricatures, which nettled and pained him to a degree ;
and

and he was constantly in receipt of billets-doux, sent by the

post anonymously, which contained threats of assassination

unless he sent large sums of money to the writers.

In the year 1831 Nathan Rothschild did a stroke of busi-

ness which, while it brought him and his house immense

profits, also heaped upon them not a little obloquy, freely ex-

pressed in many English and foreign newspapers. It is well

known that the supply of mercury is exceedingly limited,

being almost entirely drawn from two mines, those of Almaden,
in Spain, and of Idria, near Adelsberg, in Illyria. The mines
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of Almaden, which were known to the Greeks 700 years before

Christ, and which furnished 700,000?. annually to Rome during
the Imperial era, fell somewhat into neglect, on account of the

Napoleonic wars at the commencement of the present century,

so that the Spanish Government derived less profit from them

than formerly. Under these circumstances, when the Ministers

of his Catholic Majesty were hard up for funds in 1831, they
entertained the application of Nathan to furnish them with a

loan, on condition of the Almaden mines being made over to

him for a number of years as security. The bargain was

struck, and the House of Rothschild entered into possession

of the mines, commencing the business by immediately doubling
the price of Almaden mercury. The commercial world, much
astonished at this step, addressed itself to Idria

\
and then it

was discovered that the mines of Idria had passed likewise

very quietly into the hands of Nathan Rothschild, who had

settled, of course, the price of the mercury on the same scale

as that of Almaden. By this little transaction the House of

Rothschild obtained a complete monopoly in the sale of

mercury, and Nathan was able to fix the price of the article,

indispensable for many purposes, at his counting-house in St.

Swithin's Lane. This clever stroke of business as profitable

as it was clever had one notable consequence for the sick and

suffering of all nations. Mercurial preparations, largely em-

ployed in medicine, are at present no more manufactured from

the pure metal as obtained from the mines, but from the refuse

of other articles containing quicksilver, such as the foil of old

mirrors and looking-glasses. It would be interesting, if the

statistics were to be obtained, to calculate how many pounds

sterling the House of Rothschild made by the little mercury

business, and how many persons suffered in consequence of bad

mercurial medicines.

The grand secret and guiding principle which has ensured

the continuance of the prosperity of the House of Rothschild

has been the unity which has attended the co-partnership of

its members, so strongly enjoined as a duty on his children by
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its founder, Meyer Amschel, as he lay on his death-bed. It is,

after all, but a realisation of the truth of the fable of the

bundle of sticks, a fresh example of the saying that ' union is

strength.' To cement and to continue this bond of union,
Nathan conceived the further idea of linking the family still

closer together by the intermarriage of the brokers' children.

Accordingly in 1836 he summoned a meeting of the family at

Frankfort to discuss, and, if possible, to ratify the question.
His advice was followed, and the congress broke up with an

arrangement for the marriage of the eldest son of Nathan
.Rothschild with the eldest daughter of his brother Charles.

Nathan had arrived at Frankfort in the May of that year
in perfect health and spirits, and he took part in the religious

ceremonies which attended the wedding of his son and his

niece on June 15. Next day, however, he was taken ill
;
he

grew rapidly worse, and it was suggested that his physician
in London, Dr. Travers, should be summoned

; but the travel-

ling expenses of a London physician to Germany were too

heavy for the purse of a Rothschild, and a cheap medical

adviser from the city of Frankfort was called in. Under his

hands poor Nathan Rothschild got worse and worse, grew
delirious, and talked only of his pounds, his notes, and his

thalers, and on the 28th he died.

Early on the morning of the next day a sportsman, looking
out for birds on the downs near Brighton, shot a pigeon, which,
when picked up, proved to be one of the well-known carriers

of the House of Rothschild. It carried no letter under its

wings, but only a small bit of paper on which were written

the words 'II est mort,' with two initials. Who the il was there

could be no doubt. Next day there was almost a panic on the

Stock Exchange, and a great fall in the funds greater even

than that which occurred on the death of Sir Thomas Baring.O
The remains of Nathan Rothschild were brought over to

England, placed in a sumptuously gilded coffin, and buried with

great pomp and state in the Jewish cemetery at the East-end

of London, his hearse being followed by a train of mourning
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carriages nearly a mile in length, and the cavalcade in-

cluded not only the Lord Mayor and Sheriffs of London, but

also the Austrian, Russian, Prussian, and Neapolitan Ambas-
sadors. Yerily, if money be not a king, it sometimes has a

a royal following.

The fortune left by the head of the family was variously
estimated at three, six, and even ten millions. It is probable
that the exact sum was never really known, as large sums had

been made over to various members of his family in his life-

time. After declaring that he had an interest in all the houses

conducted by his brothers on the Continent, he ordered that

his four sons should join their uncles in carrying on the trans-

actions I suppose I must not call it
' business

'

of the house,

and to each of his three daughters he left a paltry 100,000.,

forbidding them to marry without the consent of their mother

and brothers. 'This,' as Mr. Martin remarks, 'was but a

furtherance of the guiding thought of the latter part of his

life, when he dreamed that he was destined to elevate his

family into a distinct class or caste, equal to that of the royal
families of Europe, and all united in the close ties of blood

alliance. Perhaps, at times, he even looked forward to the

day when the House of the 'Red Shield' should stand far

higher than those of Hapsburg and Coburg, by the right of a

power far higher and more stable than that of ancestry the

power of gold.

Such a dream, if Nathan Rothschild ever dreamed it, has

not come true, nor does it seem likely ever now to be realised.

Another generation has sprung up ;
the head of the English

house is a Peer, and several of the Rothschilds have held seats

in Parliament
;
the Rothschilds now own Gunnersbury Park

in Middlesex and Tring Park in Hertfordshire, and Mentmore
in Buckinghamshire ;

and some of their handsome Jewish

daughters have exchanged their Israelitish maiden-names for

Christian surnames. 1 The caste is broken in upon ;
the wall

1 Hannah, sister of Baron Eothschild and of Sir A. Rothschild,
married in 1839 the late Eight Hon. Henry Fitzroy, M.P. for Lewes,
brother of the late Lord Southampton ;

a daughter of Baron Rothschild,
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of severance is no longer standing ;
and Jewish wealth has

now become in the matrimonial market an article of exchange
for Christian blood and noble ties. May the blending of the

two principles be happy in its results !

AN EPISODE IN THE HOUSE OF HAELEY

AMONG our great families, whose names are coeval with the

Norman Conquest whose heads in the days of the last Stuart

sovereign
' held the realm in pawn

'

are the Harleys, who for

a century and a half after the extinction of the heroic House
of Yere enjoyed the dignity of earls of Oxford, and one of the

last of whom figured in his day as a merchant, Alderman, and

Lord Mayor of London. The old peerage-makers tell us that

the family
' can be traced to a period antecedent to the Con-

quest/ at which date its position was so eminent that it

forked, like the Harcourts, into two rival branches, one on each

side of the English Channel, bearing their original name of

Harlai in France.

We find that in or about the reign of our Edward II. a

certain knight, Sir Robert de Harley, married Margaret, eldest

daughter and co-heiress (with her sister Elizabeth, wife of

Sir Richard de Cornwall, son of Richard, Earl of Cornwall,

King of the Romans, brother of Henry II.) of Sir Bryan de

Brampton, in virtue of which marriage he gained the magni-
ficent estate and noble castle of Brampton Bryan, near Ludlow,
which has continued down to this day in the hands of his

descendants. And Sir Bernard Burke tells us that his

grandson, Sir John Harley, of Brampton Bryan, received the

honour of knighthood from Edward IV. on the field of battle.

From him, eighth or ninth in direct lineal descent, was Sir

Robert Harley, of Brampton Bryan, M.P. for Herefordshire,

Master of the Mint under Charles I., a man whose name

of Mentmore, has entered the bonds of matrimony after the Christian
rite with the Hon. Mr. Yorke, a younger brother of the Earl of Hard-
wicke; and still more recently another Miss Rothschild has become
Countess of Rosebery.
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is worthy of remembrance, if for no other reason, because

he refused to coin money at the Royal Mint in the Tower

with any other die than that of his royal master. For this

offence he was deposed by the Parliament, and he does not

appear to have lived to see the Restoration. His wife, Lady
Brilliana Harley, was a niece of Dorothy, daughter of Sir

John Tracy, of Toddington, Gloucestershire, and sister of

Mary, wife of Sir Horace Yere, Lord Yere of Tilbury, through
which union the Harleys became allied with the Yeres, ancient

Earls of Oxford, whose name is or rather was for twenty

generations a synonym for the very flower of English nobility.

Lady Brilliana was almost as celebrated for her defence of

Brampton Castle, when invested by the Parliamentary forces

in 1643, as was Lady Blanche Arundell for her defence of

Wardour Castle. 1 Her story is rather a touching one
;
for

although she had held the place for seven weeks against her

assailants, she forced them to raise the siege, yet she died a

few weeks afterwards, her end being hastened by her annoy-
ance and grief at the siege. After her death the Roundheads

returned to their work, and laid siege a second time to the

castle, which they took and then burned to the ground. A
mass of noble ruins still remains to show what the size of the

castle must have been in the days of its splendour.

The son of the owners of Brampton Castle, Sir Edward

Harley, was a member of the Parliament that called back

Charles II. to his throne, and was appointed Governor of

Dunkirk in reward of his father's services and losses in the

Royal cause. His eldest son, Robert Harley, successively

Speaker of the House of Commons, Secretary of State, and

Chancellor of the Exchequer, was created Earl of Oxford and

Mortimer in 1711, and four years later was impeached and

committed to the Tower. His public trial and his acquittal

on the charge of high treason in the reign of George I. are

matters well known to every school-boy or school-girl. His

son and successor, the second earl, was the gleaner and editor

1 See above, p. 1.
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of the valuable collection of historical documents which is

known to scholars as the Harleian Miscellany, and which was

purchased from his widow for the British Museum. The third

earl was his cousin, also Edward, of whom little more need be
said than that he married and had four sons, of whom the

eldest reigned as a peer in his stead, the second was Bishop of

Hereford, and the fourth a prebendary of Worcester, while

his third son, Thomas, was sent into the City to make his for-

tune, or at all events to push his way. The story of this

Thomas Harley I now come to tell.

Although the son and the brother of an Earl of Oxford,

yet this gentleman shared the fate which is so common among
the younger sons even of titled parents, namely, that of having
to begin the world with but a very small supply of money.

Young Harley was educated at the school at Westminster
;
but

it is not on record that on leaving his father's house at West-

minster he walked through Temple Bar and journeyed eastwards

into the City of London proper, with only the conventional

half -a-crown in his pocket which usually figures on these occa-

sions. Indeed, it is not at all certain that he went through

Temple Bar at all, for even at that date there were more ways
than one into the heart of London. One way, at all events,

was by the river, not in a steamer, but in a hired wherry or

his father's private barge.
It so happened that his father's steward, who had made

some pickings out of the Harley estates, was possessed of a

very pretty daughter, one Anna or, as she was called, 'Nanny'

Bangham, and she became the fair goddess of his destiny.
She was her father's heiress, was known to have a good fortune
'

looming in the future,' and her father, plain Edward Bangham,

thought that none would have a better right to share it

with her than one of his master's sons. The fates were pro-

pitious ; young Thomas Harley
*

popped the question
' which

has made (or marred) so many men before him and after him.

Old Bangham was quite as willing as his fair daughter to say

'yes ;' so the affair was soon settled, and her money too. He
M
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received with '

Nanny
'

a handsome fortune, with which, at

the ripe age of twenty-two, the Honourable Thomas Harley
commenced business in the wine trade, and became a citizen of

London, resolving mentally, no doubt, to sit one day in the

civic chair.

Time went on. Harley prospered in his business, and the

fact of his having a ' handle
'

to his name, we may be sure,

did not stand in his way among the good people who worship
Mammon much, but * blue blood

' even more, to the east of

Temple Bar. Ten years after his marriage and his start in

business, namely, in 1762, we find him chosen an Alderman of

London, and in the same year one of the members for the City,

having succeeded to the seat vacated by its late respected re-

presentative, Sir John Barnard. He served as Sheriff of

London in 1764, and became Lord Mayor in 1768.

During his shrievalty he made himself famous, though
not perhaps popular in the City, by seizing the emblems of the

'boot' and 'petticoat,' which the mob were burning in the

street opposite the Mansion House, in mockery of Lord Bute

and the Princess Dowager, while the Sheriffs were busily

engaged, on their parts, in burning the North Briton, the

paper of John Wilkes. The people in the mob were throwing

copies of the paper about in sport and fun, when one of them

probably carrying inside of it a handful of dirt or a stone

was hurled through the front window of Mr. Sheriff Harley's

chariot, shattering the glass. This caused an alarm, and the

Sheriffs retired, with sound discretion, to the Mansion House.

Some few of the ringleaders of the mob were arrested, and

brought before the Lord Mayor ;
but it turned out to be a

' storm in a tea-cup,' and it appeared that no danger to the

Constitution was designed or contemplated by the populace,

though angry with the civic magnates.
A proposal being made to offer a vote of thanks to the

Sheriffs, for discharging their duty on this not very difficult

or critical occasion, was negatived by the Lord Mayor himself,

who stated publicly that he did not consider the affair as
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'

sufficiently important for a public and solemn acknowledg-
ment, which,' he declared with emphasis, 'ought to follow

only the most eminent exertions of duty.'

For this refusal it is almost incredible the Duke of

Bedford, in his place in the House of Lords, moved that the

Mayor and Corporation of London should be 'ordered to

attend at the bar to answer for their conduct
;

'

while another

duke, his Grace of Richmond, in seconding the motion, took

to himself and his leader great credit for not moving a formal

address to his Majesty, urging him to 'deprive the City of

its charter.' Lord Mansfield, who had, fortunately, enjoyed a

legal instead of a ducal education, with great good sense and

coolness, explained the matter in all its bearings to the satis-

faction of the House, and in the end prevailed upon the two
dukes to withdraw a motion which could not be justified upon

any principle of reason, law, or liberty.

For his service on this occasion, however, Mr. Harley was
sworn a Privy Councillor, so that he could style himself '

Right
Honourable '

long before he obtained the honours of the

mayoralty.
1 But in proportion as he gained favour at Court,

he lost it in the City ;
and in consequence he was thrown out

of Parliament at the next election, and was afterwards un-

successful in his candidature for Herefordshire, in which county
it might be thought the Harley interest would have been all-

powerful. At length, in 1775, on the occasion of Mr. Foley

being raised to the peerage, when the memory of his shrievalty
had passed away, the farmers and cider-makers of Hereford-

shire thought better of the affair, and sent him as their repre-

sentative to St. Stephen's ;
and he continued to hold his seat

for a quarter of a century or more.

There is little or nothing to say with respect to Mr. Harley's

mayoralty, except that it was uneventful, and that at the close

1 It is stated by Mr. Sylvauus Urban in the obituary notice of Mr.

Harley in the Gentleman's Magazine for 1804, that this honour had

never before been conferred on any of his predecessors in the mayor-

alty from the days of Sir William Walworth.
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of it he had won back part at least of that capricious and

fleeting substance called public favour.
1 It cannot be denied/ observes a writer in the Gentleman's

Magazine, who was eminently acquainted with the City politics

of seventy years ago,
* that in consequence of the peculiar

temper of the times, and the imperious duty thence frequently

imposed on him of firmly resisting the headstrong course of

popular licentiousness, the conduct of Mr. Harley was fre-

quently exposed, as might have been expected, to obloquy and

misrepresentation. A strong instance of this was afforded in

the case of the press-warrants in 1770 and the following year.

As he never wanted popular favour, nor practised those disin-

genuous artifices by which the fleeting applause of a giddy
multitude is too often successfully pursued, it was not in the

transient popularity of a day that he sought the reward of his

exertions, but in the approbation of his own conscience, and,

next to that, in the well-founded and permanent praise of those

whose praise he justly valued. Laudari a laudatis was ever the

object of his ambition. At this distance of time, however, when
the ebullitions of popular fury have, together with their effects,

long since happily subsided in this kingdom, when the lament-

able consequences of uncontrolled democratic frenzy have been

so abundantly exemplified in our eyes in the total ruin and deso-

lation of neighbouring States, it will hardly be thought ,to dero-

gate from Mr. Harley's public character when we state that, in

the vigilant discharge of his official duties he was frequently

exposed to insult and opposition from a lawless and irritated

mob
; that, in burning the North Briton, while he was Sheriff", in

1764, he was violently and tumultuously assaulted
; that, on

more than one occasion during his mayoralty he encountered,

with a characteristic coolness, and with the most determined

intrepidity, very serious personal danger ;
and that when

afterwards, in 1770, he was going up with a number of fellow-

citizens to present a loyal address to his Sovereign on the

birth of a princess, he was even forcibly torn from his chariot,

and prevented from proceeding to St. James's. It is more
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pleasant to relate that in later and better times a very dif-

ferent sentiment had universally prevailed in the metropolis ;

and it is a fact that even his former political opponent, Mr.
Wilkes himself, who will probably be as little suspected of

partiality in this as of want of discernment in any instance,

has frequently been heard to bear honourable testimony, in the

latter years of his life, to the merits of Mr. Harley's public

conduct, declaring it to have been at all times uniform, manly,
and consistent.'

He also continued to draw a good income from his business

as a merchant, to which he eventually added that of a banker,
and prospered in his double capacity. In conjunction with

another gentleman, named Drummond I believe, his son-in-

law he had at one time a contract for supplying the army in

America with foreign gold a contract out of which the two

are said to have realised a fortune of more than half a million.

With the proceeds of this contract he bought a fine property
at Berrington, near Leominster, on which he built a sump-
tuous residence, in fact a sort of palace. But, partly owing
to the extravagance of his style of living, and partly in con-

sequence of some extensive failures,
* there was in his banking-

house in 1797,' says a contemporary writer,
'

something like a

hesitation of payment.' With respect to this event, 'Sylvanus
Urban '

says :

' At a period when this critical and even awful

state of public affairs had given a shock to public credit, which

was felt not only by the most respectable commercial houses

throughout the kingdom, but also in some measure by the

Bank of England itself, Mr. Harley determined at once to

relinquish all his commercial concerns. The most liberal and

friendly offers of pecuniary aid he had declined in the most

disinterested manner
;
and having made a voluntary assign-

ment of all his real and personal property (should it be

wanting) for the honourable payment of all his partnership

demands, he had soon the heartfelt satisfaction of seeing them

all discharged in their fullest extent, both as to principal and

interest, a proof of his uprightness and integrity which raised
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him even higher than before in the estimation of his fellow-

citizens.'

Even after this momentary failure, though advanced in

years, he was strongly urged to allow himself to be put forward

as a candidate for the chamberlainship of the City, when
vacant by the death of Mr. Wilkes

;
but he declined the pro-

posal, in a '

manly and feeling address
'

to the Livery, in which

he stated among other reasons that, in the event of such a

vacancy, he was pledged to support the individual who in point
of fact was elected to the post. On quitting the representa-
tion of the City in 1774, he issued another address to the

Liverymen of London,
'

strongly marked by that manly
steadiness and consistency of character, that clear discernment

and vigour of intellect, by which he was at all times distin-

guished in public and in private life.' Mr. Harley spent the

last few years of his life in retirement. He was for some

years before his death 'the Father of the City,' and he drew a

salary of 300 a year from the civic funds as governor of the

Irish Society. His wife died in 1798, and he followed her to the

grave in 1804. His biographer, in the columns of the Gentle-

man's Magazine, records the fact that, down to near the end

of his life, he continued the vigilant and active discharge of

his civic duties in the metropolis, retaining to the time of his

death his alderman's gown, and having become by the death of

Mr. Alsop, in 1785, the < Senior or Father of the City.' He
left five daughters, his co-heirs two of whom married peers

but no son to succeed him
; and, though the earldom of

Oxford is extinct, yet the memory of the ancient and noble

House of Harley is still embalmed in the name of Harley

Street, so named after the celebrated author of the Harleian

Miscellany, who is mentioned above as the second earl.
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THE BAD LOED STOUETON

THE noble House of Stourton is of great antiquity in Wilt-

shire, deriving its name from the village of Stourton the

town or ville upon the Stour where its head held broad acres

from a date before the Conquest down to the beginning of the

Georgian era. That the Stourtons were men of note and of

power at that early date is proved by the fact that Botolph
de Stourton was one of the chief opponents of the Norman
invader in the west, disputing every inch of ground against

him, breaking down the sea-walls of the Severn, guarding the

land passages, and securing Glastonbury, so that he was able

to dictate even to William the Conqueror the terms on which

he would yield possession of the soil. From him descended a

long line of knights, who fought for the Holy Sepulchre in

their generations, and sought their mates among the Bassets,

the Yernons, and the Berkeleys. One of this line, Sir John

Stourton, a gallant warrior, and also a statesman, in the reign

of Henry VI., was raised to the peerage in A.D. 1455, as Lord

Stourton. His great-great-grandson, Charles, the seventh

baron, however, sadly tarnished the family escutcheon by a

deed of murder, which he expiated in the market-place at

Salisbury.

This deed of violence took its origin in a strife arising out

of those Forest Laws which were so cruel a source of oppression
of our poorer classes in the Middle Ages. As Mrs. Crosse

writes in Once a Week :

'

Every schoolboy knows that the

tyranny of the early Norman kings was felt most keenly in

their cruel exactions for the preservation of game. To kill

beasts of the chase was as penal as the murder of a man. We
can easily understand how stoutly our ancestors battled for

the " Charta de Foresta," which was extorted with as much
reluctance as the Magna Charta itself. Even when the laws
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had undergone a considerable amelioration, common persons

keeping dogs within the limits of the forest were obliged to

cut away the balls of their fore-feet, to render them incapable

of pursuing game or of hunting the deer. Great dissatisfaction

arose from time to time in respect to the encroachments of the

limits of the royal hunting grounds, and bad blood was pro-

duced between the great landlords on the one hand and the

yeomanry and tenantry on the other.'

In order to see an example of the sad effects of the laws, I

will ask my readers to accompany me to the Forest of Selwood,

which lies on the borders of Wiltshire and Somerset, in the

direction between Salisbury and Bath.

This tract of land, pleasantly diversified by a succession of

hills and valleys, must have been very picturesque in the days
when as yet it was not cut up by modern

*

improvements,' and.

what is known as 'high farming.' These fair lands, some

twelve miles long by five in breadth, were in due course of

time *

disafforested,' not, however, without a great deal of

opposition from those who were directly interested in keeping
them up as a *

chase/ and who preferred the interests of their

horses and dogs to those of a prosperous and contented

peasantry. But there are two sides to every question ;
and

the whirligig of time brought it about in the course of a couple
of centuries I do not stop here to explain how that the

yeomen and cottagers obtained a prescriptive right to pasture
their cattle on the outlying parts of the Forest of Selwood

;
and

of course the lower orders had a personal interest in preserving
its glades from encroachment by lords and squires. Again, to

quote the words of Mrs. Crosse :

' Towards the close of the

reign of Henry VIII. the nobles began to slice off pieces of

the outlying wastes and commons, inclosing them for their

own pastures and parks. A belief in the rights of the soil is

so inherent in human nature that it is not surprising that the

people rose and resisted to the very death this encroachment

on their privileges. They were first despoiled of their lands

by the King, and, now that the forest laws had fallen into
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desuetude, they were robbed of their pasturage by the nobles.

The evil had attained to such a height that in 1549 a pro-
clamation was issued by Edward VI. to restrain certain nobles

and gentry from inclosing the commons and converting them
into their own pastures and parks, and commanding that all

ground that had been thus inclosed should be thrown open on a

certain day, under heavy penalties.' But the good intentions

of this order were disregarded by the great landowners
;
and

the result was that the cottagers assembled and raised tumults

throughout the district, breaking down the fences which in-

closed the parks which Lord Herbert and Lord Stourton had

carved out from the lands which, though illegally, they had

looked upon as * waste.' The Crown on more than one occasion

sent down a commission to quell these disturbances
;
but one

of these at all events was not destined to pass away without

bloodshed.

In the district of which I write is a parish called Kilming-

ton, and in it lived a yeoman family named Hartgill, between

whom and Lord Stourton there was evidently
* no love lost.'

In fact, both the father and the son had taken active measures

to oppose his lordship's arbitrary attempts to inclose the

adjacent lands
;
but Lord Stourton would not yield, and no

doubt felt all the more sorely wounded because his opponent
was a man of only middle- class birth and parentage. The

Hartgills sent up a memorial to the Privy Council, and in the

course of a week or two a royal mandate came from London,
a scarlet-coated messenger from Whitehall, desiring his lord-

ship to desist from an inclosure he had commenced, and to

avoid giving occasion for further *

misliking
'

among his

neighbours.

At this time his lordship, who had married a sister of the

Duke of Northumberland, happened to die
;
but the quarrel

between the Stourtons and the Hartgills was not buried in his

grave it was taken up with all possible bitterness by his son

and successor, Charles, the seventh lord, tne individual already
mentioned.
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A few years passed on, but apparently the strife between

the lord of the great House and the yeoman's family was as

lively as ever. At Whitsuntide, 1556, it appears that Lord

Stourton came over from Stourton to Kilmington, with the

pretended grievance that the Hartgills had been hunting with

horses and dogs in his park. With him came a large band of

retainers, armed with guns and bows, and evidently bent on

mischief. We catch a glimpse of the rough manners of the

forefathers of the yeomen of Wilts and Somerset when we
read that the Hartgills, on hearing of his lordship's approach,
retreated into the parish church of Kilmington for safety. One

of the old man's sons, however, John by name, ran back to his

father's homestead, in order to fetch some staves, some bows

and arrows, and other weapons of offence and defence. As he

ran across, several arrows were shot at him by Lord Stourton's

men, but these happily missed their aim. Several of the

villagers now came up to aid the Hartgills, and actually drove

the Stourtonites from the churchyard and its precincts,

while the old people with their servants took refuge in the

tower of the church, and laid in a supply of bread and meat in

order to stand a siege.

One can easily imagine the face of the elder Hartgill as he

peered warily out of the church window, and, after thanking
his son for the supply of food, bade him go up with all speed
to London, to lay the facts of the case before the Queen and

her Council at Whitehall.

Scarce was young John Hartgill out of sight, when Lord

Stourton and his ' men of war '

returned to the churchyard,

keeping the old people shut up in the dark belfry of the tower

in a pretty state of nervous alarm. One of them, however,
went off to the yeoman's defenceless farm-house, and took out

of the stables old Hartgill's favourite riding horse, valued at

eight pounds, and shot him with a cross-bow, in sight of his

owner, giving out that the latter had been seen on it hunting
in his lordship's park.

Meantime the son returned from London, having so far
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succeeded in his mission that at his request the Lords of the

Council sent down a commission, with the High Sheriff of

Somerset at its head, ordering Lord Stourton to appear before

them. His lordship was, therefore, obliged to swallow his

rage, and make a journey to London in custody of the Sheriff.

On reaching Whitehall he was committed to the Fleet Prison,

to which no doubt he was conveyed by the old ' silent highway
'

of the river Thames. In all probability, however, as being
the brother-in-law of the Duke of Northumberland, he speedily

found a means of escape perhaps by the use of a '
silver

key ;

'

for, if I may believe the account of this affair as given

by the antiquary Strype, he was soon back at Kilmington,

harassing the Hartgills with all the malice of which he was

capable.
And so matters stood for a year or two, during which I

suppose that the Hartgills came down from their fastness in

the church tower, and went about their business as if nothing

strange had happened. But it is clear that the Stourtons

would not let them remain in quiet. On the accession of

Mary, the Hartgills and their fellow-yeomen appear to have

presented a fresh petition, asking either for protection from

their tyranny, or redress against their violence, for the Council

at Whitehall again called the brawlers before them. Lord

Stourton. now made all sorts of promises of good behaviour,

vowing that if any of the Hartgills' cattle or horses had been

detained at Stourton House they had only to come and fetch

them, and they should have them freely and readily. But

they soon learnt not to '

put their trust in princes ;

'

for as

they were going to the great house they were attacked by
several of his lordship's men, who attacked and wounded John

Hartgill, and left him for dead in the road.

This affair had now grown so serious as to have attracted

the attention of the Court of the Star Chamber, to whom, we

read, 'the matter appeared so heinously base on the Lord

Stourton's side that he was fined in a certain sum, to be paid

over to the Hartgills.' Besides this, his lordship was a second
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time committed as a prisoner to the Fleet. But fines and im-

prisonments had no weight with him. By hook or by crook

he again contrived to efiect his escape out of ' durance vile,'

this time, however, giving a bond in 2,OOOZ. to return when
called upon to appear and expressing a wish to settle the

quarrel between himself and his old enemies by a money pay-

ment, and desiring the Hartgills to fix upon a place where

they should receive the fine. Strype tells us that ' the latter

received his errand, but were in much doubt to adventure

themselves,' and not without good reason, as we shall see

presently.

The rest of the story shall be told as condensed from

old Strype's quaint and circumstantial narrative :

' At length

a meeting was arranged at Kilmington Church, and at ten

of the clock one cold January morning Lord Stourton came,

true to his appointment. But there came with him such

a conclave of men on horseback and men on foot that the

Hartgills were in great dread. The open space near the church

was nigh filled with this concourse, consisting of fifteen of

Lord Stourton's own men, sundry of his tenants, besides several

gentlemen and justices, to the number of about sixty persons
in all. His lordship went into the church house, which was

about forty paces distant, and thence sent word to the Hartgills,

who were sheltering themselves under the sacred roof,
" that

they must come out, for the church was no place to talk

of worldly matters
;

"
whereupon they adventured themselves,

coming within twenty paces, old Hartgill, after due salutation,

saying,
" My lord, I see many of mine enemies about your

lordship, therefore I am much afraid to come any nearer."

Upon this the company said "
they durst promise all they had,

they should have no bodily hurt." Upon this comfort they

approached to my lord's person. Lord Stourton then discoursed

upon the reason which had brought them together, saying
that if they would come into the church house he would pay
them the money. But the Hartgills refused to go into any
covered place, the church excepted.
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' At this refusal there was much demur and talking, but
some one present thought good that a table should be set upon
the open green, which was done accordingly. Lord Stourton

laid thereupon a cap case and a purse, as though he intended

to make payment ;
and calling unto the two Hartgills, he said

that the council had ordered him to pay them a certain sum
of money, which they should have every penny ;

" but marry,
he would first know them to be true men." This was the

watchword, which was no sooner said than Lord Stourton laid

hands on William Hartgill, adding,
" I arrest you of felony."

Immediately ten or twelve of his own men surrounded the

Hartgills and thrust them violently into the church house.

Here his lordship produced
" two bands of inkle," which he

had in readiness, and he caused his men to bind them with the

same. He took from them their purses with his own hands,

and finding afterwards a turquoise in one, gave it to Lady
Stourton. When John Hartgill was bound he gave him a

blow on his face, Sir James FitzJames and Chaffin looking on.

At this moment young Hartgill's wife, no doubt alarmed at

the commotion, rushed into the church house, encountering
Lord Stourton at the door. He spurred and kicked at her,

making a great rent in her hosen with his spur, and finally

gave her such a blow with his sword between the head and

neck that she fell backwards as though dead, and for three

hours the company had much ado to keep life in her.' Such

is the extraordinary account of the illegal arrest of two un-

offending gentlemen, made in the presence of so many persons
that one is surprised that a feeling of common humanity did

not come to rescue the oppressed.

But the worst part of the story remains to be told. Lord

Stourton, having kept the Hartgills all day without food or

drink, conveyed them bound as his prisoners to a house on his

estate, called Bonhams, where he sent for two '

justices of the

peace' to examine them ! on what ground or charge is not

stated. The so-called 'justices' were probably creatures of

his own, for we find that their examination ended in nothing
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but an order that they should be 'losed of their bonds.' The
same night the prisoners were fetched away by some of Lord

Stourton's minions, who, as it subsequently appeared in evi-

dence, had orders to despatch them if they made any resistance.

Their destination was now a 'close yard,' adjoining the great

house, where they were made to kneel down with their hands

tied behind them, and were beaten till they were thought to

be dead,
'

my lord in the mean season standing at the gallery

door, which was not a coyt's (quoit's) cast from the place.'

When the ruffians had done the job thus far, they wrapped up
the bodies in their own gowns and carried them through a

garden into the gallery, where they were joined by Lord

Stourton himself, who carried a candle to show them the way,
and who, when one of the dying men showed by a groan that

life was not quite extinct, ordered his servant to cut their

throats,
*

lest a French priest, who lay near, should hear them.'

The bodies were then cast into an underground chamber, or

dungeon, his lordship standing by with the candle in his hand.

One of the assassins, apparently with a softer heart than

his fellow, said,
*

Oh, my lord, this is a pitiful sight. Had I

thought what I now think before the thing was done, your
whole land would not have won me to such an act.' To this

his wicked employer answered,
*

What, faint-hearted fool ! is

it any more than ridding the world of two knaves, that living

were troublesome to God's law and man's 1 There is no more
account to be made of them than the killing of two sheep !

'

And so they finished their hideous work of death by digging a

grave for their victims, covering them first with earth and

then with paving stones, while Lord Stourton kept walking

up and down on the planks above, oftentimes calling to them
to make speed, for that the night went away.' But, though
the night passed away and morning came, the hand of justice
at length did not fail to overtake the wicked lord, who was
arrested and carried to London to be judged for his foul crime.

In January, 1556, he was committed to the Tower to await his

trial, which took place on February 2G following, before the
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judges of the Council in Westminster Hall. It appears he

entertained a hope that, being an adherent, nominally at least,

of ' the old religion,' he would not be allowed by the Queen to

suffer the extreme penalty of the law. But in this hope he

was grievously mistaken. 'The Queen and her Council,'

observes a writer of repute,
' were greatly displeased at this,

and willed process and judgment to proceed against him.'

When called upon to make answer to the charge of wilful

murder, he refused to plead, and would not open his mouth

until he was threatened with being pressed to death if he

remained silent. At' last he pleaded guilty, and was sen-

tenced to be hanged ;
four of his men also were sentenced to

be hanged at the same time.

It may readily be supposed that these four poor wretches

were turned off at St. Giles's Pound or at Tyburn tree
;
but

the end of Lord Stourton. himself was to be witnessed by the

men of his own county. He was accordingly conveyed by

easy stages by way of Hounslow, Staines, and Basingstoke to

Salisbury, where he was executed on March 6. The only
favour shown to him was the permission that, in virtue of

his rank, he should be throttled by a silken instead of a

hempen cord. The market-place was the scene of his execu-

tion
;
and it is some comfort to learn that ' he made great

lamentation at his death for his wilful and impious deeds.'

The memory of such a miscreant might well be allowed to

pass away, and when he was buried in Salisbury Cathedral it

would perhaps have been kinder to have erected no monument
to mark the spot where he was laid. But in the north tran-

sept there is a tomb which is known as that of ' the wicked

Lord Stourton' by exhibiting the armorial bearings of the

family in the shape of six circular openings, which represent

the six springs which rose, and perhaps still rise, in the park
at Stourton. The silken cord with which he suffered was

suspended over his tomb for many years, till it rotted away
and fell to pieces.

It is scarcely a matter of wonder that the Stourton family
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should have long since sold their Wiltshire estates, and

emigrated to Yorkshire, where their name is held deservedly
in honour to the present day. Their head is now Lord

Mowbray, as well as Lord Stourton.

BENJAMIN, LOED BLOOMFIELD

VERY many, if not most, of the members of our Peerage, both

English and Irish, can boast with truth that they represent
families of ancestral wealth and influence, or of historic note,

or of brilliant achievements
;
and this is true to a far greater

extent of the Peerage of Scotland, on the roll of which not

a name appears that has not been adorned with a coronet

for at least the best part of two centuries, while nearly all

the pedigrees can be certified by the '

Lyon
'

King of Arms at

Edinburgh to extend back into the ages when the Stuarts had

not yet added an English to their Scottish throne.

A few of the Irish families, however, have attained the

honours of the Peerage without any very great public services

on the part of the first grantee, and without being able to

boast of great wealth or noble ancestry.
' My lord,' said a

wealthy squire and M.P., who lived in St. James's Place, to

Lord Bute, or Lord Shelburne, or to some other Prime Minis-

ter of the last century,
' I am very much inclined to support

your measures in my place in Parliament, and to give you

my vote and steady support ;
but I should be most glad and

most obliged to you if, in return, you would go so far out of

your way as to ask for me the permission of the Ranger (one

of the royal dukes) to allow me the privilege of a private key
which will admit me from my garden in St. James's Place

into the Green Park without going round by way of the

Palace.' ' I am sorry, sir,' replied the Premier, with a benevo-

lent smile,
' that it is not in my power to oblige you in the

precise manner in which you wish. The thing, I assure you,

is an impossibility ;
and his Royal Highness has not only
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refused it to more than one applicant, but has desired me
never to ask such a favour again. I will, however, with plea-

sure recommend you to his Majesty for an Irish peerage, if

you feel inclined to accept the honour.'

I do not know for certain whether the proffered Irish

coronet was accepted by Mr. with the same readiness

with which it was offered j but the story which, by the way,
is told with some variation by that old gossip, Sir Nathaniel

Wraxall may serve to show that Irish Peerages were not

held of very great account in London even in the good old

days
' when George the Third was King,' and when the

Legislative Union of 1800 had not been dreamed of as yet by
the younger Pitt.

I am led into these remarks by way of introduction to the

story of the rise and advancement of one plain Captain

Benjamin Bloomfield, of the Royal Artillery, to the dignity of

' Lord Bloomfield, of Redwood, in the county of Tipperary,
in the peerage of Ireland.' It appears that the bestowal of

this title was due in a very great measure to the concurrence

of two or three fortunate accidents.

It so happened that a plain untitled gentleman,
' de-

scended from an ancient family in Ireland,' according to Sir

Bernard Burke-(-albeit he omits all mention of his pedigree,

'Ulster King of Arms' though he isj-some sixty years ago
held a commission in the Royal Artillery ;

and secondly, that

he was at Brighton with his troop, when the Prince Regent
had taken up his residence at the Pavilion, which he had

recently built as a palace of pleasure. A third piece of gra-

tuitous good fortune was to be found in the fact that the

Captain was well known in Brighton as an accomplished

player on the violoncello ;
and further, by way of a fourth bit

of luck, his Royal Highness, in his idle and leisure hours,

wanted some one who could accompany him 011 that instru-

ment. Accordingly one day a message was sent to the barracks,

requesting, or rather commanding, the presence of Captain
Bloomfield at the Pavilion. The summons was loyally and

N
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dutifully obeyed ; Captain Bloomfield put in an appearance
before ' the first gentleman in Europe ;

' and so far were his

musical talents brought to the right market, that from that

evening commenced an acquaintance between the Prince and

the Captain which gradually ripened into an intimate friend-

ship, and, as Captain Bloomfield had good manners, good sense,

and more tact than falls to most men, lasted while the Prince

was king.

For a considerable time the Captain was known in fashion-

able circles as Sir Benjamin Bloomfield, being appointed an

Equerry and Gentleman Usher of the Court, and knighted by
the Prince in 1815. Two years later, on the retirement of

Sir John M'Mahon, he was appointed to the not very labo-

rious offices of Receiver-General of the Duchy of Cornwall,

and Private Secretary to the Prince and Keeper of the Privy
Purse.

But he had not yet reached to the summit of the mountain

up which his musical talents had led him by an easy ascent.

In 1824, as we are told by the Peerages, he was accredited

Minister Plenipotentiary and Ambassador Extraordinary to

the Court of Stockholm, and shortly afterwards was raised to

the Irish Peerage as Lord Bloomfield.

Captain Gronow, in his amusing and entertaining
' Anec-

dotes and Reminiscences,' lets us into a little of the secret

history of these last two steps of preferment. He says :

* A
Court intrigue, headed by a fashionable and fascinating mar-

chioness, caused Sir Benjamin Bloomfield to be sent into

splendid exile, this lady attributing to him the fact that she

had been compelled to send back to the donor some jewels

which had been presented to her by the Prince Regent, but

which, as it was afterwards discovered, could not be alienated

from the Crown, to which they, in fact, belonged.' This well-

timed service to Royalty, then, was the true reason why
Sir Benjamin was sent off as ambassador to Stockholm and

eventually created a peer ;
and such is the real story of the

origin of the title.
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It is only right to add that, although he had received not a

diplomatic but only an ordinary education, Lord Bloomfield's

good sense, polished tastes, affable manners, and unostenta-

tious hospitality rendered him exceedingly popular in that

northern capital, and that in his '

splendid exile
'

he became
as great a favourite with Bernadotte as he had been with the

Prince Regent at Windsor, at Brighton, or at Carlton House.

The name of Lord Bloomfield (adds Captain Gronow in 1860)
is held in great respect even to the present day in Sweden.

Eventually he was nominated a Knight Grand Cross of both

the Royal Hanoverian Guelphic Order and also of the Bath,
and promoted to the rank of lieutenant-general in the army
and colonel-commandant in the Royal Engineers.

Lord Bloomfield died in the year 1846, at the age of eighty-

four, having been twice married. His only son, his issue by
his second wife, was the second Lord Bloomfield, who, having
followed the diplomatic profession, and having held for many
years the post of Minister at the Court of Berlin, was re-

warded with an English peerage and the dignity of a Knight
Grand Cross of the Order of the Bath

;
but both the titles

died with him. Still, however, it may fairly be asserted, I

take it, that, in all human probability, these twin coronets

would never have been called into existence if it had not been

for the occurrence of the chapter of accidents already re-

ferred to
;
and if any moral is to be drawn from the story

of Benjamin, Lord Bloomfield, it would seem to be that it is

occasionally a profitable investment to give our sons, as well

as our daughters, a musical education.

LORD LYTTELTON'S GHOST

the many well-authenticated tales of supernatural
events or at any rate of events that cannot be explained by

any merely natural laws is one which for over a century has

been current in the noble house of Lyttleton, being handed
N 2
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down with great minuteness ' from sire to son,' and referred to

by Sir Walter Scott, Boswell, and Hugh Miller, as well as

by other writers. It relates to the sudden end of Thomas,
second Lord Lyttelton, which happened at a house at Epsom
in Surrey then a fashionable watering-place on November

27, 1779, when his lordship was only six-and-thirty years
of age. The story is briefly but incidentally told by Sir

Nathaniel William Wraxall, in his amusing and interesting
* Memoirs of his own Time/ and in a way which makes it clear

that he, at all events, inclined to the belief that it was the

result of some power more than human, though at the same

time he hesitates to express his faith on the subject in clear

and unmistakable terms. I, like him, shall content myself
with simply telling the tale, leaving to my readers the task of

accounting for the occurrence in any way that they may think

lit. So far as Lord Lyttelton's personal character stood, his

secession from the supporters of Lord North, if we may judge
from Nathaniel's words, appears to have been a diminution of

strength and a loss of talent in the House of Peers which

that unpopular Ministry could ill afford. If so, it is obvious

to remark that a century ago high moral qualities were not so

necessary as they are nowadays to secure influence to men in

public situations.

The Lytteltons have held a foremost place among the un-

titled squirearchy of Worcestershire for at least 600 years,

since the reign of Henry III. With only a single break, when
the family hopes centred in. an heiress who induced her hus-

band, however, to take her own name along with her broad

acres the line of male descent is made out clearly by the

Heralds' College from Thomas de Littleton or Lyttleton of

Henry's reign, who married the heiress of Simon de Frankley,
down to the present Lord Lyttelton, whom Burke styles Baron

Lyttelton of Frankley, and who has lately succeeded to the

Viscountcy of Cobham.
The Lytteltons gallantly supported the royal cause in the

days of the Stuarts, both in purse and in person ;
and one of
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the squires of Frankley was within the wails of Colchester

Castle when it was besieged by the Roundheads of the Parlia-

mentary army. This gentleman's grandson, Sir George Lyt-
telton who had been successively M.P. for Okehampton,
secretary to George, Prince of Wales, and a Commissioner of

the Treasury, and afterwards Chancellor of the Exchequer
was raised to the honours of the Peerage in 1757. He is

known both as an historian and a poet, and he commanded no

less respect on account of his personal character and those

domestic virtues which were rarer among great personages
under George II. than under Victoria. His son, too, Thomas,
the second lord, was a man of high political abilities, and one

who, in spite of private vices of a most glaring character,

might easily have occupied a high place in the then position

of parties, if he had not been so suddenly cut off before attain-

ing, or, at all events, passing the prime of- life. So, at any rate,

thought Sir Nathaniel Wraxall, who knew many of his friends

personally, and who seldom formed an absurd estimate of other

men's position in the age of which he writes so amusingly.
And yet he confesses that by the profligacy of his conduct and

the abuse of his high talents 1 he seemed to have emulated the

Duke of Buckingham in Dryden(or Pope'sjDuke of Wharton,
both of whom he resembled alike in the superiority of his

natural endowments and in the peculiarity of his end. Villiers,

Duke of Buckingham the ' Zimri '

of Dryden's
' Absalom

and Achitophel
'

after exhausting his health and squan-

dering his immense fortune in every species of excess and riot,

expired, as we all know, in a way-side inn, a wretched tene-

ment, hard by his own estate in Yorkshire, abandoned by all

his former admirers and boon companions. The Duke of

Wharton, who had played under George I. a part not much
less eccentric than that played by Yilliers under the second

Charles, ended his wild and mad career, exiled and attainted,

1 So great, indeed, were his abilities as a statesman and a writer,

that he has been accused, both in the Quarterly Review and elsewhere,
of having been the author of the Letters of Junius.'
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in an obscure monastery of Catalonia, worn out, as we shall

presently see, by his desperate efforts in pursuit of pleasure.

In the straggling town of Epsom, which at that time was

one of the chief haunts of the gay world, not annually in a

single race-week, but during half the year, there stands a

country house known as Pit Place, being so named, not after

the ' Great Commoner,' as many persons suppose, but for the

less poetical reason of having been built in one of those chalk

pits which abound on the edge of the Surrey Downs. The

house still bears its old name, as it did a century ago ;
and it

is occupied by a private family, by whom I was kindly and

courteously allowed, last year, to see the bedroom which was

the scene of the events I am about to relate. It is a plain

unpretending mansion, with pleasant lawns and gardens, and

reminds one of a country rectory. Towards the close of

November, 1779, Lord Lyttelton had gone down from London

to Pit Place for the purpose of spending a week or two in

field sports or other recreations, and he had taken with him a

gay party of friends. On the 24th of that month he had

retired to bed at midnight, after spending the evening in play-

ing at cards with his guests, when his attention was attracted

by the fluttering of a bird,
1

apparently a dove or a pigeon,

tapping at the window of his bedchamber. He started, for

he had only just put out his light and was about to compose
himself to rest, and sat up in bed to listen. He had gazed
and listened for a minute or so, when he saw, or at all events

fancied that he saw, a female figure clothed in white enter

1 In an interesting paper on ' Old Superstitions,' Cuthbert Bede,
in the Illustrated London Magazine for 1855, refers to this story, and
remarks: 'There is a superstition which has gained credit in country
parishes that a person about to die is often forewarned of his or her
dissolution by the appearance of a dove or a pigeon ;

and this belief

has been entertained by other than mere rustic minds. Lord Lyttelton's
is a well-known instance And springing from a similar belief

was the Duchess of Kendal's fancy that George I. flew in at her window
in the shape of a raven.' To this he adds a touching story of a little

child in a Kentish village, where the flight of a dove into the window
of a schoolroom was recognised by a little child as the herald of her
own death, which happened three weeks afterwards.
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whether by the door or by the window we are not informed

and quietly approach the foot of his bed. He was somewhat

surprised, and not agreeably surprised, when the figure opened
its pale lips and told him that in three days from that very
hour he should cease to live.

In whatever manner this intimation, real or unreal, from

the other world was conveyed to him, whether by sound of

the voice or by any other mode of communication, one thing
is certain, that Lord Lyttelton regarded it as a reality and a

message from the world of spirits. Next morning he men-

tioned it as such to the guests who were in the house
;
and

during the next two or three days it preyed upon his mind,

visibly affected his spirits, and threw a damp over the entire

party who were assembled.

The third night came, and everything went on as usual.

The guests had sat down to dinner, played their rubbers at

whist, and retired
;
but none of them had dared to rally the

young Lord Lyttelton on the depression of spirits under which

he laboured. Eleven o'clock came
;
the party broke up and

went to their several rooms, wishing each other good night,

and heartily desiring that the night were past and gone, so

restless, anxious, and uncomfortable did they feel without

exception. Twelve o'clock came
;
and Lord Lyttelton was

sitting up in bed, having given his servant orders to mix him

a dose of rhubarb, though apparently in the best of health.

The dose was poured out, and he was just about to take it,

when he found that there was no teaspoon. A little out of

patience with his valet for neglecting to have a spoon at hand,

he ordered him to go and fetch one from the pantry at the

foot of the stairs. The man was not absent from the room

for more than a minute, or possibly a minute and a half
;
but

when he returned he found his master lying back at full length

upon the bed, speechless and motionless. No efforts to restore

animation were of any avail, and no symptom of consciousness

showed itself. His lordship was dead, having died on the

third day, as the spectre had foretold.
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As the records of the Surrey coroner a century ago are

no longer extant, it is hopeless at this distance of time to

attempt to find out whether a formal inquest was held upon
the body, and, if so, what the verdict may have been.

AVhether, therefore, Lord Lyttelton's death was occasioned

J
j by any sudden shock to his nervous system, or ketli* it

was the result of a sudden apoplectic or other seizure, must

remain a matter of uncertainty and conjecture to the end of

time.

Sir Nathaniel Wraxall adds a reflection of his own to the

effect that the Lyttelton family in the last century suffered

from a certain constitutional irritability of the nerves, which

appears to have predisposed its members to such shocks as

that which produced, or at all events hastened on, the end of

the young nobleman here related. This may or may not have

been the case
;
but it is only fair to state that Sir Nathaniel

adds, in his own gossiping way, by way of confirmation of his

theory, that the first lord, in spite of his great practical sense

and political experience, 'manifested great .credulity on the

subject of apparitions ;'
and that a female cousin of the de-

ceased some four years afterwards died in a somewhat similar

way at Stourhead, Wiltshire, about two years after her

marriage to Sir Richard Hoare, Bart., of that place. The fact,

however, is that Lord Lyttelton's life had been of so licentious

and abandoned a character as to subject him continually to

the keenest reproaches of an accusing conscience
;

* Node

dieque suum gestare in pectore testem.' This domestic spectre

for such it must ever be to a man of a sensitive mind

which accompanied him everywhere, was known to have given

rise while he was on his travels, and particularly at Lyons,

says Sir Nathaniel, to scenes greatly resembling the scene of

his last moments at Epsom.
It is clear that the good-natured old chronicler on whom I

have drawn so largely for the materials of this sketch did not

speedily dismiss the subject from his memory. About five

years afterwards, when dining at Pit Place, he had the curi-
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osity to search out and visit the bedchamber which was the

scene of Lord Lyttelton's tragic end. He was shown the bed-

stead on which he died, and the casement of the window at

which the bird had tapped with its beak so maliciously, and

against which it had fluttered with its wings. Moreover, he
was a constant visitor at the house of his lordship's step-

mother, the Dowager Lady Lyttelton, in Portugal Street,
Grosvenor Square, who often talked to him on the subject,

inclining to the supernatural, as he did to the natural, view

of the case. ' A woman of a very lively imagination, she

gave an implicit faith,' he says, 'to all the supernatural
occurrences which were supposed to have accompanied, or

rather to have immediately preceded, Lord Lyttelton's end
;'

and it is well known that she immortalised the event by

executing a painting of it, which is still in existence, and is

preserved in the family as a memorial of the past. She was

gifted with the painter's art, and she executed the painting in

1780, when the affair was fresh in the memory of her friends

and of the servant who attended him at Pit Place, from whom
she drew her information. Every detail was given as told to

her by the valet, who had it from his master's lips during that

three days' interval between the warning and the fatal stroke.
1 This picture,' adds Sir Nathaniel,

' used to hang in a con-

spicuous place in her drawing-room in Portugal Street, and

must be well remembered, there or elsewhere, by many friends

of the family. It is not perhaps of any high value as a work

of art, and its intrinsic value may be small, but it is a precious
heirloom in the House of Lyttelton. In it the bird at the

window is represented as a dove
;
arid the female figure

habited in white is standing at the foot of the bed, announcing
to Lord Lyttelton his speedy dissolution.' It is only right to

add here that the picture thus described is not known to the

present members of the Lyttelton family ; and, though there

is somewhere or other to be seen a small print of the version,

the print is poor and intrinsically worthless.

Lord Lyttelton, in spite of his wickedness,
' honoured the
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memory of his mother with a Monody
' which has become

classical, and which was unfeelingly parodied by Smollett.

Lord Lyttelton's death, as here recorded, not only deprived
the existing Ministers of a former supporter, but caused the

extinction of the peerage, as he was his father's only son, and

his own marriage had brought him no issue. The family

baronetcy, however, reverted to his uncle, William Lyttelton,

some time British Minister at Lisbon, who had been created

an Irish peer by the title of Lord Westcote, and in 1794

obtained in his own favour a fresh peerage patent as Lord

Lyttelton in the Peerage of Great Britain. It is his descendant

who now enjoys the title and estates as head and representative

of the Lytteltons of Worcestershire.

It remains only now to add one or two versions of the

story, either as a whole or in part, from original papers which

were kindly placed at my disposal by the late Lord Lyttelton
himself.

The first of these papers is a memorandum in the hand-

writing of William Henry, the first Lord Lyttelton of the new

creation, which is indorsed in his lordship's handwriting :

' Remarkable Dream and Circumstances attending the Death

of Thomas Lord Lyttelton.'
' On Thursday, the 25th of November, 1779, Thomas Lord

Lyttelton, when he came to breakfast, declared to Mrs. Flood,

wife of Frederick Flood, Esq., of the kingdom of Ireland, and

to the three Misses Amphlett, who were lodged in his house

in Hill Street, London (where he then also was), that he had

had an extraordinary dream before : he said he thought he

was in a room into which flew a bird, which appearance was

suddenly changed into that of a woman dressed in white, who
bade him prepare to die ; to which he answered,

" I hope not

soon, not in two months." She replied, "Yes, in three days."
He said he did not much regard it, because he could in some

measure account for it
\
for that a few days before he had

been with Mrs. Lawson, when a robin redbreast flew into her

room. When he had dressed himself that day to go to the
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House of Lords, he said he thought he did not look as if he

was likely to die. In the evening of the following day, being

Friday, he told the eldest Miss Amphlett that she looked

melancholy ;

"
but," said he,

"
you are foolish and fearful. I

have lived two days, and, Gocl willing, I will live out the

third." On the morning of Saturday he told the same ladies

that he was very well, and believed he should " bilk the

ghost." Some hours afterwards he went with them, Mr.

Fortescue, and Captain Wolseley to Pit Place, at Epsom ;

withdrew to his bedchamber soon after eleven o'clock at night,

talked cheerful to his servant and particularly inquired of

him what care had been taken to provide good roles (sic) for

his breakfast next morning. He stepped into bed with his

waistcoat on, and, as his servant was pulling it off, he put his

hand to his side, sunk back, and immediately expired without

a groan. He ate a good dinner after his arrival at Pit Place

that day, and took an egg for his supper. It (he ?)
did not

seem to be at all out of order, except that while he was eating
his soup at dinner he had a rising in his throat a thing which

had often happened to him before, and which obliged him to

spit some of it out. His physician, Dr. Fothergill, told me
that Lord Lyttelton in the summer preceding had a bad pain
in his side, and he judged that some great vessel in the part
where he felt pain gave way, and to that he conjectured his

death was owing. His declaration of his dream, and his ex-

pressions above mentioned consequent thereunto, were upon a

close inquiry asserted to me to have been so by Mrs. Flood,

the eldest Miss Amphlett, Captain Wolseley, and his valet de

chambre Faulkner, who dressed him on the Thursday ;
and

the manner of his death was related to me by William Stuckey,
in the presence of Mr. Fortescue and Captain Wolseley

Stuckey being the servant who attended him in his bed-

chamber, arid in whose arms he died.'

This narrative is signed
' Wescote ' an Irish title which

the writer bore before being raised to the English barony of

Lyttelton.
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The following is the narrative of the same event in the

handwriting of the late Sir Digby Neave :

'Thomas Lord Lyttelton died in 1779, at his residence at

Pit Place, Epsom. In 1828 Mr. Taylor, of Worcester Park,
near Ewell, Surrey, who was then about eighty years of age,

told me then residing at Pit Place that he was in the

neighbourhood during the year 1779, and heard the particulars

of the illness and death of Lord Lyttelton from an Italian

painter visiting at Pit Place at the time of Lord Lyttelton's

death. Lord Lyttelton had come to Pit Place in a very pre-

carious state, and was ordered not to take any but the gentlest

exercise. As he was walking in the conservatory with Lady
Affleck and two Misses Affleck a robin perched on an orange
tree close to them. Lord Lyttelton attempted to catch it, but

failing, and being laughed at by the ladies, he said he would

catch it even if it was the death of him. He succeeded, but

he put himself in a great heat by the exertion. He gave the

bird to Lady Affleck, who walked about with it in her hand.

Lord Lyttelton became so ill and feverish that he went off to

London for advice to a house in Bruton Street. In his

delirium he imagined that a lady with a bird in her hand,

drawing his curtains aside, told him that he would die.

Dreams being the sequels of waking thoughts, it needed no

ghost to fix such an impression on the mind of a siqk man
;

and this may be said to clear away supernatural agency thus

far. As to his death occurring at the moment indicated by
an apparition, and the putting on the clock by his friends, for

the habits of his boon companions in the house at the time,

and the report of the Italian painter, his informant (Mr.

Taylor) was satisfied as to its being a fable, invented to

mystify the public, as the actual circumstances attending his

death were as follows : Being ill in bed opposite a chimney-

piece with a mirror over it, he desired a valet to give him

some medicine which was on the chimney-piece. Seeing him

mixing it with a tooth-brush, Lord Lyttelton raised himself

up in. bed and rated him
;
but was so weak that his head sank
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below the pillow on to his chest, and he gasped for breath.

Instead of relieving him, the valet in his fright left the room,
and death ensued before assistance could be given. Mr.

Taylor, of Worcester Park, told me the names of the parties

in the house at the time
;
but I recollect only that Michael

Angelo Taylor, M.P., was one of them. He named to me also

that Lord Lyttelton had become possessed of Pit Place in pay-
ment of a debt of honour.'

Another narrative of the same circumstances is signed
'
S. L.

J no doubt denoting the handwriting of Sarah, Dowager

Lady Lyttelton. It runs as follows :

' Mr. George Fortescue one day called upon me in town,

and in a conversation the subject of an article in the

Quarterly, which ascribed the authorship of "Juiiius" to

Thomas Lord Lyttelton he told me he had often heard from

his father, Lord Fortescue,
1 some details of the death of

Thomas Lord Lyttelton, which must be true and certainly are

rather curious. He said that Lord (then Mr.) Fortescue was

in London on the morning of a day in November, 1779, and

went to see Lord Lyttelton his first cousin who was then

also in town, and who on the day before had made a fine speech
in the House of Lords. He found Lord Lyttelton in bed,

though not ill
;
and on his rallying him for it, Lord Lyttelton

said,
"
Well, cousin, if you will wait in the next room a little

while, I will get up and go out with you." He did so, and

the two young men walked out into the streets. In the course

of their walk they crossed the churchyard of St. James's,

Piccadilly. Lord Lyttelfcon, pointing to the grave-stones, said,
" Now look at all these vulgar fellows

; they die in their youth
at five and thirty ;

but you and I, who are gentlemen, shall

live to a good old age." The walk ended by their getting

into a carriage and driving together to Lord Lytteltoii's

house at Epsom, where there was a party of his friends. They
dined and chatted cheerfully, and no allusion was made to any

1

Hugh, first Earl Fortescue, E.G. He died in 1842.
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remarkable occurrence. In the evening Lord Lyttelton with-

drew to his room earlier than Mr. Fortescue, who, so far from

having any anxiety or curiosity upon his mind respecting his

cousin, sat up before the fire in his drawing-room, with his

feet on the fender, and quietly dropped asleep. He was roused,

however, by Lord Lyttelton's servant rushing into the room
and saying,

"
Help, help ! my lord is dying !

" He ran up-
stairs and found that all was over. His servant said that his

lordship had got into bed, and asked for his usual medicine

a dose of rhubarb but that, finding it ill-mixed, he desired the

servant to mix it again. No spoon being at hand, the man

began to mix it with a toothpick that lay on the table. " You

dirty fellow!
"

said Lord Lyttelton, "go down and fetch a

spoon." He obeyed, and on returning to the room, found his

master speechless, fallen back on the pillow, and in his last

agonies. Mr. Fortescue heard nothing either then or for

some days after about the dream or the ghost, or the predic-

tion of his death, which Mr. Fortescue, therefore, seemed

inclined wholly to disbelieve.'

Mr. R. Plumer Ward, in his * Illustrations of Human
Life' (vol. i., p. 165), treats at considerable length of this

strange occurrence. Giving to a friend an account of Lord

Lyttelton's appearance to Mr. Miles Peter Andrews, formerly
M.P. for Bewdley, in Worcestershire, he writes :

4 I have often heard and read much about Lord Lyttelton's

seeing a ghost before his death, and also of himself appearing
as a ghost to Mr. Andrews

;
and so one evening, while sitting

next to that gentleman during a pause in the debates of the

House of Commons, I ventured to ask him what truth there

was in the story so confidently related. Mr. Andrews, as

perhaps I ought to have expected, did not much like the con-

versation
;
he looked quite grave and uneasy, and I asked his

pardon for my impertinent curiosity. Upon this he said, very

good-naturedly, "It is not a subject that I am fond of, espe-

cially in such a place as this
;
but if you will come and dine

with me I will tell you what of it is true and what false." I
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gladly accepted the proposal ;
and I think that my recollection

is perfect as to the following narrative.
' In his youth Mr. Andrews was the boon companion, not

to say fellow rake, of Lord Lyttelton, who, as is well known,
was a man distinguished at once for his abilities and for a

profligacy of morals which few could equal. With all this he

was remarkable for what may be called unusual cowardice in

one so determinately wicked. He never really repented, and

yet he never could quite stifle his conscience. He never would

allow, yet he never could deny, a world to come
;
and he con-

templated with unceasing terror what would probably be his

own state in such a world, if there was one. He was always
either melancholy with fear or else mad with defiance

;
and

probably his principal misery here lay in the fact that, with

all his endeavours, he never could extinguish the dread of an

hereafter. He came down to breakfast pale with the agony
he suffered in a dream which at first he would not reveal. It

turned out that he thought that for his sins he was enclosed

in a globe of iron, of the dimension of the earth, and heated

red-hot. At that time all the world was execrating Mrs.

Brownrigg, who was hanged for whipping to death one of her

apprentices, a little girl. Lord Lyttelton had the greatest

hatred and horror of her name
;
and to aggravate his punish-

ment, he thought that this wretch was shut up with himself

in the globe of hot iron. An imagination so strong could not

but be active, inquiring, and restless
;
and all this, added to

his fears, made him harp incessantly on the question of a future

life. He used often to discuss this point with his friend

Andrews, to whom he at last said,
"
Well, if I die first, and

am allowed, I will come and inform you." This was but a little

before his death. That death was attended with so many

mysterious reports of ghosts, warnings, and prophecies, and

most of them such entire inventions, that I shall not trouble

the company with them, but hasten on to Mr. Andrews's part

of the story.
"
But," asked one of the ladies,

" when you say

most of them, do you mean that any one of them was well
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founded 1
"

I can only tell you what I learned from Mr.

Andrews, who, I feel sure, is good authority. It is true that

the night before Lord Lyttelton died a fluttering of a bird

was heard, and perhaps a bird was seen on his window
curtains. It is not true that Mrs. Humphreys, or any other

departed lady whom he had seduced, appeared to him and

warned him of his end. It is true that he himself thought
that he was to die at a given hour, and that the clock was

put on in order to deceive him into comfort. It is also true

that he was found dead in bed with his watch in his hand,

but a few minutes after the time which he had mentioned as

destined to be his last. But it is equally true that on any

great and sudden agitation he was subject to a swelling of the

throat, which, without immediate assistance, might have killed

him by strangulation. However, the coincidence of the event

with the prophecy was at any rate most remarkable. Andrews'

was at his house at Dartford, in Kent, when Lord Lyttelton
died at Pit Place, Epsom, thirty miles off. Andrews's house

was full of company, and he expected Lord Lyttelton, whom
he had left in his usual health, to join them the next day,
which was Sunday. Andrews himself, feeling somewhat

indisposed on that Saturday evening, retired early to bed,

requesting Mrs. Pigou, one of his guests, to do the honours of

the supper table for him. When in bed he fell into a sound

sleep, but was waked between eleven and twelve o'clock by

somebody opening his curtains. It was Lord Lyttelton in a

night-gown and cap which Andrews recognised. He also

spoke plainly to him, saying that he was come to tell him

that "all was over." It was commonly reported that he

informed him that there was another world, and bade him

repent ;
but this was not true. I confine myself,' he adds,

1 to the exact words of his narrative. It seems that Lord

Lyttelton was fond of horse-play, or what the French call

mauvaise plaisanterie ; and, as he had often made Andrews
the subject of it, the latter had threatened his lordship with

manual chastisement the very next time that it should occur.
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On the present occasion, thinking that the annoyance was

being renewed, he threw at Lord Lyttelton's head the first

things that he could find, which were his slippers. The figure
retreated towards a dressing-room, which had no ingress or

egress except through the bedchamber, and Andrews, very

angry, leaped out of bed in order to follow it into the dress-

ing-room. It was not there, however. Surprised and amazed,
he returned at once into the bedroom, which he strictly

searched. The door was locked on the inside, yet no Lord

Lyttelton was to be found. He was astonished, but not

alarmed, so convinced was he that it was only a trick of Lord

Lyttelton, who, he supposed, must have arrived, according
to his engagement, but after he (Mr. Andrews) was gone to

bed. He therefore rang for his servant, and asked if Lord

Lyttelton was not come. The man said, 'No, sir.' 'You

may depend upon it,' he replied, out of humour,
' that he is

somewhere in the house
;
he was here just now, and he is

playing some trick or other.' But how he could have got into

the bedroom, with the door locked, fairly puzzled both master

and man. Convinced, however, that he was still somewhere

in the house, Mr. Andrews in his anger ordered that no bed

should be given to him, saying that he might go to an inn or

sleep in the stables. Be this, however, as it may, he never

appeared again, and Mr. Andrews went off to sleep. It

happened that Mrs. Pigou was engaged to go to town early
the next morning. What was her astonishment having
heard the disturbance of the night before to learn on her

arrival about nine o'clock that Lord Lyttelton had died the

very night that he was supposed to have been seen at Dart-

ford. She immediately sent an express to Dartford with the

news, upon the receipt of which Mr. Andrews, who was then

quite well, swooned away. He could not understand the

affair
;
but it had a most serious effect upon his health, so

that, to use his own expression, he was not himself or a man

again for three years.
'

Such,' adds Mr. Plumer Ward,
'
is

this celebrated story, stripped of its ornaments and exaggera-

Q
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tions ;
and I for one own if not convinced that this was a

real message from Heaven, which certainly I am not that I

at least think the hand of Providence was seen in it, working

upon the imagination, if you please, and therefore suspending
no law of nature though, after all, that is an ambiguous term

but still Providence in a character not to be mistaken/

Lord Brougham confesses in the first volume of his auto-

biography that * there never was to all appearance a better

authenticated fact than the story of Lord Lyttelton's Ghost.

I have heard,' he adds,
'

my father tell the story, but coupled

with his conviction that it was either a pure invention or the

accidental coincidence of a dream with the event. I believe

that every such seeming miracle, like every ghost story, is

capable of explanation. My father had heard the particulars

from a lady, a Mrs. Affleck, during a visit which he made to
.

London in 1780, not very long after the death of Lord Lyttelton.

My father was convinced that the female tendency to believe

in the marvellous naturally produced the statement that the

moment of his death had exactly corresponded with the time

as predicted in the dream. The story was told with corrobo-

rating circumstancesj one of which was the attempt to cheat

the ghost by altering the hour on the clock
;
and the tale

obtained a surprising degree of credit considering the unsub-

stantial foundation on which it really rested.'

THE WITT? DUKE OF WHAKTON

MOST readers of modern anecdote biography, and most

students of English history in the reign of the first two

Georges, have heard at all events of the name of the witty
Duke of Wharton ;

and if they do not remember him in prose

history, they will not forget the character of him drawn by

Pope in one of his Moral Essays :

Wharton, the scorn and wonder of our days,
Whose ruling passion was the lust of praise,
Born with whate'er could win it from the wise,
Women and fools must like him, or he dies.
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Though wondering senates hang on all he spoke,
The club must hail him master of the joke.
Shall parts so various aim at nothing new ?

He'll shine a Tully and a Wilmot too.

Thus, with each gift of nature and of art,

And wanting nothing but an honest heart
;

Grown all to all, from no one vice exempt,
And most contemptible to show contempt ;

His passion still, to covet general praise ;

His life, to forfeit it a thousand ways ;

A constant bounty, which no friend has made
;

An angel tongue, which no man can persuade ;

A fool with more of wit than half mankind
;

Too rash for thought, for action too refined
;

A tyrant to the wife his heart approves,
A rebel to the very king he loves

;

He dies, sad outcast of each church and state,

And, harder still ! flagitious, yet not great.
Ask you why Wharton broke through every rule ?

'Twas all for fear the knaves should call him fool.

Let me therefore bring before my readers a brief outline

of his Grace's singular career, which will be found to justify
the words of Horace Walpole, who thus describes him :

* With
attachment to no party, though with talents to govern any,
this lively man changed the free air of Westminster for the

gloom of the Escurial, the prospect of King George's Garter

for the Pretender's
; and, with utter indifference to all religion,

the frolic lord, who had written a ballad on the Archbishop of

Canterbury, died in the habit of a Capuchin.' That this out-

line is in the main correct I shall proceed to show with the

leave of my readers.

The Whartons, successively barons, earls, marquises, and

eventually for a brief space dukes of Wharton, took their

name from a certain ' fair lordship
' on the banks of the river

Eden, and were of great antiquity in the county of Westmore-

land. The first member of the House, however, of whom we
have any detailed account is Sir Thomas Wharton, Governor

of the city and castle of Carlisle in the reign of Henry VIII.,

who, by the aid of his neighbour Sir William Musgrave and a

force of only 300 men, gallantly routed a large body of Scottish

invaders, and took prisoners the Earl of Cassilis and the Lord
2
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of Glencairn. Two years later he marched into Scotland along
with Lord Dacre 'of the north,

5 and was made a peer of England
for his services at the taking of Dumfries. Under Philip and

Mary he was Lord Warden of the Middle Marches, and after-

wards General Warden of all the marches on the Scottish

frontier. Of his son, the second, and of his grandson, the

third Lord Wharton, there is little to record except that they
succeeded in due course to the title so honourably gained by
Sir Thomas, and married into the noble families of Devereux,
Earl of Essex, and Clifford, Earl of Cumberland. The third

Lord Wharton had the misfortune of losing both his sons in

his own lifetime, the elder being killed in a duel with his

friend James Stuart, the son of Lord Blantyre. In this un-

fortunate conflict, like that of Lord Mohun and the Duke of

Hamilton, both of the combatants fell, and they were buried

in one grave at Islington, or, as it was then called, Iseldon, or

Iseldun,
'

by order of the King.'

Of Philip, the fourth Lord Wharton, I have to record the

fact that, though he was a violent Puritan and an active

partisan of the Parliament during the Great Rebellion, he

managed to keep his head safe on his shoulders under

Charles II. and James II., and to leave by his first marriage
an only daughter, from whom the present Lord Willoughby

d'Eresby and Lord Cholmondeley are maternally descended
;

and also by his second marriage a son, Thomas, who in due

course became fifth Lord Wharton. As his father had sup-

ported Puritanism when apparently triumphant, so now he,

in his turn, gave his active support to the Revolution of 1688,
and was raised to an earldom by Queen Anne, and subse-

quently, by George L, to the marquisate of Wharton, to say

nothing of an Irish peerage as Earl of Rathfarnham and

Marquis of Catherlogh titles which at his death, in 1715,

devolved upon his only son Philip, who thus became sixth

Baron and second Earl and Marquis of Wharton whilst still a

boy. It is of this youth, who was born in December 1698,

that I have now to speak,
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He seems to have been a tolerably precocious youth ; for,

although he had been carefully educated at home, under the

eye of his father whose ambition, we are told, was to make
him ' a great orator and patriot

' we hear of him, at the age
of sixteen, getting secretly and privately married to a plain

untitled girl, the daughter of a certain Major-General Holmes.

Miss Lizzie Holmes, of course, was no equal match for the

heir to two marquisates, two earldoms, a viscountcy, and a

barony. The sad mesalliance, however, did not reach the ears

of his parents for some little time
; and, luckily too, for the

shock is said to have killed them both within the course of a

year.

I cannot say that the fruits of this young gentleman's early

training inspire me with any strong admiration for private as

opposed to public school education. Papas are generally the

very worst hands at training their youngsters always except-

ing mammas and young Master Philip would have got better

over his first steps in his '

way through the world
'

if he had

been sent to Eton, Westminster, or Winchester, and been

taught by contact with his fellows that * manners makyth man.'

Probably his father's fussy supervision of his hopeful son's

education was intended to make him, not merely a strong Whig
in politics, but a Presbyterian in religion. His clandestine

union with Miss Holmes, we are told, took place at the Fleet

Prison, the union being celebrated by a 'Fleet parson,' and a

ring of an old window curtain being used for the bride's

wedding ring, as, we have already seen, was also the case

with one of the ' fair Gunnings.' The old Marquis died in

April, 1715, and the Marchioness followed her husband to the

grave, as said above, in the course of the year. Yet it is ad-

mitted by Wharton's biographers that, although the match

which the youth had made was * no ways suitable to his birth

or fortune, and far less to the great views which his father

had of disposing of him in such a marriage as would have been

a considerable addition to the fortune and grandeur of so

illustrious a family,' there was no objection to be urged against
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the young lady personally, except that she had no money or

even a long pedigree. At all events, one thing is clear, and

that is that she deserved a very great deal more of happiness
than this * Fleet marriage

'

brought to her. Not a word that

I can find was ever urged against her conduct as a wife even

by the Whartons. She and her boy-husband parted within a

few months after their ill-starred marriage ;
and at the

beginning of 1716 the bridegroom was sent (probably by the

directions left by his father to his guardians) to travel abroad.

The ' dominie
'

to whom he was entrusted was a French

Huguenot pastor.

The result was just what might have been expected. The

young Marquis kicked hard against the rigid system of his

tutor. In passing through Germany his vanity was gratified

by the bestowal of some petty order of knighthood far in-

ferior, of course, to the double coronet of a marquis, which he

bore as a peer both of England and of Ireland. He played

high of course, ran into debt like a gentleman, and after a

brief space he cut all his entanglements, gave his tutor the

slip, and set off post haste for the pleasant city of Lyons,
where he managed to hide himself for a short time, the place

of his retreat being unknown to the * dominie.' His next

proceeding was to write a letter to Prince James the elder

'Pretender,' as he was styled by the Hanoverian party who
was then residing at Avignon, and to whom he sent the pre-

sent of a fine racehorse or hunter. The Chevalier, in turn,

resolved not to be outdone in civility, invited him to his

soi-disant Court, where he spent a few days in pleasure, and it

is said received from him the title of Duke of Northumberland,
which just at that time had ceased to belong to the Percies

and had not yet been conferred on the Smithsons.

After this freak he suddenly appeared at Paris, where he

played a double game, visiting the widowed Queen of James II.

at St. Germain, and borrowing from her 2,000/., but at the

same time not declining the attentions of the English Ambas-
sador at the Tuileries, Lord Stair, to whose table he was often
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invited as a guest. The story goes that, in order to get the

money from the Queen who is said even to have pledged
her jewels in order to raise it for the young vagabond

marquis he engaged to lay the money out in promoting the

interests of the exiled Stuarts in England, though in reality

he spent it in play in the gambling houses of Paris. And he

showed the depth of his cunning by telling a friend who
remonstrated with him 011 his duplicity that, although till he

could repay what he had borrowed he must remain a Jacobite

and a nominal adherent of the Stuarts, he was really a Hano-

verian at heart, but that as soon as the money obligation

was discharged he would return to his allegiance to the Whigs
and the friends of the reigning sovereign.

1

The stay of the young Duke in Paris having been marked

by a series of extravagances, to which the only parallel in our

own age is to be found in the achievements of the late Marquis
of Waterford, his Grace returned to England in the December

of the same year ;
but not being of age was unable to take

his seat in the House of Peers. In Ireland, however, where

the officials were not so squeamish, or at all events not so care-

ful, and possibly more open to a bribe in the way of a promise
of future support, he was admitted to the Upper House as

Marquis of Catherlogh. He at once took up the side of the

Government, of which he proved himself at all events an able

and eloquent supporter, though how far an honest 2
one, it

would be hard to say. However, he so distinguished himself

in debate that, although still under age, he obtained from

George I. the . much-coveted strawberry leaves of a ducal

1 This was an amusing illustration of the story which Dr. Johnson,
somewhat turning the tables, tells us of his own biographer :

' James
Boswell in the year 1745 was a fine boy, who wore a white cockade and

prayed for King James till one of his uncles gave him a shilling on
condition that he should pray instead for King George, which he

accordingly did : so you see that Whigs of all ages are made in the

same way.'
2 A letter from the Duke to Mr. Walpole, just before his arrival in

Paris to place himself in communication with James III., couched in

the most insincere phrases, will be found in Cox's Memoirs of the Life
dud Admiiristration of Sir liobcrt Walj'olc, vol ii.
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coronet, being created in 1718 Duke of Wharton. 'If,*

observes a writer in the English Cyclopedia,
' we put aside

those bestowed on members, legitimate or illegitimate, of the

royal family, this certainly was the most extraordinary crea-

tion of an English dukedom on record
;
and perhaps it may

be regarded also as the most singular passage even in Wharton's

remarkable career. Notwithstanding the practice which then

prevailed of conferring that dignity with much less reserve

than at present, the attainment of it under such circumstances

must be held to bear strong testimony to the impression which

the talents of the young nobleman made at his first appearance

upon the stage of politics.' It may be added that, in the

patent of his dukedom, it was specially stated that the title

was conferred upon him on account of his own personal merits,

as well as those of his father before him.

It was probably not until after he had attained his majority,

early in the year 1720, that he took his seat in the English
House of Peers. His name first appears in the records of the

debates of April 5 in that year, when he joined warmly in the

opposition to the great Government measure of the South Sea

Bill, on the motion for its committal
;
but no record of his

speech exists, for there were no Parliamentary reporters in the

House of Lords at the time. He also spoke frequently on the

same subject at the explosion of that wild scheme
;
and it was

during a reply to a bitter invective from his lips, on February 4,

1721, that Lord Stanhope, then Secretary of State, burst a

blood-vessel, which occasioned his death the next day. The
Duke's next prominent appearance was as an opponent of the

bill of pains and penalties against Bishop Atterbury ;
and this

is the last speech of the Duke of Wharton that is noticed in

the '

Parliamentary History.'
His Grace's estate, worth, it is said, some 16,000. a year

when he came to it, had by this time become so involved that

his property was placed in the hands of trustees for the benefit

of his creditors, and he was allowed only 1,200. per annum.
He now, perhaps with the view of adding to his income,
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launched out in a literary speculation, by the publication of a

political paper called the True Briton. This undertaking
lasted about six months, the paper appearing twice in each

week
;
and during this time he seems to have exerted all his

influence in every way against the Ministry and the Court.

He even had himself enrolled as a member of the Wax
Chandlers' Company in the City of London, in order that he

might speak and vote at common-halls and other civic meet-

ings. He, however, soon got tired of such unprofitable work,

and, giving out that his intention was to retrench for a few

years, he went off to the Continent in the early part of 1724.

Proceeding first to Vienna, he made a distinguished figure at

that Court for a short time
;
then he set out for Madrid, where

he dazzled the Spanish hemisphere, and, as we are told by his

original biographer,
' his arrival alarmed the English Minister

so much that an express was sent from Madrid to London,
under an apprehension that the Duke was received there in

the character of a Minister of the English King ; upon which

his Grace was served with an order under the Privy Seal to

summon him home.'

This order the Duke entirely disregarded ;

l

for,' says

Salmon, in the 'Chronological Historian,' 'his Grace, being
in a coach when it was delivered to him, contemptuously threw

it into the street without opening it, and soon after, it is said,

declared himself a Roman Catholic.' * He endeavoured,' con-

tinues the writer of his life,
* to stir up the Spanish Court not

only against the person that delivered the warrant, but against
the Court of Great Britain itself, for exercising an act of

authority, as he was pleased to call it, within the jurisdiction

of his Catholic Majesty's kingdom. After this he acted openly
in the service of the Stuarts, and appeared at their Court

at St. Germain, where he was received with many great marks

of favour.'

The subsequent career of this '

spoiled child of fortune,' as

he was called by one of his coroneted brethren, can be attributed

only to madness. His wife, poor girl ! from whom he had
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been torn away by his father and his 'dominie,' and whom he

had since neglected on account of her having, contrary to his

orders, brought her infant son up to London, where he died of

the small-pox was carried to her grave in April, 1726. He.

was at Madrid when he heard of her death, and immediately
offered his hand to a Miss O'Beirne, or O'Byrne the orphan

daughter of an Irish gentleman, a colonel in the Spanish
service who was one of the maids of honour to the Queen of

Spain. It is said that her Majesty, who always had a tender

regard for the ladies of her Court, refused her consent to the

union
;
but the Duke threatened to kill himself outright, or,

at all events, to starve himself to death, if she would not

relent. At length the Queen gave way, and the marriage
took place. It does not, however, appear to have been a very

happy one, for the Duchess figures but very little as her

husband's companion in his subsequent adventures.

We next hear of this wandering star at Rome, where,

though he had taken a dukedom from the Hanoverian King of

England, he accepted the Order of the Garter from the son of

James II., and openly assumed the title of Duke of North-

umberland, formerly bestowed upon him by that personage.
But it seems to have been soon discovered that he was likely

to be more of detriment than of service to the cause in which

he had enlisted himself. ' As he could not always keep him-

self within the bounds of the Italian gravity,' says his first

somewhat tender biographer, who has been substantially
followed in all the later accounts,

' and had no employment to

divert and amuse his over-active temper, he ran into his usual

excesses, which being taken amiss, without falling into actual

disgrace, it was thought advisable for him to remove from that

city for the present.' His next appearance was in the spring
of 1727 at the siege of Gibraltar, where, having offered his

services as a volunteer to the King of Spain, he was appointed

by the Conde de las Torres one of his aides-de-camp. Here,
if we may believe the story told of him, he was constantly in

the trenches, exposing himself to the hottest of the tire
;
and
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probably this was true, for his friends declared that his con-

duct savoured rather of reckless bravado than of sober English

bravery.
{ He went one evening/ it is related,

* close to the

walls, near one of the posts of the town, and either called to,

dared, or threatened the soldiers of the garrison. They asked

who he was
;
he readily answered,

" The Duke of Whartoii
;

"

and, though his Grace appeared there as an enemy, they
suffered him to return to the trenches without firing one shot

at him. Had they done otherwise he must inevitably have

perished.' The only injury he received at the siege was a

slight wound in his foot from the bursting of a grenade ;
and

as a reward for what he had done, the King of Spain gave him

a commission as colonel, attaching him at the same time to one

of the Irish regiments. But this was small compensation for

all that his frantic conduct lost him at home, where soon after

a bill of indictment was preferred against him for an act of

high treason, committed by appearing in arms before, and

firing off cannon against, his Majesty's town of Gibraltar
;
a

conviction followed in due course
;
and he lost by attainder

both his peerage and all else that he possessed in his native

country. Before this had happened, however, he had written

to the Pretender, promising to come back to Rome, but re-

ceived for answer a strong exhortation rather to make the

best of his way to England, and try if he could accommodate

matters there. Upon this he set out for Paris, where he

arrived with his Duchess in May, 1728, and coolly again began
to play his double game by placing himself in communication

with the English King's Ambassador and also with his enemies,

thus keeping up a most insincere political flirtation. He waited

upon the English Minister, Mr. "Walpole, who received him

with abundance of civility, but was not a little surprised when,
at parting, his Grace told him he was going to dine with the

Bishop of Rochester, the exiled Atterbury. Walpole replied

that, if he meant to dine with that prelate, there was 110 reason

why he should tell him of his intention, which in reality was

an insult to his royal master. From Paris ho went to Rouen
;
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and here, when he first heard of his indictment for high treason,

it is affirmed that he was visited by two emissaries from the

English Minister, Walpole, who endeavoured to persuade him

to avoid his fate by making some sort of submission to the

Government
;
but he remained deaf to all they could urge.

In fact, he refused not only to write, but even to allow his

friends to write in his name and on his behalf to the King,

though it was known that on so doing a pardon was ready for

him.

The rest of the Duke's history would seem to indicate that

he was either actually mad or constantly drunk
; probably

both suppositions were partially true. He extorted some

further pecuniary assistance from the Pretender and also from

other quarters ; but, notwithstanding these occasional supplies

and his military pay, he was commonly involved in all the

embarrassments of the- most extreme poverty ;
for whenever

he received any money, if it escaped his clamorous rabble of

creditors, it was spent as fast as his still untamed profusion
and taste for luxury and dissipation could squander it. He
now moved about as whim, or hope, or sometimes desperation
drove him

;
first to Paris, then to Orleans, then to Nantes,

whence he took ship for Bilbao, and, leaving his Duchess

there, went to join his regiment, which appears to have been

stationed at Madrid. Some time after he is stated to have

been in garrison at Barcelona, where he got into a quarrel
with the Marquis de Risbourg, Governor of Catalonia, the end

of which was that he received orders from the Spanish Court

not again to enter Barcelona, but to repair to his quarters at

Lerida. On this we are told that, giving way to melancholy,
he fell into a deep consumption ;

so that by the beginning of

the year 1731 he had lost the use of his limbs, and was not

able to walk from his bed to the fireside without assistance.

After about two months he rallied somewhat, from drinking
a mineral water in the mountains of Catalonia

;
but in May,

having gone with his regiment to Tarragona, he became again
as ill as ever

; and, going back to the mineral spring,
' he fell,'
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says his biographer,
' into one of those fainting fits to which

he had for some time been subject, in a small village, and was

utterly destitute of all necessaries, till some charitable fathers

of a Bernardine convent, which happened to be near the

place where he lay, hearing of his miserable condition, offered

him what assistance their house afforded.'

After languishing in the convent for a week, he died there

on May 31, 1731, and was buried the next day by the monks
in the same manner in which one of themselves would have

been interred. He appears, by all accounts, to have made a

very penitent and Christian end. Horace Walpole says of

the death of the Duke that the only account of it which he

had seen, and which he gave in his '

Royal and Noble Authors,'
came to him from * a very good hand,' Captain Willoughby,
who saw a picture of him in the habit of the convent where

he died. He adds :

* If it was a Bernardine convent, the

gentleman might confound them
; but, considering that there

is no life of the Duke but booksellers' trash, it is much more

likely that they made a mistake.' The idea, however, which

has been entertained by some writers, that on his death-bed

the Duke became a monk, is too absurd to need repetition :

for he was not only married, but had a wife living, and that

wife was his second wife
;
so that had he been inclined to

adopt the cowl, like Charles V., a double dispensation from

Rome would have been necessary, and there was certainly no

time even to apply for one, much less to procure one.

It is clear from what I have written above that the Duke
was a man of a high order of intellect, though he proved a sad

example of wasted talents. In his speeches in the House of

Peers he was witty and apposite, and it is said that he was

always listened to with pleasure, because of the fun which he

was sure to introduce into the debates of that grave assembly.

Occasionally, however, he met with a ' set down.' For instance,

one day, as we learn from that storehouse of amusement,
' The

Percy Anecdotes,' having reminded his brother peers that in

the history of Rome he bad read nf a bad Minister of State,
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one Sejanus, who had first tried to wean the Emperor's affec-

tions from his son and then to carry him abroad, and so

paved the way for the ruin of Rome, he found more than his

match in Lord Stanhope, who replied that the Romans had a

law forbidding young men to speak in their Senate till they
had learnt good manners and propriety of language, quoting
from the earlier pages of Roman history an instance of a

great man and a patriot who had a son so profligate that he

tried to betray the liberties of the Republic, on which account

his father had him whipped to death.

I have said that the Duke was a clever and able man
;
this

he showed not only by his speeches, but by his pen. His

biographer tells us that,
c much of an orator as he was, owing

to the debates not being reported, he could not talk to the

whole nation, and therefore he wrote and printed his thoughts
twice a week in a paper called the True Briton, several

thousands of which being weekly dispersed, the Duke was

pleased to find the whole kingdom giving attention to him and

admiring his style and writing.' The True Briton ran to

about seventy or eighty numbers, and was not a bad imita-

tion of the Spectator and Tatler, which preceded it. Some of

the papers are racy and witty, and many of them show a com-

mand of the English tongue which, if we may judge from

original letters of the time, even from the pens of English

peers, was very uncommon in the reign of George I. To his

friend Bishop Atterbury, when in the Tower, he wrote a really

noble letter, which begins thus happily and wittily :

'My Lord, While I can yet write to you, I must and T

will correspond with you, till the very moment that it is felony

(to do so), and when I can no longer write to you I will write

of you.'

The Duke also published a masterly letter to * his friends

in Great Britain and Ireland,' esplaining his reasons for leav-

ing his native country and espousing the cause of his royal

master,
' James III.' In this letter he says that he had seen

all the Whiggish principles taught him by his father broken,
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arbitrary laws introduced, the Convocation silenced, and or-

thodoxy discouraged ;
and that, having seen at Avignon the

prince whose face * beamed with hereditary right,' and who

promised to redress the wrongs of the English, he had chosen

to tender to him his allegiance.

The Duke of Wharton must have been fairly prolific

with his pen, if it be true that a bookseller named Ritson,

towards the end of the last century, collected the Duke's

poetical works, and prepared a memoir of their author, with

a view to publication. At the sale of Bitson's books in 1803,

the MS. was purchased by Mr. John Nichols ;
but I cannot

find that it was ever actually published, either in or out of the

Gentleman's Magazine, of which the latter was the editor

and proprietor. The late Dr. Langhorne also at one time

hinted his intention of writing a life of Wharton c from mate-

rials in his possession,' as may be seen by reference to ' Effu-

sions of Friendship and Fancy.'
* A few poetical pieces by

the Duke, or said to be by him, are to be found in the first

volume of the * New Foundling for Wit.' One of the best of

them is an ode on the ( Banishment of Cicero.' Two pieces

of poetry by the Duke are published in Mr. Nichols's Collec-

tions. Walpole says that ' an ode by him on " The Fear of

Death," was printed in folio in 1739, "communicated to the

public by a merchant lately arrived from Spain,"' but I

cannot find a copy of it in the British Museum. He also

wrote a parody of a song sung at the Opera House by Mrs.

Tofts on her leaving the English stage and returning to Italy.

This is to be seen in *

Ralph's Miscellaneous Poems,' page 131.

That, however, he wrote very much more than these few pieces
in verse which have come down to us 2

is probable from the

1 Vol. i. p. 25.
2 In one of his ballads the Duke of Wharton bantered himself on

his own want of bravery. I refer to a song which he made on being
seized by the guard in St. James's Park for singing the Jacobite air
4 The King shall have his ain again.' This ballad is quoted by Horace
Walpole in his '

Royal and Noble Authors :

'

' The Duke he drew out half his sword,
The guard drew out the rest.'
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fact that a bookseller's miscellany published during his life-

time was styled
' Whartoniana.' One of his facetious poems,

published (at a penny) at Edinburgh, in 1728, is entitled * The

Drinking Match :

'

it is a mock-heroic ballad, commemorating
a drinking bout at Eden Hall, near Carlisle, the seat of Sir C.

Musgrave. It is an imitation of *

Chevy Chase,' and is not

without merit. As it is not generally known, I take the

liberty of reproducing it here from a Collection of old Ballads.

THE DRINKING MATCH AT EDEN HALL.

God prosper long from being broke
The Luck of Eden Hall

;

A doleful drinking-bout I sing,
There lately did befall.

To chase the spleen with cup and can,
Duke Philip took his way,

Babes yet unborn shall never see

The like of such a day.

The stout and ever-thirsty Duke
A vow to God did make,

His pleasure within Cumberland
Three live-long nights to take.

Sir Musgrave too, of Martindale,
A true and worthy knight,

Eftsoon with him a bargain made,
In drinking to delight.

The bumpers swiftly pass about,
Six in a hand went round

;

And with their calling for more wine,

They made the hall resound.

Now when these merry tidings reach'd

The Earl of Harold's ears,
' And am I

'

(quoth he, with an oath)
Thus slighted by my peers ?

1 Saddle my steed, bring forth my boots,
I'll be with them right quick ;

And, master sheriff, come you too,
We'll know this scurvy trick.'

'

Lo, yonder doth Earl Harold come

(Did one at table say) ;

' 'Tis well,' reply'd the mettled Duke,
How will he get away ?

'

1 A pint bumper at Sir Christopher Musgrave's.
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When thus the Earl began :

' Great Duke,
I'll know how this did chance,

Without inviting me, sure this

You did not learn in France.

' One of us two for this offence,
Under the board shall lie

;

I know thee well, a duke thou art,
So some years hence shall I.

' But trust me, Wharton, pity 'twere

So much good wine to spill,

As these companions here may drink,
Ere they have had their fill.

1 Let thou and I, in bumpers full,

This grand affair decide.'
' Accurs'd be he,' Duke Wharton said,

' By whom it is deny'd.'

To Andrews, and to Hotham fair,

Full many a pint went round,
And many a gallant gentleman
Lay sick upon the ground.

When, at the last, the Duke espy'd
He had the Eari secure,

He ply'd him with a full pint-glass,
Which laid him on the floor.

Who never spoke more words than these
After he downwards sunk,

* My worthy friends, revenge my fall,

Duke Wharton sees me drunk.'

Then, with a groan, Duke Philip held
The sick man by the joint,

And said,
' Earl Harold, 'stead of thee,

Would I had drank this pint.

' Alack ! my very heart doth bleed,
And doth within me sink

;

For surely a more sober earl

Did never swallow drink.'

With that the sheriff in a rage,
To see the Earl so smit,

Vow'd to revenge the dead-drunk peer
Upon renown'd Sir Kit.

Then stepp'd a gallant 'squire forth,
Of visage thin and pale,

Lloyd was his name, and of Gang Hall
Fast by the river Swale ;
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' Who said he would not have it told

Where Eden river ran,
That unconcern'd he should sit by ;

So, sheriff, I'm your man.'

Now when these tidings reach'd the room
Where the Duke lay in bed,

How that the 'squire suddenly
Upon the floor was laid :

' O heavy tidings !

'

(quoth the Duke)
* Cumberland witness be,

I have not any captain more
Of such account as he.

' Like tidings to Earl Thanet came,
Within as short a space,

How that the under-sheriff too

Was fallen from his place.'
' Now God be with him '

(said the Earl)
' Sith 'twill no better be,

I trust I have within my town,
As drunken knights as he.'

Of all the number that were there,
Sir Bains he scorn'd to yield ;

But with a bumper in his hand,
He stagger'd o'er the field.

Thus did this dire contention end,
And each man of the slain

Were quickly carried off to sleep
Their senses to regain.

God bless the King, the Duchess fat,
And keep the land in peace,

And grant that drunkenness henceforth

'Mong noblemen may cease.

And likewise bless our royal prince,
The nation's other hope,

And give us grace for to defy
The Devil and the Pope.

As might be expected, all sorts of stories some true and

others perhaps false have been fathered on the individual

who has been used by authors for a century and a half ' to

point a moral or adorn a tale,' as the {

eccentric,' the '

witty,'

the 'wanton,' the '

depraved,' the '

licentious,' and the '

profli-

gate
' Duke of Wharton. I will select a few, if only to show

that in his Grace's character virtues and vices were blended
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in close proximity, and therefore in the strongest contrasts.

Dr. Young published a poem entitled ' The Love of Fame the

Universal Passion.' The Duke read it, and was so pleased
with it that he sent the author a cheque for 2,000?. which his

Grace's bankers duly honoured, his account at the time being

satisfactory. On one of his brother peers crying out at this

extravagance, the Duke coolly remarked that the poem would

have been cheap at double the price, and that he only regretted

that he could not send him a second cheque for the same

amount on its reaching a second edition. Lord Stair, when
Ambassador at Paris, on receiving a visit from the Duke, began
to lecture him on his eccentric conduct, and to preach about

the virtues of his father, the Marquis. The Duke, thinking
this rather cool, even from one who was many years his senior,

reminded his lordship that he too had a worthy and deserving

parent, in whose steps he trusted that he also would follow.

The wit of the reply lay in the fact that Lord Stair's father

had done anything rather than distinguish himself by his

honesty. On one occasion, when an industrious fit seized him,

the Duke translated the first book of
'

Telemaque,' and wrote

to his friends that he had been *

conversing with his friends

Telemachus and Mentor, in order to persuade them to open a

campaign against all enemies to common-sense.'

On the day before making his speech on behalf of Atter-

bury in the House of Lords, it is said that he went to Chelsea

to see the Prime Minister, Sir R. Walpole, professing to be

anxious to set himself right with the Court. The clever and

crafty Minister was taken in for once, for he went through
the whole case with him, pointing out the strong and weak

points. The Duke walked quietly home, sat up drinking all

night, and the next day spoke for the bishop in the most

masterly manner. It should be mentioned that the Duke's

father, in one of his fits of anger, had foretold that if his son

learnt his faith and his politics from Atterbury, he would be

sure to take to wrong courses, and would be ruined in the end.

Pennant, writing in the latter part of last century, tells us
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that he found some persons who lived near the Duke's place,

Wharton Hall, on the borders of Yorkshire and Westmore-

land, and who spoke of his dissolute conduct as being still

remembered in the neighbourhood, adding,
* In all his acts he

showed an equal resolve to defy the laws of God and man,

especially by hunting on Sundays.'

We have said that, although the Duke had nominally an

income of between 15,000^. and20,000. ayear beforehewas more

than just of age, he was obliged to come to an arrangement with

his creditors, and to live upon an allowance of 1,200?. annually.

With a wife, and a variety of vices also, to support, it is not

to be wondered at that he soon got into debt, and that he was

hunted by
' duns '

in France, just as he was in England. On
one occasion, while in the North of France, he found himself

hard pressed by one of these gentlemen, but he was clever

enough, though hampered by the presence of his duchess, to

take a small boat and drop quietly down the Loire, at the

mouth of which mrer he took his passage by a ship to Bilbao,

in Spain, where his enemies could not or dared not follow him.

That in his early years the Duke stood high in the opinion
of the public may be inferred from the fact that in the dedica-

tion pages of two separate publications by different authors he

is spoken of as being
' above flattery and above praise, con-

spicuous for universal learning, steadfastness of soul, contempt
of power and grandeur, love of his country, zeal for liberty,

and the desire of doing good to mankind in a word, as non

sibi sed patrice natus.' And yet in a satirical poem on ' The

Duke of Wharton's Wens,' in the Harleian MSS. (6933), a

lover, after giving a .list of other supposed impossibilities,

speaks of forgetting his lady love

When Wharton's just and learns to pay his debts.

Either, therefore, the praise of the writer of the dedication

was most fulsome and venal, or else the Duke was cruelly

maligned by the last-named scribbler. In all probability the

latter was really the case, for one of his contemporaries
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remarks that '

money always seemed to him like a disease of

which he could not too soon cure himself.' This surely does

not look as if the Duke was really dishonest or unjust, or even

ungenerous.
'It is difficult,' remarks Horace Walpole in his 'Royal

and Noble Authors,'
* to give an account of the works of so

mercurial a man, whose library was a tavern, and women of

pleasure his muses. A thousand sallies of his imagination

may have been lost, for he wrote for fame no more than he

acted for it.' Perhaps Horace Walpole on this occasion, as

on many others,
' hit the right nail on the head.' The Duke

must have been indeed ' mercurial.' ' Like Buckingham and

Rochester, Philip Duke of Wharton comforted all the grave
and dull,' says Horace Walpole,

'

by throwing away the

brightest profusion of parts on witty fooleries, debaucheries,

and scrapes, which may mix graces with a great character,

but can never make one.' Mr. Seward remarks that the

character of Lovelace in ' Clarissa
'

has always been supposed
to be that of this nobleman

;
and the supposition is rendered

the more probable as Richardson printed the True Briton, in

which the Duke wrote constantly.

The Duke lived for some years at Twickenham, at a place

called Grove House, which after his death was occupied by the

younger Craggs, the friend of Addison, Steele, and Tickell,

and the opponent of Sir Robert Walpole in Parliament. The

house, which was pulled down many years ago, is said to have

been originally built by Inigo Jones for the Earl of Rochester.

At Twickenham he was the neighbour and acquaintance of

Lady Mary Wortley Montagu, who wrote an epilogue for a

tragedy which he began on '

Mary Queen of Scots.' This poem
was never finished, and all of it that^remains^is a brace of

couplets preserved in a 'Miscellany' like 'flies in amber.'

They run as follows :

Sure were I free, and Norfolk were a pris'ner,
I'd fly with more impatience to his arms
Than the poor Israelite on the serpent gaz'd
When life was the reward of every look.
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Well and wittily is it remarked by Bolton in his ' Extinct

Peerage
'

that c the Duke succeeded his father, Thomas, in all

his titles "and abilities, but in none of his virtues.' And it is

indeed strange that the man who could give 2,000/. as a present
to a poet, and administer a witty rebuff to an officious ambas-

sador, could be guilty of such an unmeaning trick as knocking

up his guardian in the middle of the night, in order to bor-

row a pin ;
or at another time in France serenading respect-

able persons at their country chateaux, one of whom very

nearly killed him by a stray shot, mistaking him for a

robber.

With regard to the authorities on which I have drawn for

my materials in the above sketch, I should say that, besides

Walpole's
'

Royal and Noble Authors,' I have referred mainly
to a scarce work, entitled * Memoirs of the Life of his Grace

Philip, late Duke of Wharton, by an Impartial Hand.' It is

prefixed to two octavo volumes published in 1732, entitled
' The Life and Writings of Philip, late Duke of Wharton,' but

which contain only the seventy-four numbers of the True

Briton and his speech on the bill of pains and penalties against

Atterbury, the paging of which is a continuation of that of

the True Briton, although it has a title-page of its own, dated

1724. There is another publication, in two volumes 8vo,

without date, entitled 'The Poetical Works of Philip, late

Duke of Wharton, and others of the Wharton Family, and of

the Duke's Intimate Acquaintance, particularly Lord Boling-

broke, Dean Swift, Lady Wharton, Doctor Delany, Lord

Dorset, Major Pack, the Hon. Mrs. Wharton, &c.' These two

volumes, however, appear to have been all printed in 1727

(before the Duke's death), with the exception only of this

general title-page and a life of the Duke, which is substan-

tially the same with that noticed above, and is here stated to

be 'communicated by a person of quality, and one of his

Grace's intimate friends.' The first volume contains very
little that is even attributed to the Duke

;
but in the second

are some letters in prose, addressed to Lady Wharton, his
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father's first wife, and her poetical paraphrase of the ' Lamen-
tations of Jeremiah.'

The following vindication of the Duke of Wharton is to be

found in a volume of scarce broadsides in the British Museum.
It bears no printer's name, but only the date 1728

;
it was

probably printed in Dublin. It will need no explanation or

commentary to those who have read the story as I have told

it above :

Pray isn't it queer
That a wild Peer,

So known for rakish tricks

As Wharton, should
At last be good

And kiss the crucifix ?

I needs must call

It wondrous all

That he who spurned the Creed
Shall grow devout
And tack about

To penance at Madrid.

What less could he
Than thus agree

With Chevalier Divino,
Who gave him two
Brave titles new

But could not make him dine, oh !

This Duke is then
Duk'd o'er again,

And glorious shines his garter ;

What honours more
Has fate in store

Ere Tyburn dubs him martyr

Old Thomas, rise,

And if you've eyes
To light you through the shades,

See, see, your son
How he has run

From beggary to beads !

'Mong jilts and lasses

Of all classes,

When he was spent and gone,
Oh, then he mourned,
Beseeched and turned

To her of Babylon.
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And have you not,

Old gracious Trot,
One Donna right and bright,
That might solace

In such a case

The conscience of your knight ?

Our Chevalier

Is now so bare

He hasn't to give alms
;

Then, mother, take
For Jemmy's sake,

Some care of Wharton's qualms.

No sooner sought
But out was brought

An Abigail of rank
;

And so he played
With this same maid

A second silly prank.

He wed the lass

He took to Mass
All in an errant whim,
And did dispense
With marriage pence

As she dispensed with him.

Was nothing given ?

Th' affair was even
;

He settled nothing on her :

But he's a Peer
Of honour rare,

And she's a Dame of Honour.

It should be added, by way of conclusion, that, although
the dukedom and marquisate of Wharton have ceased to exist

any longer by reason of the attainder passed upon the noble-

man whose freaks I have here related, there are still those

who claim to be descended from the older barons of Wharton,
from whom the Duke was sprung, but whose rights the attain-

der of their descendant could not affect. So far as I can

learn, the barony is not extinct, but dormant, or rather * in

abeyance,' out of which it may please her Majesty at any
moment to call it by a stroke of her pen in favour of any
one of the rival claimants of it namely, Lord Willoughby

d'Eresby and Lord Lamington, as representatives (through the
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Lockharts of Carnwath) of Philadelphia, youngest daughter
of the fourth Lord, and Mr. Charles K. Kemeys Tynte, of

Halsewell, Somersetshire, in right of his descent from Mary,
her elder sister. Mr. Tynte's father preferred a claim for this

peerage about fifty years ago, but his claim has never yet
been decided by the House of Lords.

THE DUCAL HOUSE OF BUCKINGHAM
IF I remember right, Sir Bernard Burke, in his work on the
' Vicissitudes of Families,' draws attention to the fact that a

considerable number of our ducal houses are largely built up

by the accumulation of a succession of wealthy heiresses.

This is eminently the case, as we all know, of the Leveson-

Gowers, the Bentincks, the Cavendishes, and the Pelham-

Clintons
;
but it is especially true of the noble house which

holds the double coronet of Buckingham and Chandos, and

whose male members,
1

though paternally they are Grenvilles,

can scarcely know by what surname to call themselves in the

perplexity which must arise between '

Temple
' and *

Nugent,'
'

Brydges
' and ' Chandos '

all which names they have taken

within the last century and a half in addition to their own,

quartering the respective arms of at least four other noble

houses together with their own original coat, that of ' Gren-

ville of Wootton.'

The Grenvilles, as we learn from the visitations of the

heralds and from the county histories, have been seated, as

landed but untitled gentlemen, on their hereditary lands at

Wootton, near Aylesbury, since the reign of Henry I. They
were county magistrates and squires and Members of Parlia-

ment, and generation after generation served the office of high

sheriff, but they rose no higher. They did not care for the

venal honour of one of those baronetcies which were scattered

far and wide among the owners of broad acres by our first

Stuart king ;
and they lived, if not in retirement, at all events

out of the way of such court honours as knighthood. The
1 This was written before the death of the last Duke.
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first member of their House who appears to have mounted on

the lowest step of that ladder which led ultimately to the

dukedom was Mr. Richard Grenville, M.P. for Andover and

Buckingham, who in the reign of Queen Anne, 1710, married

Miss Hester Temple, the eldest daughter of Sir Richard

Temple of Stowe, and ultimately her father's and her brother's

heiress. Her father had been a leading Member of the House

of Commons at the time of Charles II.
;
and her brother, who

had served as lieutenant-general under Marlborough in the

Low Countries, was created Lord Cobham, with remainder to

herself and the issue male of her marriage with Mr. Grenville.

Like misfortunes, honours and coronets seldom or never come

singly ;
and it was only a few months after carrying the

Temple property, including the broad acres of Stowe, into her

husband's family that the lady was created in her own right

Countess Temple.
Her son and successor, thus enriched and loaded with

honours, became a leading statesman in the reign of George II.,

under whom he held the office of Lord Privy Seal. The King,

however, could not endure him, probably on account of a

certain active part which he took in public affairs at the time

when John Wilkes and his Majesty were at variance. If,

however, the King did not like him, he feared him
;
for Sir

Nathaniel Wraxall tells us that the King, unable to, refuse

him the Garter, behaved with positive rudeness at the moment
when he ought to have fastened round his neck and knees the

blue badge of the order, which he flung upon him before his

Court with a reluctance which he took no pains to disguise,

'muttering indistinctly some expression of aversion, and turn-

ing his back at the instant.' On his death the earldom of

Temple passed to his nephew, George, the third Earl, who in

turn mounted another step on the ladder of promotion by his

marriage with an heiress, the Lady Mary Elizabeth Nugent,

only child of Robert, Earl Nugent in the Peerage of Ireland,

a cadet of the House of Westmeath, who, having sat for several

years in the English House of Commons, became successively
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a Lord of the Treasury, one of the Vice-Treasurers of Ireland,

and first Lord of Trade and Plantations.

This nobleman appears to have been a singular character.

He was something of a courtier, and something also of a bad

poet ;
and had abandoned the ancient faith of his forefathers,

not to the improvement of his morals. Glover speaks of him
as ' a jovial Irishman, who had left Ireland and Popery for the

Protestant religion, money, and a widow.' His second wife

appears to have combined in herself, at all events, the last

two qualifications of wealth and widowhood. She was the

sister and heiress of Craggs, the well-known Secretary of State

in the reign of George I., who lies buried in Westminster

Abbey. .' She brought him, however, neither felicity nor

issue,' says Wraxall,
( but she brought him the seat and estate

of Gosfield Hall, in Essex, one of the finest properties in that

county ;

' and he showed, we may add, his appreciation of the

fact by taking the name of Craggs and prefixing it to his

signature as Lord Nugent. He had the further good fortune

to get rid of her speedily and to marry another widow, the

Countess of Berkeley, by whom he had a daughter, whom he

endowed with the wealth of his second wife.

As a proof that Lord Nugent was a wit in his way, we

may remind our readers of an old story told of him when a

Member of the House of Commons. A bill being introduced

for the purpose of securing the better watching of London
at night, one of the clauses went to propose that the 'Charleys'
should be compelled to sleep in the daytime ;

whereon his lord-

ship got up, and, with a spice of dry humour, suggested that

he ' should like to be personally included in the bill along
with the Charleys, for that he was so constantly tormented

with the gout that he could not sleep at night, and would be

very thankful for a little rest by day.' On another occasion, at

a party at Lord Temple's house in Pall Mall, he made a bet that

he would spit in Lord Bristol's hat. He won his bet, but

received a challenge the next morning ;
and was forced to

apologise rather than fight a duel in a cause which, however
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it ended, would have been sure to expose him to ridicule. The

story will be found told at full length in the pages of Sir

Nathaniel Wraxall.

But to return to Lord Temple, for we have not yet half

done with the heiresses who have jointly built up that illus-

trious house. As we have said, Lord Temple secured as his wife

the only child of Earl Nugent, and on his father-in-law's death

he inherited his Irish estates
;
soon afterwards he was created

Earl of Clare, and raised by the favour of the King a few years
later to the marquisate of Buckingham.

His son, Richard, the second Marquis, followed the example
set by his father and his great-grandfather, and acquired the

estates of the ducal House of Chandos by his marriage with

the heiress of that illustrious family. Thus Wootton, and

Stowe, and Gosfield, and Canons four magnificent estates,

each of them more than a patrimony for a Continental prince
all met in one person, his son and successor, who was raised

to the title of Duke of Buckingham and Chandos at the coro-

nation of King George IV., the political influence which he

exercised in virtue of his immense wealth and possessions and

his connection with the Pitts and Lord Grenville being such

as to empower him to dictate to the existing Ministry the

terms on which he would give them his support in Parliament.

Gosfield Hall, having afforded a home for royalty in exile

for it was at one time the residence of Louis XVIII. has

passed into other hands, and is now owned by an Essex manu-

facturer
; and, though it is still kept up pretty nearly in the

same condition in which it stood a century ago, it is not likely

at present to be the rendezvous of political parties as it was

in the good old days of George III., when dukes, earls, and

marquises met there in troops to discuss politics and drink

the port wine stored up in Lord Nugent's cellars.

Canons too that lordly house near Edgware, with all its

glories and greatness is gone, destroyed by fire. Stowe too

yes, even princely Stowe in our own time suffered a temporary

eclipse, its contents being disposed under George Robbing's
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hammer
;
while its owner died not at Stowe, but in hired

apartments at a London hotel !

His son, the last Duke, however, by careful and judicious

management of the wreck of this princely property, so far

brought matters round as to take up his residence at Stowe

again, though he made for many years his home at the old

family estate at Wootton. He, too, married twice, and had a

family of daughters ;
and although, owing to the fact that his

Grace had no son to succeed him, the ducal title of Bucking-

ham, with its usual fatality, suffered eclipse at his death, yet
he left a sister who, under the fortunate provisions of the

patent of creation, inherited and will probably transmit to

her descendants for many generations to come the earldom of

Temple, which upwards of a century ago was first bestowed

on his great-great-great-grandmother, Hester Temple of Stowe,

whose name is recorded above. 1

On the last page I have alluded to the singular fatality

which for many centuries has attended the title of Bucking-
ham. If we may rely upon the authority of the ' Historic

Peerage
'

of Sir Harris Nicolas, it appears that in the year in

which the battle of Hastings was fought, the earldom of

Buckingham was conferred by the Conqueror on Walter Gif-

ford, with whose son and successor it ended before a century
had passed. In the reign of Henry I. we find the earldom

vested in Strongbow, Earl of Pembroke, but apparently only
for a time, as it does not seem to have been claimed by any
other member of that family. In 1377 we find Thomas Plan -

tagenet, Duke of Gloucester, the youngest son of King Ed-
ward III., created Earl of Buckingham ;

but twenty years
afterwards he was murdered, and in 1399 the title became
extinct by his son's decease. Again, in 1444 we find the title

revived, this time, however, as a dukedom, in the person of

Humphrey Stafford, son of the Earl of Stafford, by his

1 The Duke's eldest daughter, on the Duke's death, succeeded to the
Scottish barony of Kinloss

;
and the title of Lord Cobham passed to

his Grace's kinsman, Lord Lyttelton.
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marriage with Anne Plantagenet, sister and heiress of Hum-

phrey, the last Earl. As every reader of history is aware,

he was made Lord High Constable of England, but he was

killed at the battle of Northampton ;
his grandson and heir,

the second Duke, like his predecessor, was High Constable

of England, but in the year 1483 was beheaded for high

treason, when the title was forfeited. Three years later, how-

ever, by royal favour the dukedom was revived in the person
of his son, who also filled the office of High Constable ;

but

he too was attainted and beheaded by Henry VIII., when
all the honours of the Staffords were forfeited, never to be

restored. They
. . . fell like Lucifer,

Never to rise again.

A century passes by, and the first Stuart holds the throne on

which the Tudors sat. George Villiers, the King's favourite,

so familiar to the readers of English history and of Sir

Walter Scott by his court nickname of '

Steenie,' is created

Earl, and Marquis, and presently Duke of Buckingham. But

the same curse follows the honour, and dogs its holder to his

death. Knight of the Garter and Lord High Admiral of

England, my Lord Duke, you may be
;
but for all that you

cannot escape your destiny ;
and the visitor who walks round

the streets of Portsmouth is still shown the house in which

you met your sudden and cruel end more than a century
and a half ago by the hand of the assassin Felton, whose

name is still held in execration, though your own character

as an individual is none of the best and sweetest if, at

least, it be still true that

Only the memories of the just
Smell sweet and blossom in their dust.

The ducal title was inherited by his son, George Villiers, but

became extinct at his death without issue in 1687. His

grandmother, who had received a patent of the title in dupli-

cate, had already died, and her title, too, died with her.
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I pass on. Another sovereign is on the throne, and in

1703 I find John Sheffield, Marquis of Normanby, created

Duke of Buckingham ;
and we cannot help entertaining a

hope that the title may be found in this new family to be

exempt from its old fatality. But no
;
the story is the same.

On the death of the first Duke, in 1720, the coronet and straw-

berry leaves devolve upon his only son Edmund, who dies

under age and unmarried, and I am obliged to record the

extinction of the honour for the eighth time.

THE NOBLE HOUSE OF STAFFORD

THE Prince and Princess of Wales, living as they do in the

same county with the head of the family of Jerningham,
whose park of Costessy, or Cossey, is not above an hour's

journey by railway from Sandringham, ought really to take a

more than common interest in the fortunes of Lord Stafford.

And if my readers ask me why and wherefore, I would

answer, because, if we may trust the heralds and peerage-

makers, the paternal line of the Jerninghams is said to be of

Danish origin. At all events, Weever writes as follows in

his * Ancient Funeral Monuments :
'-

' This name has been of exemplarie note before the Con-

quest, if you will believe thus much that followeth, taken

out of the pedigree of the Jerninghams by a judicious gentle-

man : Anno MXXX., Canute, King of Denmarke and of Eng-

land, after his return from Rome, brought divers captains and

souldiers from Denmarke, whereof the greatest part were

christened here in England, and began to settle themselves

here, of whom Jernegan, or Jernegham, and Jernihings, now

Jennings, were of the most esteeme with Canute, who gave
unto the said Jerningham certaine manors in Norfolke, and to

Jennings certain manors lying upon the seaside near Har-

wich, in regard of their former services done to his father,

Swenus, or Swene, King of Denmarke.'

Among our county historians few hold a higher position
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than Blomefield, the author of the history of Norfolk
;
and

he confirms, or at all events follows, the statement of Weever,

telling us that the Jerninghams derive their pedigree from

one Jernagaii, who was settled at Horham, in Suffolk, as far

back as the reign of Stephen, and whose grandson, Sir Hu-
bert Fitz-Jernegan, took part in the rebellion of the barons

against King John, but submitted to Henry III., and obtained

the royal pardon. His grandson, who married the heiress of

the Fitzosberts and widow of a member of the House of Wai-

pole, removed from Horham to Stonham-Jernegan, giving his

name to the manor and parish in which he held his broad

acres. His son acquired property at Somerleyton and else-

where along the borders of Suffolk and Norfolk, in right, ap-

parently, of his mother, and became the owner of large estates

in the last-named county.

From him was descended in direct line Sir Henry Jerne-

gan, or Jerningham (as the name came in process of time to

be spelt), who is described by Sir Bernard Burke as 'of

Huntingfield and Wingfield in Suffolk, and of Costessy in

Norfolk.' His name is known to history as the first of the

gallant knights and squires of the Eastern counties to declare

openly for Queen Mary as the rightful heir to the throne on

the death of Edward VI.
;
and the Queen no sooner found

herself firmly established in St. James's than she appointed
him her Master of the Horse, and commanded him to be sworn

a member of her Privy Council. From Queen Mary he ob-

tained also large grants of lands, not only in the Eastern

districts, such as Wingfield and Costessy, but also in 'the

West Country,' in Herefordshire and Gloucestershire. He,
however, fixed his chief residence at Costessy, near Norwich,
and founded the magnificent structure known as Costessy

Hall, where his descendants have mostly resided from that

time. He subsequently rebuilt Costessy in the style which

marked his age, and so enlarged it that he was able to enter-

tain Queen Elizabeth there in one of her royal progresses.
But the fact that he clung firmly to the ancient faith stood in
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the way of his obtaining any advancement at the Lady Eliza -

beth's hands.

The grandson of this gentleman, in spite of belonging to a

proscribed religion, inheriting a property which had been in-

creased by the fortunate marriages of his father and grand-
father with members of the noble Houses of Dacre and Throg-

morton, was created a baronet in 1621. Like many another

country gentleman who was loyal to the Stuart cause, he

suffered severely in purse and person during the civil wars
;

and we are told by Blomefield that during the time of Cromwell

the park at Costessy was let to go to rack and ruin, the mansion

and the domain being let to a * Roundhead '

farmer, while the

deer in the noble park were destroyed, just as was the case

also at Wardour Castle.

After the Restoration the fortunes of the family were

gradually retrieved by careful and judicious management, and

Costessy once more took rank among the fine mansions of

Norfolk. The Jerninghams, however, did not appear much at

the Court of the Stuart or Brunswick sovereigns, living quietly

and contentedly within their own park gates and practising

the old-fashioned habits of hospitality and care for their

tenantry. It is almost needless to add that they have been

Roman Catholics without a break
;
and in the days of the

penal laws their house was often searched for crucifixes, beads,

and other proofs of '

recusancy.' In fact, I believe there is

still to be seen the priest's hiding-place in the panelled walls

of Costessy now commonly called Cossey just as is the case

in so many other Roman Catholic mansions of the Tudor and

Stuart times.

But if this be so, my readers will naturally wonder how
the Jerninghams came to inherit the historic barony of Stafford.

I will tell them, drawing for my materials on Burke's * Peer-

age.' Sir George, the fifth Baronet, married in 1733 Miss

Mary Plowden, eldest daughter and eventual heiress of a

Roman Catholic gentleman in Shropshire, Mr. Francis Plowden,

Comptroller of the Household to King James II., and of his

Q
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wife Mary, daughter of the Hon. John Stafford Howard,

younger son of the unfortunate Sir William Howard, Viscount

and Baron Stafford, who was beheaded and attainted in 1680.

This nobleman was a staunch Roman Catholic, and had

adhered to the royal cause in the great civil war. His services,

however, had, as he considered, been very inadequately re-

warded, and he frequently voted against the Court. He was

accused by the infamous Titus Gates on October 23, 1678, as

a party to the notorious Popish plot, and was committed to

the Tower on the 30th of that month, along with several other

Roman Catholic noblemen. His trial, however, was twice

postponed in consequence of a dissolution of Parliament, so

that it was not until November 30, 1680, that he was brought
to the bar of the House of Lords on a charge of high treason.

The trial lasted seven days, and terminated in a verdict of

guilty, four of the Howards, his own relations, to their dis-

grace, having voted for his condemnation. The old Viscount,

then in his seventieth year, made an excellent defence, and, by
himself and his witnesses, proved discrepancies, flat contradic-

tions, and perjury in the evidence of his accusers
; yet the

Lords found him guilty by a majority of fifty-five to thirty-one.

Charles, who had been present at the trial in Westminster

Hall, and who was convinced that Lord Stafford was innocent

of the imputed treason, yet signed his death-warrant, with no

other mitigation than that he should be simply beheaded.

Though a Roman Catholic, he employed Burnet * to comfort

him by his instructions touching those points on which all

Christians agree.' His lordship was led forth to execution on

Tower Hill on December 29
;
he suffered with great firmness,

protesting his innocence with his last breath. As he left no

son, the viscountcy became extinct at his death
;
but it so

happened that both he and his wife had been created Baron

and Baroness Stafford in 1640, with remainder to their children,

male and female. This title was restored in 1824, by the

reversal of the attainder on the petition of Sir George W.
Jerningham, in accordance with the report of the Committee
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of Privileges in the House of Peers. Five years, however,

even then had to pass away before Lord Stafford was enabled

to take his seat on the Barons' Bench in the House of Peers,

on account of his adherence to the Roman Catholic faith.

The day, however, came at last, on the passing of the

Catholic Relief Bill
;
and in May, 1829, the Parliamentary

oaths were subscribed by 'the Right Hon. George William

Stafford-Jerningham, Baron Stafford, Chevalier,' along with

the rest of the newly emancipated Catholic peers.

The family of Stafford, one of the most illustrious and

powerful in England, has figured conspicuously in the annals

of the country. Its founder was one of the Bagots, who were

landowners in Staffordshire at the time of the Conquest. Its

principal historical personages are Humphrey de Stafford, a

zealous partisan of Henry VI., who was created Duke of

Buckingham
l in 1465, and who along with his eldest son fell

in the Wars of the Roses and Henry, his second son and

successor in the title, the friend and accomplice, and after-

wards victim, of Richard III., whose plots and tragic death

have been immortalised by Shakespeare. The sad story of

Edward Stafford, the third Duke, Lord High Constable of

England, may also be read in the pages of the great dramatist.

He, as everybody knows, imprudently quarrelled with Wolsey,
who trumped up a charge of high treason against him, upon
which the Duke was found guilty, and beheaded on Tower
Hill. When the Emperor Charles V. heard of his execution,

he is reported to have exclaimed,
* A butcher's dog has killed

the finest buck in England.' The ducal title became extinct

by his attainder
;
and on the death of Henry, thirteenth Baron

Stafford, in 1637, the barony was presumed to have descended

to Roger Stafford, who, though he was great-grandson of the

third Duke of Buckingham, and also of Margaret Plantagenet,

daughter and heiress of George Duke of Clarence, and niece

of Edward IV., had sunk to the lowest condition, and during
the last years of an unhappy life bore the surname of Fludyer

1 See the previous chapter, p. 221.

Q 2
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or Floyd. On his death, unmarried, in 1640, the male line of

this great old family became extinct. His sister married a

joiner of Newport, in Shropshire, and they had a son who, in

spite of the royal blood which flowed in his veins, followed the

trade of a cobbler.

Meanwhile the sister and sole heiress of Henry Stafford,

the thirteenth and last Baron Stafford of the creation of 1299,

had married Sir William Howard, son of the twentieth

Earl of Arundel. On the death of Lord Stafford in 1637, the

title was presumed to have devolved on Roger Stafford, as

above mentioned
;
but with respect to this ' claimant

'

a curious

story is told by Sir Harris Nicolas in his * Historic Peerage/

Though his father had been restored, yet on the son claiming

it as his successor, he is said to have been unjustly denied the

dignity on account of his poverty. Accordingly in 1640, by.

fine levied at Westminster, this Roger Stafford surrendered

into the King's hands the barony of Stafford, in consideration

of 800. to be paid to him by the sovereign. The surrender,

however, Sir H. Nicolas holds, was clearly illegal;
1

but, as he

died unmarried, the male line of this creation is presumed to

have come to an end when the barony of 1547 became extinct.

On Roger Stafford submitting his title to the barony to the

decision of King Charles (we are told by another historian),

his Majesty declared that this luckless scion of a great race,

having no part in the family inheritance,
' nor any lands or

means whatsoever,' should make a resignation of all his claims

to the title. A deed of surrender having been accordingly

enrolled, in 1639 the King conferred anew the dignity on Sir

William Howard, as above stated, and soon after elevated him

to the rank of Viscount Stafford. The original barony of

Stafford, it may be added, was created in 1299 thirty-five

years after that of the premier baron, Lord De Ros.

Henry Stafford, the Duke's son and heir, was ' restored in

blood
'

by an Act of Parliament passed in the first year of

1 Such surrenders of titles with a view to regrants and settle-

ments were common and legal in Scotland.
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Edward VI., by which it was enacted 'that the said Henry
Lord Stafford, and the heirs male of his body, may be taken

and reputed as Lords Stafford, and that the said Henry be

restored in blood
;

' and accordingly his lordship was summoned
to Parliament from 1548 to 1558. He married Ursula,

daughter of Sir Richard Pole, K.G., and of Margaret Countess

of Salisbury, niece of Edward IV. He was thus great-grand-
father of the Mary Stafford, above mentioned, who married Sir

William Howard, Lord Stafford
;
and accordingly, in virtue

of this descent, the present Lord Stafford claims, or has a

right to claim, the revival in his favour of the original barony
of 1299

;
in which case, if his lordship should be successful

now or hereafter, the historic name of Stafford would stand

fourth on the peerage roll of England.
A proof of the utter oblivion into which our Roman Catholic

nobles had fallen during the continuation of the penal laws

may be found in the title of Stafford, which was granted in

1786 as a marquisate to Earl Gower, one of the leading mem-
bers of Lord Bute's Cabinet, and father of the first Duke of

Sutherland. The fact, however, is that the title was not dead,

but only dormant, and quite within the power of any holder

of the crown to call back into life in favour of the Staffords or

their descendants, even in the female line. Within forty years

the title was actually revived, and since that time there have

been two Lords Stafford
; just as during the temporary eclipse

of the Courtenays, Earls of Devonshire, that title was bestowed

as a dukedom on the House of Cavendish.

We have heard so much of late about claimants and im-

postors that I hardly know whether my readers will feel an

interest in being informed or reminded, as the case may be,

that for several years Sir George Jerningham, before attaining
the peerage as Lord Stafford, was greatly annoyed by a Mr.

Richard Stafford Cooke, who claimed to be heir of the ancient

barony, and accordingly instituted expensive lawsuits to eject

him from the property. In this, however, the claimant was

defeated, though like another Orton he proceeded so far as
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to attempt to take formal possession of the old baronial estates

in Staffordshire and Shropshire, which happily still appertain
to the family.

THE DUCAL HOUSE OF RICHMOND

IF any one of my readers will take the trouble to cast his eye
over the list of dukedoms in Lodge's or Burke's '

Peerage,' he

will see that for four of the existing coronets adorned with

ducal strawberry leaves in other words, for a sixth of the

entire body of our dukes King Charles II. is responsible, in-

asmuch as the first possessors of the titles of Richmond,

Graftoii, St. Albans, and Buccleuch were sons of that sovereign

by one or other of his many alliances, which I fear that I must

scarcely dignify by the name of even morganatic unions. For

instance, the first Duke of Buccleuch, better known in history
as James Duke of Monmouth, was born to Charles by Miss

Lucy Walters
;

the first Duke of St. Albans, by
' Nell

Gwyn ;

'

the first Duke of Grafton, by Barbara Villiers
;

while the founder of the ducal house of Richmond was Charles

Lennox, the son of his Majesty by Mademoiselle Louise de

Querouaille, a French lady, who, having been maid of honour

to his sister, the Duchess of Orleans, was sent over to England

by Louis XIV. with the not very creditable mission of .watch-

ing over French interests at the Court of St. James's in other

words, of making our worthless sovereign a paid pensioner
under ' Le Grand Monarque.'

Besides the above-named ducal titles so freely dispensed

by the second Charles, it would seem that similar honours,

which have since become extinct, were bestowed by him at

various times on various favourites
;
and the names of the

Duchess of Cleveland and the Duchess of Portsmouth will

readily occur to the student of the history of England under

the Stuarts in the list of ennobled favourites who basked in

the sunshine of royalty, and whose claim to such honours, to

say the least, was not based on virtue.
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' In 1670,' says Burnet, the King declared a, new mistress,
and made her Duchess of Portsmouth. She had been maid of

honour to Madame the King's sister, and had come over with

her to Dover, where the King had expressed such a regard to

her that the Duke of Buckingham, who hated the Duchess of

Cleveland, intended to put her on the King. He told him
that it was a decent piece of tenderness for his sister to take

care of some of her servants. So she was the person the King
easily consented to invite over. That Duke assured the King
of France that he could never reckon himself sure of Charles

but by giving him a mistress that should be true to his

interests. It was soon agreed to. So the Duke of Bucking-
ham sent her with a part of his equipage to Dieppe, and said

he would presently follow. But he, who was the most incon-

stant and forgetful of all men, never thought of her more, but

went to England by way of Calais. So Montague, then

Ambassador at Paris, hearing of this, sent over for a yacht
for her, and sent some of his servants to wait on her and to

defray her charge till she was brought to Whitehall
; and

then Lord Arlington took care of her. So the Duke of Buck-

ingham lost the merit he might have pretended to, and brought
over a mistress whom his strange conduct threw into the

hands of his enemies. The King was presently taken with

her. She studied to please and observe him in everything ;

so that he passed away the rest of his life in a great fondness

for her. He kept her at a vast charge ; and she, by many fits

of sickness, some believed real, and others thought only pre-

tended, gained from him everything she desired. She stuck

firm to the French interest, and was its chief support. The

King divided himself between her and Mistress Gwyn, and had

for a time no other avowed amour. But he was so entirely

possessed by the Duchess of Portsmouth, and so engaged by
her in the French interest, that this threw him into great

difficulties, and exposed him to much contempt and distrust.'

According to the records of the Heralds' College, Charles

Lennox was born on July 29, 1672, and, 'being of great
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hopes/ when only three years old was enrolled among the

peers both of England and of Scotland as Duke of Rich-

mond, and also Duke of Lennox. The King, who was present
at his baptism, gave him the surname of Lennox, and his own
Christian name, Charles.

At nine years old the precocious child was invested with

the blue riband of the Order of the Garter, and while still in

his minority succeeded the Duke of Monmouth as Master of

the Horse, the duty being performed by commissioners, while

he of course drew his salary like the other courtiers around

him. On the death of his father, however, he was removed

from this post by James II., on account of the share which

had been taken by his mother in promoting the Bill of Exclu-

sion.

Stuart as he was paternally, the Duke afterwards acted as

aide-de-camp to King William in Flanders, and also held some

appointments about the Hanoverian household of George I.
;

so that we cannot suppose that he was much troubled with

scruples on the score of loyalty, or of royalty either, or put

any very wide construction on the commandment which bids

us ' Honour our father.' His mother, Louise de Querouaille,

meantime had been created Duchess of Portsmouth for life

and also by Louis XIV. Duchess of Aubigny in France, a

title then recently extinct by the death of the last Duke of

Richmond of the Stuart line in 1672.

Letters patent were passed in 1673 by the King of France,

granting to the Duchess of Portsmouth the territory of

Aubigny in the province of Berri, in which it was set forth

that,
'

considering the great extent of the said territories, con

sisting of the town of Aubigny, two considerable castles, two

parishes and fiefs, extending eight leagues, with the privilege

of resorting to the court and Parliament of Paris, she being
likewise mistress of the waters, forests, fairs, markets, and all

places in the said territories
;
therefore he unites, creates, and

erects the said town, territory, castellany, and castle of

Aubigny, fiefs, and lands, &c., into a duchy and peerdom of
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France,' by the name, title, and dignity of Dukes of Aubigny
and Peers of France. 1

His Majesty King Charles, considering with what lustre

and glory the House of Lennox had shone in former times, and

that by the death of Charles Stuart, Duke of Richmond and

Lennox, the dignity of Duke of Lennox was merged in the

Crown, therefore, that the honour might be again revived,

bestowed the estate of Lennox on his young son, whom he had

just created Duke of Richmond
;
and by letters patent, passed

in Scotland in the following month, the latter was created

Duke of Lennox, Earl of Darnley, and Baron Methuen of

Torbolton, in the peerage of that kingdom.
It was, no doubt, King Charles's fondness for this boy that

led him to enrich so lavishly his French mother, of wrhom we
know little to her advantage, except what possibly might
atone in the eyes of some writers for many moral delinquencies

the fact that she was a *

fascinating
'

woman, and that 'her

splendour and magnificence contributed in no small degree to

many of the Court entertainments of the time.' So lavish, in-

deed, was the King's expenditure upon her that Evelyn tells us

in his '

Diary
'

that the plate and furniture of even Charles's

Queen were but those of a private lady in comparison with

those of the Duchess of Portsmouth's establishment. He
writes, under date January 24, 1682 :

1 1 was at the entertainment of the Morocco Ambassador

at the Duchess of Portsmouth's glorious apartments at White-

hall, where was a great banquet of sweetmeats and music.

Both the Ambassador and his retinue behaved themselves with

extraordinary moderation and modesty, though placed about a

long table, a lady between two Moors, and amongst these the

King's natural children, viz. Lady Litchfield and Sussex, the

Duchess of Portsmouth, Nelly Gwyn, &c. . . . as splendid

as jewels and excess of bravery could make them. The Moors,
1 The dukedom of Aubigny in France still nominally belongs to his

Grace the Duke of Richmond
;
but the first French Revolution swept

away all the then Duke's feudal rights over the territory of Aubigny,
so that it is now a mere name and shadow.
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neither admiring, nor seeming to regard anything, furniture or

the like, with any earnestness, but only decently tasting the

banquet, drank a little milk and water, and also of a sorbet

and jacolet, but not a drop of wine. They did not look about,

or stare at the ladies, or express the least surprise, but, with a

courtly negligence in pace, countenance, and whole behaviour,

answering only to such questions as were asked, with a great
deal of wit and gallantry ;

and gravely took their leave with

this compliment, that God would bless the Duchess of Ports-

mouth and the young Prince, her son, meaning the little Duke
of Richmond.'

The estimate of rank formed by the Moors, although erro-

neous in fact, was not uncountenanced by circumstances, the

Duchess, according to Burnet, being urged by her party to join

the movement for excluding the Duke of York from the throne,

in expectation of a declaration in favour of her son. After the

Stuart titles were, with a slight variation, all revived in the

person of his Grace, his example was selected by the King to

remodel in part the costume of the most noble Order of the

Garter, of which, though only nine years of age, he had been

created a Knight in 1681. 'At that time and previously, as

pictures show, the Knights of the Garter wore the ribbon

round the neck, with the "
George

"
appendant on the breast

;

but the Duke's mother having some time after his installation

introduced him to the King with his ribbon over his left

shoulder and the "
George

"
appendant on the right side, his

Majesty was so pleased with the conceit that he commanded
all the Knights Companions of the Order to wear it the same

way.' The first Duke, dying in 1723, was succeeded by his

son Charles, who was a lieutenant-general in the army, and

also an aide-de-camp to the King, and at his Majesty's coro-

nation was High Constable of England for the day. His Grace

held a command under George II. at the battle of Dettingen.
He had been declared one of the lords justices of the kingdom
before his Majesty's departure, and held that post in 1745,

when Bonnie Prince Charlie, having landed in Scotland, ad-
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vanced as far south as Derby. On this occasion his Grace

attended the Duke of Cumberland in his expedition against

the insurgents, and assisted in the reduction of Carlisle.

It may be mentioned here that one of the daughters of this

(second) Duke was the Lady Sarah Lennox, so celebrated in

the history of the last century as one of the early flames of

King George III., who no doubt would have married her if it

had not been a tradition of Hanoverian royalty a tradition

which he afterwards raised into a law to maintain the family
as a caste, and not to allow of marriages of its members with

subjects of the Crown. I can easily fancy what must have

been Lady Sarah's feelings when, in September 1761, as one

of her bridesmaids, she supported the train of Queen Charlotte

at her marriage with the King, whose consort she had been so

nearly becoming only a few months previously. In all pro-

bability she was really in love with his Majesty ; for, though in

the following year she married Sir Thomas Charles Bunbury,
the marriage ended in a divorce, and she ultimately married

one of the Napiers.

The third Duke, who succeeded to these titles in 1750, was

known both as a soldier and a statesman, being successively a

Secretary of State, Master-General of the Ordnance, and a

field-marshal in the army. His name also ought to be held

in honour for certain lasting benefits which he conferred on

art and artists in this country. He was one of the earliest

members and one of the most active promoters of the society

for the encouragement of the arts, when as yet such trivial

subjects had not attracted the attention of our Hanoverian

kings ;
and he showed the reality of his goodwill towards

artists in general by opening his house in Spring Gardens, and

afterwards in Whitehall, in 1758 before the foundation of

the Royal Academy as a gallery for the display of paintings

annually during the London season. In fact, it may be said

with confidence that his town mansion was the cradle of the

Royal Academy, his gallery being open to all students above

the age of twelve, to whom he awarded premiums in money
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and other prizes for their best productions. It is strange,

considering that the Duke lived nearly six years into the

present century, that his Grace's name is so thoroughly for-

gotten from among the roll of our public benefactors and

philanthropists ;
and it will be a great pleasure to me if this

present sketch should serve to remind only a few members of

the artist-world of his Grace's good deeds. If a Scotchman

has good reason occasionally to cry out * God bless the Duke
of Argyll,' for reasons best known north of the Tweed, surely

our R. A.'s and A.R.A.'s and students of the Academy in Tra-

falgar Square may now and then use a like exclamation in

remembrance of Charles, third Duke of Richmond, Lennox,
and Aubigny.

It was this duke whose great unpopularity as a member of

the Government is recorded by Sir Nathaniel William Wraxall.

His enemies accused him of domestic parsimony, which they
contrasted in no measured terms with his profusion of the

public money as Master-General of the Ordnance. If his

gallery was open to students, his kitchen, it was said, both at

Goodwood and in Whitehall, was the coolest apartment in his

house, and ' his kitchen chimney never smoked '

a fact which

is commemorated in the ' Rolliad.' His passion for spending

money on fortifications and works which he projected to defend

our great naval arsenals from invasion more than once excited

the attention of Parliament, and in 1785 caused fierce attacks

in the House, which it cost the young Minister, William Pitt,

infinite trouble to parry. Pitt, however, gallantly stood by
the Duke, declaring that his ability, experience, and syste-

matic economy had been one of the principal causes which had

secured for his own administration so large a share of the

popular favour.

His Grace having left no issue, these titles passed at his

death to his nephew, Charles, general in the army, at one time

Lord-Lieutenant of Ireland, and afterwards Governor-General

of Canada, whose melancholy death at Montreal in 1819, from

the bite of a tame fox, was universally lamented both in
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Canada and in England, where his genial frankness and ur-

banity had made him a general favourite.

He married Lady Charlotte Gordon, sister and heiress of

the last Duke of Gordon. By this alliance the magnificent
estate of Gordon Castle, in Banffshire, with a rent-roll of

50,000, was added to the estates of the family, who now bear

the name of Gordon-Lennox.

This duke's eldest son and successor, the late Duke, was an

aide-de-camp to the Duke of Wellington in the Peninsula and
at Waterloo, and held office under Lord Grey as Postmaster-

General in 1830-34, with a seat in the Cabinet. From this,

however, he seceded, along with Lord Ripon, Lord Stanley,
and Sir James Graham, on account of the measures of the

Whig administration with respect to the Irish Church. His

Grace was a zealous agriculturist, and was one of the founders

of the Royal Agricultural Society of England, of which society

he was a trustee. Both on his large domains in Sussex and in

Scotland he was revered by his tenants as one of the best of

landlords. The Duke was one of the princely supporters of

the turf, the annual races at Goodwood Park affording scope

for the display of his generous hospitality. By his honourable

bearing and frank manners on all occasions he had endeared

himself to a large circle of friends, who will never fail to

cherish his memory.
The present Duke of Richmond has also taken a prominent

part in public affairs, and was President of the Poor Law
Board under Lord Derby's second Administration. Subse-

quently his Grace held the offices of President of the Board of

Trade and Lord President of the Council
;
and at one time,

by the common consent of all sections of his party, he was the

recognised leader of the Conservatives in the Upper House.

It was, therefore, by no means surprising that he should have

obtained a renewal in his favour of the title of Duke of Gordon
}

of Gordon Castle, Scotland.

Considering the close affinity which exists between the

House of Lennox and royalty, and the existence of a royal
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palace on the banks of the Thames at Richmond, it might

naturally be supposed that it is the latter place from which

his Grace derives his ducal title. Such, however, is not the

case, the name, style, and title by which his ancestor was

raised to the peerage being Duke of Richmond, of Richmond-

shire, in the county of York, the castle of which, along with

the surrounding lands, belonged to the Earls of Richmond of

the line of De Dreux, until they fell to the Crown upon the

accession of Henry, Earl of Richmond, to the throne as Henry
VII. The ruins of the castle, as most of my readers who have

visited Yorkshire know, rise proudly and majestically above

the side of the river Swale, the bold Norman keep being still

almost entire
;
and the castle, though untenanted, or used

only as a military store, is still the property of the noble duke

who derives from it the first of his many titles.

It may be added that Richmond in Surrey was originally

called Shene, for its
'

bright
' and pleasant situation

;
and

that its modern name of Richmond was given to it out of com-

pliment to Henry VII. when he built a palace there and made
it a royal residence.

GEORGE HANGER, LORD COLERAINE

1 MAECH 31. Died of a convulsive fit, at his residence,

near the Regent's Park, aged 73, the Right Hon. George

Hanger, fourth Lord Coleraine, of Coleraine, co. Londonderry,
in the peerage of Ireland, and a major-general in the army ;

better known by the title of Colonel Hanger, or the familiar

appellation of "
George Hanger."

' Such is the curt and brief

manner in which Mr. '

Sylvanus Urban
'

records in the column

of the Gentleman's Magazine, in 1824, the decease of a noble-

man who had played in his day a conspicuous part among the

early boon companions of George, Prince of Wales, of whom
he was wittily said to be not the constant Hanger, but the

constant 'Hanger-on.' Like Lord Rochester and Lord Camel-

ford before him, he lived a life not very creditable to a member
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of
c the upper ten thousand,' and died lamented and regretted

by none, or at all events by few, of his contemporaries ;
and

the extinction of his title, which was caused by his death,

could scarcely be said to have created in the Irish peerage any

gap or void which it was difficult to fill up.

The life of this mauvais sujet, however, though not such

as to place him among the true aristocracy the viri optime
meriti may well entitle him to a place among the ' Eccentric

Characters
'

of the nineteenth century ;
and as such I fancy

that a brief outline of his life may possibly amuse my readers,

and serve as a beacon of warning to young (and possibly also

middle-aged) noblemen with more money than brains.

The family from which the hero of the present paper

sprang does not seem to be in any way illustrious in history.

George Hanger expressly says that he could not trace it up.

beyond his grandfather, whom he styles Sir George,
'

though
how he got the title he knew not, and cared less.' All that

is known about the family is that the name borne by its

members was variously spelt at different times as Ainger,

Aunger, Aungre, and Aungrier ;
and it is probable that the

' h ' was prefixed by some of the family whose spelling and

pronunciation were alike at fault. The name of Hanger, how-

ever, is not quite unknown to fame, for in the British Museum

Library there is a book published in 1685, by one Philip

Hanger, entitled * A True Relation how Eighteen Men were

Cast Away at Sea, with the great hardships they underwent.'

It is therefore quite possible that the love of strange adven-

ture was not original in my hero George, but simply broke

out afresh, as being already 'in the blood.' I may add that

in the present day a West End firm of tailors, Messrs. Hanger
and Sons, appear in the British Museum Catalogue as the

authors of 'An Infallible Guide in Cutting Clothes.' Can

they be any relations of Lord Coleraine ? But, however the

name was or ought to have been spelt, the ' Extinct Peerage
of Ireland

'

says that the Hangers came from Essex and Hert-

fordshire, but that they
'

disposed of their English estates
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towards the end of the fifteenth century.' Francis Aunger or

Ainger, one of the younger sons of the House, appears to have

gone over to Ireland in the reign of Elizabeth, like many
another English gentleman, to seek his fortune. He chose

the profession of the law, became Master of the Rolls, and

was raised to a peerage as Earl of Longford and Baron

Aungier ;
these titles, however, became extinct in 1704.

Another member of the same House, probably his brother,

followed the trade of a Turkey merchant, either in London or

in Dublin it is not clear which and, having got together
a good round sum of money, made up his mind to look out for

an heiress, so as to consolidate and perpetuate at once his

wealth and his name. He purchased the estate of Driffield,

in Gloucestershire, where the Hangers continued to live till

the close of the last century. His son or grandson, George .

Hanger of Driffield, Governor of the Bank of England in its

earlier days, was the father of Sir George Hanger mentioned

above, who received the honour of knighthood from King
William III. This gentleman had three sons, of whom the

third, Gabriel by name, happening to go over to Ireland to

visit his cousins, took a fancy to that island, where he con-

trived to marry a rich wife Elizabeth, only daughter and

heiress of one Richard Bond,
' of Cowbury, in Herefordshire,

and of the province of Ulster.' In noticing his family in the

account of his own eccentric ' Life and Adventures ' which he

published in 1802, the son of this union, George Hanger, thus

speaks of his father :

' His sister, Miss Anne Hanger, was

married to Hare, Lord Coleraine
;
but my father was not in

the most distant degree related to his lordship, or connected

with him except by that marriage. Lord Coleraine, however,

happening to die at the very nick of time without issue or heir

to his coronet, my father claimed it, with just as much right

as the clerk or sexton of the parish.' Unfortunately, however,
for George Hanger's reputation as a family chronicler, the

title was not revived in his father's favour till 1762, two years
after the accession of George III.
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The ex-Turkey merchant, however, was enjoying his gold-
won honours and living at his seat in Gloucestershire, in 1751,
when his third and youngest son George whose life chiefly

concerns me first saw the light of day. He had two elder

brothers, both of whom held the title before it descended to

himself. His first experience of school life was at Reading ;

but the school did not prove at all to his taste, for he describes

his master as * a brute, a tyrant, and a savage.' Of the school

to which he was next sent kept by the Rev. Mr. Fountain

at Marylebone Park he had a different tale to tell, for he

was treated with kindness and attention. His love of mis-

chief, however, began to display itself here, for he violently

kicked on the shins the dentist who attended the school, and

caught his thumb between his teeth on his endeavouring to

operate on him a second time. He was next sent to Eton,

where, though he got on with Latin, he set himself entirely

against Greek. On rising high in the school he gave himself

up to field sports. After leaving Eton he entered the army
as an ensign in the Foot Guards, and devoted a year to the

study of mathematics, fortification, and the German language
at the University of Gb'ttingen. The next two summers he

spent desultorily in Hanover and Hesse Cassel, where he

became acquainted with many 'persons of distinction,' from

whom, however, he appears to have derived few or no good
lessons in morals. Soon after his return to England he met

with an adventure which narrowly escaped having a fatal

issue. One fine Sunday evening he was walking with a friend

and two ladies in a side path of the gardens close to Kensing-
ton Palace, where thick yew trees edged the walks, when a

man approached the party in a menacing attitude. His ap-

proach was prevented by George Hanger : the fellow then put
his hand on his sword, at the same time showing plainly that

he knew well enough how to use that weapon ;
but George

Hanger warned the stranger to retreat if he did not wish to

be run through ;
so the man made off, and George and his

friends brought their walk and talk to an end, without any
K
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further difficulty. He himself owns, in his account of the

matter, that, though he had been placed in many disagreeable

situations in life, he had never been so alarmed as on that

occasion.

George Hanger spent the next few years in gaiety and

dissipation in town; and then, on account of a fancied wrong
with regard to his promotion, he left the Guards in dudgeon
and threw up his commission. However, in spite of this silly

and wayward act, as soon as the first flames of the war of

revolution were kindled in America, he applied for and

obtained an appointment in one of the Hessian corps, then

being raised for the British service in America, and took rank

as a captain in the Landgrave of Hesse's corps of Jagers.

But before his departure for America he had got into diffi-

culties from his personal extravagance, and the shadows of a

future day of reckoning were already crossing his path.

He saw some active service in his new post, and obtained

the rank of major in the British Legion ; but, falling a victim

to the yellow fever on his advance under Lord Cornwallis into

North Carolina, for a long time he lay between life and death,

being reduced almost to a skeleton. Death, however, was not

allowed to claim him as a victim just yet.

He left America on the conclusion of peace, and was

enabled to return to England by the help of a friend, Mr.

Richard Tattersall, who offered him a home in his house, pro-

mising to make his presence in London again possible by paying

any debts that he was himself unable to meet.

In the autobiographical work already alluded to, Major

Hanger has given an amusing description of the scenes at a

contested election for Westminster which he witnessed at this

time, and in which he took an active part ;
and he points out

the many qualities of familiarity and condescension which a

gentleman must needs have possessed under the old system
now replaced by the ballot, if he wished to be of any service

to his party.

It was at this time that Major Hanger became one of the
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jovial associates of the then Prince of Wales, who made him
one of his equerries, with a salary of 300?. a year, an appoint-
ment which, together with employment which he undertook of

raising recruits for the East India Company, afforded him the

means of living for a time like a gentleman. His good for-

tune did not, however, last long, and the Major was soon on
the high road to the King's Bench, which he entered in June,
1798. He spent about ten months in ' those blessed regions
of rural retirement,' as he jokingly styles his prison, possibly

remembering the lines of Lovelace :

Stone walls do not a prison make,
Nor iron bars a cage ;

Minds innocent and peaceful take

That for a hermitage;

and he declares that he * lived there as a gentleman on three

shillings a day.' Released from prison, he now applied for

employment on active service, but in vain
;
so he formed the

resolution of taking to trade, and set up at one time as a coal

merchant, and at another as a dealer in powder for the special

purpose of setting razors. Specimens of this powder he carried

about in his pocket to show to '

persons of quality,' whom he

canvassed for their patronage ! How far he flourished in -the

coal business we do not hear
; but, as he mentions a kind

friend who gave him a salary sufficient to keep the wolf from

the door, in all probability he did not make one of those

gigantic fortunes which the coal owners and coal merchants

are in the habit of realising nowadays at the cost of the long-

suffering British householder.

We read in the notice already referred to in the Gentle-

man's Magazine that the Colonel (for he had now attained

that grade), 'though free in his manners, was never inclined

to give intentional offence, and the peculiarity of those man-

ners precluded all idea of resentment, and laughter rather

than anger was the result of his most extravagant sallies.'

This sounds strange indeed to those who know that he still

enjoys by tradition the fame of a noted '

bruiser,' and that he

u 2
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was one of the most constant and zealous patrons of the cock-

pit, and of all those places where the noble art of self-defence

was practically illustrated. Though he spent so much time

among low society and in not very choice amusements, we are

told that he found time for reading, and was ' never wanting
in rational conversation on the topics of the day.'

George Hanger was quite as averse to assume the title of
' Lord Coleraine,' which came to him on the death of his elder

brother William at the close of 1814, as Horace Walpole was
to call himself Earl of Orford. In fact he scarcely ever signed
his name by his new designation.

George Hanger lived and died unmarried at all events,

no legal marriage stands scored against his name in the exist-

ing peerages. He seems, however, to have contracted in early
life a quasi-matrimonial union with one of the gipsy tribe

whom he met by chance in the southern suburbs of London,
and whom he mentions in his *

Autobiography
'

as * the lovely

Egyptia.' He writes,
' I used to listen with raptures to the

melody of her voice. . . . I thought her the " Pamela "
of Nor-

wood, the paragon of her race, the Hester of the nineteenth

century but, alas ! on my return after a short absence one

day I found that she had gone off with a travelling tinker of

a neighbouring tribe, who wandered about the country mend-

ing pots and kettles.'

According to the tell-tale catalogue of the British Museum

Library, Lord Coleraine was the author of several other works

besides his own *

Autobiography.' Among these I may men-

tion here an octavo pamphlet, published in 1795, entitled
*

Military Reflections on the Attack and Defence of the City
of London

;
to which is (? are) added Reflections on the Loss

of Plymouth or Harwich,' and including general remarks on

the whole island. Returning to the same subject nine or ten

years later, I find him issuing from the press another alarmist

pamphlet :

' Reflections on the Menaced Invasion, and the

Means of Protecting the Capital ;
with a letter on the pro-

posed fortifications round London, and a defence of the volun-
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teer system.' The volunteer movement, which has been so

successfully revived in our own day, had no more zealous and

active advocate than Col. Hanger at the commencement of

the present century. And it was with reference to this sub-

ject that in 1808 he published
* A letter to Lord Castlereagh,

proving how 15,000 men, well disciplined, may be acquired
in the short space of two months

;
with instructions to the

volunteers
;
to which is added a plan for the formation of a

corps of consolidated marksmen.'

It is clear from what I have said above that Lord Cole-

raine cared little or nothing about * blue blood
' and pedigree,

and that he valued a man rather by his skill with his fists or

his rapier than by his descent from the Plantagenets. Thus

he commences his '

Autobiography
' with a portrait of himself

swinging on a gallows, apparently at Tyburn, in allusion to

his name
;
and it is said that this is the only authentic por-

trait of him now extant. Still, every now and then some-

thing of ancestral pride peeps out in spite of himself in what

he writes, as, for instance, when he tells us that his father was
' an honest M.P. in favour of the King and the constitution,

and above a bribe
' even in the days of Sir Robert Walpole.

His summary of his wide experience of life in every phase
and in all grades tells us that he had lived with men and

women of every rank, from the highest to the lowest ' from

St. James's to St. Giles's
' from the drawing-room to the dust-

cart in palaces and in night cellars
;
and it is probable that

few persons besides himself had seen and could describe from

personal experience at once the gilded salons of Carlton House

and the lowest purlieus of St. Giles's-in-the-Fields. His ' Auto-

biography
'

is full of drollery, much of which I could not pos-

sibly transfer to these pages : but I shall never forget his

sketches of the old tyrant at Reading School, with his '

long
rattan cane,' and of the rebellion at Eton in the time of Dr.

Foster, in which he bore a part. At Eton, however, his educa-

tion appears to have been sadly neglected ;
for he tells us

that at eighteen his only reading was ' the newspaper and the
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Sporting Calendar,' though here and there some traces of the

scholar peep out in the Latin quotations that occur in his

autobiographical sketch; and he has the grace to own that

during his three years' stay in Germany he felt the great want

of the refining influence of ladies' society. He could not cer-

tainly be altogether a 'rough,' if it be true that while at Han-
over he was much noticed by Prince Charles, the brother of

our own Queen Charlotte, and that in consequence he grew to

be on such terms with the Hanoverian Guards as to be allowed

to take part with them in their military exercises on field-

days. Nor does he appear to have been well or kindly treated

by his father in more ways than one. At all events, on one

occasion, when he wished to join the army of Count Roman-

zoff, and to volunteer for service to fight against the Turks,

old Lord Coleraine would not find the money for equipment,
so he was obliged to stay in Germany biting his thumbs and

cursing his adverse fate
;
and he complains that, through the

niggardly parsimony of his parent and his elder brother, he

was twice deprived of his earnings, and forced to begin the

world over again.

I have mentioned already that at one time George Hanger
tried to ' make both ends meet '

by recruiting for the East

India Company, and at another by starting as a coal merchant.

He tells us that he spent 500. ' costs out of pocket/ as the

lawyers say in establishing and organising agencies for re-

cruits in all the large towns of England, but that an end was

put to this work by a dispute among the directors in Leaden-

hall Street as to the best place for recruiting barracks. The

decision, wherever it placed the dep6t, threw him out of em-

ploy, robbed him of his 500Z. and six years' labour, and lost

him an income of 600Z. a year. The result was that he spent

nearly a year in the King's Bench Prison (June, 1798, to

April, 1799), and had to start afresh with a capital of 40Z. in

hand ! No wonder that next year he thought of trade in

earnest as a better chance than such precarious work. With
reference to this subject he writes in May, 1800, to a friend,
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who told him that it was reported that he allowed himself to

be paid by a commission on such coals as he could sell :

* On

my honour, the report is false, absolutely false ! I am allowed

an annual salary, which will keep me from want. May the

black diamond trade nourish with me !

'

Carbones , . . . nigri

Sunt mihi deliciae
;
sint mihi divitise 1

It is astonishing to see how much of worldly wisdom and
what the Americans call

* 'cuteness
'

is to be found in George

Hanger's
'

Autobiography.' He had no great respect for par-

sons, or indeed, I fear, it must be added, for religion in any
shape but scattered up and down his two volumes are to be

found many useful hints as to the necessity of purging the

theatres of vice and the encouragement of street-preaching,
if the morals of the populace were to be improved, mixed up
with all sorts of droll suggestions as to the best way of putting
down those very amusements in which he himself excelled,

and those exhibitions of which he was the especial patron !

Among other matters he showed his humour by proposing to

levy a tax on the absentee landlords, not of Ireland, but of

Scotland
;
and another on the superfluous luxuries of forks

and spoons.
As might be expected, George Hanger, with all his eccen-

tricity, made a capital soldier of, fortune. Sir Henry Clinton,

on meeting him in America, seems to have felt this, and so

not only gave him a command in the expedition for the reduc-

tion of the southern provinces, but made him his aide-de-

camp at the siege of Charleston. He also distinguished him-

self in the operations at Savannah, and after the capture of

Charleston he was appointed inspector of volunteers, as well

as of cattle, horses, and stores, being promoted also to a

majority in the British Legion. Whilst serving in Carolina,

under Lord Cornwallis, the yellow fever (as mentioned above)
reduced him so low that * his bones were coming through his

skin
;

' but he escaped the jaws of death, and lived to meet
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Lord Cornwallis some years later at dinner in St. James's

Square. His illness on this occasion stood him in good stead
;

for, being sent on a cruise to Bermuda, he escaped being taken

prisoner along with his general. He subsequently sailed for

New York with Sir Henry Clinton in the hope of relieving Lord

Cornwallis, but arrived three days too late to effect that object.

That he used his eyes and '
all his seven senses

'

whilst in

America is shown by the fact that even in 1802 he prophesied
that a day would come when the Northern and Southern

States would be brought into conflict, and that the war, when -

ever it arose, would not be a '
little war.' He was right in

this view
;
and probably he was the first to hold it, or, at all

events, to express it publicly.

Such a man, with all his faults and failings, could not

have been wholly bad
;
and therefore I am not surprised to

find that when false charges were brought against his honour

as a man and a soldier, not only Mr. Tattersall, but even the

Prince of Wales, thought proper to come forward and stand

as his friend. The same is the inference which I draw from

a fact recorded by himself, that he visited in his cell in

Newgate more than one highwayman whom he thought too

severely punished, and even rode behind the tail of the cart

which carried him up Holborn Hill and along Oxford Street

to Tyburn. His goodness of heart, too, is proved by the

following assertion which he made to a friend who wished to

see him chosen a member of Parliament :

* I pledge myself,
if ever I should have the honour of a seat in the House of

Commons, to consult with some of the leading men in this

country in order to bring in a bill for the better protection of

women/
From first to last it would seem as if constant misfortune

and disappointment had worked a change in his temper, and

almost in his very nature. For instance, he tells us that he

had expectations from the Duchess of St. Albans, who had

been a protegee of his father, but that he was baulked of these,

being cut out of her will by a certain Mr. Roberts, who, no
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doubt, knew how to play his cards with greater skill than

himself. Again,, what little property he actually inherited was

lost through the death of a surveyor whom he was employing ;

and the loss of this estate involved him in other difficulties

which compelled him to sell out of the army just as the

American war broke out, and in the long run to play the

undignified role of a coal-dealer ! His father had gone in early

life to India, with 5001. in his pocket, and had returned to

England with a realised fortune of 25,000?., which was increased

by inheriting his brothers' and sisters' fortunes
; but, with all

this, his lordship could not find the means to keep his son

afloat in the service, and even allowed him to be robbed and

ruined without putting forth a hand to aid him. Can it be a

matter of wonder to anyone that such an individual, however

good he might have been by natural disposition, was soured

and embittered, and driven into irregular courses, and at last

came to boast that ' he cared not whether he was a nobleman

or a gentleman, but one thing he knew, and that was that he

was a dead shot 1
' In the days of duelling such words as these

meant a great deal. Holding such sentiments, it was fortunate

for him that he did not meet with the fate of Lord Camelford,

and fall a victim in an '

affair of honour.'

DE COURCY, LORD OF KINGSALE

FIRST on the roll of the Irish peerage, occupying the same

position as is held by Lord De Ros in England and Lord

Forbes in Scotland, stands the proud name of John Fitzroy de

Courcy, thirty-first Baron Kingsale. It is not everyone of

whom it can be said that he can trace back his family to the

roll of the battlefield of Hastings, but the family of De Courcy
can truly claim that honour

;
and even more than this, if we

may believe the heralds and genealogists. The De Courcies

can boast alliance in the paternal line through the Dukes of
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Lorraine, and maternally through the Dukes of Normandy,
with several of the royal houses of Europe. The head and

representative of the De Courcy family, moreover, enjoys the

hereditary and singular privilege of standing with his head

covered in the presence of royalty. The origin of this honour

I shall now relate.

To revert to the early history of this family, it appears
that Richard de Courcy, eldest son of Robert, Lord of Courcy
in Normandy, accompanied his sovereign William on his

invasion of England ; and, for his distinguished services at the

battle of Hastings, was enriched with considerable grants of

lands and lordships, among which was that of Stoke thence

called Stoke Courcy in the county of Somerset. His imme-

diate descendants were in high position at Court
;
and one

Robert de Courcy was present at the battle of Northampton
in the reign of King Stephen. But John, the great-great-

grandson of the first baron, was the founder of the chief

honours of the family. This nobleman had gained much credit

for himself in the wars of Henry II., both in England and

Gascony ;
and at the instance of that monarch he was sent

into Ireland in the year 1177 to assist William Fitz-Adelm in

the government of that country. While there he put himself

at the head of a few knights and esquires and about three

hundred foot soldiers, with whose help he invaded, and after

several efforts reduced to submission, the province of Ulster.

For this achievement he was rewarded in 1181 with the
' Earldom of Ulster/ being the first Englishman who received

an Irish title of honour. In order to make his position more

secure, he married a daughter of Godfrey, King of the Isle

of Man, and continued to bask in the sunshine of royal favour

to the close of Henry II. 's reign, and during that of his suc-

cessor, Richard I. But envy, as has so often been the case,

would not allow him to hold his honours much longer in

peace ; for, on the accession of King John to the throne of

England, Hugh de Lacie, governor of Ireland, caused the Earl

to be treacherously seized while, alone and quite unarmed,
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he was doing penance in the churchyard of Downpatriek, on

Good Friday of the year 1203. He was sent to England
under a guard, and condemned by the King to perpetual

imprisonment in the Tower, while his earldom and estates

were given over to his successful rival. He had been in con-

finement about a year, when a dispute which had arisen

between King John of England and Philip Augustus of

France with regard to their several pretensions to the Duchy
of Normandy, was by agreement referred to the decision of a

single combat. King John had somewhat too hastily appointed
a day for this contest to come off, and the King of France had

his champion ready ;
while John, who could find no one of his

subjects willing to take up the gauntlet, was forced to appeal
to his prisoner, the degraded Earl of Ulster, who accepted the

challenge, though only on a third request,
' for the honour of

his country.'

Such is the common story as told in the Peerages ;
but the

records of the Tower affirm that the Earl had surrendered

himself and given hostages for his appearance, and was kept

by the King in the Tower to be in readiness for the day

appointed for the combat. The contest, however, whichever

way the.matter stood, never came off, for the French champion
showed flight instead of fight on the first appearance of his

powerful antagonist ;
and on the trumpet sounding for the

attack set spurs to his horse, broke through the lists, and

gained the seashore, whence he reached the coast of France

or Spain, and thus left the champion of England victor on the

field. The French King, however, who had heard of the Earl's

great strength, desired to see some proof of it
; whereupon,

as the story goes, a massive coat of mail with a full-faced

helmet on the top was placed on a block. With a single blow

the Earl cleft asunder the armour and helmet
;
and it is said

that the sword was fixed so deep into the wood that no one

else present could draw it out, though he himself did so with

one hand. The armour and sword used on this remarkable

occasion are still preserved in the Tower of London. King
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John was so astonished at this extraordinary exhibition of

strength, that he restored De Courcy to his titles and estates,

and in addition desired him to ask any favour at his hands

which it was in his power to grant, and it should be given
The Earl replied that ' he had titles and estates enough, but

desired that he and his successors might have the privilege, as

soon as their first obeisance had been paid, of being covered

in the presence of him and his successors, Kings of England ;'

and the request was granted accordingly.

De Courcy, however, was disappointed in his endeavours

to obtain the re-establishment of his earldom and other rights

in Ireland
;
for though he made, it is said, fifteen attempts to

cross the Channel, he never put foot on Irish soil again, and

he eventually retired to France, where he died about the year
1210.

He was succeeded by his only son, Miles, who in vain

endeavoured, in his turn, to secure his rights in Ireland,

Hugh de Lacie maintaining that he himself had a right to the

Earldom of Ulster. Earl John had never returned to make
his claim in person ;

and so, considering that Hugh's power in

Ireland and his favour at Court were too great to be resisted,

Miles gave up his claim, and received from the King, in com-

pensation, the Barony of Kingsale, in Ireland, in 1223. From
him the family honours descended regularly for five centuries.

The seventh Lord, Miles de Courcy, sat in Parliament in 1339

as premier baron, and distinguished himself in a battle near

Bingrone, when he overthrew Florence MacCarthy-More,

driving his soldiers into the river at Bandon.

William, the ninth baron, appears to have been the first

to receive a confirmation of the honours of Kingsale and

Bingrone at the hands of King Bichard II.
; he, moreover,

obtained a grant of 100?. per annum out of the royal

exchequer, with leave to purchase and own a ship, and to pass

and repass between England and France whenever he pleased

to travel.

Fortune, however, was again in some degree adverse in the
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lifetime of the eleventh baron, Patrick, who was driven from

his castle of Kilbrittain by MacCarthy Reagh an exploit

which, with others of the same kind, was rendered compara-

tively easy for the Irish on account of the absence of many

landowners from Ireland during the wars of the Houses of

York and Lancaster.

Trouble again came upon James, the thirteenth Baron,

who, after abetting the adventurer and impostor Lambert

Simnel in Ireland, refused to take the oath of allegiance before

Sir Richard Edgecombe, the deputy of King Henry VII., while

he was afloat in Kingsale Harbour. Sir Richard landed, and

homage was then duly performed by Lord Kingsale with the

rest of his townsmen in the chancel of Kingsale Church. The

recalcitrant Irish lords were afterwards summoned to appear
before the King at Greenwich, where they were reproved, but

pardoned. Lord Kingsale, however, was absent when the

rest went with the King in a solemn procession to church
;
he

was thereupon deprived of his rank as premier baron, which

was bestowed by the royal pique on Lord Athenry, a strong
Lancastrian Lord Kingsale being a thorough Yorkist. In

the Parliament which met at Dublin in 1427 he was placed

on the roll after Lord Athenry ;
but since that peerage is now,

if not extinct, at least in abeyance, Lord Kingsale again stands,

as I have said, without dispute first among the Irish barons.

A fresh honour accrued to this noble House in the person

of Gerald, seventeenth baron, who was made a 'knight

banneret' by King Henry VIII., under the royal standard, at

Boulogne. His second cousin and successor, John, gained dis-

tinction in fighting against the Spaniards at the siege of King-
sale in 1601, and was in high favour at the Court of King
James I. During the time of this lord there was a contest

regarding the title of Kingsale, which was bestowed as a

Viscountcy on Sir Dominic Sarsfield, but was afterwards

exchanged for that of Kilmallock, the Privy Council stating

in their report in 1627 that Lord Kingsale was possessed by
ancient evidences of the titles of Courcy, Kingsale, and Ring-
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rone
;
and it may be added that De Courcy appears now for

the first time as a parliamentary title. Nothing remarkable

seems to have occurred till during the lifetime of Almericus,

the twenty-third baron, who was in high favour at the Court

of King Charles IT. and James II., and received a pension
from both

;
he was, however, outlawed in 1690 for his military

services under the banner of the latter, but was received back

in the following year, when, as we read in Sharpe's Peerage,
' he was enabled to repair to the presence chamber of King
William with his hat on his head, to the great surprise of his

Majesty. On being required by one of the lords in waiting to

explain his conduct, he replied that he very well knew in

whose presence he stood, and that the reason why he then

wore his hat was because he stood before the King of England,

and, approaching the throne, addressed the King :

"
May it

please your Majesty, my name is Courcy, and I am Lord of

Kingsale, in your kingdom of Ireland. The reason of my
appearing covered in your Majesty's presence is to assert the

ancient privilege of my family, granted to Sir John de Courcy,
Earl of Ulster, and his heirs, by John, King of England, to

him and his successors for ever." The King said he recollected

he had such a nobleman, recognised the privilege, and'gave
him his hand to kiss

;
his lordship thereupon paid his obeisance

and remained covered.'

His successor, Gerald, asserted the same family privilege

before King George I., and again at the Court of George II.

most probably at a Drawing Room, for it is recorded that the

good-natured King addressed him on that occasion in terms of

reproof, saying,
' My lord, although you have the privilege of

wearing your hat before me, you have no such right to wear

it in the presence of ladies.' Lord Kingsale took the reproach

kindly, as it was meant, and at once bared his head so, at

least, the story goes, and I merely tell it as it was told

to me.

It is reported that John, the twenty-fifth lord, in his turn

asserted and exercised his privilege at St. James's or at
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Kensington Palace in the early part of George III., but I have

never heard that the claim has been repeated within the last

hundred years ;
and as to the present Lord Kingsale I very

much doubt whether he will attempt to act upon his privilege
in the presence of a female sovereign. All that I can say is

that, if his lordship should ever do so while Queen Victoria is

on the throne, he will prove himself far less of a good courtier

than I take him to be. When Albert Edward I. holds his

first levee in his own name at St. James's at a day which I

trust is far distant as yet then will be the time for Lord

Kingsale to reassert his hereditary right, and no doubt he will

find it acknowledged.
A curious episode occurred a little over a hundred years

ago at the time of the death of Gerald, the twenty-fourth

baron, and the affair seemed at one time likely to assume the

form of a trial at law, which, if it had not equalled in length
the Tichborne trial of our own time, would perhaps have

rivalled the great Shrewsbury case, which will be fresh in the

memory of many of my readers. The facts of the case may be

found mentioned at length in the Gentleman's Magazine of

June, 1760. It appears that it was understood that the late

Lord Kingsale died without leaving male issue, bequeathing
his property to his three daughters ; whereupon a paragraph

appeared in Faulkner's Journal, signed
' Charles Bernard,'

who stated that the title was not extinct, and that the late

lord had devised his ancient family estates in Ireland unto

one John de Courcy, a native of America, and for many years
a common boatman at Portsmouth, as his heir male. This

strange announcement was contradicted by the sons-in-law

and daughters of the late lord, who affirmed that he had for

some years before his death laboured under ' a constant and

habitual indisposition of mind,' of which advantage was taken

by some evil-disposed adventurer in the neighbourhood to for-

ward his own interests by putting forward an heir, whom he

knew to have no right to the succession. This was again

alleged to be false by the said Mr. John de Courcy, who took
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possession of the baronetcy of Kingsale as twenty-fifth baron

apparently in the veni, vidi, vici style. His enemies, it

appears, endeavoured to dispossess him, and resorted to force

to accomplish their end
;
and though Lord Kingsale fled from

his own house when, after the true Irish fashion, it was broken

into by night, and his wife and children were turned out of

doors for the time, still he regained possession by means of the

sheriff. Ringrone Castle and the rest of the broad lands in

the far south-west of Ireland, which once belonged to the title

of Kingsale, have now passed away from the De Courcies, by
sale or other transfer

; but, true to his illustrious line of

ancestors, the last holder of the title, thirtieth Lord of King-

sale, bought a small property in the south of Devon near

Kingsbridge and Modbury, to which he gave the ancient name
of Ringrone, no doubt believing in the words of Horace,

Ambiguam tellure nova Salamina futuram.

The present lord is married, but has no children ;
and 1 sin-

cerely hope that some future lord will pick up a stray English
heiress with plenty of money, who will reinstate the premier
baron of Ireland In the Irish property of the ancient De
Courcies.

I should add, for the benefit of such of my readers as have

a taste for personal gossip and antiquarian small-talk, that

Lord Forester enjoys in England the like privilege to that

of Lord Kingsale, having in his possession at his seat in

Shropshire the original grant of Henry VIII., conceding to

his ancestor, John Forester, of Watling Street, in that county,

the right of wearing his hat in the royal presence.

THE HEIRESS OF HADDON HALL

HADDON HALL, viewed architecturally, is one of the most

perfect specimens of the ancient baronial mansions of England,
and it forms one of the chief attractions of the fair county of
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Derbyshire. But even Haddon in the olden time finds its

interest enhanced by the well-authenticated tradition, which

tells us how, by a romantic attachment and elopement, its

picturesque walls and terraces, and the broad lands which

surround it, passed from the hands of the Yernons into those

of the now ducal house of Manners.

It is well observed of Haddon by Mr. Llewellyn Jewitt,

in his ' Illustrated Guide '

to that place, that, unlike many of

our old baronial residences, its history has been uniformly one

of peace and hospitality, not of war and feud and oppression ;

for that, however much its owners may have been mixed up
from time to time in the stirring events of the ages in which

they lived, Haddon Hall has never played a part in the tur-

moils. It has never stood a siege like Wardour Castle or

Lathom House
; and, though it has been a stronghold in its

own way, it has been a stronghold of home and of peaceful
domestic life, not of armed troops ;

and therefore, as it nestles

in the woods that crown the banks of the Derwent, it claims

an interest peculiarly its own.

We may pass by its early history in a very few lines. At
a remote date it was held by the Avenels, by the tenure of

knight's service, from whom, towards the close of the twelfth

century, it passed by the marriage of an heiress into the hands

of Richard de Yernon, a nobleman of Norman extraction, as

is implied by his name, which was derived from a lordship and

town in Normandy on the banks of the Seine, between Rouen
and Paris, of which the family were hereditary lords, bearing
the titles of Counts and Barons de Reviers, or Redvers. The

direct male descendant of this Richard Yernon, Sir Henry,
was made governor to Prince Arthur by Henry VII., with

whom he was a great favourite. He married a daughter of

the Earl of Shrewsbury, by whom he had a son, also Sir Henry,

high steward of the King's Forest of the Peak under King

Henry VIII., a knight whose son, Sir George, the owner of

Haddon, was known far and wide through Derbyshire and
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the midland counties as c the King of the Peak.' l It is said

on good authority that he owned thirty manors in Derbyshire

alone, to say nothing of properties in other counties
;
and by

his first wife, a daughter of Sir Gilbert Taylebois or Talbot, he

had two daughters, his co-heiresses, the elder of whom married

the second son of the then Earl of Derby ;
while the younger

whose story we are about to tell became the ancestress of

the Earls and Dukes of Rutland. Sir George Vernon was not

styled
*

King of the Peak '

without good cause
;
for he lived at

Haddon in such a style of magnificence and hospitality as was

right worthy of a prince, and would put to shame many a

German potentate. It is said that he was at once the most

generous and the most just of men, and that, although he was

given perhaps to undue severity, and inclined to indulge occa-

sionally in a 'Lynch law' of his own throughout 'the Peak,'

yet he lived and died in the good esteem of his neighbours.

Perhaps, too, his popularity was increased among his friends

by the beauty of his two youthful daughters, the Lady
Margaret and the Lady Dorothy.
A single tradition, briefly told by Mr. Jewitt in his pleasant

pages, will serve to illustrate the firmness and decision of Sir

George Yernon's character, and vindicate his title of 'King,'

by showing the power which he exercised over the actions, and

even over the lives and properties, of the people around him,
with whom the good old feudal notions of the laird being able

to do pretty well as he pleased with his own dependents were

not as yet extinct.
' A pedlar, who had been hawking his wares around the

neighbourhood, was one day found murdered in a lonely spot
on the estates of Haddon Hall. He had been seen the evening
before to enter a cottage in the neighbourhood, and he was

never afterwards seen or heard of alive. As soon as the "
King

1 It was Sir John Vernon, the younger brother of this worthy knight,
that married the heiress of the Montgomeries, of Sudbury, in Derby-
shire, and founded the family of the present Lord Vernon, who still

owns landed estates in the neighbourhood of Haddon, which have passed
from sire to son.
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of the Peak " became aware of the fact that the crime had been

committed so near at hand, he had the body of the pedlar
removed to Haddon, laid in the hall, and covered with a sheet.

He then sent for the cottager to come immediately, and on

his arrival at once questioned him as to where the pedlar was

who was seen to enter his house the night before. The man
denied having seen him, or knowing anything about him, when
Sir George uncovered the body before him, ordering that all

persons present should touch the body in succession, at the

same time declaring their innocence of the murder. The sus-

pected man, when his turn came, declined to touch the body,
and instantly rushed out of the hall and made his way,

" as

fast as his legs could carry him," through Bakewell towards

Ashford. Sir George instantly ordered his men to mount and

follow him. The murderer was caught in a field opposite the

present toll-bar at Ashford, and at once hanged, and the field

still bears the name of the "
gallows acre," or "

galley acre."

Sir George is said to have been cited to London for this ex-

traordinary piece of Lynch law, and when he appeared at

Court he was summoned twice to surrender as "
King of the

Peak." To these he made no reply, but the third time he was

called on as Sir George Vernon, when he stepped forward and

acknowledged himself,
" Here arn I." Having been summoned

as the "
King of the Peak," the indictment fell through, and

Sir George was admonished and discharged. Sir George
Yernon is buried in Bakewell Church, where a remarkably
fine and well-preserved altar-tomb bears the recumbent effigies

of himself and his two wives.'

But it is time that I passed from Sir George and the dead

pedlar to the lady in whom is concentrated the chief interest

of my story, Miss Dorothy Yernon, the younger daughter of

Sir George, and therefore, we may be sure, known all round

Haddon, and Edensor, and Bakewell, and Chatsworth, as a
' Princess of the Peak.'

In or about the year 1567, when Queen Bess had been only
nine years on the throne, and when England was still

' merrie

S2
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England,' on a bright morning in May the Lady Margaret
Vernon was escorted by a bevy of young bridesmaids to the

altar of Bakewell Church, and there became the wife of Sir

Thomas Stanley, of Winwick, in Lancashire, the second son of

Edward, third Earl of Derby, and great-great-grandson of the

noble and gallant Stanley who took so brave a part in the

battle of Bosworth Field, where he placed the crown of Richard

on the head of the victorious Richmond. Dorothy, who was

one of the bridesmaids on that day, doubtless found life at

Haddon rather lonely after her sister's departure for the North.

It is said but, as there are no cartes-de-visite of the young

lady now in existence, it is impossible to verify _the assertion

that, of all the beautiful young women of that '

period,' she

was the most beautiful
; and, of course, as she had no brothers,

she had the best of 'prospects.' The local tradition has it

that, in addition to her beauty and wealth, she was blessed

with so sweet a temper that she was the idol of all who knew

her, far and near. If this, however, really was the case, her

monument in Bakewell Church does her but scanty justice, for

the sculptor who executed the effigy on her tomb has repre-

sented her as neither amiable nor attractive in outward

appearance. The story of her life, as told to me by a Derby-
shire friend, will have it that she found herself obliged to play
the part of Cinderella

; for, while her elder sister was con-

gratulated on all sides for having made a conquest of one of

the noble House of Stanley, and becoming his affianced bride

was petted and made much of by her fond and indulgent
'

papa,' the Lady Dorothy, though only a year or so younger,
was kept in the background and treated as a child, when she

had got far more than half-way through her *

teens.' This

treatment, no doubt, was very unwise in her case, as in that

of other young ladies of ' sweet seventeen
'

;
and the result of

course ensued that she resolved to secure a follower for herself.

She was fortunate in her choice John Manners, a son of the

Earl of Rutland
;
but as he was '

only a younger son,' and had

no broad acres to boast of, the attachment was opposed by her
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father and her stepmother, and even, we are told, by her

sister, who, we hope, was not actuated by any feelings of

sisterly jealousy. Dorothy was therefore watched closely, and

kept almost a prisoner, being entrusted to the care of a mid-

dle-aged dtienna, who did not contrive to make Haddon Hall

the happier by her presence.

Love, however, laughs at locksmiths
; and, from the days

of Jupiter and Danae down to our own, there has been a

succession of '

Young Lochinvars
'

in almost every family of

high rank and birth.

Julius Csesar '

came, saw, and conquered/ as we all know
from the day when we begin our Delectus

; but, unlike that

emperor, plain John Manners '

came, saw, and was conquered.'
It had been a case of love at first sight, and, in spite of the

remonstrances of papa and mamma, the young lovers agreed
that they would never abandon each other, or unsay the words

of love that they had said. These words were destined to

have an abiding influence over the proud estates of Haddon
Hall an influence which three centuries have not swept away,
for Haddon is now one of the seats, not of the Vernons, but

of Dorothy's descendant in the direct line, the Duke of Rut-

land.
' All things,' they say,

' are fair in love as in war '

;
and so

John Manners is said to have disguised himself as a woodman,
or forester, and to have remained in various hiding-places in

the woods around Haddon for several weeks, in order to obtain

stolen glances of Miss Dorothy, and, 110 doubt, occasional

meetings with her when the duenna was not ' on guard.' At

length, on one festive night at Haddon, perhaps at one of the

merry-makings consequent on her sister's marriage, when

everybody was busy in amusing the guests from the neigh-

bourhood, Miss Dorothy is said to have quietly stolen away,

unobserved, in the midst of the merriment, and to have passed
out of the door of the ante-room on to the garden terrace,

which still forms one of the chief features of the hall. She

crossed the terrace, ran swiftly down the steps and across the
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lawn, and so down to the foot bridge over the Derwent,
where she was speedily locked in her lover's arms. Horses,
of course, were in waiting with trusty attendants, one of

whom was left behind, to put papa off the scent in case of a

pursuit.

On and on they rode through the moonlight on that bright

August night, and early next morning they were married at

a church just across the borders of the county, in Leicester-

shire.

The door through which the heiress of Haddon eloped 011

that memorable night with 'plain John Manners' is still

always pointed out to all who visit Haddon as *

Dorothy
Vernon's door.' It is not enriched with splendid carvings,

nor is it to be distinguished from many other doorways in

old baronial halls and moated granges ;
but I fancy that some-

how or other his Grace of Rutland can hardly look without

some feeling of personal interest on the gate through which, a

little more than three hundred years ago, passed not only the

lovely Lady Dorothy, but with her the fine manor and all its

broad lands, into the hands of the noble family of Manners,
who are, or ought to be, nearly as proud of Haddon as they
are of princely Belvoir.

John and Dorothy Manners, it may be as well to add here,
' lived happily ever afterwards.' Children were born to them,
and their eldest son, Sir George Manners, added to the

family fortunes by his marriage with Grace, daughter of Sir

Henry Pierrepont, a near relative of the once ducal house of

Kingston. The Lady Grace, as a monument in Bakewell

Church informs us,
* bore to her husband four sons and five

daughters, and lived with him in holy wedlock for upwards of

thirty years.' On her husband's death, she caused him to be

buried with his forefathers, and then placed a monument to

his memory at her own expense, as a perpetual memorial of

their -conjugal faith, and joined the figure of his body with

hers, having vowed that their ashes and bones should be laid

together.
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Such of our readers as care for genealogical details may be

glad to know that, although Dorothy Vernon herself never

wore the strawberry leaves of the coronet of a duchess, yet in

the long run she became the direct ancestress of the Dukes of

Rutland. Her grandson John succeeded as the eighth Earl of

Rutland on the death of his cousin, in 1641
;
and her great-

grandson, John, the ninth earl, was created Marquis of Granby
and Duke of Rutland in 1703. This duke's grandson was the

celebrated commander-in-chief of the British forces who
served with Prince Ferdinand of Brunswick in Germany, and

whose face as ' the Marquis of Granby
'

is so familiar on our

village signboards. The *

Marquis
'

unhappily died before his

father
;
but his son Charles, the fourth duke, a nobleman most

popular as Lord-Lieutenant of Ireland in the days of Pitt and

Fox, was the grandfather of the present duke, who has

inherited both Belvoir Castle, once the seat of the Lords de

,
and Haddon Hall, the ancient home of the Vernons.

THE ECCENTRIC LADY ELLENBOROUGH

THAT 'Truth is stranger than fiction' is an axiom of which

the justice is generally acknowledged, but so seldom realised

that, whenever we hear of some event rather out of the common
course occurring to any of our friends, we find ourselves in-

voluntarily describing it as being
' like a romance.' And yet

the wildest work of fiction ever penned has rarely contained

incidents more extraordinarily improbable than those which

marked the career of the heroine of our present story, and

which little edifying in many respects although they be

may nevertheless serve

To point a moral and adorn a tale.

Jane Elizabeth, Lady Ellenborough, if we may trust the

matter-of-fact pages of ' Burke's Peerage,' was the only sister of

the ninth Lord Digby, being a daughter of the late Admiral

Sir Henry Digby. Her mother was a daughter of Thomas
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William Coke, of Holkham, the veteran M.P. for Norfolk and

well-known agriculturist, afterwards created Earl of Leicester.

She was born in 1807, and when little more than seventeen

was married to the late Lord Ellenborough (the Governor-

General of India) ;
but the union was dissolved by Act of

Parliament in 1 830, 'on account of her elopement with Prince

Schwartzenberg.' She took as her second husband, two years

later, Charles Theodore Herbert, Baron Yennigen, of Bavaria.

It is probable that this alliance lasted but a short time, at

least if any credence may be attached to a correspondent of

the Vienna German Gazette, who writes thus from Beyrout in

1872-3 : 'I met to-day an old acquaintance, the camel-driver

Sheikh Abdul, and he told me that his wife had died. Her
name was once known all through the East. Sheikh Abdul is

the ninth husband of Lady Ellenborough, whom I met for the

first time about thirty years ago at Munich, just after she had

eloped with Prince Schwartzenberg from the residence of her

first husband. She then went to Italy, where, as she told me

herself, she was married six times in succession. Each and

all of these unions were dissolved after a short duration. In

1848 I met her at Athens, where she concluded an eighth

marriage with the Greek colonel, Count Theodoki
; this, how

ever, also lasted only for a short time. Her affections were

now bestowed on an old Palicar chieftain, for whom she built

a beautiful house at Athens. When her latest marriage was

again dissolved she went to the Levant/

It would seem as if the old satirist Juvenal must have had

Lady Ellenborough in the '

prophetic eye
'

of his mind when
he wrote of a Roman lady some eighteen hundred years ago

Thus in autumns five

Eight husbands doth she wed a worthy thing
To note upon her tomb !

The paragraph from the German Gazette above quoted

having gone the round of the daily papers, both abroad and

at home, gave occasion for a variety of obituary notices of the

ex-Lady Ellenborough, dwelling in not very complimentary
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terms upon certain parts of her singular career of adventure.

It subsequently appeared that the news of her death was quite

premature, and that the report had been originally put into

circulation by one of her ladyship's and her second husband's

bitterest enemies in the neighbourhood of Damascus, which

she had made for some years her headquarters, opening her

Eastern home to all sorts of visitors from the West, as well as

her oriental friends. The rumour of her death was effectually

contradicted a few months later by a letter in her own hand-

writing addressed to an English lady, who was well acquainted
with her in Damascus. This lady and her husband had

mourned old Lady Ellenborough for two or three months as

having died in the Desert, and had quite given up all hope of

ever seeing her again, when one day they received from her a

letter stating that she was alive and in the best of health, and

asking them to contradict the rumour of her decease.

Lady Ellenborough was fortunate in the possession of at

least one sincere friend, generously eager to defend her when

attacked, and to make out the best case possible for her.

I refer to Isabel, Lady Burton, who had been intimately

acquainted and in the habit of daily intercourse with this ex-

traordinary woman during a residence of two years in Damas-

cus, while her husband, Sir Richard Burton, the traveller and

explorer, then English consul at that city, appears to have con-

tracted a warm attachment for her, and speaks of her, in spite

of all her faults, in terms of the highest praise. To the

former, Lady Ellenborough confided the task of writing her

biography, while she dictated it to her day by day. In a

letter to the Pall Mall Gazette, written in March 1873, when
under the belief that Lady Ellenborough was dead, Lady
Burton says in allusion to this biography :

' She did not spare

herself, dictating the bad with the same frankness as the good.
I was pledged not to publish this until after her death and

that of certain near relatives.
3

Lady Burton subsequently adds :

' I cannot meddle with

the past without infringing on the biography confided to me
;
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but I can say a few words concerning her life, dating from her

arrival in the East, as told me by herself and by those now

living there
;
and I can add my testimony as to what I saw,

which I believe will interest every one in England, from the

highest downwards, and be a gratification to those more nearly
concerned. About sixteen years ago, tired of Europe, Lady
Ellenborough conceived the idea of visiting the East, and of

imitating Lady Hester Stanhope and Lady Mary Wortley

Montagu, not to mention a French lady, Madame de la Tour

d'Auvergne, who has built herself a temple on the top of

Mount Olivet, and lives there still. Lady Ellenborough
arrived at Beyrout and went to Damascus, where she arranged
to go to Bagdad across the Desert. A Bedouin escort for

this journey was necessary ;
and as the Mezrab tribe occupied

the ground, the duty of commanding the escort devolved upon

Shaykh Mijwal, a younger brother of Shaykh Mohammad,
chief of this tribe, which is a branch of the Great Anazeh tribe.

On the journey the young Shaykh fell in love with this beau-

tiful woman, who possessed all the qualities that could fire the

Arab imagination. Even two years ago she was more attrac-

tive than half the young girls of our time. It ended by his

proposing to divorce his Moslem wives and to marry her
;
to

pass half the year for her pleasure in Damascus which to him

was like London or Paris would be to us and half in the

Desert in order still to lead his natural life. The romantic

picture of becoming queen of the Desert and of the wild

Bedouin tribes exactly suited the lady's wild fancies, and was

at once accepted ;
and she was married, in spite of all opposi-

tion made by her friends, at the British Consulate. She was

married according to Mohammedan law, changed her name to

that of the Honourable Mrs. Digby El Mezrab, and was horri-

fied when she found she had lost her nationality by her mar-

riage and had become a Turkish subject. For fifteen years,'

adds Lady Burton, 'she lived as she died,
1 the faithful and

1 This was written at the time when the report of Lady Ellen-

borough's death was generally believed to be true.
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affectionate wife of the Shaykh, to whom she was devotedly
attached.' Half the year was passed by the couple in a very

pretty house which she built at Damascus just without the

gates of the city, and the other six months were spent accord

ing to his nature in the Desert in the Bedouin tents of the

tribe.

' In spite of this hard life, necessitated by accommodating
herself to his habits for they were never apart she never

lost anything of the English lady nor the softness of a woman.
She was always the perfect lady in sentiment, voice, manners,
and speech. She never said or did anything you could wish

otherwise. She kept all her husband's respect, and was the

mother and the queen of his tribe. In Damascus we were only
nineteen Europeans, but we all flocked around her with affec-

tion and friendship. The natives did the same. As to

strangers, she received only those who brought a letter of in-

troduction from a friend or relative
;
but this did not hinder

every ill-conditioned passer-by from boasting of his intimacy
with the House of Mezrab and recounting the untruths which

he invented, pour se faire valoir, or to sell his book or news-

paper at a better profit. She understood friendship in its best

and fullest sense
;
and for those who enjoyed her confidence it

was a treat to pass an evening with her. She spoke French,

Italian, German, Slav, Spanish, Arabic, Turkish, and Greek,

just as she spoke her native tongue. She had all the tastes of

a country life, and occupied herself alternately with painting,

sculpture, music, or with her garden flowers, or poultry, or

with her thoroughbred Arab mares, or in carrying out some

improvement. She was thoroughly a connoisseur in each of her

amusements or occupations. To the last she was fresh and

young ; beautiful, brave, refined, and delicate. She hated all

that was false. Her heart was noble
;
she was charitable to

the poor. She regularly attended the Protestant church, and

often twice on Sundays. She fulfilled all the duties of a good
Christian lady and an English woman. She is dead. All

those who knew her in her latter days will weep for her. She
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had but one fault (and who knows if it was hers
?),

washed out

by fifteen years of goodness and repentance. Let us hide it,

and shame those who seek to drag up the adventures of her

wild youth to tarnish so good a memory. Requiescat in pace.'

But Lady Ellenborough was not dead, and, like Lord

Brougham, she was able to read her own obituary notice in

the English papers.

It is evident, from the tenor of the last few sentences of

the foregoing letter, that the ' one fault
'

to which the writer

alludes was the elopement of Lady Ellenborough with Prince

Schwartzenberg, and that Lady Burton entirely disbelieved in

the half-dozen or more apocryphal husbands intervening be-

tween Lord Ellenborough and the Arab sheikh. At any rate

the eccentric lady is entitled to the benefit of the doubt
;
and

the public curiosity respecting this extraordinary woman must

remain unsatisfied until the period shall arrive when her friend

and confidante, Lady Burton, will feel herself at liberty to

publish the autobiography committed to her charge. Lady
Ellenborough lived on to September 1881.

It would be possible, without difficulty, to draw at once a

parallel and a contrast between the eccentric Lady Ellen-

borough and the scarcely less eccentric niece of the younger

Pitt, Lady Hester Stanhope, whom I have named above, and

who, more than half a century ago, exchanged English life,

habits, and sentiments, and possibly also, to some extent, her

faith as well, for those of the wild and romantic East. But
this I must leave for another opportunity.

THE BARINGS

THE Peerage of Great Britain has generally represented the

landed as distinct from the commercial gentry ; and, indeed,

even at the present day, when money has in itself a far greater

power than half a century ago, the names of those who have

been raised to the Peerage from the ranks of commerce will be
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found to be under a dozen
; those that occur to me being

Smith, Lord Carington ; Thellusson, Lord Rendlesham
;

Vanneck, Lord Huntingfield ; Glyn, Lord Wolverton
;

Jones-Loyd, Lord Overstone
;
Lord Rothschild

; and last, not

least, the Barings, Lords Ashburton, Northbrook, and Revel-

stoke.

Mr. Robert Smith, who had been for some years one of the

representatives in Parliament of his native town Nottingham
and was always found on the Ministerial side of the House,

was raised by Pitt, in 1796, to the Irish peerage by the title

of Lord Carington. In the course of the following year he

was raised to the dignity of a peer of Great Britain by the

same title. This step was not accomplished, however, by Pitt,

as is remarked by Sir N. Wraxall, in his '

Memoirs,' without
' his experiencing a long resistance on the part of the king.

Throughout his whole reign, George the Third,' he tells us,
'

adopted as a fixed principle that no individual engaged
in trade, however ample might be his nominal fortune, should

be created a British peer. Nor do I believe,' he adds,
' that

in the course of fifty years he infringed or violated this rule,

except in the single instance before us.' Up to the time of the

Union of Ireland in 1800, an Irish peerage was looked upon
in the case of one who was not possessed of landed property in

that country as little more than an empty honour,
*

producing,

indeed, rank and consideration in society, but conferring no

personal privilege ;
neither securing his person from arrest in

Great Britain, nor even enabling the individual to frank a

letter.' It was said by many at the time that Lord Carington
owed his elevation to his wealth and the assistance which he

offered to Pitt in his difficulties
;
but whether this be true or

no, it is a fact that the precedent of raising to the Upper
House individuals who are or have been engaged in business

has not been largely followed in the present century.

The Barings, however, form a marked exception to this

rule
; and, perhaps, no more striking instance of the rapid

elevation of a family could well be brought forward than that
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of the House of Baring, a family which, within less than a

century and a half, has established a great reputation in the

field of commerce, and has given several members to the two

Houses of Parliament.

As in the case of their great rivals in later years, the

Rothschilds, the home of the Barings was originally in

Germany. The first member of the family of whom we
know anything was one Henry Francis Baring, a Lutheran

pastor at Bremen, who, late in life, came over to England.
His son John managed, by close application to the business

which he undertook that of a cloth manufacturer at Lark-

beer, in the suburbs of Exeter to raise a considerable for-

tune, which he left among his four sons. Two of these, John

and Francis, came up to London and established a business as

importers of wool and dye-stuffs, while at the same time they
were agents to the Devonshire cloth factory. This business'

was given up on the retirement to Exeter of the elder brother

John, and Francis began to establish the fortune of the house

by banking. His speculations were chiefly in Government

loans, and he ingratiated himself with the then Premier, Lord

Shelburne, by whom he was called the *

prince of merchants.'

The dignity of a baronet was given to him in 1793, by William

Pitt, who had succeeded Lord Shelburne as head of the Gov-

ernment. Sir Francis Baring, who married in 1766 a Miss

Herring (cousin and co-heir of an Archbishop of Canterbury
of that name), left by her five sons, the three eldest of whom
were for a time partners in the great banking-house. Sir

Thomas, not liking the notion of one bearing a title being

intimately concerned with business, withdrew from the firm

soon after the death of his father
;
and the younger of the

three, Henry, spent so much of his time and fortune in

gambling at the Palais-Royal in Paris, and elsewhere on the

Continent, where he excited the admiration of all who beheld

his stores of wealth displayed on the tables, that he was

persuaded to retire from the partnership, and thus the fortunes

of the house becnme centred in the hands of the second' son,
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Alexander. He had been brought up in the house of Messrs.

Hope, of Amsterdam, who returned to England when Holland

was occupied by the French armies. Alexander then went to

the United States of America, and there married the eldest

daughter of a Mr. William Bingham, considered at that time

to be the richest man in that country ;
she brought him a

fortune of a million or so, which he took back with him to

London and invested in the family concern in Bishopsgate
Street.

The immense scale on which Mr. Alexander Baring carried

on the business of the house gained for him in common talk

the name of ' Alexander the Great.' To France, at the time

of her occupation by Russian, Prussian, and Austrian armies,

he granted a loan of about 1,000,000. at 5 per cent., by which

that country freed herself from this terrible weight. The Due
de Richelieu said, in reference to this great enterprise, that

there were 'six great powers in Europe : England, France,

Russia, Austria, Prussia, and Baring Brothers.
5

This Alex-

ander held office for a few months as President of the Board

of Trade and Master of the Mint, and was raised to the

peerage as Baron Ashburton in April 1835. He died at

Longleat in 1848, and was succeeded in the title by his eldest

son, William Bingham, who died a few years ago, when the

second son Francis took the nominal direction of the business.

In this capacity he engaged in some transactions which caused

considerable astonishment, one of which was the purchase of

the land surrounding the Lake Tezcuco, on the island of which

stands the city of Mexico a purchase which was not long kept
in the hands of the firm. Had it been otherwise, it would have

been within the range of probabilities that, when a sovereign

was some years since chosen for the throne of Mexico, a

Baring might have been chosen to sit upon it, instead of the

unfortunate Maximilian of Austria.

Mr. Francis Baring married Clare Hortense, a daughter

of the Due de Bassano, First Secretary of State under

Napoleon the Great, and he purchased one of the hotels on
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the Place Vendome, Paris, for a large sum, and there took up
his residence. On the death of his elder brother he succeeded

to the family honours as Lord Ashburton, and retired from

his connection with the great London house. He died about

1868, and was succeeded by his eldest son, whose son is the

present lord.

The great banking house of the Barings was represented
till very recently by the late Mr. Thomas Baring, who sat

for Huntingdon in Parliament for nearly thirty years before

his death in November 1873, and who more than once had

offered to his acceptance the Chancellorship of the Exchequer
under Conservative administrations. He was the next brother

of the first Lord Northbrook, better known as Sir Francis

Thornhill Baring, the third baronet, sometime Chancellor of

the Exchequer, and afterwards First Lord of the Admiralty,
under Lord Melbourne's Administration. The second and

present Lord Northbrook is, as our readers need not be re-

minded, ex-Governor-General of India, where he won a high

reputation as the successor of the lamented Lord Mayo, and

was raised to an earldom on his return to England, his eldest

son becoming Viscount Baring. Another member of the

family, Dr. Charles Baring, brother of the late Lord North-

brook, held a seat in the House of Lords as a Spiritual Peer,

while he was Bishop of Durham. Another member is Edward,
Lord Revelstoke.

The title of Baron Ashburton, of Ashburton, it may be

added, was first conferred towards the end of the last century
on John Dunning, a well-known lawyer of his day, who was

married to Elizabeth, daughter of the Lutheran minister

already mentioned as having come over to England and being

father of the founder of the fortunes of the House of Baring.

His only son, the second lord, died without issue in 1823, and

the title was extinct, till revived in 1835, in the person of his

maternal grandson, the above-mentioned Alexander Baring.
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SIR F. DASHWOOD AND THE FRANCISCANS

I DO not know a pleasanter place on the banks of our noble

Thames than the ruins of Medmenham Abbey, as they rise

out of the green meadows on the Buckinghamshire side, hard

by the silvery river, about half-way between Henley and

Marlow. There they stand, far from the haunts of men and

the busy hum of cities, breathing in their decay only of peace
and its pursuits, and silently witnessing to the times of ' the

old religion,' when the Angelus bell roused the villagers around

three times a day to meditate on the central doctrine of the

Christian faith, and when Matins, Lauds, and Vespers formed

only part of a long round of sacred exercises which kept men's

minds and memories fixed on the things of the world unseen,
and weaned them from the pomps and vanities, the shadows

and the unrealities of the present life.

The peaceful air of the country which surrounds Medmen-
ham from Fawley to Bisham and Danesfield, and the delightful
views of English riverside scenery, added to the religio loci

by which they are haunted, make the ruins of Medmenham
a favourite spot for picnics and other parties ;

while the

stream of the Thames, which here runs clear and deep alter-

nately, offers the very best of sport to the disciples of
' honest

'

Isaak Walton.

I will not here weary my readers with a long antiquarian
treatise on the foundation and early history of the Abbey of

Medmenham. Sufficient to say that, if we may believe Dug-
dale, its founder was Hugh de Bolebec, evidently a Norman

noble, who had previously endowed the abbey of Woburn, in

Bedfordshire, and that as a religious house it dates from the

beginning of the thirteenth century ;
Medmenham Abbey was

in fact an offshoot of the Cistercian monastery at Woburn.

The abbot was 'Epistolar' of the Order of the Garter at

Windsor, his office being to read the Epistle of the High Mass
on the Feast of St. George. Through the poverty of the in-

habitants, the abbey had fallen into a state of decay at a very
T
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early period, and from a return made by the commissioners at

the Dissolution the place appears to have been of very little

importance, having only two monks, 'the house wholly in

ruins, and the value of the moveable goods only II. 3s. 8d.'

Its income was only a little over 20/. a year. At the Refor-

mation it need hardly be said that the Abbey of JVIedmenham

shared the fate of other houses both lesser and greater than

itself. Its monks were reduced to a single brother, and the

house was annexed to the Abbey of Bisham. The site subse-

quently passed by sale into the hands of different owners, and

is now the property of Mr. Scott Murray, of Danesfield. Mr.

Langley, in his history of the ' Hundred of Desborough,' thus

describes the appearance of the building, which has been

artificially turned into a most attractive ' ruin
'

:

* The abbey

house, with its ivy-mantled roof and walls, forms a very pic-

turesque object. The late addition of a ruined tower, cloister,

and other corresponding parts, is made with so much taste and

propriety that when time shall have worn off all traces of the

rule and blunted its sharp edges, when the ivy shall have con-

tinued its embraces and the mosses of various hues, overspread

its surface, some future writer will be disposed to class it with

the more ancient pile. Within the cloister a room has been

fitted up with the same good taste, and the glare of light is

judiciously excluded by the pleasing gloom of ancient stained

glass, chiefly coronets, roses, and portcullises. The figure of

the Virgin (the abbey seal) seated on a throne, and holding
the infant Saviour in her arms, carved in marble, still remains,

and is placed in a niche in the tower.'

But it was reserved for the middle of the eighteenth cen-

turyfor the days 'when George the Third was king' for

Medmeiiham Abbey to receive its coup de grace in the way
of desecration

;
and the name of John Wilkes, the honest

and plain-spoken politician, stands out in disgusting promi-
nence along with that of a scion of the aristocracy of the

time, for a piece of reckless and indecent blasphemy which

could scarcely be beaten by the vile scum of Paris in the first
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Revolution. That such things should have been done by
Frenchmen in the reaction from a hollow, courtly, and corrupt

religionism to an equally absurd extreme in the opposite direc-

tion, is easily to be conceived
;
and we as Englishmen are not

afraid or ashamed to see and acknowledge our neighbours'
faults and failings ;

but that atheism of a like kind was prac-
tised openly and avowedly in the middle of the eighteenth

century in England, by refined and educated Englishmen,
without a blush upon their foreheads, is probably new to many

"

of my readers, and will at first be met by them with a smile

of disbelief. For the sake of my countrymen, and especially

those of the *

upper ten thousand,' I heartily wish that it

could be proved that what I am about to tell is a fable of my
own invention. I fear, however, that, in case of any question

being raised, the grey old walls of Medmenham Abbey would

tell out the tale in words unmistakably plain.

Sir Francis Dashwood, Bart., of West Wycombe, in the

county of Buckingham, was the eldest son of one Francis

Dashwood, who, having represented Winchilsea in four suc-

cessive Parliaments, and having married four wives in suc-

cession two of them the daughters of earls was rewarded

for his eight public services by a baronetcy. His family were

respectable, but nothing more
;
an elder branch owned broad

acres and a house on the borders of Dorset and Somerset and

his brother had been Lord Mayor of London, of which city

his father was an alderman and Turkey merchant, according
to Sir Bernard Burke. But the baronet was fortunate in one

of his marriages, as his wife, the Lady Mary Fane, eldest

daughter of Vere, fourth Earl of Westmorland, by the death

of her brothers inherited a barony in fee that of Le De-

spencer. In 1762 Lady Mary Dashwood died, and her son

became in his father's lifetime Lord Le Despencer. It is

about this nobleman and his friends and boon companions that

I am about to speak.

Born in 1708, and early initiated into public and par-

liamentary life under the reign of the first and second Georges,
T 1'
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we find Mr. Francis Dashwood, in his father's lifetime, member
for Weymouth, Head of the War Office, and subsequently
Treasurer of the Chambers and Master of the Wardrobe to

the King, and eventually Chancellor of the Exchequer. In

1763 he made good his right to his mother's barony, and was
summoned accordingly to the House of Lords

;
and after his

accession to the peerage he acted for some years as joint Post-

master-General. That this gentleman found time to intersperse
his public duties with amusements of a nature scarcely com-

patible with any real attachment to that religion with which

the English Constitution is so closely allied, will be evident to

anyone who reads what I tell of him on the authority of one

of his own acquaintances, Horace Walpole. That inimitable

gossip who, however, can be well relied on for contemporary

history, or at all events for contemporary biography speaking
of one of George Selwyn's excesses when a youth at Oxford,

for which he was sent away from Christ Church, thus explains
the reason of his expulsion :

* It appears that Selwyn had

obtained possession of a silver chalice used for the Communion

Service, and that while at a tavern, surrounded by a jovial

party of friends, he once filled it with wine and handed it

round, exclaiming with mock gravity,
" Drink this in remem-

brance of me." Some of his companions had the good sense

and sufficient self-respect to leave the room while this irreverent

orgie was proceeding. But it soon got talked about all over

Oxford, and at last reached the ears of the authorities, who
lost no time in inflicting upon the offender the greatest

disgrace which was in their power, to mark their sense of the

insult which he had cast upon the University and its faith.'

But, though this irreverent jest, once performed, and

possibly without premeditation, by a youth at Oxford, was

visited on George Selwyn with expulsion and the loss of all

University prospects, it does not appear that one of Lord

Bute's Ministers at all lost caste among his fellows by repeat-

ing the same act coolly and deliberately, wantonly and

habitually. What was an offence to be punished by expulsion
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on the banks of the Isis, was a fit, lawful, and proper act at

Medmenham, some sixty miles lower down the Thames.
* There is every reason,' says the editor of Horace Walpole's

Memoirs,
' to believe that out of this single outrageous act of

George Selwyn arose the infamous fraternity of the Francis-

cans, which made Medmenham Abbey the scene of its orgies.'

This society was founded by the Sir Francis Dashwood whom
I have already introduced to my readers as a Minister of State

under George III., and a member of Lord Bute's Cabinet. It

appears that he made an association of twelve members, all

gentlemen of course and boon companions of his own, whom
he styled

' Franciscans
'

after himself as their founder and

high priest. The ruins of Medmenham Abbey were part of

his property; and '

why should not a man do as he likes with

his own 1
' And what was there, I may also ask, to forbid a

Minister of State to forget his public character, and in private

to emulate the Regent Duke of Orleans across the water with

his Pare aux Cerfs ? Nothing in the world not even public

opinion ;
for there were no daily papers, or next to none, to

note such deeds, and to hold up the doers of them to public
execration. But to return to my subject.

John Wilkes was a member of this unholy fraternity ; so,

no doubt, was the Duke of Queensberry, better known as * Old

Q.' ;
so also was the too celebrated Paul Whitehead ; and so

probably was George Selwyn himself, in his earlier days. A
list of the rest of the members is not to be obtained, as the

Barony of Le Despencer has since passed into three other

families by descent and marriage, and together with it the fair

green meadows of Medmenham have also changed owners.

And further, few persons now living, I think, would like to

put in on their grandfathers' behalf a claim to membership.
It is all very well to be able to say,

' My grandfather, or my
great-grandfather was a "

K.G.," or even a humble "M.P. ;'"

but the initials
' M.F.O. '

or 'M.O.F.' a century ago could have

conveyed little credit or honour to those who chose to add

them to their names.
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John Wilkes, however, shall describe the ' Franciscans
'

in

his own words. I quote from a letter still extant, addressed

by him to Lord Temple (afterwards Marquis of Buckingham),
from Bagshot, in September 1762. Speaking of Medmenham

Abbey he says :

' Rites were celebrated there of a nature

subversive of all decency, and calculated, by an imitation of

the ceremonies and mysteries of the Roman Catholic Church,
to render not only that Church, but religion itself, an object

of contumely to such an extent, I will own, that they cannot

be reflected on without astonishment. Sir Francis Dashwood
himself used to officiate as high priest, habited in the dress

of a Franciscan monk of the olden days, and engaged in

pouring a libation from a communion cup to the mysterious

object of the homage of himself and his associates.'

Here we have the very best authority for a story which at

first sounds almost incredible in connection with the fair,

peaceful meadows that smile among the trees, and show their

image in the glassy mirror of the Thames a scene calculated

rather to inspire feelings of piety and reverence than to sug-

gest the idea of vile and unholy rites. It is said that it was

in the intervals between one week's end and the beginning of

the next that these orgies were held. Well may Sir Nathaniel

Wraxall pass over the subject in as few words as possible, and

sum up his opinion on the matter briefly by saying, that ' the

Chancellor of Lord Bute's Exchequer in 1762 far exceeded in

licentiousness of conduct anything of the kind exhibited since

the days of Charles II.' The poet Churchill has described

Sir Francis Dashwood in his ' Franciscan
'

character, in his

poem entitled ' The Candidate.'

Some idea of these Bacchanalian orgies may be gathered

by a perusal of 'Chrysal, or the Adventures of a Guinea
';

a

work much admired at the time of its publication, when its

allusions were better understood than is now the case.

The antiquary, Browne Willis, speaks of some parts of the

old conventual building as still standing in his time, but only
a portion of a single column is now to be seen. A clump of
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willows marks the former extent of the ancient buildings, the

foundation walls being still discernible. The Abbey-house, as

it now stands, with its
'

ivy-mantled
'

walls, is a very good
imitation but still only an imitation of the antique ;

and
its effect is heightened by the addition of a tower, cloisters,

and other erections in the Strawberry Hill style of Gothic art.

And what in the long run became of Sir Francis Dashwood,
Chancellor of the Exchequer, and Premier Baron in the Peerage
of England 1 He ' died and was buried, and slept with his

fathers.' He died issueless in the month of December 1781.

This is all I know. Strangely enough, not a line in the way
of obituary notice about his lordship is to be found in that

repository of biographical and personal history, the Gentleman's

Magazine. He seems to have been clean forgotten, and to

have passed away out of remembrance before he died
;
while

other statesmen and Cabinet Ministers are continually men-

tioned, not one in ten of my readers is aware that such a

personage as Sir Francis Dashwood ever lived. Such at least

would be the natural inference to be drawn from the ominous

and eloquent silence of old '

Sylvanus Urban.' His baronetcy
devolved on his next brother, who took the name of King,
while his peerage passed to two female relatives, between whose

descendants it fell into abeyance. This continued for seven

or eight years, when the death of one of the rival claimants

terminated that abeyance in favour of Sir Thomas Stapleton,

Bart., whose grandmother was a sister of the lady who had

carried the coronet of Le Despencer into the Dashwood family.

There is a portrait of Sir F. Dashwood as a Franciscan

monk among the pictures belonging to the Dilettanti Society,

at Willis's Rooms. It represents him, however, devoutly wor-

shipping, not a crucifix, but a veritable daughter of Eve.

It must be a matter of congratulation to the present

wearer of the coronet, now the widow of Viscount Falmouth)

to reflect that she has not in her veins one drop of the blood

which flowed in those of the *

High priest of the Franciscans,'

and that consequently whatever curse may have rested on
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himself for his misdoings is not one which is more likely to

affect her ladyship than any one of the readers of these

pages.

THE SACKVILLES OF DRAYTON

IN the parish of Lowick, not many miles from the town of

Thrapston, in Northamptonshire, in the middle of a well-

timbered park and embowered in wood, stands the historic

mansion of Drayton, now the residence of Mr. Stopford-

Sackville. It has passed through the hands of several families

as owners in the last and present centuries
; and, as consider-

able interest attaches itself to the name of Sackville, so dear

to English readers, I will here tell one chapter out of its past

history.

The manor and park of Drayton, according to Baker's

'History of Northamptonshire,' belonged, in the reign of

Henry VI., to a family named Green, and its owner served

twice as high sheriff of his native county. From the Greens

it passed into other hands, and thence to the Mordaunts, who
in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries were Earls of

Peterborough. Lady Mary, the daughter and heiress of Henry
the second Earl, and eventually in her own right Baroness

Mordaunt, was one of the belles of the Court in the reigns of

the later Stuarts
;
and so successful was she in her angling for

a husband that she contrived to hook and catch no less a

suitor than Henry, Duke of Norfolk, the head and chief of
* all the Howards.'

Her marriage, however, did not turn out altogether a

happy one
; for, having been found by her husband to be

rather more intimate than she should have been with a certain

knight, Sir John Germaine, of Westminster, the duke ob-

tained a divorce from her Grace, and, as they had no children,

Drayton reverted to the duchess as her own property. Sir

Nathaniel Wraxall, who towards the end of the last century
was a frequent visitor at Drayton, describes with great minute-
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ness the bedchamber of the fair but frail duchess, the room
which Sir John Germaine occupied when a guest, and the
* closet

' with a high partition between the two apartments.
The rooms still stand pretty much as they did a century ago ;

but it is not my intention in these sketches to pry too closely

.into the inner chambers of country houses, especially of those

where the walls and timbers, if endued with speech, could

tell strange tales.

Freed from her marriage tie with his Grace of Norfolk, the

Lady Mary thought that the wisest course she could pursue
would be to marry the gentleman who had helped to bring
about that severance

;
and accordingly, a few months after-

wards, the ex-duchess became Lady Mary Germaine, the

marriage ceremony being performed in a somewhat private
manner on account of recent scandal.

But who and what was Sir John Germaine ? In order to

answer this question I will frankly avow that it would be a

wholly vain and useless task to make a pilgrimage to the

neighbourhood of Doctors' Commons, and to search the pedi-

grees and papers under the keeping of my good friend
' Garter

'

at the Heralds' College. The fact is that Sir John
Germaine's extraction, if not uncertain, was at all events

variously reported, and gave rise at the time to much
discussion. Every prude about the Court, and many a one in

the country too, expressed her wonder and surprise that so

fine a woman as her Grace of Norfolk should throw up so splen-

did a match for an adventurer who could scarcely tell his

father's name, though possibly he might know that of his

mother !

'

Why, to think of such a thing ! Who ever would or

could have dreamed it ?
'

exclaimed the world of female society,

for once united in its chorus of most disinterested outcries.

The chatty old chronicler to whom we have already re-

ferred, and who is generally set down as a fabler simply
because he told the truth too soon after it had happened, shall

be called on to explain the mystery. If we can trust his ver-

sion of the matter, Sir John Germaine's father ' bore arms as
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a private soldier in the Guards of William, Prince of Orange.
He happened to be possessed of a wife who was blessed with

great personal charms, and was even thought to have been

that Prince's mistress
;
and accordingly her son was believed

to have ' stood in a very near degree of consanguinity to King
William III.

1

Other circumstances might be mentioned

which confirm this supposition. For instance, though the

Heralds' Visitations were not then quite obsolete, yet Sir

John Germaine inherited no paternal coat-of-arms, but

assumed and used on his seal a plain red cross,
'

probably

meaning to imply thereby that his pretensions ascended

higher than his ostensible birth.' This supposition is strength-
ened by the fact that, 011 coming over to England with

William the Dutchman, in 1688, the new king was no sooner

seated on the throne than he signalled him out for special

honours, which he had in no way earned like the Bentincks,

the Keppels, the Nassaus, and the Schombergs. William

treated him with great personal affection, and looked after his

interests in more ways than one, procuring for him his election

as a Member of Parliament, and conferring on him not only the

honour of knighthood and a baronetcy (in the patent of which

he is described as ' of Westminster
'),

but a host of pecuniary

grants and other donations besides. The result was that he

was rich and ' a rising man ;

' and the ladies all acknowledged
that he was not less handsome in person than fond of ' the

sex.'

His handsome face and bearing no doubt recommended

him to the Lady Mary Mordaunt, who had no sooner doffed

her ducal coronet than she bestowed, as we have said, upon
the knight from beyond the seas her hand and heart, and with

them the fine estate of Drayton.
Sir John and Lady Mary Germaine lived together for

several years, but their marriage was not followed by any
issue. On her ladyship's death, in 1705, the earldom of

Peterborough passed to a male cousin of her father, but her

own broad Northamptonshire acres and mansion she devised
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by will to her husband, free from all terms and conditions. Sir

John Germaine, though at first he was (of course) somewhat in-

consolable for her loss, gradually settled down into a serene and
contented frame of mind, and no doubt found little difficulty

in acquiescing in the arrangements of Providence in his own

regard.

Though he had been duly naturalised, and by his long
residence in England had even become quite an Englishman
in speech and habits, yet we are told that he preserved to

the last some of the tastes and penchants of a native of the

Low Countries. Among other things he was a firm and

staunch friend of Sackville, Duke of Dorset, and still more so

of his duchess. The latter was a daughter of Marshal Colyear,

brother to the first Earl of Portmore, who had entered early

into the service of the Dutch sovereign. Perhaps, too, he was

fond of duchesses as such. At all events, he always called her

Grace of Dorset his countrywoman, and visited frequently at

the house of her father and husband, and (what is more), so far

as we know, without compromising her good name. Accord-

ingly, as he found himself after the death of his first wife in

possession of a landed estate and childless, he grew desirous of

transmitting Drayton to some descendants or adopted heirs.

But first he thought that he would try the simpler and more

natural plan of a second matrimonial union, leaving it open
to himself to fall back upon the dernier proces of legal adop-
tion in default of success hereafter. Such being the case, he

resolved to look around him for a young and blooming wife,

who would be likely to give him the blessing of an heir. So,

with this object in view, while staying at the Bristol Hot
Wells he cast his eyes upon the fair Lady Betty Berkeley, a

daughter of the Earl of Berkeley a lady whose birth, beauty,
and accomplishments made her every way worthy of his choice.

Being many years younger than himself, and at the same time

a woman of good sense and good abilities, she acquired great

influence over him. Added to this, she was herself intimate

with the Duchess of Dorset, so that the friendship between
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the two families became more strongly cemented than ever by
the new alliance. By his youthful second wife Sir John
Germaine had several children

; but, unfortunately, they all

died young ;
and since, in his declining years, when tortured

with the gout, Lady Betty proved herself as kind and tender

a nurse as she had been a good wife and mother, he resolved

to make her his heir.

Accordingly, before his death, in 1718, he called her to his

bedside, and thus addressed her :

*

Lady Betty, I have made

you a very indifferent husband, and particularly of late years,

when illness had made me a burden to myself ;
but I shall not

be much longer a trouble to you. I advise you never again
to marry an old man ;

but I exhort you and wish you, when I

am gone, to marry again ; and, as a proof that I mean what I

say, I mean at all events to put it in your power to do so.

You have been a good and excellent wife to me, and I have

therefore by my will bequeathed to you this estate, which I

received from my first wife, and which, as she gave it freely to

me, so I as freely give to you. I hope you will marry, and

that you will have children to inherit it. But, if events should

happen otherwise, or if you marry, but have no surviving

child, then it would give me pleasure to think that Drayton
descended, after your decease, to a younger son of my old

friends the Duke and Duchess of Dorset.'

Lady Betty, being young when she was left a widow, sur-

vived her husband fifty years, and, as there happened just then

to be a dearth of soi-disant ' Dukes '

of Roussillon about town,
she never married a second time. She continued, however,
her friendship with the Dorsets

;
and when she died, she willed

the estate of Drayton, not to any of her own relations, but to

the Duke's second son, Lord George Sackville, on condition

that he took the name of Germaine in lieu of his patronymic.
Her will is still extant, and it is not a little curious

;
but a

strong confirmation of the story told above may be found in

the fact that when speaking of the name of Germaine she says

nothing about the arms of that family two points which the
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Heralds' College scarcely ever contemplate as separable, even
in thought.

Lord George Sackville, as my readers will remember, in

early life served in the army at Dettingen, Fontenoy, Minden,
and several other battles abroad, as well as subsequently in the

Scottish campaign of 1 745. He was a godson of King George I.,

and for many years a Member of the House of Commons
and Secretary of State for Ireland, and also for America under
Lord North's Administration. It was he, too, who was sent by
the Duke of Cumberland in 1748 to negotiate the peace with

Marshal Saxe. He was severely blamed, and even censured

by a court-martial, for his conduct at Minden
;
but he after-

wards rose, as I have said, to high ministerial employments at

home.

In 1 782, on retiring from office, he was created (not, how-

ever, without remonstrance on the part of some noble lords) Vis-

count Sackville, and Baron of Bolebrooke, in Sussex titles

which passed to his son and successor, but were subsequently

merged in the ducal title of Dorset, which that son inherited

in 1815 on the death of his cousin. These titles, however, all

became extinct at the last duke's death without issue in 1843.

It so happened, however, that his uncle, John, third Duke of

Dorset, the owner of princely Knole, and of Buckhurst in

Sussex, though he had no son, yet left two daughters, married

respectively to the Earl of Plymouth and Earl Delawarr: The

estate of Knole, and eventually the representation of the his-

toric house of Sackville, and of its honours which had in-

cluded the Viscomty of Sackville and the Baronies of Bolehurst

and of Buckhurst passed to the younger daughter, who in

1864 was created in her own right Baroness Buckhurst. This

title, at her death in 1870, devolved, under a special remainder,

on her second surviving son, Earl Delawarr, while a younger
son inherited c

princely
' Knole and was created Lord Sack-

ville.

The title of Buckhurst is one which all my readers will

identifv with the name of Thomas Sackville, first Earl of
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Dorset, Lord High Treasurer of England in the reign of

Elizabeth, who is known as the author of some poems which

have taken their place among English classics, and are read

with delight wherever the English tongue is spoken.
It only remains to add that the mansion of Drayton House

is described in the 'Beauties of England and Wales' as an

antiquated and castellated structure, and that in an engraving
of the house by Buck (1722) it is said that the house was

formerly a castle
;
but if so, it must have been very much

altered, though it still retains some of its castellated features

in its embattled walls and entrance gateway, and the two

square turrets at either end. It contains, inter alia, a tine

collection of pictures and portraits by the most eminent

masters. In Lowick Church, under the east window of the

north isle, is an altar-tomb, on which is a recumbent female

figure, representing the Lady Mary Mordaunt, whose marriages
we have already recorded. On the north side, on a similar

tomb, lies the effigy of a knight in armour, with an inscription

stating that beneath it repose the remains of Sir John Ger-

niaine, knight and baronet, who figures in the Extinct Baronet-

age as 'Sir John Germaine, of Westminster,' and who there

appears to have had neither father nor mother. At all events,

his pedigree is
'

conspicuous by its absence
' from the work of

Sir Bernard Burke an omission Very significant, and a strong
confirmation of the supposition which I have already Recorded

as to his real parentage. I have read, though I cannot now
tell where, a statement to the effect that Sir John Germaine

was so illiterate a person that he could scarcely sign his name
;

but I cannot vouch for the truth of the assertion.

THE DUCAL HOUSE OF SUTHERLAND

IN an early chapter of this volume,
1 while speaking of the

Grenvilles, I took occasion to remark that many of our ducal

houses are built up, so far as wealth is concerned, of a succes-

Seeante, p. 217,
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sion of heiresses. Of no family is my remark more true than

it is in the noble House of Gower, which, rising steadily but

slowly, at last, some sixty years ago, reached its zenith of ex-

altation, when its head won its strawberry leaves from Wil-

liam IV. The Gowers, however, have been among the * noble

and gentle men' of England for many a long age. According to

the consent of all our best antiquaries, they can claim a Saxon

origin, and in all probability, like the Coplestones and two
other Devonshire families, can boast that their ancestors were
' at home '

seated, that is, on lands of their own ; when the

Conqueror came
;

'

so that it mattered little to them, as they
walked across their broad acres at Sittenham, in Yorkshire,

noble though unentitled, and ' monarchs of all they surveyed,'

whether Harold or William was doomed to win the battle of

Hastings.
Be this, however, as it may, at all events towards the close

of the thirteenth century, in the reign of Henry III. or of

Edward I., we find Sir John Gower, a Yorkshire knight, under

orders to repair to Carlisle with horse and arms on the Feast

of St. John the Baptist, and to march northwards with the

king's army into Scotland
;
and it is probably his son, Law -

rence Gower, who obtained a pardon from Edward II. for

having had a hand in the murder of the royal favourite, Piers

Gaveston. His son, Sir Nicholas, took part in the council of

the- realm held at Northampton under Edward the Black

Prince
;
and his son again, Sir John Gower, standard-bearer

to Prince Edw^ard, was taken prisoner at the battle of Tewkes-

bury and afterwards beheaded. In the next century or two

we find the heads of the family constantly honoured with

knighthood, and allying themselves with ladies of gentle

blood, such as the Constables, the Mauleverers, and the

Fairfaxes.

But the chief pride of this family, if any weight may be

attached to the statement of Leland and others, is the fact

that from it sprang one of the first of our English poets ;
I

mean, of course, John Gower, who formed with Chaucer and
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Lydgate the ' celebrated triumvirate
'

of early poets in this

country, much as did Dante, Boccaccio, and Petrarch in Italy.

Gower is supposed to have been born about the year 1325, but

the exact place of his birth is unknown. It is recorded of

him that he was certainly rich, and a Yorkshireman
;
and it

is conjectured that he was a knight, and even a judge. As
well as being a man of letters, he was an accomplished jurist,

and he did not neglect the practice of the law even while he

attached himself ardently to literature. Gower enjoyed the

friendship of the great men of his country, and was honoured

with the recognition of royalty. Like Chaucer, he is stated

to have had his strong political predilections, attaching him-

self to the House of Lancaster under Thomas Woodstock, as

his friend did under John of Gaunt.

Passing on to the reign of Charles L, we come to Sir

Thomas Gower, twice High Sheriff of Yorkshire, who suffered'

severely in pocket and in purse for his faithful allegiance

to his king. His first wife, however, one of the Howards of

Naworth, brought him a fair accession of fortune
;
and with

his second wife, Frances, second daughter and co-heiress of Sir

John Leveson, he obtained the estate of Lillieshall, in Shrop-
shire. His son Sir William, being adopted by his mother's

brother, Sir Richard Leveson, of Trentham, inherited those

magnificent estates in that county, which eventually gave, or

were thought to give, his descendants a fair claim to the

Marquisate of Stafford, and caused the addition of the name
and arms of Leveson to the surname and shield of the Gowers.

He, too, was tolerably successful in his matrimonial adven-

tures, as he obtained for a wife the Lady Jane Granville, eldest

daughter and ultimately heiress of the Granvilles, Earls of

Bath.

The mantle of good fortune which had been worn by his

predecessor descended on his son, Sir John Leveson-Gower,
who married the daughter of the first Duke of Rutland, and

was raised to the peerage as Lord Gower. His son, the second

Lord Gower, was three times married, and each marriage
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helped to fill higher and higher its coffers, which were already

very fairly supplied. His first wife was a daughter of the

ducal House of Kingston ;
his second a rich widow, for whom

and for whose cash the mouth of many a nobleman might
have watered

;
and his third spouse was the co-heiress of the

Earl of Thanet.

Thus enriched and powerfully connected, it was almost a

matter of course that in time he should have been advanced

to an earldom, an honour which he obtained from George II.

But the cup of prosperity for the Gowers was not yet full.

His son and successor, the second earl, having been left a

widower at a most fortunate juncture, chose as his second wife

the Lady Louisa Egerton daughter, and eventually heiress,

of Scrope, first Duke of Bridgewater a lady of royal descent,

who traced her pedigree in the female and, what is more, in

the legitimate, line from royalty ; namely, from Mary, Queen

Dowager of France, own sister of Henry VIII. She brought,

however, to the Leveson-Gowers something better than mere

royal blood
;
for through her the greater portion of the

Lancashire property of the Dukes of Bridgewater passed to one

of her husband's grandsons, as will be seen presently. Having
sat in the Lower House of Parliament as M.P. for West-

minster and Lichfield, and held several high offices of state in

the earlier Ministries of the reign of George III., and having
married for his third wife a daughter of the then all-powerful

House of Stewart, Earl of Galloway, Lord Gower was raised

in 1786 to the Marquisate of Stafford the ancient barony of

Stafford, once vested in the Jerninghams, being then dormant,
and supposed not very likely to be claimed by or restored to

its Roman Catholic owners,
1 as the penal laws had not then

been repealed.
The first Marquis of Stafford died at the beginning of this

century, but not until he had seen his younger son on the

high road to a coronet, and his eldest son married to probably
the greatest heiress in land and money, and the owner of the

1 See ante, p. 22D.
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most illustrious title in the peerage of Scotland I mean the

earldom of Sutherland, of which Sir Bernard Burke tells us

that,
*

according to the traditionary details of some of the

Scottish writers, it is the most ancient in North Britain
;

'

while Douglas says that '
it gives way to few, if to any, in

Europe
' words equivalent to those of Lord Hailes when he

speaks in round terms of the origin of the earldom of Mar as

'lost in antiquity.'

The heiress of Sutherland, however, did not gain her

position without a fight, her claim to the coronet of her father

arid grandfather being stoutly contested by two Scotch gentle-

men, Sir Robert Gordon of Gordonstown, and George Suther-

land of Force. The question resolved itself into a great
'

peer-

age case,' which formed a cause celebre a century ago ;
and the

House of Lords adjudged the coronet of Sutherland to the

young lady, who a few years later added to the Staffordshire

and Shropshire estates her own magnificent inheritance in

Scotland, consisting of the best part of the two counties of

Sutherland and Caithness, once the property of the Lords of

Reay.
It might be thought that the tide of prosperity could flow

no longer, could rise no higher ;
but such was not the case, for

in 1833, a few months before the death of the fortunate

marquis, he gained the much-coveted strawberry leaves, being

gazetted to the highest rank in the English peerage as Duke
of Sutherland, a county over which he and his wife, the late

duchess-countess, had long exercised the rights almost of petty

sovereigns.

The second duke, by his marriage with a lady of the House
of Howard, added rather to his political influence than to his

broad acres or his banking account
;
but the third duke,

having married the heiress of the Hay-Mackenzies of New
Hall and Cromartie, N.B., annexed on to his northern prin-

cipality most of the lands which formerly belonged to the

Earls of Cromartie, whose title was renewed in favour of

the duchess, with remainder to her younger children.
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The noble House of Gower, therefore, is in this present
condition. Its heads and chiefs, in little more than a century
and a half, have won their way from plain gentlemen holding
lands in Yorkshire to a barony, an earldom, a marquisate, and
a dukedom. They have absorbed into them a whole Scottish

earldom of venerable antiquity, and almost all the wealth of

the Duke of Bridgewater, to say nothing of heiresses in every

generation ; and, even reckoning the Scotch earldom and the

English dukedom of Sutherland as only one title in reality,

members of the family now hold besides the earldoms of

Granville, Cromartie, and Ellesmere, the last-named title

having been conferred about a quarter of a century since on

the second duke's younger brother, Lord Francis Leveson-

Gower, better known by his subsequent name of Lord Francis

Egerton. In the same way, to go back to the previous

generation, the first duke's younger brother was created Lord

Granville.

In the entire range of the English, Scottish, and Irish

peerage, so far as my researches have extended at present, I

can find two, and only two, parallel to the good fortune which

if coronets are signs of success has attended the House of

Gower. The one instance is to be found in the House of

Boyle, Earl of Cork, whose ancestor, Richard, the second earl,

sat in the Irish House of Peers in virtue of his hereditary

title, and was also created Earl of Burlington, in England, while

his brother Lewis was raised to the dignity of Viscount Boyle,

his brother Roger to that of Earl of Orrery, and his brother

Francis to that of Viscount Shannon. The fifth and youngest

brother, Robert Boyle, was the celebrated philosopher ;
en-

nobled sufficiently by his own transcendental abilities, he

repeatedly refused the peerage dignities which were offered to

him. Had he accepted these, there would have been five

brothers all in the enjoyment of the honours of the peerage at

one and the same time. The second instance is of more recent

date, and will readily occur to the minds of most of my
readers

;
for from the year 1820 to 1840, or thereabouts, four

u 1
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brothers of the name of Wellesley held seats at the same time

in the Upper House of the Legislature namely, Richard,

Marquis Wellesley ; Henry, Lord Cowley ; William, Lord

Maryborough ;
and last, not least, Arthur, Duke of Welling-

ton.

It has been said over and over again by careless and super-

ficial writers that the Duke and Duchess of Sutherland have

not proved themselves benefactors to the cottars and poorer

tenantry upon their large northern estates, and that their

Graces are a standing example of the bad effects which follow

on the formation of such gigantic properties, and the accumula-

tion of wealth in the hands of a single individual. Before I

ask my reader to form ajudgment on the question, I may well

be pardoned for craving his attention to a few facts and

figures, which I have ascertained to be trustworthy. It has

been often stated in the newspapers on both sides of the

Atlantic that the greatest cruelty has been practised by the

late and present Dukes of Sutherland, by
'

evicting
'

their

tenantry in the North and turning their homes into sheep-
walks. Now the real facts are these, to use the words of

Mrs. Beecher Stowe, in her 'Sunny Memories of Foreign
Lands '

:

' Soon after the union of the crowns of England and Scot-

land, the border chiefs found it profitable to adopt upon their

estates that system of agriculture to which their hills were

adapted, rather than to continue the maintenance of military

retainers. Instead of keeping garrisons, with small armies, in

a district, they decided to keep only so many as could pro-

fitably cultivate the land. The effect of this, of course, was

like disbanding an army. It threw many people out of employ,
and forced them to seek for a home elsewhere. Like many
other movements which, in their final results, are beneficial to

society, this was at first vehemently resisted, and had to be

carried into effect in some cases by force. As I have said, it

began first in the southern counties of Scotland, soon after

the union of the English and Scottish crowns and gradually
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crept northward one county after another yielding to the

change. To a certain extent, as it progressed northward, the

demand for labour in the great towns absorbed the surplus

population ;
but when it came into the extreme Highlands,

this refuge was wanting. Emigration to America now became
the resource

;
and the surplus population were induced to this

by means such as the Colonisation Society now recommends
and approves for promoting emigration to Liberia.'

The first farm so formed on the Sutherland estates dates

from 1806. Further changes were made by the first duke in

1811-12, and completed in 1819-20. It was found necessary,

in the interests of the cottars themselves, to remove them in

large numbers from their inland homes, inaccessible and far

away from roads, where they were often in danger of starving,

down to the sea-coast, where they might support themselves

by the fishery. New lots of land were therefore leased to them

near the sea and the mouths of rivers, where they could main-

tain themselves by labour and industry. They had two years

given them to prepare for the change, without any payment
of rent being exacted. Timber, too, was given for building
their houses, and other facilities were afforded them.

The agent for the management of the Sutherland estates,

the late Mr. James Loch, M.P., in a speech in the House of

Commons on the Scotch Poor Law Bill in 1845, declared from

his own knowledge that while not one sixpence of rent ' was

received by the duke from the poor on his Sutherlandshire

estates from 1811 to 1833, on the contrary, there had been

spent among them for the benefit and improvement of the

people no less than sixty thousand pounds.' Formerly, he

said, so great was the danger of the poor dying of starvation,

that in the winter they were often forced to bleed their cattle

and mix the blood with their meal
;
but since the establish-

ment of them on the coast, they had formed a town (Helms-

dale) which in 1811 did not exist, and that in 1844 they had

exported upwards of 37,000 barrels of herrings : the fishery

employing nearly 4,000 persons.
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In former times it appears that the estates were in the

hands of '

middlemen,' who sublet them to the poor at advanced

rentals
;
an end, however, had been put to this state of things,

and in many places the rents had been lowered thirty-six per

cent., while the duke had granted his tenants timber and

stone for their dwellings as a free gift.

The following is an extract from Mr. Loch's published
statement on this subject :

'Since 1811 the people have become immediate tenants,

at a greatly diminished rate of rent, and released from all

these exactions. For instance, in two parishes in 1812, the

rents were 1,593?., and in 1823 they were only 972?. In

another parish the reduction of rents has amounted on an

average to thirty-six per cent. Previous to 1811 the houses

were turf huts of the poorest description, in many instances

the cattle being kept under the same roof with the family.

Since 1811 a large proportion of their houses has been re-

built in a superior manner the landlord having paid them

for their old timber where it could not be moved, and having
also contributed the new timber, with lime.

1 Before 1811 all the rents of the estates were used for the

personal profit of the landlord
;
but since that time, both by

the present duke and his father, all the rents have been ex-

pended on improvements in the county, besides 60,000?. more
which have been remitted from England for the purpose.
This money has been spent on churches, school-houses, har-

bours, public inns, roads, and bridges.

'In 1811 there was not a carriage-road in the county,
and only two bridges. Since that time 430 miles of road

have been constructed on the estate at the expense of the

proprietor and tenants. There is not a turnpike gate in the

county, and yet the roads are kept perfect.

'Before 1811 the mail was conveyed entirely by a foot

runner, and there was but one post-office in the county ;
and

there was no direct post across the county, but letters to the

north and west were forwarded once a month. A mail-coach
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has since been established, to which the late Duke of Suther-

land contributed more than 2,600?. ;
and since 1834 mail-gigs

have been established to convey letters to the north and west

coast, towards which the Duke of Sutherland contributes

3001. a year. There are sixteen post-offices and sub-offices in

the county. Before 1811 there was no inn in the county fit

for the reception of strangers. Since that time there have

been fourteen inns either built or enlarged by the duke.'

Sixty years since, too, there was not a gig in the county
and scarcely a cart on the estate

;
no baker, and only two

shops besides two smithies
;
no woodlands to supply firewood

;

hardly any exports ; no saving banks, no resident surgeon,
and no schools. So great, however, was the progress of the

district in civilisation, that in 1845 there were forty-one gigs,

eleven hundred and thirty-one carts, eight bakers' and forty-

six grocers' shops, many thousand acres of plantations for the

supply of fuel, while the exports amounted to 40,000 sheep
and 80,000 fleeces of wool, besides 50,000 barrels of herrings.

Savings banks, too, had been established in every large village,

twelve boys' and girls' schools had been built and endowed

with salaries for the teachers
;
and there were five medical

gentlemen on the estate, three of whom received allowances

from the duke for their attendance on the poor in the districts

where they severally reside.

Added to this there is, and has been for years, under the

patronage of his Grace, a Farmers' Club, or other agricultural

association, of which the leading gentry and tenantry are

members
;
and that they are not indolent and unintelligent

members may be guessed from the fact that not so very long

ago Professor Johnston, at their invitation, paid a visit to

Sutherlandshire in order to deliver a course of lectures on

Agriculture and Agricultural Chemistry.
The population of the Sutherland estates was estimated

by Mr. Loch, upwards of twenty years ago, at nearly 22,000.

I fancy that if poverty must ever be my lot, I should much

prefer to be a pauper on the estate of his Grace of Suther-
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land than to carry on the struggle for bare existence in a

garret in Soho, or Lambeth, or Clerkenwell.

A single anecdote of the late Duke of Sutherland will

fully justify me in my preference, and explain the meaning of

my last remark :

In 1827, when there was much suffering on account of bad

seasons, the Duke of Sutherland sent down his chief agent to

look into the condition of the people, who desired the minis-

ters of the parishes to send in their lists of the poor. To his

surprise it was found that there were located on the estate a

number of people who had settled there without leave. They
amounted to four hundred and eight families, or two thousand

persons ;
and though they had no legal title to remain where

they were, no hesitation was shown in supplying them with

food in the same manner with those who were tenants, on the

sole condition that on the first opportunity they should take

cottages on the seashore and become industrious people.

COLONEL CHAETRES

IF my readers will turn to the pages of Burke, or the first

'

Peerage
' which they may have at hand, they will find the

surname of ( Charteris
'

given as the present patronymic of

the family of the Earl of Wemyss.
But my readers will not learn from the '

Peerage
'

that the

name of ' Charteris
'

is usually pronounced as ' Charters
'

or
1 Chartres,

3

as indeed it was often written early in the last

century, when we had no penny post or cheap newspapers
and a popular press to produce and circulate them

;
and per-

haps it is quite as well for the honour and reputation of the

Wemyss family that they should have changed for late years

the orthography of their name, if it be only in order to escape

the memory of the infamy which attached to one of their

ancestors a century and a half ago.

It is just possible that some of my readers may be among
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the number of those who take a delight as I will own that

I have done even from childhood in Pope's noble e

Essay on

Man.' If so, they will have no difficulty in calling to the

memory a couplet in the Fourth Book, where the poet asks in

an impassioned tone,

' Shall some old temple nodding to its fall

For Chartres' head reserve the hanging wall !

'

No doubt, too, they will have imagined that this '

Chartres,'

whoever he may have been, was some contemporary low fellow

of bad character, whose name was then a byword and a pro-

verb for roguery and villany, and has since passed out of re

membrance. Indeed, even Dr. Croly, in his annotated edition

of the works of Pope, passes the passage by with only two

brief lines by way of footnote, stating that he was ' an in-

famous profligate, who, after a long life of scandalous impu-

nity, was at length hanged by a denial of justice.'

Now I do not dispute the Rev. Doctor's assertion that

Chartres was c an infamous profligate,' but I own that I am

fairly puzzled as to what he really meant by his concluding
words

;
and as to his being hanged, the real fact is that, lite-

rally and truly, he was never hanged at all, and that it was

his escape from hanging, and not his execution, that arose

from a ' denial of justice.' In fact, as my readers will easily

see, he was screened by his high and noble relatives, aided

by royal favour, from the fate to which he was most justly

sentenced, and died quietly in his own bed.

Francis Chartres, or Charters, was a member of a respect-

able and worthy, not to say noble, Scottish house, whose

members had lived for generations it is stated in one account

for no less than 400 years on their own estate at Amisfield,

in East Lothian or Haddingtonshire. He was born about the

year 1668, in the licentious days of Charles II., from the

members of whose Court at an early age he had imbibed in-

structions in vicious ways, which he certainly carried out into

practice when he passed from youth into manhood and to
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middle age. His mother was the daughter of a titled house
;

and both paternally and maternally he was related to and

connected with a host of the nobility of the northern king-
dom. As a youth he was tall, elegant, and highly accom-

plished, and had received the best education that it was

possible to procure in the northern metropolis ;
so that when

he came to the age of seventeen or eighteen, and made choice

of the army as a profession, he had no difficulty in obtaining
a commission as ensign in a foot regiment, with which he

served under the great Duke of Marlborough in some of his

earlier campaigns on the Continent. Here he showed so much

promise that before long he was advanced to a cornetcy in a

regiment of dragoons, where he speedily became a general

favourite. At all events he *

played his cards
'

remarkably

well, in one sense at the least
; for, being a man of pleasure,

a most expert gamester, and of a disposition which grew more
and more avaricious in proportion as he needed cash for his

pleasures, he made his knowledge of gambling subservient

to his love of money. Accordingly, while the army was in

winter quarters in the Low Countries, he stripped many of his

brother-officers of their property and 'expectations' by his

skill at cards and at dice. Ere long, however, his popularity
came to be on the wane, for he had no sooner fleeced a fellow -

officer of his gold than he would offer to lend him, to meet his

liabilities, another sum at the very moderate interest of a

hundred per cent., taking from him an assignment of his com-

mission as a security for the repayment of the debt.

It happened that about this time John, Duke of Argyll,

the Earl of Stair, and some few other younger members of

noble Scottish houses, were in the army also, and, like wise

and *

canny
'

Scotchmen, resolved that they would not look on

tamely and see their brother-officers, less
*

canny
' than them-

selves, ruined by the artifices of Charters, although he too was

from ' the Land o' Cakes.' Accordingly, they applied to the

then Earl of Orkney, who was a general officer, and who hap-

pened to be quartered at Brussels, and represented to him the
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ruin which would result to the younger officers in the mess-

room if a stop were not put to his proceedings. Lord Orkney,
anxious for the credit of the army in general, and for that of

his own countrymen in particular, explained the state of the

case to his Grace of Marlborough, who issued his orders that

Charters should be put under arrest and brought in due
course to answer for his misdoings before a court-martial. In

fact, it was clear that the young laird from Haddingtonshire
had learned to '

play his cards
'

even a little too well !

The court, as I learn from a military source of informa-

tion, was composed of an equal number of Scottish and Eng-
lish officers, in order that Charters and his friends might have

no pretence for saying that he had been treated in any way
unfairly or partially. After a candid hearing of the case, the

court-martial resolved that the proofs of his villany were con-

clusive, and such as could not be ignored or passed over. He
was found guilty of ' conduct unbecoming an officer and a

gentleman
'

;
was sentenced to be deprived of his commission

and to be drummed out of his regiment, his sword having first

been broken ;
and further, he was ordered to return to his

victims the money of which he had robbed them by extract-

ing usurious rates of interest.

Thus disgraced, he was forced of necessity to quit Brussels
;

but he soon showed that he had by no means lost his wits

with his commission. The story is told, that on the road

between that city and Malines he threw his breeches into a

ditch, and then, buttoning his long cloak close around him,

went into an inn, where he took up his quarters for the night.

It is usual or at all events it was usual at that time for

military men to be treated with all possible respect in places

where the army may happen to be quartered. And this was

the case with Charters, the news of whose recent punishment
had not flown before him, as it would nowadays, on the wings
of the post and the Times. No sooner, accordingly, had he

entered the house, than mine host and hostess treated him

with all honour, placing before him the best of such fare as they
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happened to have in the house. So, after ordering and despatch-

ing an elegant supper not, it may be imagined, without plenty
of the best wine that the cellar could afford he was shown up-
stairs by the servants, and left to take his repose. Early in the

morning, however, he alarmed the house by ringing his bell

violently. The landlord was frightened, and came rushing
to his room, his head wrapped up in a nightcap and his clothes

in disorder. Charters at once violently attacked him, swear-

ing furiously, and vowing that either he or some of his rascally

servants had found their way into his room and had robbed

him of his breeches, which contained in their pocket a diamond

ring, a gold watch, and money in notes and coin to a consider-

able amount
; and, a pane of the window having been found

conveniently broken, he intimated that the robber must have

entered the room by that way, and that probably the culprit

was the landlord himself. In vain did the landlord, and

the landlady too who now came to the scene of action

declare that they knew nothing of the matter, and that the

maids, the waiter, and the ostler had each and all been in

their respective beds all night ;
Charters threatened the land-

lord, in tones that we may suppose to be those of an irri-

tated '
officer and gentleman,' that he should be sent off straight

to Brussels, and be brought to trial for felony, or, at all

events, as an accessory to a deed of felony. In vain did mine

host kneel down and implore, if not forgiveness, at all events

mercy ;
Charters was inexorable. At length, frightened out

of his wits, and alarmed at the loss of custom and the dis-

grace which threatened to befall his house, which had hitherto

borne an irreproachable character for honesty and integrity,

he sent one of his servants to the friars of a convent hard by,

to whom he explained the crisis and fix in which he found

himself. The poor friars, good and simple souls that they

were, believed his story, and generously supplied the poor
man with a sum of money, sufficient to satisfy Captain Char-

ters to reimburse him, at all events, for the loss which he

pretended to have sustained.
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Having thus '

fleeced
'

the poor monks and an honest land-

lord by his threats and lies, this worthy and high-principled

youth went off pretty quickly from Mechlin, and found his

way to some port in Holland, where it was easy to secure a

passage back to Scotland. He did so, and as there were no

newspapers to spread abroad the news of his disgrace, he put
a bold front on the matter and returned to Haddingtonshire,

giving out that he was once more at home, having obtained

leave of absence for his health, or on 'urgent private affairs,'

or some .other excuse equally valid.

Settled down as a respectable inhabitant at Amisfield,

his native place, and attending the kirk regularly on the
* Sabbath '

day, he soon found that he had not lost caste in

Haddingtonshire ;
and society in Edinburgh was either con-

veniently forgetful or extremely tolerant of his errors and

indiscretions, because he was a young man of good family and

estate, with plenty of money and still better prospects, and

a widower to boot a consideration which pleaded his cause

most eloquently with the unmarried ladies of Edinburgh, both

maids and widows, some of whom he began to wheedle out

of their money, under the stale pretence of visiting them in

the capacity of a suitor.

His money, however, stood him in even better service than

this
; for, backed up by the good offices of some of his influ-

ential and titled friends, and a judicious distribution of bank

notes in certain quarters, he found himself one fine morning
restored to his rank in the army, with a fresh commission in

a horse regiment, in which before very long he was advanced

to the rank of colonel. At this time one of his 'Scotch

cousins,' the Duke of Queensberry, happened to be acting as

Commissioner to the Scottish Parliament, which was then

sitting at Edinburgh, for the purpose of negotiating and

carrying into effect the measure known subsequently to his-

tory as the ' Union.' Here he turned to good account at once

his old abilities in the card-sharping line, and also his con-

nection with the ducal house the entree to which, I may
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presume, gave admission to most of the many grand houses

then inhabited by earls and marquises who lived in the streets

and courts of ' Auld Reekie.' Being invited one evening to

a card-party at the house of her Grace of Queensberry, he

contrived to place the duchess in front of a large glass, in

which he could see all the cards in her hand reflected. By
this clever stratagem he won, it is said, no less than three

thousand pounds, and at a single sitting. The great loss

which his duchess had sustained reached the ears of the

duke, who, however, I believe, lived on happy man and

died, unconscious of the vile means which the gallant 'colonel'

had adopted ;
but he was so annoyed at the loss, that he

absolutely introduced into Parliament a Bill to prohibit gam-
ing above a certain sum, and I have heard, though I do not

know it for certain, that the Bill passed into law. I dare

say that, if such is the case, some of my readers will be able

to hunt it up in the Statute-book a process for which I

have neither the time nor the inclination.

The colonel meantime continued his depredations on the

thoughtless, until he had acquired sufficient money to add

largely to his estates in Scotland. He did not, however,
reside at Amisfield, but took up his head-quarters at Edin-

burgh, where he thought he would find plenty of widows,

equally rich and silly, to welcome him as a gay and rich man,

looking out for a well-endowed partner. What a pity that he

did not bring back with him from the Low Countries a high-

sounding title of foreign nobility ;
for then possibly the sham

strawberry leaves of a ducal coronet might have dazzled the

eyes of some ambitious widow, and Roussillon himself have

been out-Roussilloned ! But, alas for his chances in the

northern metropolis, a young officer, happening to come over

at this juncture from Brussels, told the story of Charters's dis-

grace and fall in the old card-playing duchess's drawing-room.
Her Grace saw quickly her opportunity, and took her revenge.
The colonel was at once ' tabooed

'

from society in Northern

Athens, and his hunting-ground for rich widows was destroyed.
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The colonel, however, was not to be so easily taken aback.

He had resources of his own to fall back upon. He would
remove to London, as a place better suited than the northern

capital for the doings of such a chevalier d'Industrie. Here,

though at that time London reckoned its population by thou-

sands, and not by millions, he found a fresh field for his exer-

tions in the humble service of Plutus. He became a noted

lender of money on mortgages, for which he always took care

to receive a large premium. In a few years he became so rich

as to have purchased estates not only in Haddingtonshire, but

also in more than one English county, and to set up for one of

the ' landed gentry
'

south as well as north of the Tweed. He
contrived to flatter the vanity and excite the matrimonial

hopes of half a score of middle-aged ladies, whom he took good
care to compromise in such a variety of ways that they could

never bring the law to bear upon him, and were forced to sit

brooding over their wrongs in solitary silence. One poor lady,

indeed a charming and accomplished widow, of good family
and connections, who was living with her nine children in her

father's house at Marylebone, and to whom he introduced

himself as a French duke or a German count he contrived so

to compromise in her reputation, to entangle in his toils, and

to plunder by extortionate demands, that she ended her days
in a madhouse. And all this while, so mean and so grasping
was the heartless usurer, that if coin or jewels were not readily

and punctually supplied by his dupes and victims, he would

cause threatening messages to reach them through their ser-

vants, and wait at the top of the area steps until the housemaid

or kitchen-drudge appeared, with the expected amount of gold
or silver in her hands to purchase his silence !

Happily, however, this work was not destined to go 011 for

ever, and the accomplished villain tried his practised hand once

too often on apparently helpless and friendless females. In

1729, having grievously insulted and assaulted a young per-

son, named Anne Bond, whom he had engaged as a servant in

his house, the poor girl had the courage to summon him before
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the magistrates, who, finding the case more serious than at

first they thought, committed him to prison to stand his trial

for a capital offence.

On the rest of the story I need not dwell at length. Enough
to add that this shameless deceiver, who had compromised so

many reputations, found himself at last imprisoned in Newgate

among the felons, where, as we are told in a contemporary

account,
* he was loaded with heavy fetters.' But even here

he was able to make the influence of his money felt
; for, adds

the writer,
* he soon purchased a lighter pair, and paid also for

the use of a room in the prison, and for a man to attend on

him.'

The fact is that in early life, before he had entered on those

deplorable courses which in the end led him on to ruin, he had

been married to a lady of good family, the daughter of Sir

John Swinton, a Berwickshire laird, who had made a large

fortune as a merchant in Holland, having resided there during
the Usurpation. By her, too, most fortunately for himself,

he had an only child, a daughter, who, not long before the

time of which I write, had become the wife of a most powerful
Scotch nobleman, the Earl of Wemyss. This daughter's mar-

riage, or rather I should say her husband, now saved his life

from the gallows at Tyburn. It is not creditable to the cause

of even and fair-handed justice, which knows no distinction

between a peer and a peasant ;
but the truth must be told

without fear or favour. The Earl of Wemyss happening to be

in London at the time, and having powerful friends at Court,

contrived to intercede with some effect on behalf of his father-

in-law, and procured on his behalf a writ of habeas corpus.

The colonel, therefore, was admitted to bail, although, ac-

cording to the strict letter of the law, bail was not admissible

in a capital offence. * It must, therefore,' says the writer of

an article in the * Book of Wonders,'
*

reflect no small disgrace

on those to whom the administration of the law was at that

time entrusted, that power and family interest should thus

triumph over justice.'
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But such, in the event, was the case. Although thirty

years later, as I have already told my readers,
1 Lord Ferrers

found that his peer's coronet, and the fact that he quartered
on his shield the Royal Arms of England, were of no avail to

save him from a felon's death at Tyburn ; yet Colonel Charters

on this occasion contrived in the end to elude the stern and

rigorous grasp of the hand of justice.

The trial of Colonel Charters came on at the Old Bailey on
the 25th of February, 1730, when every possible art and arti-

fice were employed to injure the character of the poor girl who
stood in the witness-box as prosecutrix, in order to destroy the

value of her evidence
;
but happily her character was shown

to be pur et sans reproche. She bore her cross-examination

without being shaken in the smallest detail
;
and the result was

that, after a long trial, the colonel was found guilty, and sen-

tenced to be hung, drawn, and quartered, after the barbarous

fashion of the day. Even now, however, when all hope of

escape seemed at an end, good fortune or wealth or high Scotch

connections stood his friend. His son-in-law, Lord Wemyss,
summoned up from Edinburgh one of the most eloquent ad-

vocates of the date, afterwards known as the Lord President

Forbes, to plead his cause before the Privy Council, and an

estate of 3007. a year was settled on the President in reward

for his services, which were so far successful as to induce the

king to spare the life of the infamous wretch, whose only

punishment in the end was that he was allowed to compromise
the matter by settling an annuity on Anne Bond.

Soon after his conviction a fine mezzotint engraving of

Colonel Charters was published, in which he is represented as

standing at the bar of the Old Bailey, with his thumbs tied

before him, and underneath the print is the following

inscription :

Blood ! must a colonel with a lord's estate

Be thus obnoxious to a scoundrel's fate ?

See '

Laurence, Earl Ferrers,' ante, p. 60.
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Brought to the bar, and sentenced from the bench,

Only for cozening a country wench ?

Shall men of honour meet no more respect ?

Shall their diversions thus by laws be check'd ?

Shall the}
7 be accountable to saucy juries,

For this or t'other pleasure ? death and furies !

What man thro' villany would run a course,

And ruin families without remorse,

To heap up riches if, when all is done,
An ignominious death he cannot shun ?

But, though his life was spared at the Old Bailey, it was

not destined to be for long. A few short months seem to have

been in mercy allowed him for repentance. He returned to

Edinburgh, but so broken in health and appearance that his

old friends and acquaintances scarcely knew him again ;
and I

may be quite safe in adding my belief that they did not much
care to recognise him. He was not only a villain that might
have been pardonable and even pardoned, especially as he was

rich and had high connections
\
but he was also a found-out,

detected, and convicted villain, and 'society' therefore refused

to whitewash him. He died in the following year, a victim,

it is said, to his irregular course of life, but more probably to

the clouds of grief and disappointment in which his days were

drawing to their close. He ended his career of infamy in the

year 1731, at the age of sixty-three.

He was buried in the family vault in the churchyard of the

Grey Friars' Church at Edinburgh ;
but his vices had rendered

him, in spite of his wealth and influence, so detested by the

public at large, that it was only with great difficulty that he

was laid in his grave, for the mob were hardly restrained from

tearing his coffin in pieces, and vented in all sorts of irregu-

larities and insults their feelings of honest contempt for such

an abandoned character.

I leave it for my readers to infer from this story whether

Dr. Croly is accurate or not when he states that Charters ' was

hung by a denial of justice.' My own idea as I said at the

beginning of this paper is that the words 'was hung' are
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nothing but a clerical error for '

escaped hanging.' It only
remains to add that the Earl of Wemyss, who up to that time

had borne the family name of Wemyss, on his marriage with

the only child of this evil-doer took the name of Charters,

or, as they now write it, Charteris, which has ever since been

borne by his descendants down to the present generation.
Were I in their place, I would lose no time in applying to
'

Lyon King of Arms '

for royal leave and licence to throw

aside the appellation assumed by their great-great-grandfather,
and to revert to the old local name by which they had been

known in Scotland nearly six hundred years ago- A nobleman

who can trace his descent, if Sir Bernard Burke is not telling

fables, up to a younger son of *

Macduff, Thane of Fife,' first

Lord of the Barony of Wemyss or Weems, and the vanquisher
of the tyrant Macbeth, methinks should hold to his own cog-

nomen^ and not stoop to pick up and adopt a shield so tarnished

by past memories as that of Charters of Amisfield. For my
own part, if the choice were given to me, I would rather be

even plain
' Mr.' Wemyss of Wemyss than wear the coronet of

an earl coupled with the surname of ' Charters
'

or *

Charteris.'

AN EPISODE IN THE HISTORY OF THE COURTENAYS

BEYOND a question, the House of Courtenay enjoys a proud

pre-eminence among the most noble and ancient of the historic

families, both of England and of France. The chapter of his

'Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire' which Gibbon devotes

to a brief outline of the achievements of the Courtenays on

both sides of the Channel, is of course familiar to every student

of history and of heraldry ;
but its eloquence may plead my

pardon if I quote from it here one or two passages, which will

serve to throw into more striking contrast the 'episode
' which

I have now the pleasure of presenting to my readers.

Confessing that there is one line in France superior to the

Courtenays in its origin, its alliances, and all that is comprised
x 2
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in the wide-spreading term of '

achievements,' namely, the

royal House of Bourbon, the historian claims for the Cour-

tenays the next place in rank and precedence. They are said

to be sprung from the marriage of Elizabeth of Courtenai

with Peter, son of the French king, Louis le Gros, in the

twelfth century, according to the ancient registers of Ford

Abbey in Devonshire, to which the Courtenays were frequent

and liberal benefactors. But, whether this be true or not, at

all events they claim descent from one of the noble Frenchmen

who in times before the Norman conquest held the castle of

Courtenai, in the district of Gatinois, some fifty or sixty miles

to the south of Paris
;
and it is as certain as most matters in

history that in the reign of our Henry II. one Reginald de

Courtenay became distinguished in the camp and the councils

of his sovereign.
* The right of wardship,' says Gibbon,

' enabled a feudal lord to reward his vassal with the marriage
and estate of a noble heiress

;
and so Reginald Courtenay ac-

quired a fair establishment in Devonshire, where his posterity

has been seated above six hundred years.' In proof of this

statement he brings forward the fact that the wife of Reginald
* held the honour of Okehampton in that county by the service

of ninety-three knights,' and that their son Robert married the

sister of Rivers, or Redvers, Earl of Devon. At the end of a

century, on the failure of the Redvers line, the great-grandson
of Reginald, one Hugh Courtenay, succeeded to the title,

which at that time was really a territorial dignity ;
and a

dozen or more Earls of Devonshire of the name of Courtenay
have since nourished in a period of four hundred years.

Gibbon adds :

' The Courtenays ranked, even in the middle ages, among
the chief of the barons of the realm

;
nor was it till after a

strenuous dispute that they yielded to the fief of Arundel the

first place in the Parliament of England. Their alliances were

contracted with the noblest families the Veres, Despensers,

St. Johns, Talbots, Bohuns, and even the Plantagenets them-

selves
;
and in a contest with John of Lancaster, a Courtenay,
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Bishop of London and afterwards Archbishop of Canterbury,
might be accused of profane confidence in the strength and
number of his kindred. In peace, the Earls of Devon resided

in their numerous castles and manors in the West; their

ample revenue was appropriated to devotion and hospitality ;

and the epitaph of Edward, surnamed from his misfortunes
the Hind, from his virtues the good earl, inculcates with much

iDgenuity a moral sentence which may, however, be absurd by
thoughtless generosity. After a grateful commemoration of

the fifty-five years of union and happiness which he enjoyed
with Mabel his wife, the good earl thus speaks from the tomb :

" What we gave, we have
;
what we spent, we had

;
what we

left, we lost." 1 But their losses in this sense were far superior
to their gifts and expenses, and their heirs not less than the

poor were the objects of their paternal care. The sums which

they paid for livery and seisin attest the greatness of their

possessions, and several estates have remained in their family
since the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. In war, the

Courtenays of England fulfilled the duties and deserved the

honours of chivalry. They were often entrusted to levy and

command the militia of Devonshire and Cornwall
; they often

attended their supreme lord to the borders of Scotland
;
and

in foreign service, for a stipulated price, they sometimes main-

tained fourscore men-at-arms and as many archers. By sea

and land they fought under the standards of the Edwards and

Henries
;
their names are conspicuous in battles, in tourna-

ments, in the original list of the Order of the Garter. Three

brothers shared the Spanish victory of the Black Prince
;
and

in the lapse of six generations the English Courtenays had

learned to despise the nation and country from which they

derived their origin. In the quarrel of the two Roses the

Earls of Devon adhered to the House of Lancaster, and three

brothers successively died either in the field or on the scaffold.

1 '

Cleveland,' p. 142. By some this epitaph is assigned to a Rivers,

Earl of Devon
;
but the English denotes the fifteenth rather than the

thirteenth century.
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Their honours and estates were restored by Henry VII.
;
a

daughter of Edward IV. was not disgraced by the nuptials of

a Courtenay ;
their son, who was created Marquis of Exeter,

enjoyed the favour of his cousin Henry VIII., and in the camp
of Cloth of Gold he broke a lance against the French monarch.

But the favour of Henry was the prelude of disgrace ;
his

disgrace was the signal of death
;
and of the victims of the

jealous tyrant the Marquis of Exeter is one of the most noble

and guiltless. His son Edward lived a prisoner in the Tower,
and died an exile at Padua

;
and the secret love of Queen

Mary, whom he slighted, perhaps for the Princess Elizabeth,

has shed a romantic colour on the story of this beautiful youth.
The relics of his patrimony were conveyed into strange families

by the marriages of his four aunts
;
and his personal honours,

as if they had been legally extinct, were revived by the patents
of succeeding princes. But there still survived a lineal

descendant of Hugh the first Earl of Devon, a younger branch

of the Courtenays, who had been seated at Powderham Castle

above four hundred years, from the reign of Edward III. to

the present hour. Their estates have been increased by the

grant and improvement of lands in Ireland, and they have

been recently restored to the honours of the peerage. Yet

the Courtenays still retain the plaintive motto which asserts

the innocence and deplores the fall of their ancient House. 1

While they sigh for past greatness, they are doubtless sensible

of present blessings. In the long series of the Courtenay

annals, the most splendid era is likewise the most unfortunate ;

nor can an opulent peer of Britain be inclined to envy the

emperors of Constantinople, who wandered over Europe to

solicit arms for the support of their dignity and the defence of

their capital.'

1 UH lapsus ? Quid fed ? a motto which was probably adopted by
the Powderham branch after the loss of the earldom of Devonshire, &c.

The primitive arms of the Courtenays were Or, three torteaux gules,

which seem to denote their affinity with Godfrey of Bouillon and the

ancient Counts of Boulogne.
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But it is time for me to proceed to an account of the House
of Courtenay in more recent days. It is well known that for

no less than two hundred and seventy-five years, after the

death of Edward Courtenay in 1556, the earldom of Devon

lay dormant, and indeed was supposed to have became extinct,

but that in the March of 1831 it was revived by the Crown
and the House of Lords in favour of William Courtenay, of

Powderham Castle, Devon, whose grandfather had been raised

in 1762 to the Viscountcy of Courtenay a title which, of

course, he would never have accepted from George III. if he had

known that his family was legally entitled to the higher and

more ancient dignity. Indeed, it may be mentioned as a proof
of the apparently utter extinction of the hopes of the Courte-

nays that in the interim the dukedom and earldom of Devon-

shire had been conferred upon the courtier family of Cavendish

a measure which would never have been carried into effect

had the inherent rights of the Courtenays been brought home
to the conscience of royalty. However, since the year 1831

the earldom of Devon has again adorned the roll of the House

of Peers, and the late earl, who died in 1888, and who was

many years a Member of Parliament for South Devonshire,

and afterwards Secretary of the Poor Law Board, was a

worthy representative of the accumulated honours of, shall I

say three, four, or eight centuries.

In the year 1832, however, not long after the revival of the

title, and when the rightful holder of the earldom of Devon was

residing abroad, the county of Kent was suddenly astonished

by the presence of a man of eccentric dress and appearance,

who gave himself out as ' Sir William Percy Honywood

Courtenay, Knight of Malta, a son of Lord Courtenay and

heir of Lord Mount Cashell,' who took up his residence in the

parish of Boughton-under-Blean, between Faversham and

Canterbury. His real parentage, it was believed at the time,

was somewhat more plebeian than the above designation would

lead one to suppose ; and, much as in our own days, a certain

nameless individual d'une famille tout a fait bourgeoise at
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Perpignan suddenly blossomed into the * Due de Roussillon,'

just so it was discovered that ' Sir William Courtenay, Knight
of Malta,' was none other than a crackbrained fellow from the

far West, one * Mr. John A. Thorn/ who had hitherto earned

an honest livelihood as a small spirit merchant and maltster at

Truro, in Cornwall. The first rumours of him in Kent date

from the Michaelmas of 1832, when report said that an

eccentric person, who had recently been known in London by
the name of Thompson, was staying at the Rose Inn at Can-

terbury, and passing at one time as ' Count Rothschild,' and

at another as ' Sir William Courtenay.'
The countenance and costume of this personage were both

such as gave the idea of his being of foreign extraction, though
his language showed that he was too well acquainted with

England and the English to be really a foreigner. However,

partly by his fine figure and person, partly by his rich and

eccentric dress, and partly by broad and boastful assertions of

his intimacy with royal and noble personages, he succeeded in

duping a large number even of the respectable portion of the

citizens into a belief that, like 'Theudas and Judas' of old, he

was '

somebody.' Like most adventurers, he proclaimed that

he was destined, or at all events desirous, to regenerate society,

and issued a small periodical fly-sheet called The Lion, in

which he gave vent to some very strange opinions, which were

in reality subversive of society in Church and State. He
railed especially against the tithe system, as having been

founded by the Pope, who was instigated to it by the devil.

He was loud in his praises of *

purity of election
;

'

and, though
the Reform Bill had only recently been passed, he pretended
to consider that the British Constitution in King, Lords, and

Commons was in danger, and required the aid of all honest

patriots in both Houses of Parliament. Giving loud utterance

to these views in his fly-sheet and at pot-house meetings in

Canterbury and the adjoining towns and villages, in the course

of a little time he contrived to gull the credulous multitude

who were as ready to see in him a veritable *

Courtenay
'

from
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the West country as the mob has shown itself of late to recog-
nise in Arthur Orton the veritable Roger Tichborne, whom
his own family and the Peerage writers believed to have been

drowned in the Pacific some twenty years before. However,
be this as it may, the gaping multitude were so far awed into

a belief of the talents and statesmanship of their newly-found
'

Knight of Malta,' that when, at the general election of De-

cember 1832, there was a contest for the city of Canterbury,
the ' show of hands ' was declared to be in his favour

;
and he

actually polled no less than 375 against the 800 and odd votes

which returned his opponents Lord Fordwich and Mr. R.

Watson to Parliament. On this occasion, we are told by
one of the Kentish papers that Sir William Courtenay pre-

sented himself to the citizens of Canterbury in a most extra-

ordinary guise, bounding over the heads of the people in front

of him, and alighting on the table in the centre of the Hall in

a theatrical attitude, quite a la Kean. His costume, too,

added to the effect of the scene, being composed of crimson

velvet and gold, with a cap and mantle to correspond, silk

stockings of the same colour, and Turkish slippers. He is

thus described in a letter written by a lady living at Canter-

bury at the time :

'A Sir William Courtenay has been haranguing the popu-
lace here almost daily with novel and ludicrous addresses.

He is encased in a superb dress of crimson velvet, richly

ornamented with gold lacings, tassels, and epaulettes ;
and he

goes about armed with a valuable sword and a dagger, which

he occasionally threatens to use against any person who

happens to interrupt him. It is given out publicly here, and

the ladies believe it, that his dress cost him upwards of two

hundred pounds, and that it was made for him by a West-

end tailor while he was staying at the Clarendon Hotel in

Bond Street. Although he is considered handsome his face

is much disfigured by a superabundance of moustache and

beard.'
' It was impossible,' writes one who was present,

c to follow
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with anything like precision the fluent, disjointed, yet occasion-

ally brilliant sentences which fell from his lips. Suffice it to

say that he promised his hearers all sorts of impossible things ;

he would reform the newly reformed House of Commons
;
he

would abolish tithes
;
he would remove the burden of taxation

from the shoulders of the poor and place it on those of the

rich
}
he would sweep away Corporations, and render the

choice of Aldermen and of Members of the House of Commons
more agreeable to modern ideas

;
and finally, appealing to an

argument which will always find ready listeners among the

poorer classes, he promised them a speedy return to the good
old times when bread was cheap, and when roast beef and

plum pudding and nut-brown ale were constant visitors at

every cottager's table.'

The writer adds :

'

During the whole of the proceedings the utmost confusion

prevailed, though less than the usual amount of political feel-

ing was observable, the whole of the attention of the mob

being concentrated on the "Knight of Malta," whose fine

dress and still finer promises secured him the lion's share of

the popular favour.'

Indeed, it will scarcely be credited when I add that the

popular enthusiasm in his favour on the nomination-day rose to

such a height that crowds not only flocked round the wheels and

doors of his chariot, but absolutely took out the horses from the

traces and drew him in triumph to the Hose Inn, where he

again addressed the multitude from the balcony, repeating his

promises of speedy universal reform. On this occasion Sir William

picked up an acquaintance with two young Kentish gentlemen,
named Robinson and Denne. The latter, indeed (who proposed
him at his contest for Canterbury), was a member of one of

the oldest and most respectable families in East Kent, from

whose pockets he contrived to extract considerable sums of

money, which helped to supply him with horses and a carriage
to ride and drive about the streets in the course of his

canvass.
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After the poll had been officially declared, and when the

new members had returned their thanks to the constituency,
' Sir William '

again addressed the mob from the table and
from the steps of the hall, and then, after parading the town
with fifes and drums, once more harangued them from the

balcony of the Rose, his head-quarters, promising to meet
them on Barhain Downs on the following Monday, when the

unwashed herd of rural voters were again treated to a repeti-
tion of the same wild rhapsody. At Barham Downs he was

proposed as a candidate for the Eastern Division of the county :

but his defeat there was far more decisive than it had been at

Canterbury, as he polled scarcely ten or a dozen votes.

It was, however, at a large political dinner given to the

poorer class of reformers in a field near the Dane John in that

city, that he first betrayed the earliest symptoms of that

violent and outrageous temper which ultimately led to his

death.

Early in the following year an event occurred which must

have opened the eyes of such of
' Sir William's

'

followers who
had any sense or reason in their pates. He had resolved that,

as he could not take a borough town by storm in 1832, he

would use every effort to captivate the affections of the lower

orders, so as to stand a better chance at the next election.

Accordingly, he caused it to be made known that, great as

was his rank, his condescension was much greater, and that he

liked nothing so much as to sit down and eat and drink at the

tables of the labouring peasants. He would join the lowest of

gatherings in pot-houses, and though dressed in an eccentric

garb, borrowed from the green-room of a theatre, he preferred

the company of the poor Kentish cottager to that of his own

relatives, the proud Courtenays of Devon, and their aristocratic

and haughty connections. So thick were his invitations, so

numerous his engagements, and so great the calls upon his time,

that, like Arthur Orton, he was obliged to ride or drive from

house to house, picking up a crust here and a bit of bread and

cheese there, and generally concluding the day by a supper in
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company with some of his new-made friends in a village club-

room.

In the February following the general election of December,

1832, a brief but smart action took place near the Goodwin

Sands, a few miles off the coast of Deal, between a revenue

cruiser, the *

Lively,' and a smuggling-boat called the ' Admiral

Hood.' The crew of the latter were captured, and both crew

and boat were taken to Rochester for adjudication in the regu-
lar course of law. On boarding the smuggler no contraband

goods were found, but during the chase the crew were seen by
the officers on board the '

Lively
'

to throw overboard certain

tubs, which were marked and picked up by the crew of the

cruiser. On the examination of the prisoners before the

magistrates at Rochester,
' Sir William ' made his appearance

in the court, attired in a grotesque costume, and wearing a

small sword or scimetar, hung from his neck by a massive gold

chain. It strikes one as a sad pity that at this time the pho-

tographic art was unknown to the public, and that the ' Illus-

trated London News ' was as yet unborn, or I should be able

to treat my readers with a more lifelike description of the

scene in court. On one of the men being examined, the
1

Knight of Malta '

stepped forward, and, with all the address

of an artful and practised demagogue, declared that, as the

man was undefended, he would become his advocate. But the

knight was a better hustings orator than a lawyer, and the

fellow was convicted. A professional gentleman from London

undertook the defence of the rest of the smugglers, when ' Sir

William '

presented himself as a witness, and swore that he

himself saw with his own eyes the whole transaction between

the 'Lively' and the 'Admiral Hood,' and was positive that

the tubs said to have been thrown overboard from the latter

vessel had been floating about hither and thither in the Downs
all the morning, and that consequently the ' Admiral Hood '

and her crew were innocent of smuggling. The object of this

assertion was evidently, of course, to prove that the men under

accusation were entitled to be set at liberty, as free from all
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guilt in the matter. The solicitors for His Majesty's Customs,

however, took more serious view of the matter, and, having
undoubted evidence that the testimony of the '

Knight of

Malta ' was false, they resolved to prosecute him for perjury.

They did so, and the trial came on at Maidstone before Mr.

Justice Parke, on July 25, 1833, when it was proved by the

clergyman and other respectable witnesses of Broughton, that

at the very day and hour of the action between the '

Lively
and the ' Admiral Hood' (Sunday, February 17), the madcap
knight was comfortably seated in a pew at Boughton Church,

listening to the parson's sermon. But the laws of time and

space stand as little in the way of sham '

Knights of Malta '

as

the laws of moral and social existence do in the way of sham

marquises, soi-disant dukes, apocryphal princes, and would-be

baronets.

The end of the trial was that Sir William Percy Honywood
Courtenay, Knight of Malta, alias 'John Thorn,' disgraced the

noble name which he had borrowed like a jackdaw, being con-

victed by a jury of twelve honest English citizens of perjury
not of that venial kind which is of frequent occurrence at elec-

tions, or in ' testimonials to character,' or in the buying and

selling of horses, but of perjury,
' wilful and corrupt.' The sen-

tence passed upon him was that he should be imprisoned for

three months, and after the expiration of that time should be

transported beyond the seas for seven years more. Before the

term of his imprisonment was over, it was found that * Sir

William ' was out of his senses, and he was accordingly trans-

ferred to the Kentish Lunatic Asylum at Barming, near Maid-

stone. Here he was confined for some years, until, his mental

condition appearing gradually to improve, he was allowed to take

up his residence at the house of a farmer at Boughton, near his

former residence. While here he appeared more tranquil and

calm ;
but early in the summer of 1838, while occupying rooms

at a lonely farmhouse, kept by a man named Culver, on the top

of Boughton Hill, about five miles from Canterbury, he was

found to show symptoms of a return of his mental aberration.
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Among other matters, he would declaim in loud and unmea-

sured terms amongst the rustic visitors against the iniquities

of the new Poor Law, and the grievances under which they
laboured as a class

;
but in the end he would generally work

round to his commonplaces about a '

cheap loaf
' and the abo-

lition of tithes. At length his madness led him and some

of his deluded followers into an act of open riot, and riot in its

turn led to bloodshed, which put an end to the mad doings
of this soi-disant scion of the noble House of Courtenay.

On Monday, May 28, 1838, having met some of his silly

dupes at Boughton, he sallied out into the street at their head?

and, having bought a loaf of bread, stuck it on the top of a

pole, which the country bumpkins in his train paraded along
the road to Fairbrook and Goodneston, with flags flying before

them, bearing the cognisance of the Courtenay lion. The.

number of the mob speedily increased, and with their numbers

their excitement also gathered strength. Like madmen as

they were, they cried aloud that they had '

bloody work
'

before

them
;
so they endeavoured, though without success, to per-

form the heroic task of setting fire to a beanstack a mag-
nificent exploit for a *

Courtenay.' On this ' Sir William '

got into a passion, and vowed that he would himself ' strike

the bloody blow,' though where and at what he did not con-

descend to say.

Passing on next to Herne Hill, with the number of his

dupes continually increasing, and having taken some refresh-

ments at a pothouse, they made their way to Dargate
Common, a straggling hamlet of labourers' cottages, where

the leader divested himself of his shoes, knelt down among
his followers, and prayed for half an hour at the top of his

voice,
*

lifting up his voice to heaven,' and denouncing every-

body and everything in unmeasured terms. At the end of

their devotions the bumpkins went off to Bossenden Farm,
where they got some supper, several of them sleeping in the

barn and the rest under hedges. At daylight on the follow-

ing morning (Tuesday) they mustered by the side of the high
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road, and walked in procession to Sittingbourne, nine miles

distant, to breakfast, with the loaf on the pole and the flags

carried in front as before. Breakfast over, they marched

through the villages of Newnham, Eastling, Throwley, Seld-

wich, Lees, and Selling, occasionally stopping for refreshments,
and from place to place adding to their numbers, their infatu-

ated leader addressing his dupes from time to time, and urging
them on to fresh acts of disorder and riot. At night they
retreated into a chalk-pit, where the programme of the previous

evening was repeated in respect of both prayers and threats

of '

bloody work.' After parading through other villages on

the following day, Wednesday, in the evening
' Sir William '

and his motley crowd came back to Calver's Farm at Bossen-

den. Here was destined to be the end of the '

Knight's
' mad

expedition. It appears that a farmer named Carling, who
lived under the hill, went off to the magistrates with a com-

plaint that Thorn and his comrades-in-arms had seduced some

of his labourers from their work, and requesting that the

rioters might be apprehended. A constable named Hears

was sent with two others to arrest ' Sir William,' who no

sooner saw the agent of the law and found out his mission

than he shot him dead. The other two constables, seeing that

it would be madness to wage war against such odds for some

of the country louts were armed with pistols and others with

bludgeons returned to the magistrates, who sent off to Maid-

stone and Canterbury for the help of the military. The whole

neighbourhood was now fully alarmed, and great was the joy
and relief of the respectable inhabitants of the place when a

company of a hundred soldiers of the 45th Regiment arrived

on the spot, under the command of an officer, Lieutenant

Bennett.

On reaching the place where the rebels were mustered, the

magistrate entreated the people to disperse quietly to their

homes, and on their refusal ordered the Riot Act to be read.

By this time ' Sir William ' and his followers had retreated to

a deep part of the wood near Bossenden, known as the ' osier
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bed,' where they resolved to make a desperate stand. ' Sir

William ' who had already fired one shot, though happily
without effect, at a magistrate, the Rev. Charles Handley, of

Herne Hill, for attempting to take him into custody now
exhorted his poor crazy dupes in Scriptural language to '

quit
themselves like men,' and ' not to count their lives dear

'

to

them. Lieutenant Bennett at once went up to him at the

head of his men, and commanded him in the Queen's name to

surrender
;
but * Sir William's

'

only answer was to draw out

his pistol and shoot him through the heart. He had scarcely
fallen to the ground when the military fired and closed with

the rebels, several of whom, including the '

Knight of Malta,'

were killed on the spot, while many others were more or less

severely wounded. Some of the louts ran off across the fields

as fast as their legs would carry them
;
but such of the ring-

leaders as were not killed were at all events secured, and

before evening they were marched off to Canterbury and

lodged in St. Agustine's jail. Thus, in only a few minutes,
ten lives were lost, and several of the rustics were rendered

cripples for the remainder of their days. It is to be

hoped that such of the misguided band as were wounded, but

may chance to be still surviving, have not yet forgotten the

lesson which they learnt on that day, to stick to their home
duties as peaceful citizens, or, if they must go to war, to fight

under the standard of their Queen and country, and not under

that of John Thorn, or of any other spurious scion of the house

of Courtenay.
At the following assizes at Maidstone two of Thorn's

followers were found guilty of having had a hand in the

murders of the constable and Lieutenant Bennett, and were

sentenced to transportation for life
;
while others who had

taken a less prominent part in the outbreak were dealt with

according to their deserts. It will be long, however, I fancy,

before the '

bloody work '

of ' Sir William Percy Honywood

Courtenay, Knight of Malta, son of Lord Courtenay, and heir

of Lord Mount Cashell,' will be forgotten in the neighbour-
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hood of Faversham, Sittingbourne, and Canterbury ;
and

many a year must elapse before even a genuine
'

Courtenay
'

will venture to come from Powderham Castle in the far West
to contest a seat either for a division of the fair county of

Kent or for the first Christian city in the kingdom.
As a proof of the strong feeling which a popular delusion

like that of the madman Thorn will excite in the gullible British

public, I may perhaps be allowed to bring this '

episode
'

to an
end with the following quotation from the last chapter of Dr.

C. Mackay's most interesting work on 'Popular Delusions.'

While treating of the subject of relics and relic-worship, he

quotes the case of ' Sir William Courtenay
'

as a remarkable

instance of the extent to which relic-hunting is occasionally

carried, even in this Protestant country, and in the middle of

this nineteenth century. He writes :

'When the maniac Thorn or Courtenay was shot, in the

spring of 1838, the relic-hunters were immediately in motion

to obtain a memento of so extraordinary an individual. His

long black beard and hair, which were cut off by the sur-

geons, fell into the hands of his disciples, by whom they were

treasured with the utmost reverence. A lock of his hair

commanded a great price, not only among his followers, but

among the more wealthy inhabitants of Canterbury and its

neighbourhood. The tree against which he fell when he was

shot was stripped of all its bark by the curious, while a letter

with his signature to it was paid for in gold coins, and his

favourite horse became as celebrated as its master. Parties

of ladies and gentlemen went to Boughton from a distance of

a hundred and fifty miles, to visit the scene of that fatal

affray, and stroke on the back the horse of the u mad Knight
of Malta." If a strict watch had riot been kept over his

grave for months, the body would have been disinterred, and

the bones carried away as memorials.'

The whole affair, I may add, would have been extremely

amusing as an '

episode/ if it were not for its tragical ending,

and also for the melancholy reflection that, towards the middle

Y
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of the nineteenth century, nearly four hundred persons <?ould

be found, in one of the oldest cathedral cities in the kingdom,
weak enough to put their trust and confidence in such a hair-

brained madman. Verily the soi-disant l

Knight of Malta '

fairly outdoes in ludicrous absurdity the whole of our modern

soi-disant adventurers, whether native or foreign, knights,

counts, dukes, and princes, or butcher-baronets.

THE HOUSE OF BERKELEY

THE noble House of Berkeley has disputed for three centuries,

against the Somersets, Dukes of Beaufort, the position of the

leaders and chief landowners in Gloucestershire. They de-

scend, or claim descent, from Robert Fitz-Harding, whose

father, or probably grandfather, was one of the comrades-in-

arms of the Conqueror, and who himself in the twelfth cen-

tury, in reward of his loyalty to the Empress Maud and her

son Henry L, obtained the lordship of Berkeley, of which

Roger de Berkeley, its previous owner, had been divested by
the royal will, Sir Bernard Burke mentions of this Robert

de Berkeley that he 'entertained at Bristol in 1168 Dermot

M'Murrough, King of Leinster, with sixty of his retinue, at

the time when that prince came over from Ireland to solicit

succour from Henry II.' His son Maurice was wise enough
to secure his position, in case of a change in the dynasty or

in the will of his royal master, by marrying Alice, the fair

daughter of one of the old divested line
; but, in spite of this

sage precaution, the lands and castle of Berkeley were more

than once in peril during the lifetime of his eldest son,

through the vacillating and uncertain temper of King John,

who first seized on his broad acres, and then assigned them to

the burgesses of Bristol, in order to keep their castle in

repair. In the long run, however, John's reign and Robert de

Berkeley's life both came to an end, and the latter's brother,
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Thomas, obtained a fresh grant of Berkeley Castle in 1223.

From him the male descent of the house of Berkeley is as

clear and direct as can be, down to the present century at

least. Why I do not say
' down to the present day

'

will be

shown in the sequel.

Maurice, the eldest son and successor of Thomas de

Berkeley, was summoned by Henry III. to London in order

to aid him against his turbulent barons
j
but the Lord of

Berkeley was either too little of a courtier or too strong a

Liberal to stick by the king when the king was wrong, so

he joined the standard of the barons, and saw his lands again
seized by the Crown. His son Thomas, however, regained the

favour of royalty, and basked in its sunshine, attending his

sovereign at Kenilworth and in his' wars against the re-

fractory Welsh. For these services Burke tells us that he

had from Edward I. 'liberty to hunt the fox, hare, badger,

and wild cat, with his own dogs within the king's forest of

Mendip and in the chase of Kingswood.' He was at the

siege of Caerlaverock, and summoned to Parliament as a baron,

as was also his son and successor Maurice, chief justice in

South Wales, governor of the castles of Gloucester and Ber-

wick, and steward of the Duchy of Aquitaine. He died,

however, a prisoner in Wallingford Castle
;
and it was his

son and successor Thomas, the third baron, during whose

ownership of Berkeley King Edward II. was murdered

within his castle. The room where that black deed was done,

high up in one of the towers, is still shown to the curious

visitor
;
but it is only right to add that Lord Berkeley,

though accused of complicity in the murder, was in the event

honourably acquitted.

From him I pass over three generations, and come to

William, the seventh baron, who was created Marquis of

Berkeley, but who, dying childless in 1492, made Henry VII.

his heir
;
so that Berkeley Castle became an appanage of the

Tudor sovereigns, and reverted to the Berkeleys only on the

death of Edward VI., when Henry, who was rightfully
Y 2
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twelfth Baron of Berkeley, once more was installed in the
castle of his ancestors

And Berkeley's right and Berkeley's might
Did meet on Berkeley's Castle height.

This nobleman's great-grandson was created Earl of Berkeley
in 1679, and the coronet came by regular descent to Frederick

Augustus, fifth earl, who held the title from 1755 down to

his death in 1810. About him I have a good deal to say.
This Frederick Augustus was Earl of Berkeley without

dispute, and the owner of the proud Castle of Berkeley. At
the commencement of the year 1810 the old earl's eldest son,
and who as such bore the courtesy title of Lord Dursley,
held a seat in the House of Commons as one of the members
for Gloucestershire. He had been born in September 1786,
and the date is important. On learning the news of his

father's death in the following August, he presented to the

Crown a petition for a writ of summons as Earl of Berkeley ;

but, as doubts were known to exist as to the validity of the

marriage on which the petitioner's right to the peerage rested,

the Prince Regent ordered his claim to be referred to the

consideration of the House of Peers. The next step was a

formal '

inquiry,' and a regular
*

Peerage case
'

followed. The
antecedents of the late earl and his countess were raked up,
witnesses were examined at length pro and con, and in the

issue their lordships, having investigated the matter at length,
came to the conclusion of passing a resolution ' that the peti-

tioner had not at that time made good his claim to the earldom

of Berkeley.' His case, it must be owned, was extremely hard
;

for, as being the reputed eldest son and heir of the earl his

father, he was held to have vacated his seat in the Lower
House of Parliament, while the Upper House quietly shut its

doors in his face.

The cause of this decision, as usual, was an irregular

marriage ;
in such matters of dispute there is always

' sure to

be a lady in the case.' The facts, as they stand revealed to
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us in the pages of the 'Berkeley Peerage Case,' form quite
a romance, and may possibly interest my readers, though I

fear I must plead guilty to the charge of telling a '
thrice-told

tale.'

It appears, then, that late in the autumn of 1784, or at

the beginning of the following year, the earl, happening to

be on a visit at Gloucester, some twenty miles distant as the

crow flies from his castle at Berkeley, was smitten with the

charms of a certain Miss Mary Cole, the daughter of a

butcher in that city. He wooed her, not without success

an event not quite improbable considering that he was scarcely

middle-aged, could boast a rent-roll of 50,000?. a year, and

had a countess's coronet at his disposal But if he secured

her heart, there is unfortunately no proof now extant that he

gave her his hand with such an amount of formality as would

establish a marriage in England, whatever it might do ' north

of the Tweed.'

However, be this as it may, the earl took the lady back

with him to Berkeley, where she ruled for many years as

mistress of the castle, styling herself and styled by others as
' My Lady Berkeley/ The lady herself who stood in this

doubtful position always asserted, on behalf of her eldest son

and of his three next brothers, that, though they were born

previous to the public solemnisation of a marriage between

the earl and herself in May 1796, she had been privately

married to his lordship more than ten years previously ;
and

the same fact, it is only fair to add, was affirmed under oath

in her husband's last will and testament. But it does not do

to play at matrimony it is too serious a matter for a game ;

and so Lady Berkeley and her children learned by the sad

experience of a lesson which they had taught to them during
half a century and more. In order to establish the assertion

of Lady Berkeley and her husband's oath, it was necessary to

bring forward the register of the parish church of Berkeley.

The entry was accordingly produced before the House of

Lords
;
but on inspection it was found that it was written,
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not on a page of the register, but on an inserted slip of paper
or parchment, or on a leaf that had been for many years

pasted down in the volume until it should be wanted. The

question as to the genuineness or spuriousness of this most

important document could not, or at all events did not, come

formally before the House of Lords till after the death of the

earl. Unfortunately, at that time the clergyman who as it

was said had solemnised the first marriage was dead
; and,

on being appealed to, his widow declared that she did not

believe the entry to be in her husband's handwriting. A
brother of the countess deposed that he was present at the

marriage as a witness
;
but he had, of course, an interest in his

sister's good name and honour, and so his oath was not allowed

to outweigh the strong evidence in the opposite direction.

The testimony of the countess herself, too, was contradicted

by that of her mother, who had married as her second husband

a Mr. Glossop, of Osbournby, in Lincolnshire, and who, though
born in a humble sphere of existence, lived to see her three

daughters, one a countess, the second the wife of a general

officer, and the third married to a nephew of the late Sir T.

Baring.
Such was the state of the case as revealed upon the pre-

sentation of the petition of ' William Fitzhardinge Berkeley,

commonly called Viscount Dursley,' claiming to be called to

the House of Peers in his father's stead as sixth Earl of

Berkeley. The inquiry, was therefore reopened ; for, though
mooted during the fifth earl's lifetime, it had been abandoned

on finding no legal question could arise until after his decease.

And then, as I have stated, the proof adduced of the legiti-

macy of the four eldest sons was not held by the collective

wisdom of the House of Peers to be ' at that time
'

sufficient

to establish his claim.

The result was that, although no formal adverse decision

was arrived at expressly negativing his claim, the matter was

adjourned sine die
; and, practically,

' Lord Dursley
' was

obliged to drop his courtesy title. As a consequence he
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retired from public life, being neither a regular
' Peer '

nor a

regular 'Commoner,' and became known in sporting and

gaming circles, and generally in fashionable life, as Colonel

Berkeley, being in command of the South Gloucestershire

Militia.

I have in my autograph collection two specimens of his

writing signed
'

Dursley
' and <W. F. Berkeley ;' and I have

also seen a frank ' which he signed
'

Berkeley,
5 no doubt in

good faith, supposing himself to have succeeded to his father's

earldom. I suppose that this signature is unique ;
at all

events, I cannot persuade the friend who owns it to part with

it to me at any price.
l

But I must return to Colonel Berkeley. The family estate

of Berkeley Castle did not happen to be entailed, as is usual

in such cases, on the title
;
so Colonel Berkeley, though he

could not take up the earl's coronet, remained in undisputed

possession of the castle, which was bequeathed to him by his

father. This, with its large rent-roll, gave him very extensive

influence as a landowner in the West of England, as the only
individual who could keep in check, in the Whig or Liberal

interest, the power of the Tory Dukes of Beaufort in

Gloucestershire and in Bristol, with both of which constitu-

encies they had been connected for centuries. Though spend-

ing the greater part of his life in the hunting-field and on the

racecourse, in the green-rooms of the London theatres, and in

gambling-rooms in St. James's, he was able to maintain his

position in the West of England on the whole so well, that

when in 1831 the Liberal party were on the look-out for

eligible men among the large landowners to raise to the Peer-

age, in order to enable them the-more easily to carry the first

Reform Bill, Colonel Berkeley was offered and accepted a

baron's coronet from Lord Grey, and in September 1831, at

the time of the coronation of King William, entered as Lord

Segrave the doors of the House of Lords, which had been for

1 Since writing the above, I have myself become possessed of

another specimen.
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twenty years closed against him as Earl of Berkeley. The

operation of the Reform Act of the following year, instead

of at all limiting his territorial influence, went far towards

doubling it, inasmuch as he was generally able to secure at

least one of the two seats in Parliament for the Eastern as

well as for the Western Division of Gloucestershire a seat

which was usually held by one of his relatives to say

nothing of another for Cheltenham, another for Gloucester,

and another for Bristol. Holding thus, in effect, no less than

four if not five seats in the Lower House, and one in the

Upper, it was not a matter of wonder that in 1841, before

Lord Melbourne and the "Whigs retired from office, he secured

his advancement to an earl's coronet
; not, however, by the

adjudication of the ancient earldom of Berkeley in his favour,

but by the bestowal of a new patent as Earl Fitzhardinge.

Thus, disappointed in early life, and, as he doubtless

felt, being
(

5eealjj)robbed of the coronet which was rightfully

his own, he lived till old age unmarried, and, dying in 1857,

bequeathed his castle and estates to his next brother, Admiral

Sir Maurice Berkeley, who made an attempt, though without

success, to get himself recognised by the House of Peers as

Baron of Berkeley, in virtue of his actual tenure of Berkeley

Castle, and quite apart from any creation by grant or patent.

His brother's claim to the earldom of Berkeley he never

reopened ;
but shortly before his death he was created Baron

Fitzhardinge, a title which now belongs to his son, along with

the castle of Berkeley. His next two brothers, Henry and

Augustus, being dead, although no positive decision had been

arrived at by the Peers in the '

great Berkeley Peerage case,'

there is no doubt that the fifth brother, Mr. Moreton Ber-

keley, became virtually Earl of Berkeley, though he steadily

declined to assume the title, not being able to do so except by

allowing that the first marriage of his mother was a farce and

imposture. As he lived and died unmarried, the earldom

passed to a cousin, whose son now holds the earldom, though
he does not own the proud castle, of Berkeley.
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THE BOMANGE OF THE HOUSE OF ASHBROOK

THE Flowers, who enjoy the honours of the Irish peerage as

Viscounts and Barons Ashbrook, and who, in the present

century, have become allied by marriage with one of the

proudest and noblest ducal houses in the land, namely, that

of Marlborough, are not, I have reason to believe, at all

ashamed of a slight dash of plebeian blood which, about a

century ago, became by accident intermixed with their sang
azul. Whether they are of Norman or of Saxon origin I will

not undertake to say for certain, though I incline to the belief

that there were { flowers
'

of many kinds in England before the

Norman Conquest ;
and the heralds tell us no more than that

they were formerly seated near Oakham, in Rutlandshire,

which county they represented in Parliament as far back as

the reign of Richard II., when one of the Flowers was not

only M.P. for Rutland, but also the first Commoner in the

land, being chosen to fill the Speaker's chair.

It appears that in the reign of Elizabeth one of these Rut-

landshire Flowers went over to Ireland as a soldier of fortune,

and distinguished himself in the wars against the natives, as

also did his son, who became Governor of Dublin during the

Irish Rebellion, in the reign of Charles I. His son and his

grandson became the owners of Castle Durrow, in the county
of Kilkenny, and the latter holding a seat in the Irish Parlia-

ment, won a peer's coronet under George I.

This nobleman and his son were each born, married, and

died, and *

slept with their fathers,' after the usual fashion :

but about his grandson William, the third Baron and second

Viscount Ashbrook, I have a little tale to tell which will

interest such of my readers as are fond of romantic incident,

and who have not forgotten the story of Mr. Cecil and his

humble-born bride, who found herself one day Countess of

Exeter and Mistress of Burleigh,

Burleigh House, near Stamford Town.
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This young nobleman, when scarcely out of his teens, or, at

all events, when very young, and residing as a student at

Oxford, was struck with the beauty of a peasant-girl named

Betty or Elizabeth Ridge, whose father was in the habit of

punting a ferry-boat across the Thames, or rather I should say
the Isis, at Northmoor, in the vicinity of Cumiior, near Oxford

the village made so famous by Sir Walter Scott in his ' Kenil-

worth J

as the home of Amy Robsart. The love-sick youth
took every opportunity of cultivating the society of his beloved

water-nymph, but carefully concealed from his parents the

impression which she had made upon his susceptible heart.

He was at that time an undergraduate of some college in

the University, it is said of Magdalen College ;
but he was

too young to think of matrimony, nor was the object of his

affection either old enough or sufficiently educated to become

his wife. She had been reared among the peasant class, and

was wholly uninformed in matters of the world, though she

could read and write pretty well, as is proved by her signature
'

Betty Rudge
'

in the Register Book of Marriages at North-

moor
;
but the young collegian fancied that, in spite of these

disadvantages, he could perceive an aptitude of mind and

soundness of intellect united with great amiableness of temper
in addition to her personal perfections. Under these circum-

stances he conceived the romantic idea of submitting her to

the superintendence of some respectable lady capable of render-

ing her, through the influence of education, an associate suit-

able to his wishes and to his rank. The lovely ferry-girl was

accordingly placed under the tuition of a lady, a few miles off,

at whose house Ensign Flower occasionally visited her, and

where he marked from time to time, with all the enthusiasm

of a romantic lover, her progress in various polite accomplish-
ments. Elizabeth Rudge remained in this situation for about

three years, when the efflux of time, as well as some domestic

occurrences, conspired in enabling Capt. Flower to reap the

reward of his constancy and honourable conduct by a matri-

monial union
;
and so the knot was tied, the blessing was
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given, and the blushing daughter of the ferryman became

ultimately the Viscountess Ashbrook and Lady of the Castle

of Durrow, on whose walls her early charms are still com-
memorated in an authentic portrait. By the Viscount she

had several sons and daughters, among the former two who
each succeeded to the Viscountcy in turn

;
and the daughter

of one of these sons, the peasant-girl's grandchild, was married

to George, fifth Duke of Marlborough, the lord of princely
Blenheim.

The peasant-girl, ennobled in the manner related above,

showed herself in after life well worthy of the promotion
which she had gained, and died early in the present century
at a good old age, honoured and loved by all her husband's

family.

A friend of mine, who was for some years curate of the

parish of JSTorthmoor, has kindly sent me the following memo-
randa as a supplement to the story as told by myself :

' The living, as you know, belongs to St. John's College

Oxford, and when, as one of the Junior Fellows, I was

appointed to it in 1839, I can well remember looking through
the registers, and being much struck with the strangeness of

a marriage, where the bridegroom signed himself " Ashbrook "

and the bride signed herself (not indeed by her mark, but in

her own hand)
"
Betty (not Elizabeth) Rudge." On inquiring

of the Nalders, who were an old family residing there and

who were our College tenants, they told me they remembered

her sister, who was married, and who lived to a good old age,

and who always flattered herself that if Lord Ashbrook, or,

as he then was, Mr. Flower, had seen her before her sister he

would have chosen her in preference for his bride. From

what I could learn by tradition, Mr. Flower was a gentleman
-

commoner of Magdalen College, and coming over there to fish

occasionally, was brought into contact with the ferryman's

daughter, and this ended in their marriage. He afterwards

erected in the parish, at the riverside, a large quadrangular

building, one portion of which existed in my time, and was
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let in cottages, the rest having been pulled down. I never

heard anything to the contrary of Betty Rudge being a good
and devoted wife, and it is very possible that the education

mentioned by you might have been bestowed upon her to

make her more suitable for the mistress of a gentleman's
household. She was also, doubtless, the ancestress of the

Duchess of Marlborough. I remember in my younger and

more imaginative days, it always struck me as a romantic

history, and as I used to wander along the banks of the Isis

at Northmoor, on the summer evenings when I was in my
parish, I used to picture to myself her waiting so anxiously to

ferry Mr. Flower over on his way back to College, and thought
it might form the basis of an interesting story for one of the

Magazines ;
but I never got further, and am glad that you

have placed the story on record permanently. I think she

must be credited not only with superior personal attractions,

but also with a high tone of moral principle, to have induced

her inamorato to make her his wife. I do not know whether

she lived long, or what was the place of her death or her

burial.'

I may add that I am told that in the parish of Shelling-

ford, near Farringford, Berkshire, there is a tablet to Lady
Ashbrook's daughter or grand-daughter, connecting her with

the Marlborough family. There is a portrait of her to be seen

at Castle Durrow, as stated above.

ROMANCE OF THE TOWNSEENDS

WE need not go very far afield, in dealing with the 'great

families/ for proofs of the old adage which tells us that * truth

is stranger than fiction.' Facts have often proved it, and still

continue to prove it, to be in reality
c

stranger ;

'

as I shall

show my readers by recalling to their memories some events

which happened in the family of the Marquis Townshend

early in the present century, and which were all brought
before the eyes and ears of the public by proceedings in the
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Upper House of Parliament somewhat less than half a cen-

tury ago, when the titles and estates of an ancient and honour-

able house in Norfolk, Hertfordshire, and Staffordshire had a

narrow escape from passing into the hands of the illegitimate
issue of a Huntingdonshire brewer.

The Townshends, now Marquises and Viscounts Towns-

hend,
1 Lords Raynham, &c., in the peerage of the United

Kingdom, according to Collins, are an old family of genuine
Norman extraction, being sprung from one Louis or Ludovic,
a follower of the Conqueror, who soon after the Conquest
married a Saxon maiden, Elizabeth, daughter and heiress of

Thomas Haywell. His great-grandson, Sir Thomas de Towns-

hend, married a Norfolk heiress, and was buried in 'the

Chyrche of the White Friers of our Ladye of Mt. Carmel,'

between Fleet Street and the Thames. His son and heir, Sir

Roger Townshend, following his example, found a wife in

Norfolk, and lies buried, according to his last will and testa-

ment, in the parish church of Raynham in that county,
' in

the middle or body of the church, before the image of the

crucifix of our Lord.' He appears to have become possessed,

either by marriage or by purchase, of the estate of Raynham,
which has ever since been the chief home of the family. He
died in 1465.

The fortune of the house thus begun was completed by his

son and successor, Sir Roger, who rose to eminence in the

legal profession, becoming Reader in Law at Lincoln's Inn,

M.P. for Calne, a Serjeant-at-law, and at length one of the

Judges of the Court of Common Pleas. His daughters made
what must have been the best matches of the time in their

native county among the Bedingfelds, the Wodehouses, the

Castells, and the Windhams. For several generations the

1 Besides the Marquisate of Townshend, a younger branch of the

family now hold the earldom of Sydney, and only a few years since

they enjoyed also the earldom of Leicester, and the barony of Bayning,
a title recently extinct through the failure of heirs male. The same
fate apparently awaits Lord Sydney's title in the course of time. (Since
this was written Lord Sydney has died. E. W.)
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Townshends,
1 as they had now begun to spell their name,

lived as country squires on their Norfolk estates at Baynham
and Brampton down to the reign of Elizabeth, when we find

John Townshend, Esq., of Raynham, M.P. for Castle Rising,

receiving the honour of knighthood in reward of the valour

which he displayed at the capture of Cadiz under the Earl of

Essex, his brother being shortly after knighted by King
James I. at the Charter House. A baronetcy conferred by the

same sovereign on the head of the family in the next genera-
tion took the Townshends out of the untitled into the ranks of

the titled nobility ;
and their connection with the Court was

further confirmed by their election in successive Parliaments

as representatives of Norfolk, or of Castle Rising or King's

Lynn, in Parliament, to say nothing of the discharge of the

duties of the shrievalty.

The third baronet, Sir Horatio, having borne an active part
in the support of the royal cause, and afterwards in the recall

of Charles II., was raised to the peerage as Viscount Towns-

hend, and both he and his son were2
successively Lords-Lieu-

tenants of their native county. The latter, we are told, was

a strong supporter of the * Protestant succession
'

at the time

of the Revolution, and afterwards one of the Lords Justices of

the Kingdom and Principal Secretary of State, and was con-

stantly employed in diplomatic business. His marriage with

the sister of Sir Robert Walpole his neighbour at Houghton
in Norfolk added another stone to the rising fortunes of the

1 It is possible that this name originally, like many others, was of

purely local origin, being applied to a person living at the extreme
' end '

of a ' town
;

' but there are not wanting those who affirm that the
real orthography is Townshend, denoting military prowess in its founder
as the ' shender

'

or '

destroyer
' of cities not unlike the epithet of

irTo\iirop8os, so constantly applied by Homer to Ulysses.
2 This Lord Townshend lived in a house in Cleveland Row, St.

James's, which is identified by that old gossip Sir Nathaniel Wraxall as

still standing in his day, as that which witnessed the memorable quarrel
between its owner and Sir Robert Walpole, when the First Minister of

the Crown and his Secretary of State seized each other by the throat

a scene which Gay is supposed to have portrayed in the (

Beggar's Opera,'
under the characters of Peachum and Lockiit.
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family, and secured the Lord-Lieutenancy of his native county
to a third and even a fourth generation.

One of his younger sons, Thomas Townshend, entering on
a parliamentary career, though a man of no great abilities,

yet proved a fair speaker, was chosen member for the Univer-

sity of Cambridge, and appointed one of the Tellers of the

Exchequer. He was a great friend of Lord North, and was
known in St. Stephen's and among the wits of the day as

'Tommy Townshend.' Some of our readers will remember
the lines in Goldsmith's poem,

'

Retaliation,' where he describes

Burke as,

Though fraught with all learning, yet straining his throat
To induce Tommy Townshend to lend him a vote.

His brother, the third lord, had besides his successor a son

Charles, who became an eminent statesman and parliamentary
orator

;
it is he to whom Gray alludes in the lines,

A post or a pension he did not desire,
But left Church and State to Charles Townshend and

Squire.

George Townshend, however, the eldest son, was a man
of equal talents, and he completed the edifice which his

ancestors had raised. He was a godson of King George I.,

and served under George II. at Dettingen. He also took part
in the battles at Fontenoy and Culloden, and was commander-

in-chief at the siege of Quebec, which city surrendered to him

after the death of Wolfe. In the end he gained the baton of

a Field-Marshal, and was not only Master-General of the Ord-

nance, but also Lord-Lieutenant of Norfolk, as his father,

grandfather, and great-grandfather had been before him. He
was also the most popular of all the noblemen who held the

post of Lord-Lieutenant of Ireland in the last century. He
married a lady who owned a peerage in her own right, the

barony of Ferrars de Chartley, which has since passed into

abeyance. His son and successor, celebrated in his day as an

antiquary and man of letters, left at his death in 1811 two
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sons, of whom the younger, Lord Charles Townshend, died

without issue in 1853, while his elder brother, George, came

to the marquisate, having contracted in his father's lifetime a

marriage with Sarah, daughter of Mr. John Dunn Gardner,
of Chatteris, in Cambridgeshire.

It appears that, owing to some irregularities in early life,

the marquis was forced to live abroad, and he resided in a

state of seclusion for the best part of half a century at Genoa,
where he had taken up his abode almost immediately after his

marriage. From that day to the day of his death, at the close

of 1855, his family and friends heard nothing of him or from

him
;
and the records extant at Doctors' Commons or in the

House of Lords will serve to show, that only a few days after

her marriage his wife had instituted proceedings at law, in

order to have her union with his lordship declared null and

void ab initio.

Now it frequently happens, especially in matters hymeneal,
that young ladies, and middle-aged ladies too, will act pre-

cipitately. The sex is as deserving now as it was in the days
of ^Eschylus, of the epithet of '

fast-going,' and the wife of his

lordship (who at that time was known as Lord Chartley)
formed no exception to the rule.

There are matters connected with the case before us which

it is undesirable, indeed scarcely possible, to go into minute

details with respect to the relations of Lord and Lady Chart-

ley. So I will use the words employed in Mr. Hardwicke's

'Annual Biography' for 1856 :

'Our readers may 'possibly remember an event which took

place in connection with the Townshend title a few years

since. The late Marquis, it is well known, at that time Lord

Chartley, separated from his wife shortly after his marriage,
which she endeavoured to set aside by a suit in the Ecclesi-

astical Courts. These Courts, however, are proverbially slow

in their proceedings, and while her suit was pending, she

eloped from her father's house with the late Mr. John Mar-

getts, a brewer of St. Ives, with whom she lived in Hunter
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Street and other places, down to his death in 1842, calling
herself at one time Mrs. Margetts, at other times the
Marchioness Townshend. During this time she had by Mr.

Margetts a family of sons and daughters, the former of whom
were sent to Westminster School, first in the name of Mar-

getts, and afterwards under the names of Lords A. and B.
Townshend. The eldest son was actually returned to Parlia-

ment in 1841 as the Earl of Leicester by the electors of Bod-

min, who fondly imagined that they had secured as their

member the eldest son of a live marquis, and one who would
hereafter prove a powerful patron of their interests in the

House of Lords !

' At this time Lord Charles Townshend, next brother of

the late marquis, and then heir- presumptive to the title (but
since deceased without issue), presented a petition to the

Crown and to the House of Lords, entreating that the children

of Lady Townshend by Mr. Margetts might be declared

illegitimate. The petition was referred to a Committee of

Privilege, who, after hearing the evidence of a considerable

number of witnesses, reported their opinion in favour of a Bill

to that effect. A Bill accordingly was introduced,
" for declar-

ing the issue of Lady Townshend illegitimate," and it passed
the House of Lords by a large majority in May 1843. If it

had not been for this procedure on the part of Lord Charles

Townshend, which was rendered more difficult by the forced

residence of the late marquis abroad (for he had never taken

his seat in the House of Peers, nor had he been in England
since his accession to the title, nor seen his wife since her

elopement), the inarquisate of Townshend, with the noble

estates of Raynham, in Norfolk, and the castle at Tamworth,
would have passed to a spurious and supposititious race, the

children of a brewer at St. Ives. By the death of Lord

Charles Townshend in November 1853, his nephew, Captain
John Townshend, became heir-presumptive to the title

; and

he had every reason to feel grateful for the event of a trial

z
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but for which he might have found an irrevocable "slip between

the cup and the lip
"
in the Townshend peerage.

' We may add that, the late marquis having died near

Genoa on December 31, 1855, his late wife, mother of the

children by Mr. Margetts, having remained a widow for nearly
a fortnight, was married, by special licence, on January 12

following, to Mr. John Laidler, of whom report says that he

was assistant to a linendraper at the West-end of London,
until selected by her ladyship as her shall we say second, or .

third husband/

It is clear, from the above brief narrative, that it was a

most fortunate thing for the Townshend family that Lord

Charles Townshend's life was spared long enough to enable

him to prosecute this suit, and to submit the Townshend Peer-

age case for the calm consideration of the House of Lords.

Had he not chosen to do so, but preferred to let matters coolly

and quietly take their own course, it is not easy to see how,

during his lifetime, the ultimate heirs of the reversion of the

title could have mooted the question, and so secured the pass-

ing of an Act of Parliament to bastardise those who, even on

their own showing, had no more right to the proud marquisate
of Townshend and the halls of Raynham than the young of

the cuckoo have to the nest of the thrush they have displaced.

And a most useful lesson does the ' Romance of the Towns-

hends
'

afford to such noble lords as, being burdened with the

possible succession of a spurious issue, are too indolent and

easy-going to take action in the matter. They may depend
on it, if any such there be, that in these affairs speedy action

is the safest policy, and the best for their own interests. I

can only add that I do not make this remark at random, but

mean it to apply to at least one case within my own personal

knowledge, where an ancient title is risked on the turn of

fortune's wheel in an almost similar manner.
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THE DYMOKES OF SCRIVELSBY

THE recent death at Naples
l of the Rev. John Dymoke, of

Scrivelsby Manor, Lincolnshire, 'the Hon. Her Majesty's

Champion,' reminded the world through the daily newspapers
that, even in the midst of the present prosaic and utilitarian

age, one knightly office at least was in existence to contradict

the assertion of Edmund Burke that ' the age of chivalry is

gone.' The office of ' Her Majesty's Champion' at all events

has not passed away, in spite of the cheeseparing economy
of the illiberal Liberals who happened to be in power at

the coronation of "William IV., in 1831, and again at that of

her present Majesty in June 1838. It lived till a few months
since in the late Rev. John Dymoke, and, as ' the King never

dies,' so also c never dies
'

is true of the Championship. Le

roi est mart
\

vive le roi ! The late holder of the office was a

clergyman, as indeed was his father before him
;
but the new

Champion and squire of Scrivelsby is a layman, a Lincolnshire

magistrate, and an officer in the local militia. One thing is

certainly in favour of the Championship as an institution, and

that is that it is an unpaid office. It has no salary attached

to it
; for, though the Dymoke family hold Scrivelsby 011 the

feudal tenure of performing this duty, they have been owners

of that manor for upwards of five hundred years ; and they
obtained it, not by royal grant or out of the public purse, but by

marriage with an heiress, the last of the proud line of

Marmion, grand-daughter of Philip de Marmion, a name

which recalls to us memories of chivalry and of the poetry
of Shakespeare and Sir Walter Scott.

This office of '

Champion
'

if we may believe Homer
was not unknown five-and-twenty centuries ago ; for very
much the same duties as it entails were part of the knightly

1 This paper was written in March 1874.
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service which heralds and squires then paid to their royal

masters. We read at all events in the * Iliad
'

of heralds who

were engaged in the Homeric age to challenge the encounters

of single knights and to marshal the lists for the combat. We
have no record of the office under the Saxon kings ; but,

according to Sir Bernard Burke, its duties were appended by
William I., as an honour to the old baronial house of Marm-

yon, or Marmion, the ancient owners of the manor of Scrivelsby.

This manor, together with the castle of Tamworth, he tells us,

had been conferred, soon after the Norman Conquest, on one

Robert de Marmyon (Lord of Fontenoy, in Normandy), on

condition of performing the office of Champion at the king's

coronation.

The following is the more circumstantial account of the

descent of the manor given by Sir Bernard Burke in his
' Visitation of Seats

'

:

' The Lord of Fontenoy, thus invested with these extensive

possessions in the conquered country, fixed his residence there-

in and became a munificent benefactor to the Church, be-

stowing on the nuns of Oldbury the lordship of Polesworth,

with a request that the donor and his friend, Sir Walter de

Somerville, might be reputed their patrons, and have burial for

themselves and their heirs in the abbey the Marmyons in the

Chapter House, the Somervilles in the Cloyster. The direct

male line of the grantee expired with his great-great-grandson,

Philip de Marmyon, a gallant soldier, who, in requital of his

fidelity to Henry III., during the baronial war, was rewarded

after the victory of Evesham with the governorship of Kenil-

worth Castle. His death occurred 20 Edward I. (1292), and

he was then found to have been seised of the manor of

Scrivelsby and the castle of Tamworth. He left daughters

only, and between them his extensive estates in Lincolnshire,

Warwickshire, Leicestershire, and elsewhere were divided.

By this partition Scrivelsby fell to the share of Joan, the

youngest co-heir, and was by her conveyed in marriage to

Sir Thomas de Ludlow. The offspring of the alliance con-
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sisted of one son, John de Ludlow, who died issueless, and
one daughter, Margaret, the Lady of Scrivelsby, who in-

herited from her brother that feudal manor, and wedding Sir

John Dymoke, a knight of ancient Gloucestershire ancestry,
invested him with the Championship, which high office he

executed at the coronation of Richard II., despite the counter-

claim of Sir Baldwin Freville, Lord of Tamworth, who
descended from Margery, the second daughter of Philip de

Marmyon. From that period to the present, a space of nearly
five hundred years, the Dymokes have uninterruptedly enjoyed
this singular and important estate, and have continuously per-

formed the duties its tenure enjoins. It falls not, however,
within our province here to narrate the distinguished achieve-

ments of the successive Lords of Scrivelsby, to tell how they
maintained in splendour and dignity the ancient office they

inherited, or to chronicle their gallant services on the battle-

fields of the Plantagenets in the Wars of the Roses and at the

siege of Tournay.'
It may sound a little strange when I tell my readers that

the name of Dymoke is Welsh. Sir Bernard Burke tells us

that the Dymokes or Dymocks for the name is spelt both

ways claim a traditional descent from Tudor Trevor, Lord of

Hereford and Whittington, and founder of the tribe of the

Marches.

The chief himself had three sons, the second of whom

marrying a daughter of the Prince of North Wales, half a

century before the Norman Conquest, became the ancestor of

one David ap Madoc, who in the Welsh tongue was styled

colloquially Dai Madoc, the word Dai being the short form of

David, just as we put 'Will' for William, or 'Jim '

for James.

His son and heir was David ap Dai Madoc, or David Dai

Madoc
;
and by the usual abridgment

' Dai Madoc ' came in

the course of time to be pronounced as Dairnoc or Damoc, the

transition from which to Dimoc or Dymoc, and again from

that to Dimock or Dymoke, is easy and obvious. This cer-

tainly is the origin of the name of the Dymocks of Penley Hall,
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Flintshire ;
and most probably the Dymokes of Lincolnshire

were of the same original stock.

The first, then, of the Dymoke family who fulfilled his office

as Champion was Sir John Dymoke, Knight, who married

Margaret Ludlow, in the reign of Edward III., and was pre-

sent at the coronation of Richard II. His claim, it appears,

was disputed by Baldwin de Freville, the Lord of Tarnworth

Castle
;
but after deliberation it was found that the right

belonged to the manor of Scrivelsby, as the caput baronice, or

head of the barony of the Marmion family ; and, as it appeared
that the late King Edward III., and his son Edward, Prince

of Wales, known as the Black Prince, had often been heard to

say that the office was held by Sir John Dymoke, the question
was settled in his favour.

From that time to the present the office has been discharged

by members of the Dymoke family ;
at the coronations of

Henry IY. and V. by Sir Thomas, son of the last named, who
was created a Knight of the Bath at the coronation of Henry
IV., along with forty-five other esquires, who

' watched the

night before the ceremony, and bathed themselves.' His son,

Sir Philip Dymoke, officiated at the coronation of Henry VI.
;

and his grandson, Sir Thomas, at that of Edward IV. To

mention each separate name would be tedious
;
but it is

noticeable that one of the family was three times '

Champion
'

to Richard III., Henry VII., and Henry VIII., and another

to the three sovereigns who succeeded in turn to Henry's
throne. The son of the man who had challenged all gainsayers
of the right of the unfortunate James II. came forward again
on a change of dynasty to throw down the glove for William

and Mary, and again later for Queen Anne. His brother,

Lewis Dymoke, was Champion at the coronation ceremonies of

the first two sovereigns of the House of Brunswick
\
while John

Dymoke held the same office for George III., at whose corona-

tion, tradition has it, the young Pretender,
* Bonnie Prince

Charlie,' was present in disguise. Sir Henry Dymoke, a

grandson, brother of the gentleman now deceased, was
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Champion at the coronation of George IV., the hereditary

champion, a clergyman, being allowed to perform the office by
proxy. This Sir Henry was offered a baronetcy in 1841, and

accepted it scandal said in payment for waiving his right in

1838 though it was generally thought that the office of ' Her

Majesty's Champion
' was in itself a higher honour than a

modern baronetcy, and it was remembered that one of the

family had not so very long before laid claim, though unsuccess-

fully, to the ancient barony of Marmion. The *

Champion,'
whose death I have mentioned above, was the brother of Sir

Henry ;
he had held for some years the family living of

Scrivelsby, and was a magistrate for Lincolnshire.

The Gentleman's Magazine for 1821 contains a picture of

the Royal Champion, Henry Dymoke in the act of riding on
his white charger into Westminster Hall, and throwing down
the gauntlet or glove of defiance, supported on either side by
the Duke of Wellington and the Marquis of Anglesey, also on

horseback, while two heralds stand by on foot with tabards and

plumes.
The performance of the Champion on this occasion is thus

described by Sir Walter Scott, in a letter to one of his friends

and correspondents :

' The Champion's duty was performed, as of right, by young

Dymoke, a fine-looking youth, but bearing perhaps a little too

much the appearance of a maiden knight to be the challenger

of the world in the king's behalf. He threw down his gauntletj

however, with becoming manhood, and showed as much horse-

manship as the crowd of knights and squires around him would

permit to be exhibited. His armour was in good taste
;
but

his shield was out of all propriety being a round rondache, or

Highland target, a defensive weapon which it would be im-

possible to use on horseback, instead of being a three-cornered

or leather shield, which in the time of the tilt was suspended
round the neck. Pardon this antiquarian scruple, which you

may believe occurred to few but myself. On the whole, this

striking part of the exhibition somewhat disappointed me, for
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I would have had the champion less embarrassed by his assis-

tants, and at liberty to put his horse on the grand pas. And

yet the young lord of Scrivelsby looked and behaved extremely
well.'

On the occasion of the coronation of George III. the

Champion was seated on the grey charger which the late king
had ridden at the battle of Dettingen ;

and it appears that

the fee received for carrying out the duties of the office was a

large bowl and cover of silver, finely chased and gilt.

Those who wish to become acquainted with the look of the

champion of three centuries back can, if they take the trouble

to visit the College of Arms, see a volume which contains a

pedigree of the Dymoke family. There is a true representa-
tion of one painted in the margin opposite to the name, as he

appeared accoutred on horseback, glove in hand. The trap-

pings of his horse are black, embroidered all over with little

silver lions passant, the arms of the Dymoke family. The
armour is of nearly the same fashion as the beautiful suit still

preserved in the Tower of London, which was presented by
the Emperor Charles V. to Henry VIII. on his marriage with

Catharine of Arragon.
Standard English works contain several references to the

Champion and his office. The passage in Shakespeare's
'

King
Henry VI.,' when Sir John Montgomery appears before the

walls of York, at the head of the army in the cause of

Edward IV., will be remembered by many readers, where this

dialogue occurs :

Mont'. Ay now, my Sovereign speaketh like himself;
And now will I be Edward's champion.

Hast. Sound, trumpet ; Edward shall be here proclaimed.
Come, fellow-soldier, make thou proclamation.

And when the soldier has read aloud the name, style, and
title of the king, Montgomery adds, as he throws down the

gauntlet,

And whosoe'er gainsays King Edward's right,

By this I challenge him to single fight.
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On the occasion of the enthronement of Queen Mary, it

was upon a roan horse, trapped in cloth of gold, that Sir

Edward Dymoke appeared, with a mace in one hand and a

gauntlet in the other, to challenge
*

any manere of man, of

whatsoever state, who impeacheth the Quene's title, as a faulse

traytour.' Nobody on that occasion 'wanted to fight,' so

Sir Edward picked his own glove up and went away with a

bow and a gold cup for his trouble.

It appears, according to Blanche's *

Royal Records,' in

which the portrait of the Champion is reproduced in facsimile,

that Dymoke came into the hall at the close of the second

course of the banquet which succeeded the ceremony of the

coronation. After his entrance, fully equipped, he was escorted

to the upper end of the hall, and
' after he had made obeisance

to the Queen's Highness, in bowing his head, he turned him a

little aside, and with a loud voice declared
'

as follows :

* " If

there be any manner of man, of what estate, degree, or condi-

tion soever he be, that will say and maintain that our Sovereign

Lady, Queen Mary the First, this day here present, is not the

rightful and undoubted inheritrix to the imperial crown of

this realm of England, and that of right she ought not to be

crowned Queen, I say he lieth like a false traitor, and that I

am ready the same to maintain with him whilst I have breath

in my body, either now at this time, or at any other time,

whensoever it shall please the Queen's Highness to appoint,

and thereupon the same, I cast him my gage." And then he

cast his gauntlet from him, the which no man would take up,

till that a herald took it up and gave it to him again. Then

he proceeded to another place, and did in this manner in three

several places of the said hall. Then he came to the upper

end, and the Queen's Majesty drank to him, and after sent

him the cup, which he had for his fee, and likewise the harness

and trappings, and all the harness which he did wear. Then

he returned to the place from whence he came, and after that

he was gone.'

Elizabeth at her coronation, we are told, went first into
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St. Edward's Chapel 'to shrift her,' and came forth in 'a

riche mantle and surcoat of purple velvet, trimmed with

ermines
;

' and at the banquet which followed, says Holinshed,

'the hall (Westminster) was richly hung, and everything
ordered in such a royal manner as appertained to such a regal

and solemn feast. In the meantime, as her grace (the Queen)
sat at dinner, Sir Edward Dimmocke, her Champion by office,

in fair complete armour, mounted upon a beautiful courser,

richly trapped in cloth of gold, entered the hall, and in the

midst thereof cast down his gauntlet, with offer to right him

in her quarrel that should deny her to be the righteous and

lawful Queen of this realm. The Queen, taking a cup of gold

full of wine, drank to him thereof, and sent it to him for his

life, together with the cover.'

The banquet at the coronation of Queen Anne must have

been very splendid. Her Majesty having washed and seated

herself at table, with two of her women at her feet, the Lord

Sewer, the Serjeant of the Silvery Scullery, called for a dish

of meat, took assay of the dish, and carried it up, aided by
the clerks of the green cloth. Then a dish of dilly-grout was

set over against her Majesty, and a bishop said grace before

the dilly-grout, and in came the Queen's champion, on whose

person many pounds avoirdupois of gold and silver glittered,

and there nodded over his helmet a plume of feathers white,

blue, and red. The trumpets sounded, the steed snorted and

slipped, and then and there having defied the hypothetical

traitor, who never made an appearance, the steel glove was

flung upon the pavement, and presently merely picked up
again.

As my readers may be glad to know in what form the

claim to the championship was made, the following is taken

from the records in the *

College of Arms '

by the permission
of my kind friend ' Garter King of Arms.' It is an extract

from the petition of the Rev. John Dymoke to the Lords

Commissioners appointed to receive and determine the claims

of those who by tenure of their lands or otherwise ought to
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'

perform service at the coronation,' from which we learn some-

thing of the duty the Champion is called upon to perform, and
also gain some idea as to his personal appearance. After

setting forth his right and title to the manor of Scrivelsby
in consequence of the death of his relative, the petitioner

proceeds to show that he holds the said manor by Grand

Serjeantry, or, in other words,
' That whensoever any King or

Queen of England is to be crowned, the lord of the manor
for the time being, or another person on his behalf, with his

authority, if he shall be unable, shall come well armed for war
on a good charger in the presence of the said lord the King on

the day of his coronation,' &c. And that 'your petitioner
and his ancestors, and all those whose estate your petitioner
hath in the said manor or barony, from time whereof the

memory of man runneth not to the contrary,' have been

champions of this realm, and that they have been used to

have ' one of the grand chargers of the King or Queen, with

saddle, harness, and trappings of cloth of gold, and one of the

best suits of armour of our said lord the king, with cloth of

gold, and twenty yards of satin of the colour of crimson, with

all things which appertain to the body of the lord, the King,
as entirely as he ought to have if he had to go to mortal com-

bat.' On the day of coronation,
'

being mounted on the said

charger . . . and being accompanied by the Lord High Con-

stable and the Earl Marshal, and the herald of the king, with

a trumpet sounded before him,' the Champion had to come on

horseback into the hall where the king or queen was seated

at dinner
;
and there, in the presence of the king, and in the

hearing of all the people, when the trumpet had been three

times solemnly sounded, one of the heralds made proclamation

with a loud voice to the effect that if any person should deny
or say that the king ought not to enjoy the crown of these

realms,
' Here is his champion ready by his body to prove that

he lies like a false traitor, and in that quarrel to adventure

his life on any day that shall be assigned to him.' On this

the Champion throws down his^gauntlet, and in the event of
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no one gainsaying that the king or queen has been crowned

a sovereign, the king drinks to the Champion during such

service in a cup of gold having a cover. The cup is afterwards

handed to the Champion to drink from. This cup, together
with the charger, saddle, harness, and all apparel and armour,
are then given to the Champion for his fee.

The ancient baronial seat of the Dymoke family, Scrivelsby

Court, is situated in a park about two miles south of Horn-

castle, on the road towards Revesby Abbey and Boston. The

greater part of this fine old seat was unhappily destroyed by
fire some hundred years since. In the portion consumed was

a very large hall, ornamented with panels, exhibiting in

heraldic emblazonment the various arms and alliances of the

family through all its numerous and far-traced descents. The

loss has been in some degree compensated by the addition

which the late proprietors made to the remnant which escaped
the ravages of the flames

;
but the grandeur of the original

edifice can no longer be traced.

I make no excuse for putting before my readers the follow-

ing quaint old ballad, which describes with perspicuity and

truth the transmission of the lands of Scrivelsby :

The Norman Barons Marmyon
At Norman Court held high degree ;

Brave knights and Champions everyone,
To him who won brave Scrivelsby.

Those Lincoln lands the Conqueror gave,
That England's glove they should convey,

To knight renowned amongst the brave,
The Baron bold of Fonteney.

The royal grant, through sire to son,

Devolved direct in capite
Until deceased Phil Marmyon,
When rose fair Joan of Scrivelsby.

Thro' midnight's gloom one sparkling star

Will seem to shine more brilliantly
Than all around, above, afar

;

So shone the maid of Scrivelsby.
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From London city on the Thames,
To Berwick Town upon the Tweed,

Came gallants all of courtly names,
At feet of Joan their suit to plead.

Yet malgre all this goodly band,
The maiden's smiles young Ludlow won,

Her heart and hand, her grant and land,
The sword and shield of Marmyon.

Out upon Time, the scurvy knave,

Spoiler of youth, hard-hearted churl
;

Fast hurrying to one common grave
Good wife and ladie, hind and earl.

Out upon Time since world began,
No sabbath hath his greyhound limb,

In coursing man, devoted man,
To age and death out, out on him !

In Lincoln's chancel, side by side,
Their effigies from marble hewn,

The * anni ' written when they died,

Kepose De Ludlow and Dame Joan.

One daughter fair survived alone,
One son deceased in infancy ;

De Ludlow and De Marmyon
United thus in Margery.

And she was woo'd as maids have been,
And won as maids are sure to be,

When gallant youths in Lincoln green
Do suit, like Dymoke, fervently.

Sir John de Dymoke claimed of right
The Championship through Margery,

And 'gainst Sir Baldwin Freville, knight,
Prevailed as Lord of Scrivelsby.

And ever since, when England's kings
Are diadem'd no matter where

The Champion Dymoke boldly flings
His glove, should treason venture there.

On gallant steed in armour bright,
His vizor closed and couched his lance,

Proclaimeth he the monarch's right
To England, Ireland, Wales, and France.

Then bravely cry, with Dymoke bold,

Long may the King triumphant reign !

And when fair hands the sceptre hold,
More bravely still Long live the Queen !
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Truly, as Mr. Pepys says in his diary,
' Good Lord ! but

the times doe change.' Changed indeed they are from the

times of our Edwards and Henries, and never again probably
will the gallant spectacles which have so often graced "West-

minster Hall in days gone by be witnessed. These old-world

glories fade like the gilding on tombstones, which wears away
till the meaning becomes obscure, and is replaced by a new
stone. Yet we may affirm that some fine fragment of antiquity

lies in the ceremony of which I have endeavoured to give my
readers some idea. The gold-coated and feathered champion
was the monument of the early rite of ' ordeal by battle,'

whereby the sword and spear held the place of the modern

tribunal of the law to which combatants now resort. It might
have been awkward if we had now to trust the '

peace and

rightfulness
'

of this fair realm ' to a single knight, worthy as

he might be,' and his charger, however imposing. The custom

died out, for the condition of things had changed, and mon-

archs now trust to the attachment of loyal hearts, which,

though they make little show, are a stronger defence than

aught can ever be even than the right hand of a champion
like '

Dymoke of Scrivelsby.'

Since the above was written, death has again visited this

ancient house, carrying off the son and successor of the above-

mentioned Lord of Scrivelsby, Mr. Henry Lionel .Dymoke,
who has passed away, not in his own halls, but among
strangers, and before attaining even middle age, leaving a

widow, but no legitimate issue.

Family feuds and pecuniary difficulties have together done

their best to level in the dust a once noble house, whose heads

once ranked as equal to the proudest peers of the realm.

There is, therefore, I believe, no male Dymoke who at this

moment, if a coronation were to occur, could put in a claim

for the Championship at all events, without first establishing

his descent in a court of law.

Such is the sad end of ' The Dymokes of Scrivelsby.' Had
the second Marquis Townshend been still alive, in all pro-
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bability he would have chosen this moment to prefer a claim

to the honour on his own account. At all events, Horace

Walpole wrote to Lady Ossory, under date October 1789 :

* When he was but two-and-twenty, his lordship called

on me one morning and told me he proposed to claim the

championcy of England, being descended from the eldest

daughter of Ralph de Basset, who was Champion before the

Flood or before the Conquest, I forget which whereas the

Dymokes came only from the second
;
and he added,

" I did

put in my claim at the coronation of Queen Elizabeth." A
gentleman who was with me, and who did not understand the

heraldic tongue, hearing such a declaration from a young man,

stared and thought he had gone raving mad ;
and I, who did

understand him, am still not clear that the gentleman was in

the wrong.'
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WHY PAUL FERROLL KILLED HIS WIFE.

CTODb. MYTHS AND DREAMS. By EDWARD CLODD, F.R.A.S.
Second Edition, Revised. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. <>?._

COBM!T(XTiACLAREN), NOVELS BY.
THE CURE OF SOULS. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.
THE RED SULTAN. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3.*. 6d. [Shortly.
THE BURDEN OF ISABEL. Three Vols, crown Svo._

COTEMAN~(JOHN), WORKS BY.
PLAYERS AND PLAYWRIGHTS I HAVE KNOWN. Two Vols., 8vo, cloth, 24s.
CURLY: An Actor's Story. With 21 Illusts. by J. C. DOLLMAN. Cr. Svo, cl., Is. tid.

COI7ERIDGE.-THE SEVEN SLEEPERS OF EPHESUS. By M. E.
COLERIDGE. Fcap. Svo, cloth, Is. 6d._

COLLINS (C. AUJJTON).-THE BAR SINISTER. Post 8vo, 2s.

COLLINMMORTIMER AND FRANCES), NOVELS BY.
Crown Svo, cloth extra, 3s. tid. each ; post Svo, illustrated boards, 2s. Rach.

FROM MIDNIGHT TO MIDNIGHT. |
BLACKSMITH AND SCHOLAR.

TRANSMIGRATION. I
YOU PLAY MS FALSE.

|
A VILLAGE COMEDY.

Post 8vo illustrated L-o r. ds. 2s. each.

SWEET ANHE PAGE. 1
FIGHT WITH FORTUNE.

|
SWEET & TWENTY.

[ FRANCES.

COLLINS (WILKIE), NOVELS BY.
Cr 8vo. cl. ex., 3s. 6d. each ; post Svo. illust. bds., 2s. each

;
cl. limp, 2s. Gd. each.

ANTONINA. With a Frontispiece by Sir JOHN GILBERT, R.A.

BASIL. Illustrated by-Sir JOHN GILBERT, R.A., and J. MAHONEY.
HIDE AND SEEK. Illustrated by Sir JOHN GILBERT, R.A., and J. MAHONEY
AFTER DARK. Illustrations by A. B. HOUGHTON.

|
THE TWO DESTINIES.

THE DEAD SECRET. With a Frontispiece by Sir JOHN GILBERT, R.A.

OUEEN OF HEARTS. With a Frontispiece by Sir JOHN GILBERT, R.A.

THE WOMAN IN WHITE. With Illusts. by Sir J. GILBERT, R.A.,and F. A. ERASER.

NO NAME. With Illustrations by Sir J. E. MILLAIS, R.A., and A. W. COOPER.

MY MISCELLANIES. With a Steel-plate Portrait of WILKIE COLLINS.

ARMADALE. With Illustrations by G. H. THOMAS.
THE MOONSTONE. With Illustrations by G. Du MAURiERand F. A. FRASER.

MAN AND WIFE. With Illustrations by WILLIAM SMALL.

POOR MISS FINCH. Illustrated by G. Du MAURIER and EDWARD HUGHES.

MISS OR MRS.? With Illusts. by S. L. FILDES, R.A., and HENRY WOODS, A. R.A.

THE NEW MAGDALEN. Illustrated by G. Du MAURIER and C. S. REINHARDT.

THE FROZEN DEEP. Illustrated by G. Du MAURIER and J. MAHONEY.

THE LAW AND THE LADY. Illusts. by S. L. FILDES, R.A., and SYDNEY HALL.

THE HAUNTED HOTEL, nitrated by ARTHUR HOPKINS.
THE EVIL GENIUS.
LITTLE NOVELS.
THE LEGACY OF CAIN.

THE FALLEN LEAVES. I HEART AND SCIENCE.
JEZEBEL'S DAUGHTER, "I SAY NO."
THE BLACK ROBE. |

A ROGUE'S LIFE.
BLIND LOVE. With Preface by WALTER BESANT, and Illusts. by A.

ILLUSTRATIONS OF TENNYSON.
'

Crown Svo, cloth extra, 6s.

JONATHAN SWIFT ; A Biographical and Critical Study. Crowu Svo. doth extra, :



BOOKS PUBLISHED BY

COLMAN'S HUMOROUS WORKS: "Broad Grins," "My Nightgown
and Slippers," ana other Humorous Works of GEORGE COLMAN. With Lite by
G. B. BUCKSTONE, and Frontispiece by HOGARTH. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 61.

COLMORE.-A VALLEY OF SHADOWS. By G. COLMORE, Author
of " A Conspiracy of Silence." Two Vols., crown Svo.

COLQUHOUN.-EVERY INCH A SOLDIER : A Novel. By M. J.
COLQUHOUN. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.

CONVALESCENT COOKERY: A Family~Handbook. By CATHERINE
RYAN. Crown 8vo, Is. ; cloth limp, Is. Cd.

CONWAY (MONCURE D.), WORKS BY.
DEMONOLOGY AND DEVIL-LORE. 65 Illustrations. Two Vols., 8vo, cloth 2Ss.
A NECKLACE OF STORIES. 25 Illnsts. by W. J. HENNESSY. Sq. 8vo, cloth, Gs.
GEORGE WASHINGTON'S RULES OF CIVILITY. Fcap. 8vo, Jap, vellum, 2s. Od.

COOK~(DUTTON"), NOVELSTBY.
PAUL FOSTER'S DAUGHTER. Cr. 8vo, cl. ex., 3s. 6d.; post Svo.illust. boards, 2s.
LEO. Post 8vo. illustrated boards. 2s.

COOPpTEDWARD H.)-GEOFFpRY HAMILTON._Cr. 8yo, 3s. 6d.

CORNWALL. POPULAR ROMANCES OF THE WEST OF ENG-
LAND ; or, The Drolls, Traditions, and Superstitions of Old Cornwall. Collected

by ROBERT HUNT, F.R.S. Two Steel-plates by GEO.CRUIKSHANK. Cr. Svo, cl.,7s. Gd.

COTES. TWO GIRLS ON A BARGE. By V. CECIL~COTES; With
44 Illustrations by F. H. TOWNSEND. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 61.

CRADDOCK. THE~PROPHEf~OF THE GREAT SMOKY MOUN-
TAINS. By CHARLES EGBKRT CRADDOCK. Post 8vo, illust. bds., 2s. ;

cl. limp, 2.Cd.
CRIM^ADVENTURES OF A FAIR REBEL. By MATT CRIM. With

a Frontispiece. Crown 3vo, cloth extra, 3s. Od. ; post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s..

CROKER (B.M.), NOVELS BY. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. Od, eachTpost
8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each ; cloth limp, 2s. Od. each.
PRETTY MISS NEVILLE. I DIANA HARRINGTON.
A BIRD OF PASSAGE. |

PROPER PRIDE.
A FAMILY LIKENESS. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. Gd.
"TO LET." &c. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. ; cloth, 2s.Gd.

CRUIKSHANK'S COMIC ALMANACK. Complete in Two SERIES :

The FIRST from 1835 to 1843 ; the SECOND from 1844 to 1853. A Gathering of
the BEST HUMOUR of THACKERAY, HOOD, MAYHEW, ALBERT SMITH, A'BECKETT,
ROBERT BROUGH, &c. With numerous Steel Engravings and Woodcuts by CRUIK-
SHANK, HINE, LANDELLS, &c. Two Vols., v -rown Svo, cloth gilt, 7s. Gd. each

THE LIFE OF GEORGE CRUIKSHANK. By BLANCHARD JERROLD. With 84
Illustrations and a Bibliography. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. Gd.

CUMMINGTCTT: GORDONVWORKS BY. DemySvo, cl. ex., Ss. Gd. each.
IN THE HEBRIDES. With Autotype Facsimile and 23 Illustrations.
IN THE HIMALAYAS AND ON THE INDIAN PLAINS. With 42 Illustrations
TWO HAPPY YEARS IN CEYLON. With 28 Illustrations.

VIA CORNWALL TO EGYPT. With Photogravure Frontis. DemySvp, cl.,7s.6d.

CUSSANS. A "HANDBOOK OF HERALDRY; with Instructions"?^
Tracing Pedigrees and Deciphering Ancient MSS., &c. By JOHN E. CUSSANS. With
408 Woodcuts and 2 Coloured Plates. Fourth edition, revised, crown Svo, cloth, 6s.

CYPLES(W.)--HEARTSofGOLD. Cr.8vo,cl..3s.6d.; post8vo,bds.,2s.

T)ANIEL. MERRIE"ENGLAND IN THE OLDEN TIME. By GEORGE
DANIEL. With Illustrations by ROBERT CRUIKSHANK. Crown Svo, cloth extra, 3s. Gil,

DAUDET. THE EVANGELIST; or, Port Salvation. By ALPHONSE
DAUDET. Crown Svo, cloth extra, 3s. <>d. ; post Svo, illustrated bo?rds 2s.

MVErrNT^WTOOlTMRllNTSir^^
_FESSION FOR_THEIR SONS. ByJ^DAVENANT, M.A. Post Svo. Is.; cl., Is. Gd.
DAVIES (DR. N. E. YORKE-), WORKS"BY~

Crown Svo, Is. each; cloth limp. Is. Gd. each.
ONE THOUSAND MEDICAL MAXIMS AND SURGICAL HINTS.
NURSERY HINTS: A Mother's Guide in Health and Disease.
FOODS FOR THE FAT: A Treatise on Corpulency, and a Dietary for its Cure.
AIDS TO LONG LIFB. Crown 8vo, 2. ; cloth limp ,2. 6d,



CriATTQ & WiNDUS, 614, PICCADILLY.

DAVlES' (SIR JOHN) COMPLETE POETICAL WORKS,time Collected and Edited, with Memorial- Introduction and Notes, by the Rev. A. B.
GROSART. P.P. Two Vols.. crown 8vo. cloth boards, 12s. _

DAWSON. THE FOUNTAIN OF YOUTH : A Novel of Adventure.
By ERASMUS DAMSON, M.B. Edited by PAUL DEVON. With Two Illustrations byHUME NISEET. Crown 8vo. cloth extra, 3*. Gl. ; post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.

DE GUERIN.-THE JOURNAL OF MAURICE DE GUERIN. Edited
by G S. TREBUTIEN. With a Memoir by SAINTE-BEUVE. Translated from the
goth French Edition by JESSIE P. FROTHINGHAM. Fcap. 8vo, half-bound, 2s. Gel.

DE MAISTRE~-A JOURNEY ROUND MY ROOM. By XAVIER DE
MAISTRE. Translated by HENRY ATTWELL. Post 8vo. cloth limp, 2s. Od.

DE MILLE. A CASTLE IN SPAIN. By JAMES Da MILLE. With a
Frontispiece. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. ; post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.

__

DERBY (THE). THE BLUE RIBBON OF~THE TURF : A Chronicle
of the RACE FOR THE DERBY, from Diomed to Donovan. With Brief Accounts of
THE OAKS. By Louis HENRY CURZON. Crown 8vo, cloth limp, 2s. Gd.

DEm^E
r
1
J
T
v(LnE1TH) NOVELS BY. Cr.8vo,cl.,3s.6d.ea.; Post8vo )

bds.
)
2s.ea.

OUR LADY OF TEARS. [CIRCE'S LOVERS.
DICKENS (CHARLES), NOVELS BY. Post 8vo. illustrated boards, 2*7^h.

SKETCHES BY BOZ. I NICHOLAS NICKLEBY.
THE PICKWICK PAPERS.

\_ OLIVER TWIST.
THE SPEECHES OP CHARLES DICKENS," 1841-1870. Whh a New Bibliography.

Edited by RICHARD HERNE SHEPHERD. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6s. Also a
SMALLER EDITION, in the Mavfair Library, postSvo cloth limp 2s. Gd.

ABOUT ENGLAND WITH DICKENS. By ALFRED RIMMER W&57 Illustrations
by C.A. VANDERHOOF, ALFRED RIMMER, and others. Sq. 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. G<I.

DICTIONARIES.
A DICTIONARY OF MIRACLES: Imitative, Realistic, and Dogmatic. By the Rev.

E. C. BREWER, LL.D. CroWn 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d.
THE READER'S HANDBOOK OP ALLUSIONS, REFERENCES, PLOTS, AND

STORIES. By the Rev. E. C. BREWER, LL.D. With an ENGLISH BIBLIOGRAPHY.
Fifteenth Thousand. Crown 8vo, cloth extra. 7s. Gd.

AUTHORS AND THEIR WORKS, WITH THE DATES. Cr. Svo, cloth limp, 2s.
FAMILIAR SHORT SAYINGS OP GREAT MEN. With Historical and Explana-

tory Notes. By SAMUEL A. BENT, A.M. Crown 8vo, cloth extra. 7s. Gd.
SLANG DICTIONARY : Etymological, Historical, and Anecdotal. Cr. 8vo, cl., Gs. Gd.WOMEN OP THE DAY: A Biographical Dictionary. By F. HAYS. Cr.8vo.cl., 5s.
WORDS, FACTS, AND PHRASES: A Dictionary of Curious, Quaint, and Out-oi-

the-Way Matters. By ELIEZER EDWARDS. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. Gfl.

DIDEROT. THE PARADOX OFTCTfm~Tra^lTted7wTth^nn^T
tions, from Diderot's " Le Paradoxe surleComedien," by WALTER HERRIES POLLOCK.

__
With a Preface by HENRY IRVING. Crown 8vo, parchment, 4?. Gd.

DOBSON (AUSTIN), WORKS BY.
THOMAS BEWICK & HIS PUPILS. With 93 Illustrations. Square 8vo, cloth. Gs.
FOUR FRENCHWOMEN. With 4 Portraits. Crown 8vo, buckram, gilt tap, Gs.
EIGHTEENTH CENTURY VIGNETTES. Crown 8vo, buckram, gilt top, Gs. A

SECOND SERIES, uniform in size and price, is now in preparation.

DOBSON (W. T.)-POETICAL INGENUITIES AND ECCENTRICI-
TIES. Post 8vo, cloth limp, 2s. Gd.

DONOVAN (DICK), DETECTIVE STORIES BY.
Post Svo. illustrated boards, 2s. each; cloth limp, 2s. Od. each.

THE MAN-HUNTER. I WANTED I

CAUGHT AT LAST!
TRACKED AND TAKEN.
WHO POISONED HETTY DUNCAN?

A DETECTIVE'S TRIUMPHS.
IN THE GRIP OF THE LAW.
FROM INFORMATION RECEIVED.
LINK BY LINK.

SUSPICION AROUSED.
Crown Svo, cloth extra, 3s. Gd. each : post Svo, illustrated boards, 2s. each ;

cloth limp, 2s. Gd. each.
THE MAN FROM MANCHESTER. With 23 Illustrations.

TRACKED TO DOOM. With 6 full-page Illustrations by GORDON BROWKB.

DOYLE~(CONAN).-THE~F1RM OF GIRDLESTONE. By A. CONAN
DOYLE, Author of " Micah Clarke," Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3*. Gd.



BOOKS PUBLISHED BY

DRAMATISTS, THE OLD. With Vignette Portraits. Cr.8vo.cl. ex., 6s. per Vol.

BEN JONSON'S WORKS. With Notes Critical and Explanatory, and a Bio-

graphical Memoir by WM. GIFFORD. Edited by Col. CUNNINGHAM. Three Vols.

CHAPMAN'S WORKS. Complete in Three Vols. Vol. I. contains the Plays
complete; Vol. II., Poems and Minor Translations, with an Introductory Essay
by A. C. SWINBURNE

;
Vol. III., Translations of the Iliad and Odyssey.

MARLOWE'S WORKS. Edited, with Notes, by Col. CUNNINGHAM. One Vol.
MASSINGER'S PLAYS. From GIFFORD'S Text. Edit by CO!.CUNNINGHAM. OneVol.

DUNCAN (SARA JEANNETTE), WORKS BY.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6<I. each,

A SOCIAL DEPARTURE: How Orthodocia and I Went round the World by Our-
selves. With in Illustrations by F. H. TOWNSEND.

AN AMERICAN GIRL IN LONDON. With 80 Illustrations by F. H. TOWNSEND.
THE SIMPLE ADVENTURES OF A MEMSAHIB. Illustrated by F. H. TOWNSENP.

DYER. THE FOLK-LORE OF PLANTS. By Rev. T. F. THISELTON
DYER, M .A. Crtwn 8vo, cloth extra, 6s.

EARLY ENGLISH POETS. Edited, with Introductions and Annota-
tions, by Rev. A. B.GROSART, D.D. Crown 8vo, cloth boards, 6s. per Volume.

FLETCHER'S (GILES) COMPLETE POEMS. One Vol.
DAYIES' (SIR JOHN) COMPLETE POETICAL WORKS. Two Vols.
HERRICK'S (ROBERT) COMPLETE COLLECTED POEMS. Three Vols,
SIDNEY'S (SIR PHILIP) COMPLETE POETICAL WORKS. Three Vols.

EDGCUMBE. ZEPHYRUS : A Holiday in Brazil and on the River Plate.

By E. R. PEARCE EDGCUMBE. With 41 Illustrations. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 5s

EDWARDES (MRS. ANNIE), NOVELS BY:
A POINT OF HONOUR. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.
ARCHIE LOVELL. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. ; post 8vo, fllust. boards, 2s.

'

EDWARDS (ELIEZER).-WORDS, FACTS, AND PHRASEST~A
Dictionary of Curious, Quaint, and Out-ot-the-Way Matters. By ELIEZER EDWARDS.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. (id.

EDWARDS (M. BETHAM-), NOVELS BY.
KITTY. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2a. ; cloth limp, 2s. 6d.
FELICIA. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.

EGERTON. SUSSEX FOLK & SUSSEX WAYS. By Rev.J . C. EGERTON.
With Introduction by Rev. Dr. H. WAGE, and 4 Illustrations. Cr. 8vo, cloth ex., 5s.

EGGLESTON (EDWARD). ROXY : A Novel. Post 8vo, illust. bds^2s~.

ENGLISHMAN'S HOUSE, THE : A Practical Guide to all interestedTn
i Selecting or Building a House

; with Estimates of Cost, Quantities, &c. By C. T.
RICHARDSON. With Coloured Frontispiece and 600 Illusts. Crown 8vo, cloth, 7s. 61.

EWALD (ALEX. CHARLES, F.S.A.), WORKS BY.
THE LIFE AND TIMES OF PRINCE CHARLES STUART. Count of Albany

(THE YOUNG PRETENDER). With a Portrait. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d.
STORIES FROM THE STATE PAPERS. With an Autotype. Crown 8vo, cloth, 4s.

EYES, OUR I How to Preserve Them from Infancy to Old Age! By
JOHN BROWNING, F.R.A.S. With 70 Illusts. Eighteenth Thousand. Crown 8vo, Is.

FAMILIAR SHORT SAYINGS OF GREAT MEN. By SAMUEL ARTHUR
BENT, A.M. Fifth Edition, Revised and Enlarged. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

FARADAY (MICHAEL), WORKS BY. Post 8vo, cloth extra, 4s. 6d. each.
THE CHEMICAL HISTORY OF A CANDLE: Lectures delivered before a Juvenile

Audience. Edited by WILLIAM CROOKES. F.C.S. With numerous Illustrations
ON THE VARIOUS FORCES OF NATURE, AND THEIR RELATIONS TOEACH OTHER. Edited by WILLIAM CROOKES, F.C.S. With Illustrations.

FARRER (J. ANSON), WORKS BY.
MILITARY MANNERS AND CUSTOMS. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6s.
WAR: Three Essays, reprinted from "Military Manners." Cr. 8vo, Is. ; cl., ls.6d.

FENN (G. MANVILLE), NOVELS BY.
THE NEW MISTRESS. Cr. 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d.; post 8vo, Illust boards 2*.
WITNESS TO THE DEED. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. Gd,

'



CHATTO & WINDUS, 214, PICCADILLY.

FIN-BEC.-THE CUPBOARD~PSERSTobservatioiia on the Art of_ Living and Dining. By FIN-BEG. Post 8vo, cloth limp. 2s. 6d.
FIREWORKS, THE COMPLETE ART OF~MAKING: or The Pyr"^techmst's Treasury. By THOMAS KENTISH. With 267 Illustration/. Cr 8vo cl 5
FITZGERALD (PERCY, M.A., F.S^AOTWORKSnBY"

LI
H
T
ETrFRADttvBEHpIND TH

,
E SCENES- CrW 8vo

K
th7xtr-a,38.6d.

a na \&s n5?n? T
Passa^ from Letters of CHARLES LAMB. Post 8vo, cl., 2s. Od.

pa?iT
S
7?2n

RVJ Urney thr
?ugh

France and Beteium. With Sketches. Cr.lto Is!FATAL ZERO. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. (id. ; post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s?

BELLA DONNA.
|

LADY OF' BRANVoME?^H^SECOND MRS. TILLOTSON.
POLLY.

I NEVER FORGOTTEN. | SEVENTY-FIVE BROOKE STREET.
LIFE OF JAMES BOSWELL (of Auchinleck). With an Account of his Sayings

Doings, and Writings; and Four Portraits. Two Vols., demy 8vo, cloth, 24s.
FLAMMARION (CAMILLE), WORKS BY.

POPULAR ASTRONOMY : A General Description of the Heavens. By CAMILLB
FLAMMARION. Translated by J. ELLARD GORE, F.R.A.S. Illust. by numerous

ro,
F

? res> Plates< Photographs, &c. Medium 8vo, cl. ex., 12s. ttd. [Preparing.URANIA : A Romance. Translated by A. R. STETSON. With 87 Illustrations__by DE BIELER, MYRBACH, &c. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 5s.

FLETCHER'S (GILES, B.D.) COMPLETE POEMS : Christ's Victoria
in Heaven, Christ's Victoria on Earth, Christ's Triumph over Death, and Minor
Poems. With Notes by Rev. A. B. GROSART, P.P. Crown 8vo, cloth boards, tts.

FLUDYER (HARRY) AT CAMBRIDGE: A Series of Family Letter^
Post 8vo, picture cover, Is. ; cloth limp, Is. Od._

FONBLANQUE (ALBANY). FILTHY LUCRE. PostSvo, illust. bds., 2sT
FRANCILLON (R. E.), NOVELS BY.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. each: post 8vo, illustrated boards, S8s. each.
ONE BY ONE. | QUEEN COPHETJUAJ^a^REAL QUEEN. |

KING OR KNAVE?
OLYMPIA. Post 8vo, illust. bds., ~2s. |

ESTHER'S GLOVE. Fcap.8vo.pict. cover, Is.
ROMANCES OF THE LAW. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.
ROPES OF SAND. With 31 Illustrations by F. WADDY and HAL LUDLOW._Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d.__

FREDERIC (HAROLD), NOVELS BY. Post 8vo, illust. bds., 2s. eachT
SETH'S_BROTHER'S^WIFE._ _ |_ THE LAWTON GIRL._

FRENCH LITERATURE, A HISTORY OF. By HENRY VAN LAUN.
Three Vols., demy 8vo, cloth boards, 7s. Od. each._ _

FRERET^ANDURANGTARI ; or, Memoirs of a Hindoo. With Fr^
face by Sir BARTLE FRERE. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d. ; post 8vo, illust. bds., 2s.

FRISWJELlLlHAiN). ONFOF'TWOiTN'ovel. Post 8vo, illust. bdi72&
FROST (THOMAS), WORKS BY. Crown 8vo, cloth ostra, 3s. 6d. each.

CIRCUS LIFE AND CIRCUS CELEBRITIES. I LIVES OF THE CONJURERS.
THE OLD SHOWMEN AND THE OLD^LONDON_FAIRS._____

FRY'S (HERBERT) ROYAITGUIDE TO THE LONDON CHARITIES.
Showing their Name, Date of Foundation, Objects, Income, Officials, &c. Edited

by JOHN LANE. Published Annually. Crown 8vo, cloth, Is. 6d._
HARDENING BO~OKS7"Po^t 8vo. tZeach ; cloth limp, Is. 6*1. each.U A YEAR'S WORK IN GARDEN AND GREENHOUSE: Practical Advice as to the

Man?)"ement of the Flower, Fruit, and Frame Garden. By GEORGE GLF.NNY.
HOUSEHOLD HORTICULTURE. Bv TOM and JANE JERROLD. Illustrated.

THE GARDEN THAT PAID THE RENT. By TOM JERROLD.
OUR KITCHEN GARDEN: The Plants we Grow, and How we Cook Them. By

TOM JERROLD. Crown 8vo, cloth, is. 6d.

MY GARDEN WILD, AND WHAT I GREW THERE. By FRANCIS G. HEATH.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, gilt edges. 6s.____

GAR^TTT^TITE^CAPEL7~GIRLS : A Novel. By EDWARD GARRETT.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra. 3s. Od.; post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.____

GENTLEMAN'S MAGAZINE, THE. Is. Monthly. In addition to

Articles upon subjects in Literature. Science, and Art, "TABLE TALK" by SYL-
VANUS URBAN, and " PAGES ON PLAYS "

by JUSTIN H. MCCARTHY, appear monthly.
** Bound Volumes fw recent pears kept in stock, &s, Od. each. Ca${$ for binding, 2s.



10 BOOKS PUBLISHED BY.

GENTLEMAN'S ANNUAL, THE. Published Annually in November, is.

The 1893 Annual, by T. W. SPEIGHT, is entitled " BURGO'S ROMANCE." -

GERMAN POPULAR STORIES. Collected by the Brothers GRIMM
and Translated by EDGAR TAYLOR. With Introduction by JOHN RUSKIN, and 22 Steel

Plates after GEORGE CRUIKSHANK. Square 8vo, cloth, 6a. 6d. ; gilt edges, 7s. ttd.

GIBBON (CHARLES), NOVELS BY.
Crown Svo, cloth extra 3. 6d. each

; post 8vo, illustrated boards. 2s. each,

ROBIN GRAY. |
LOVING A DREAM. I THE GOLDEN SHAFT,

THE FLOWER OF THE FOREST.
|
OF HIGH DEGREE.

Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.
THE DEAD HEART.
FOR LACK OF GOLD.
WHAT WILL THE WORLD SAY?
FOR THE KING.

|
A HARD KNOT.

QUEEN OF THE MEADOW.
IN PASTURES GREEN.

IN LOYE AND WAR.
A HEART'S PROBLEM.
BY MEAD AND STREAM.
THE BRAES OF YARROW.
FANCY FREE.

|
IN HONOUR BOUND.

HEART'S DELIGHT.
| BLOOD-MONEY.

GIBNEY (SOMERVILLE). SENTENCED I Cr. 8vo, Is. ; cl., Is. 6d.

GILBERT (WILLIAM), NOVELS BY. Post 8vo. illustrated boards. 2s. each.
DR. AUSTIN'S GUESTS. I JAMES DUKE, COSTERMONGER.
THE WIZARD OF THE MOUNTAIN.

|

GITBERT (W. S,), ORIGINAL PLAYS BY. Two Series, 2s. 6d. each.
The FIRST SERIES contains: The Wicked World Pygmalion and Galatea-

Charity The Princess The Palace of Truth Trial by Jury.
The SECOND SERIES: Broken Hearts Engaged Sweethearts Gretchen Dan'l

Druce Tom Cobb H.M.S. " Pinafore" The Sorcerer Pirates of Penzance.

'EIGHT ORIGINAL COMIC OPERAS written by W. S. GILBERT. Containing:
The Sorcerer H.M.S. "Pinafore" Pirates of Penzance lolanthe Patience
Princess Ida The Mikado Trial by Jury. Demy 8vo, cloth limp, 2s. 6d.

THE "GILBERT AND SULLIVAN" BIRTHDAY BOOK: Quotations for Every
Day in the Year, Selected from Plays by W. S. GILBERT set to Music by Sir A.
SULLIVAN. Compiled by ALEX. WATSON. Royal i6mo, Jap. leather, 2s. 6cl.

GLANVILLE (ERNEST), NOVELS BY.
Crown 8vo. cloth extra, 3s. 6d. each

; post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.
THE LOST HEIRESS: A Tale of Love, Battle, and Adventure. With 2 Illusts.

THE FOSSICKER : A Romance of Mashonaland. With 2 Illusts. by HUME NISBET.
A FAIR COLON i ST. Witb~a Frontispiece. Cr. 8vo, cl. extra, 3s. 6d. ISjhortly.

GLENNY. A YEAR'S WORK IN GARDEN AND GREENHOUSE:
Practical Advice to Amateur Gardeners as to the Management of the Flower, Fruit,
and Frame Garden. By GEORGE GLENNY. Post 8vo, Is.; cloth limp, Is. Gd.

GODWIN. LIVES OF THE NECROMANCERS. By WILLIAM~GOD~-
WIN. Post 8vo, cloth limp, 2s.

GOLDEN TREASURY OF THOUGHT, THE : An Encyclopedia of
QUOTATIONS. Edited by THEODORE TAYLOR. Crown 8vo, cloth gilt, 7s. 6d.

GOODMAN. THE FATE OF HERBERT WAYNE. By~E. J. GOOD-
MAN, Author of "Too Curious." Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.

GOWING.-FIVE THOTTSANDTfllLES IN A SLEDGE : A Midwinter
Journey Across Siberia. By LIONEL F. GOWING. With 30 Illustrations by C. J.
UREN, and a Map by E. WELLER. Large crown 8vo, cloth extra, Ss.

GRAHAM. THE PROFESSOR'S WIFE: A Story By LEONARD
GRAHAM. Fcap. 8vo, picture cover. Is.

GREEKS AND ROMANST~THE~TTFE OF THE, described from
Antique Monuments. By ERNST GUHL and W. KONER. Edited by Dr. F. HUEFFER.
With 545 Illustrations. Large crown 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

GlEENWOC^~(TOlES)rWORKS BY. Cr. 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. GdT^ch".
THE WILDS OF LONDON.

|
LOW-LIFE DEEPS.

GREVILLE (HENRY), NOVELS BY:
NIKANOR. Translated by ELIZA E. CHASE. With 8 Illustrations. Crown 8vo,

cloth extra, Os>; post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.
A NOBLE WOMAN. Crown 8vo, cloth extra. 5s. ; post 8vo. illustrated boards, 2s.

CrRlFFITH. CORINTHIA MARAZION : A Novel. By CECIL
FITH, Author of (:

Victory Deane," &c. Crown 8vo, cloth estra, 3s. &d>
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UABBERTON (JOHN, Author of " Helen's Babies"), NOVELS BY.
Post 8vo, illustrated boards 2s. each ; cloth limp, 2s. 6d. each.

BRUETON'S BAYOU._I COUNTRY LUCK. _
HAIR, THE ^ Its Treatment in Health, Weakness, and Disease. Trans-_lated from the German of Dr. J. PINCUS. Crown 8vo. Is. ; cloth, Is. 6il.

HAKE (DR. THOMAS GORDON), POEMS BY. CT. 8v
, ci. . Gs.each.HEW SYMBOLS.

|
LEGENDS OF THE MORROW.

|
THE SERPENT PLAY,

MAIDEN ECSTASY. Small 4 to, cloth extra, 8s.___

HALL.-SKETCHES OF IRISH CHARACTER. By Mrs. S. C. HALL.
With numerous Illustrations on Steel and Wood by MACLISE, GILBERT, HARVEY, and
GEORGE CRUIKSHANK. Medium Svo. cloth extra. 7s. 61.

HALLIDAY (ANDRT.^=EVERY-DAY PAPERS. Post 8vo, bds., 2s. ,

HANDWRITING, THE PHILOSOPHY OF. With over 100 Fa~cslrHile"i
and Explanatory Text. By DON FELIX DE SALAMANCA. Post Svo. cloth limp. 2s. Cd.

HANKY-PANKY : Easy Tricks, White Magic, Sleight of Hand, &c.
Edited by W. H. CREMER. With 200 Illustrations. Crown 8vo. cloth extra. 4. Gil,

HARDY (LADY DUFFUS). - PAUL WYNTER'S SACRIFICE. 2s.

HARDY (THOMAS). -UNDER THE GREENWOOD TREE; By"
THOMAS HARDY, Author of "Tess." With Portrait and 15 Illustrations. Crown 8vo,
cloth extra, 3s. 6d. ; post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. ; cloth limp, 2s. 6d.

HARL^S G.), WORKS BY^ Demy 8vo, cloth extra, 16s. each.
THE BRIGHTON ROAD. With Photogravure Frontispiece and 90 Illustrations.
LONDON TO THE LAND'S END : The Record of a Summer Tramp. 106 Illusts.

HARWOOD. THE TENTH EARL. By J. BERWICK HARWOOD. Pest
8vo, illustrated boards, 2s._

HAWEfS (MRS. H. R.), WORKS BY. Square 8vo, cloth extra, 6s. each.
THE ART OF BEAUTY. With Coloured Frontispiece and 91 Illustrations.
THE ART OF DECORATION. With Coloured Frontispiece and 74 Illustrations.

THE ART OF DRESS. With 32 Illustrations. Post 8vo, Is.; cloth, Is. tid.
CHAUCER FOR SCHOOLS. Demv 8vo- cloth limp, 2s. Ocl.

CHAUCER FOR CHILDREN. 58 Illusts. (8 Coloured). Sro. 4to, cl. extra. 3s. 6d.

HAWEIS(Rev. H. R., M. A.).-AMERICAN HUMORISTS : WASHINGTON
IRVING, OLIVER WENDELL HOLMES, JAMES RUSSELL LOWELL, ARTEMUS WARD,
MARK TWAIN, and BRET HARTE. Third Edition. Crown 8vo cloth extra, <s.

HAWLEY SMART.-WITHOUT LOVE OR LICENCE : A Novel. By
HAWLIJY SMART. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. ; post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.

MWTHORNET^OUR OLD HOME By NATHANIEL HAWTHORNE;
Annotated with Passages from the Author's Note-book, and Illustrated with 31

Photogravures. Two Vols., crown 8vo. buckram, gilt top, 15s._
HAWTHORNE (JULIAN), NOVELS BY.

Crown 8vc cloth extra, 3>*. 6d. each; post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.

GARTH. |
ELLICE QUENTIN. I BEATRIX RANDOLPH.

|
DUST.

SEBASTIAN STROME. DAVID POINDEXTER.
FORTUNE'S FOOL. _| THE SPECTRE OF THE CAMERA.

Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.

MISS CADOGNA. |
LOVE OR A NAME.

MRS. GAINSBOROUGH'S DIAMONDS. Fcap. 8vo. illustrated cover, t.

HMTH^MY~GARI)Er"WILDTrAND"WHAT I GREW THERE.
By FRANCIS GEORGE HEATH. Crown 8vo. cloth extra, gilt edges, Os._

HELPS (SIR ARTHUR), WORKS BY. Post 8vo. cloth HmP,
2s. d. each.

ANIMALS AND THEIR MASTERS^j_SOCIAL PRESSUPE.
IVAN DE BIRON : A Novel. Cr. 8vo, cl. extra, 3s. 6d. ; post 8vo, illust. bds.. 2.

HENDERSON. AGATHA PAGE : A Novel. By ISAAC HENDERSON
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d.

HENTY. RUJUB, THE JUGGLER. By G. A. HENTY. With 8 Illus-

trations by STANLEY L. WOOD. Crown Svo, cloth extra, 5s.__
HERMAN. A LEADTNG LADY^ By HENRY HERMAN, joint-Author

of
" The Bishops' Bible.

1 ' Post Svo, illustrated boards, 2s. ; cloth extra, 2s. <id,
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HERRICK'S (ROBERT) HESPERIDES, NOBLE NUMBERS, AND
COMPLETE COLLECTED POEMS. With Memorial-Introduction and Notes by the
Rev. A. B. GROSART, D. D. ; Steel Portrait, &c. Three Vols., crown 8vo, cl. bds., 1 fcs.

HERTZKA. FREELAND : A Social Anticipation. By Dr. THEODOR
HERTZKA. Translated by ARTHUR RANSOM. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6s.

HESSE-WARTEGG. TUNIS : The Land and the People. ByChevalier
ERNST VON HESSE-WARTEGG. With 22 Illustrations. Cr. 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. C^h

HILL (JOHN, M.A.), WORKS BY.
TREASON-FELONY. Post ^vo, illustrated boards, 2s.
THE COMMON ANCESTOR. Three Vols., crown Svo. [Shortly.

HINDLEY (CHARLES), WORKS BY.
TAVERN ANECDOTES AND SAYINGS: Including Reminiscences connected with

Coffee Houses, Clubs, &c. With Illustrations. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 61.
THE LIFE AND ADVENTURES OF A CHEAP JACK. Cr. Svo. cloth ex.. 3s. 6l.

HOEY. THE LOVER'S CREED. By Mrs. CASHEL HOEY. Post Svo. 2s.

HOLLINGSHEAD (JOHN). NIAGARA SPRAY. Crown 8vo, Is.

HOLMES. THE SCIENCE OF VOICE PRODUCTION AND VOICE
PRESERVATION. By GORDON HOLMES, M.D. Crown Svo, Is. ; cloth, Is. Cd.

HOLMES (OLIVER WENDELL), WORKS BY.
THE AUTOCRAT OF THE BREAKFAST-TABLE. Illustrated by J. GORDON

THOMSON. Post Svo, cloth limp, 2s. 6tl. Another Edition, in smaller type, with
an Introduction by G. A. SALA. Post Svo, cloth limp, 2s.

THE AUTOCRAT OF THE BREAKFAST-TABLE and THE PROFESSOR AT THE
BREAKFAST-TABLE. In One Vol. Post Svo, half-bound, 2s.

HOOD'STTHOMAS) CHOICE WORKS, in Prose and Verse. With Life.
of the Author, Portrait, and 200 Illustrations. Crown Svo, cloth extra, 7s. Gil.

HOOD'S WHIMS AND ODDITIES. With 85 Illustrations. Post Svo, printed on
laid paper and half-bound, 2s.

HOOD (TOM). FROM NOWHERE TO THE NORTH POLE: A
Noah's Arkaeological Narrative. By-ToM HOOD. With 25 Illustrations by W. BRUNTON
and E. C. BARNES. Square Svo, cloth extra, gilt edges, (is.

HOOPER. THE HOUSE OF RABY : A Novel. By Mrs. GEORGE
HOOPER. Post Svo, illustrated boards, 2s.

HOPKINS. "'TWIXT LOVE AND DUTY:" A Novel. By TIGHE
HOPKINS. Post Svo, illustrated boards, 2s.

HORNE. ORION: An Epic Poem. By RICHARD HENGIST HORNE.
With Photographic Portrait by SUMMERS. Tenth Edition. Cr.Svo, cloth extra. 7*.

HUNGERFORD (MRS.), Author of "Molly Bawn," NOVELS BYT
Post Svo, illustrated boards, 2s. each

;
cloth limp, 2s. Oil. each.

A MAIDEN ALL FORLORN. I IN DURANCE VILE.
|
A MENTAL STRUGGLE.

MARVEL. I
A MODERN CIRCE.

LADY VERNER'S FLIGHT. Crown Svo, cloth extra, 3s. 61.
THE RED-HOUSE MYSTERY. Two Vols., crown Svo.

HUNT. ESSAYS BY LEIGH HUNT : A TALE FOR A CHIMNEY CORNER,
&c. Edited by EDMUND OLLIER. Post Svo, printed on laid paper and half-bd 2s.

HUNT (MRS. ALFRED), NOVELS BY.
Crown Svo. cloth extra, 3s. 61. each; post Svo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.
THE LEADEN CASKET. |

SELF-CONDEMNED.
|
THAT OTHER PERSON.

THORNICROFT'S MODEL. Post Svo, illustrated boards, 2s.
MRS. JULIET. Crown Svo, cloth extra. 3s. 6l.

HUTCHISON. HINTS ON COLT-BREAKING. By W. M. HUTCHISON.
With 25 Illustrations. Crown Svo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d.

HYDROPHOBIA : An Account of M. PASTEUR'S System ; Technique of
his Method, and Statistics. By RENAUD SUZOR, M.B. Crown Svo, cloth extra, 6s.

IDLER (THE) : A Monthly Magazine. Edited by JEROME K. JEROME* and ROBERT E. BARR. Profusely Illustrated. Six-pence Monthly. Vols. I., II., and
III. now ready, cloth extra, 5*. each | Cases for Binding, Is. <id.
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INGELOW (JEAN).-FATED TO BE FREE. Post 8vo. illustrated bds., a..

INDOOR PAUPERS. By ONE OF THKM. Crown Svo, Is.; cloth. Is. 6d.

INNKEEPER'S HANDBOOK (THE) AND LICENSED VICTUALLER'S
MANUAL. By J. TREVOR-DAVIES. Crown 8vo, Is. ; cloth, Is. 6d._

IRISH WIT AND HUMOUR, SONGS OF. Collected and Edited by
A. PERCEVAL GRAVES. Post 8vo. cloth limp. 2s. 6d._

TAMES.-A ROMANCE OF THE QUEEN'S HOUNDS. By CHARLES
*

JAMES. Post 8vo, picture cover, Is. ; cloth limp, Is. 6d._
JANVIER.-PRACTICAL KERAMICS FOR STUDENTS. By CATHERINE

A. JANVIER. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6s.

JAY (HARRIETT), NOVELS BY. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each,
THE DARK COLLEEN._| THE QUEEN OF GONNAUGHT._

JEFFERIES (RICHARD), WORKS BY. Post 8v0> cloth limp, 2s. d. each.

NATURE NEAR LONDON.
|
THE LIFE OF THE FIELDS. |

THE OPEN AIR.
%* Also the HAND-MADE PAPER EDITION, crown 8vo, buckram, gilt top, Gs. each.

THE EULOGY OF RICHARD JEFFERIES. By WALTER BESANT, Second Edi-
i_tion With a Photograph Portrait. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, Cs._
JENNINGS (H. J.), WORKS BY.

CURIOSITIES OF CRITICISM. Post 8vo, cloth limp, 2s. 6fl.

LORD TENNYSON : A Biographical Sketch. With a Photograph. Cr. 8vo, el., .

JEROME. STAGELAND. By JEROME K. JEROME. With 64 Illustra-

tions by J. BERNARD PARTRIDGE. Square 8vo, picture cover, 1. ; cloth limp, 2s.

JERROLD. THE BARBER'S CHAIR ; & THE HEDGEHOG LETTERS.
By DOUGLAS JERROLD. Post Svo, printed on laid paper and half-bound, 2s._

JERROLD (TOM), WORKS BY. Post 8vo, Is. each; cloth limp, Is. 6d. each.

THE GARDEN THAT PAID THE RENT.
HOUSEHOLD HORTICULTURE; A Gossip about Flowers. Illustrated.

OUR KITCHEN GARDEN: The Plants, and How we Cook Them. Cr. 8vo,cl.,ls.6d.

JESSE.-SCENES AND OCCUPATIONS OF A COUNTRY LIFE. By
EDWARD JESSE. Post 8vo. cloth limp, 2s._

JONES (WILLIAM, F.S.A.), WORKS BY. Cr.Svo, cl. e*tra, 7s. 6d. each.

FINGER-RING LORE: Historical, Legendary, and Anecdotal. With nearly 300
Illustrations Second Edition, Revised and Enlarged.

CREDULITIES, PAST AND PRESENT. Including the Sea and Seamen, Miners,
Talismans, Word and Letter Divination, Exorcising and Blessing of Animals,
Birds, Egsrs, Luck, &c. With an Etched Frontispiece.

CROWNS AND CORONATIONS; A History of Regalia. With TOO Illustrations.

JONSON'S (BEN) WORKS. With Notes Critical and Explanatory,
and a Biographical Memoir by WILLIAM GIFFORD. Edited by Colonel CUNNING-
HAM. Three Vols., crown Svo, cloth extra, 6s. each.

JOSEPHUS, THE COMPLETE WORKS OF. Translated by WHISTON.
Containing "The Antiquities of the Jews" and "The Wars 01 the Jews." With 53

Illustrations and Maps. Two Vols.. demy Svo, half-bound. 13s. 6d.__

ITEMPT. PENCIL AND PALETTE : Chapters on Art and Artists. By
** ROBERT KEMPT. Post Svo, cloth limp, 2s. 6d.

KERSHAW. COLONIAL FACTS AND FICTIONS : Humorous
Sketches. By MARK KERSHAW. Post Svo, illustrated boards, 2s. ; cloth, 2*. Od.

KEYSER. CUT BY THE MESS: A Novel. By ARTHUR KEYSER.
Crown Svo, picture cover, Is. ; cloth limp, Is. 6d.__

NOVELS BYT Cr. 8vo, cl., 3s. 6d. ea. ; post Svo, bds., 2s. ea,
" "

A DRAWN GAME. I
"THE WEARING OF THE GREEN.

Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.

PASSION'S SLAVE. |
BELL BARRY.__

KNIGHTS (THE) OF THE LION I A Romance of the Thirteenth Century.

Edited, with an Introduction, by the MARQUESS of LORNB, K.T. Cr. Svo, cl. ex. Ci.
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KNIGHT. THE PATIENT'S VADE MECUM : How to Get Most
Benefit from Medical Advice. By WILLIAM KNIGHT, M.R.C.S., and EDWARD
KNIGHT, L.R.C.P. Crown 8vo, Is.; cloth limp, Is. Od.

IAMB'S (CHARLES) COMPLETE WORKS, in Prose and Verse,
"^

including
"
Poetry for Children " and " Prince Dorus." Edited, with Notes and

Introduction, by R. H. SHEPHERD. With Two Portraits and Facsimile of a page
of the "

Essay on Roast Pig.'
1 Crown 8vo, half-bound. 7s. 6d.

THE ESSAYS OF ELIA. Post 8vo, printed on laid paper and half-bound, 2s.
LITTLE ESSAYS: Sketches and Characters by CHARLES LAMB, selected from his

Letters by PERCY FITZGERAT.D. Post 8vo, cloth limp, 2s. Od.
THE DRAMATIC ESSAYS OF CHARLES LAMB. With Introduction and Noter

by BRANDER MATTHEWS, and Steel-plate Portrait. Fcap. 8vo, hf.-bd., 2s. 6fl.

LAN L)UR. CITATION AND EXAMINATION 6T^nLLTAMfSHAKS^
PEARE. &c., before Sir THOMAS LUCY, touching Deer-stealing, igth September, 1582.
To which is added, A CONFERENCE OF MASTER EDMUND SPENSER with the
Earl of Essex, touching the State of Ireland, 1595. By WALTER SAVAGE LANDOR.
Fcap. 8vo, half-Roxburghe, 2s. Od.

^

LANE. THE THOUSAND AND ONE NIGHTS, commonly called in

England THE ARABIAN NIGHTS' ENTERTAINMENTS. Translated from the

Arabic, with Notes, by EDWARD WILLIAM LANE. Illustrated by many hundred
Engravings from Designs by HARVEY. Edited by EDWARD STANLEY POOLE. With a
Preface by STANLEY LANE-POOLE. Three Vols., demy 8vo. cloth extra, 7s. Od.each.

LARWOOD (JACOB), WORKS BY.
THE STORY OF THE LONDON PARKS. With Illusts. Cr. 8vo, cl. extra, 3s. Gl.
ANECDOTES OF THE CLERGY: The Antiquities, Humours, and Eccentricities of

the Cloth. Post 8vo, printed on laid paper and half-bound, 2s.
Post 8vo, cloth limp, 2. 6d. each.

FORENSIC ANECDOTES. | THEATRICAL ANECDOTES.
LEIGH (HENRY S.), WORKS BY.

CAROLS OF COCKAYNE. Printed on hand-made paper, bound in buckram, 5*.
JEUX D'ESPRIT. Edited by HENRY S. LEIGH. Post 8vo, cloth limp, 2s. 6d.

LEYS (JOHN). THE LINDSAYS : A Romance. Post 8vo,illust.bds.,2s.

LIFE IN LONDON; or, The History of JERRY HAWTHORN and COR^
INTHIAN TOM. With CRUIKSHANK'S Coloured Illustrations. Crown 8vp, cloth extra,
y. Od. [New Edition preparing.

LINTON (E. LYNN), WORKS BY. Post 8vo, cloth limp, 2. Od. each.
WITCH STORIES. | OURSELVES; ESSAYS ON WOMEN.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 38. Od. each ; post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.

BOWING THE WIND.
PATRICIA KEMBALL.
ATONEMENT OF LEAM DUNDAS.
THE WORLD WELL LOST.

UNDER WHICH LORD?
"MY LOYE!"

|
IONE.

PASTOH CAREW, Millionaire & Miser.

Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.
THE REBEL OF THE FAMILY. | WITH A BILKER THREAD.
THE ONE TOO MANY. Three Vols., crown 8vo. \Shcrtly.

FREESHOOTING : Extracts from the Works of Mrs. LYNN LINTON. Post 8vo, cloth,
2s. Od.

LONGFELLOW'S POETICAL WORKS. With numerous Illustrations
on Steel and Wood. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. Od.

LUCY. GIDEON FLEYCE : A Novel. By HENRY W. LUCY. Crown
8vo, cloth extra, 3s. Od. ; post 8vo. illustrated boards, 2s.

LUSIAD (THE) OF CAMOENS. Translated into English Spenserian
Verse by ROBERT FFRENCH DUFF. With 14 Plates. Demy 8vo, cloth boards, ISs.

JJACALPINE (AVERY), NOVELS" BY.
TERESA ITASCA. Crown 8vo, cloth extra. Is.
BROKEN WINGS. With 6 Illusts. by W. J. HENNESSY. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6a.

MACCOLL (HUGH), NOVELS BY.
MR. STRANGER'S SEALED PACKET. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.
EDNOR WHITLOCK. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, Os.

MACDONELL. QUAKER COUSINS : A Novel. By AGNES MACDONELL.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, tfs, Od. ; post 8vo, illustrated boa'rds, 2.
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MCCARTHY (JUSTIN, M.P.), WORKS BY.
A HISTORY OP OUR OWN TIMES, from the Accession of Queen Victoria to the

General Election of 1880. Four Vols. demy 8vo, cloth extra, 12s. each. Also
a POPULAR EDITION, in Four Vols., crown 8vo, cloth extra, (is. each. And a

JUBILEE EDITION, with an Appendix of Events to the end of 1886, in Two Vols.,
larg'e crown 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. (id. each.

A SHORT HISTORY OF OUR OWN TIMES. One Vol., crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6s.
Also a CHEAP POPULAR EDITION, post 8vo, cloth limp, 2s. (id.

A HISTORY OP THE FOUR GEORGES. Four Vols. demy 8vo, cloth extra,
12s. each. [Vols. I. & II. ready.

Cr. 8vo, cl. extra, 3s. (id. each; post 8vo, illust. bds.. 2*. each ; cl. limp, 2s. 6d. each.
THE WATERDALE NEIGHBOURS.
MY ENEMY'S DAUGHTER.
A FAIR SAXON.
LINLEY ROCHFORD.
DEAR LADY DISDAIN.

MISS MISANTHROPE.
DONNA QUIXOTE.
THE COMET OF A SEASON.
MAID OF ATHENS.
CAMIOLA: A Girl with a Fortune.

THE DICTATOR. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d.
RED DIAMONDS. Three Vols., crown 8vo.

"THE RIGHT HONOURABLE." By JUSTIN MCCARTHY, M.P.,and Mrs.CAMPBELL-_PRAED. Fourth Edition. Crown 8vo. cloth extra, (is._
MCCARTHY (JUSTIN H.), WORKS BY.

THE FRENCH REVOLUTION. Four Vols., 8vo, 12s. each. [Vols. I. & II. ready.
AN OUTLINE OF THE HISTORY OF IRELAND. Crown 8vo, Is. ; cloth, Js. (id.

IRELAND SINCE THE UNION ; Irish History, 1798-1886. Crown 8vo, cloth, (i*

HAFIZ IN LONDON : PoernlT Small 8vo, gold cloth, 3s. (id.

HARLEQUINADE : Poems. Small 4to, Japanese vellum, 8s.
OUR SENSATION NOYEL.~~Crown 8vo, picture cover, Is. ; cloth limp, Is. Cd.
DOOM ! An Atlantic Episode. Crown 8vo, picture cover, Is.
DOLLY : A Sketch. Crown 8vo, picture cover, Is. ; cloth limp, Is. 6d.
LILY LASS: A Romance. Crown 8vo, picture cover, Is. ; cloth limp, Is. 6d.
THE THOUSAND AND ONE DAYS: Persian Tales. With 2 Photogravures by___STANLEY L. WOOD. Two Vols., crown 8vo, half-bound, 12s._

MACDONALD (GEORGE, LL.D.), WORKS BY.
WORKS OF FANCY AND IMAGINATION. Ten Vols., cl. extra, gilt edges, in cloth

case, 21s. Or the Vols. may be had separately, in grolier cl., at 2s. (id. each.
Vol. I. WITHIN AND WITHOUT. THE HIDDEN LIFE.
,, II. THE DISCIPLE. THE GOSPEL WOMEN. BOOK OF SONNETS. ORGAN SONGS.

III. VIOLIN SONGS. SONGS OF THE DAYS AND NIGHTS. A BOOK OF DREAMS.
ROADSIDE POEMS. POEMS FOR CHILDREN.

IV. PARABLES. BALLADS. SCOTCH SONGS.
,,V. & VI. PHANTASTES: A Faerie Romance.

|
Vol. VII. THE PORTENT.

,,VIII. THE LIGHT PRINCESS. THE GIANT'S HEART. SHADOWS.
IX. CROSS PURPOSES. THE GOLDEN KEY. THE CARASOYN. LITTLE DAYLIGHT

,, X. THE CRUEL PAINTER. THE Wow o' RIVVEN. THE CASTLE. THE BROKEN
SWORDS. THE GRAY WOLF. UNCLE CORNELIUS.

POETICAL WORKS OF GEORGE MACDONALD. Collected and arranged by the
Aut\ or. 2 vols., crown 8vo, buckram, 12s.

A THREEFOLD CORD. Edited by GEORGE MACDONALD. Post 8vo, cloth, 5s.
HEATHER AND SNOW :^A Novel. Crown 8vo. cloth extra, 3*. Cd._

MACGREGOR. PASTIMES AND PLAYERS : Notes on Popular
Games. By ROBERT MACGREGOR. Post 8vo. cloth limp, 2s. (id.__

MACKAYWINTERLUDES AND UNDERTONES ; or, Music at Twilight.
By CHARLES MACKAY, LL.D. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, (is. ______

MACOSE~PORTRAIT GALLERY (THE) OF ILLUSTRIOUS LITER-
ARY CHARACTERS: 83 PORTRAITS; with Memoirs Biographical, Critical,

Bibliographical, and Anecdotal illustrative of the Literature of the former half of
the Present Century, by WILLIAM BATES, B.A. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. (id.

UOID (MRS.), WORKS BY. Square 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. (id. each.
IN THE ARDENNES. With 50 Illustrations by THOMAS R. MACQUOID.
PICTURES AND LEGENDS FROM NORMANDY AND BRITTANY. Witfc

34 Illustrations by THOMAS R. MACQUOID.
THROUGH NORMANDY. With 92 Illustrations byT. R. MACQUOID, and a Map.
THROUGH BRITTANY. With 35 Illustrations by T. R. MACQUOID, and a Map.
ABOUT YORKSHIRE. With 67 Illustrations by T. R. MACQUOJD,

Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each,
THS KYIL EYE, and other Stores. | LOST ROSS.

MACQ
IN T
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MAGIC LANTERN, THE, and its Management : including full Practical

Directions. By T. C. HEPWORTH. 10 Illustrations. Cr. 8vo. la. ; cloth, Is. 6d.

MAGICIAN'S OWN BOOK, THE : Performances with Cups and Balls,

Eggs Hats, Handkerchiefs, &c. All from actual Experience. Edited by W. H.

CREMER. With 200 Illustrations. Crown 8vo. cloth extra, 4s. 6d.

MAGNA CHARTA : An Exact Facsimile of the Original in the British

Museum, 3 feet by 2 feet, with Arms and Seals emblazoned in Gold and Colours, 5

MALLOCK (W. H.), W()RKSf BY.
THE NEW REPUBLIC. Post 8vo, picture cover, 2.; cloth limp, 2s. 6d.
THE NEW PAUL & VIRGINIA: Positivism on an Island. Post Svo, cloth, 2s. 6d.
PO-^MS. Smah 4to, parchment, 8s.
IS LIFE WORTH LIVING? Crown Svo, cloth extra, 6s.
A ROMANCE OF THE NINETEENTH CENTURY. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6.

MALLORY'S (SIR~THOMAS) MORT D'ARTHUR : The Stories of

King Arthur and of the Knights of the Round Table. (A Selection.) Edited by B.
MONTGOMBRIE RANKING. ' Post 8vo, cloth limp, 8s.

MARK TWAIN, WORKS BY. Crown Svo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d. each.

THE CHOICE WORKS OF MARK TWAIN. Revised and Corrected throughout
by the Author, With Life, Portrait, and numerous Illustrations.

ROUGHING IT, and INNOCENTS AT HOME. With 200 Illusts. by F. A. FRASER.
MARK TWAIN'S LIBRARY OF HUMOUR. With 197 Illustrations.

Crown Svo, cloth extra (illustrated), 7s. Od. each; post Svo, illust. boards, 2s. each.

THE INNOCENTS ABROAD; or, New Pilgrim's Progress. With 234 Illustrations.

(The Two-Shilling Edition is entitled MARK TWAIN'S PLEASURE TRIP.)
THE GILDED AGE. By MARK TWAIN and C. D. WARNER. With 212 Illustrations.
THE ADVENTURES OF TOM SAWYER. With in Illustrations.

A TRAMP ABROAD. With 314 Illustrations.

THE PRINCE AND THE PAUPER. With 190 Illustrations.

LIFE ON THE MISSISSIPPI. With 300 Illustrations.

ADVENTURES OF HUCKLEBERRY FINN. With 174 Illusts. by E. W. KEMBLE.
A YANKEE AT THE COURT OF KING ARTHUR. With 220 Illusts. by BEARD.
MARK TWAIN'S SKETCHE'S. Post Bvo, illustrated boards, 2s.
THE STOLEN WHITE ELEPHANT, &c. Cr. Svo, cl., tis. ; post Svo, illust. bds., %.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. Gd. each.
THE AMERICAN CLAIMANT. With 81 Illustrations by HAL HURST. &c.
THE 1,000,000 BANK-NOTE, and other New Stories.

MARLOWE'S WORKS. Including his Translations. Edited, with Notes
and Introductions, by Col. CUNNINGHAM. Crown Svo, cloth extra, tis.

MARRYAT (FLORENCE), NOVELS BY. Post Svo.niust. boards, 3.. each,
A HARVEST OF WILD OATS. I FIGHTING THE AIR.
OPEN I SESAME! |

WRITTEN IN FIRE.

MASSINGER'S PLAYS. From the Text of WILLIAM GIFFORD. Edited
by Col. CUNNINGHAM. Crown Svo. cloth extra, a. ^___

MASTERMAN. HALF-A-DOZEN DAUGHTERS : A Novel. BTJi
MASTERMAN. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.

MATTHEWS. A SECRETOF THE SEA, &c. By BRANDER MATTHEWS.
Post Svo, illustrated boards, 2. ; cloth limp, 2*. ftd.

MAYHEW. LONDON CHARACTERS AND THE HUMOROUS SIDE
OF LONDON LIFE. By HENRY MAYHEW. With Illusts. Crown Svo, cloth. 3s. 6d.

MENKEN. INFELICIA : Poems by ADAH ISAACS MENKEN. With
Illustrations by F. E. LUMMIS and F. O. C. PARLEY. Small 4to, cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

MERRICK.-THE MAN WHO WAS GOOD. By LEONARD MERRICK,
Author of "Violet Moses," &c. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.

MEXICAN MUSTANG (ON A), through Texas to the Rio Grande. By
A. E. SWEET and J. ARMOY KNOX. With 265 Illusts. Cr. Svo, cloth extra, 7s. 6<l.

MIDDLEMASS (JEAN), NOVELS BY. Post 8vo, must, boards. 2. each.
TOUCH AND GO. | MR. DORILLION.

MILLER.-PHYSIOLOGY FOR THE YOUNG; or, The House of Life.
By Mrs. F. FENWICK MILLER. With Illustrations. Post 8vo, cloth limp, 2s. 8d.
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MILTON (J. L.), WORKS BY. Post 8vo, Is. each; cloth, Is. (id. each.
THE HYGIENE OP THE SKIN. With Directions for Diet, Soaps. Baths. &c.
THE BATH IN DISEASES OF THE SKIN.
THE LAWS OF LIFE, AND THEIR RELATION TO DISEASES OF THE SKIN.
THB SUCCESSFUL TREATMENT OF LEPROSY. Demy 8vo, Is.

MINTQ (WM.) WAS SHE GOOD OR BAD? Cr.8vo.ls. ; cloth, ls.6d.

MITFORD (BERTRAM), NOVELS BY CrownSvo, cloth extra, 3. d. each.
THE GUN-RUNNER: A Romance of ZululanJ. With Frontispiece by S. L.Wooo.
THE LUCK OF GERALD RIDGELEY. With a Frontispiece.
STEPHEN RENSHAW'8 QUEST. With a Frontispiece. [Shortly.

MOLESWORTH (MRS.), NOVELS "BY.
HATHERCOURT RECTORY. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.
THAT GIRL IN BLACK. Crown 8vo, cloth, 1. Od.

MOORE (THOMAS), WORKS BY.
THE EPICUREAN; and ALCIPHRON. Post 8vo, half-bound, 2s.
PROSE AND VERSE, Humorous, Satirical, and Sentimental, by THOMAS MOORE;

with Suppressed Passages from the MEMOIRS OF LORD BYRON. Edited by R.
HERNE SHEPHERD. With Portrait. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. Gl.

STORIES BY.
STORIES WEIRD AND WONDERFUL. Post 8vo, ill ast. boards, 2s.; cloth, 2s. 6d.
THE DEAD MAN'S SECRET; or, The Valley of Gold. With Frontispiece by

F. BARNARD. Crown Svo. cloth extra, 5s. ; post Svo, illustrated boards, 2s.
FROM THE BOSOM OF THE DEEP. Post Svo, illustrated boards, 2s.
MAID MARIAN AND ROBIN HOOD: A Romance of Old Sherwood Forest. With

12 Illustrations by STANLEY L. WOOD. Crown Svo, cloth extra, 5s.

MURRAY (D. CHRISTIE)TNOVELS~BY~
Crown Svo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. each: post 8vo. illustrated boards. 2s. each.

BY THE GATE OF THE SEA.A LIFE'S ATONEMENT.
JOSEPH'S COAT.
COALS OF FIRE.
YAL STRANGE.

HEARTS.
WAY OF THE WORLD
A MODEL FATHER.
OLD BLAZER'S HERO.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, JJ. 6<1. each.
BOB MARTIN'S LITTLE GIRL. | TIME'S REVENGES.
A WASTED CRIME. Two Vols., crown 8vo.

A BIT OF HUMAN NATURE.
FIRST PERSON SINGULAR,
CYNIC FORTUNE.

MURRAY (D. CHRISTIE) & HENRY HERMAN, WORKS BY.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra 3s. Od. each

; post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2*. each.
ONE TRAVELLER RETURNS. |

PAUL JONES'S ALIAS.
|
THE BISHOPS' BIBLE.

MURRAY (HENRY), NOVELS BY.
A GAME OF BLUFF. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. ; cloth, 2s. 6cl.
A SONG OF SIXPENCE. Post 8vo, cloth extra, 2s. 6d.

\fEWBOLT. TAKEN FROM THE ENEMY." By HENRY NEWBOLT.X1
Fcap. 8vo, cloth boards, 1 s. 6d.

NISBET (HUME), BOOKS BY.
"BAIL UP!" CrownSvo, cloth e:extra, 3s. 6d. ; post 8vo, illustrated boards. 2s.
DR. BERNARD ST. VINCENT. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.

LESSONS IN ART. With 21 Illustrations. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 2s. fid.
WHERE ART BEGINS. With 27 Illusts. Square 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. Od.

rOVEUSTS.-HALF-ttOURS~WITH~THE~FESfr NOVELTSTS~OF
THE CENTURY. Edit, by H. T. MACKENZIE BELL. Cr. Svo, cl., 3s. 6d. [Preparing.

(^'HANLONntALTCE)rNOVELS BY". Post 8vo, ilfu^ated"boards, ai7eachT^ TH_B_ UNFORESEEN. |
CHANCE? OR FATE?

OHNET (GEORGES), NOVELS BY. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.
DOCTOR RAMEAU. |

A LAST LOVE.
A WEIRD GIFT. Crown 8vo. cloth, 3s. 6tl. , post Svo, picture boards. 2s.

OirPHANT "(MRS.), NOVELS BY. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.
THE PRIMROSJS PATH. | TJJE.GREATEST HEIRESS IN ENGLAND
WHITELADIES. With Illustrations by ARTHUR HOPKINS and HENRY WOODS,

A.R.A. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. fid. ; post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.

O'RETLLY^HTRRINGTOl^). LIFE AMONG THE AMERICAlTTN"-
DIANS: Fifty Years on the Trail. 100 Illusts. by P.FRENZENY. Crown Svo, 3s. ftd.

O'REILLYTMRSTJ^PHCEBE'STORTUNES. Post Svo, a
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OUIDA, NOVELS BY. Cr. 8vo, cl., 3s. GA. each
; post 8vn. illust.bds., 2s. each.

HELD IN BONDAGE
TRICOTRIN.
STRATHMORE.
CHANDOS.
CECIL CASTLEMAIHE'S
GAGE.

IDALIA.
UNDER TWO FLAGS.
PUCK.

FOLLE-FARINE.
A DOG OF FLANDERS.
PASCAREL.
TWO LITTLE WOODEN
SHOES.

SIGNA.
IN A WINTER CITY.
ARIADNE.
FRIENDSHIP.

MOTHS.
PIPISTRELLO.
A VILLAGE COMMUNE.
IN MAREMMA.
EIMBI. | SYRLIN.
WANDA.
FRESCOES. | OTHMAR.
PRINCESS NAPRAXINE.
GUILDEROY. j

RUFF1NO.
Square 8vo, cloth extra, 5s. each.

EIMBI. With Nine Illustrations by EDMUND H. GARRETT.
A DOG OF FLANDERS, &c. With Six Illustrations by EDMUND H. GARRETT.
SANTA BARBARA, &c. Square 8vo, cloth, tin. ; crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. Gil.

WISDOM, WIT, AND PATHOS, selected from the Works of OUIDA by F. SYDNEY
MORRIS. Post 8vo, cloth extra, 5s. CHEAP EDITION, illustrated boards, Jjs*.

PAGE (HTA.), WORKS~BYT~A THOREAU : His Life and Aims. With Portrait. Post 8vo, cloth limp, 2s. Od.
ANIMAL ANECDOTES. Arranged on a New Principle. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 5s.

PARLIAMENTARY ELECTIONS AND ELECTIONEERING71THTS-
TORY OF. from the Stuarts to Queen Victoria. By JOSEPH GREGO. A New EdiH -

\,

wi th 93 Illustration
s^ Demy 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. Od.

PASCAI7S~ PROVINCIAL LETTERS. A New Translation, with His-
torical Introduction and Notes by T. M'CRiE, P.P. Post 8vo. cloth limp, as.

PAUL. GENTLE AND SIMPLE. By MARGARET A. PAUL. With Frontis-
piece by HELEN PATERSON. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. Oil.; post 8vo, illust. boards, 2*.

PAYN (JAMES), NOVELS BY.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. Od. each; post 8vo, illustrated boards. 2. each.

LOST SIR MASSINGBERD.
V/ALTER'S WORD.
LESS BLACK THAN WE'RE
PAINTED.

BY PROXY.
|
FOR CASH ONLY.

HIGH SPIRITS.
UNDER ONE ROOF.
A CONFIDENTIAL AGENT.

A GRAPE FROM A THORN.
FROM EXILE.
THE CANON'S WARD.
THE TALK OF THE TOWH.
HOLIDAY TASKS.
GLOW-WORM TALES.
THE MYSTERY OF MIRBRIDGE.
THE WORD AND THE WILL.

HUMOROUS PTORIES.
THE FOSTER BROTHERS.
THE FAMILY SCAPEGRACE.
MARRIED BENEATH HIM.
BENTINCK'S TUTOR.
A PERFECT TREASURE.
A COUNTY FAMILY.
LIKE FATHER, LIKE SON.
A WOMAN'S VENGEANCE.
CARLYON'S YEAR. I CECIL'S TRY ST.
MURPHY'S MASTER.
AT HER MERCY.
THE CLYFFARDS OF CLYFFE.

Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.
FOUND DEAD.
GWENDOLINE'S HARVEST.
A MARINE RESIDENCE.
MIRK ABBEY.

|
SOME PRIVATE VIEWS.

NOT WOOED, BUT WON.
TWO HUNDRED POUNDS REWARD.
THE BEST OF HUSBANDS.
HALVES. |

THE BURNT MILLION.
FALLEN FORTUNES.
WHAT HE COST HER.
KIT: A MEMORY.
A PRINCE OF THE BLOOD,
SUNNY STORIES.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. Od. each.
A TRYING PATIENT, &c. With a Frontispiece by STANLEY L. WOOD.
IN PERIL AND PRIVATION; Stories of MARINE ADVENTURE. With 17 Illusts.

NOTES FROM THE " NEWS." Crown Svo.'portrait cover, !.; cloth, 1 s. Od.

PENNELL (H. CHOLMONDELEY); WORKS BY. Post 8vo,ci.,2^GdTeach.
PUCK ON PEGASUS. With Illustrations.
PEGASUS RE-SADDLED. With Ten fu-'l-page Illustrations by G. Du MAURIER.
THE MUSES OF MAYFAIR. Vers de Societe, Selected by H. C. PENNELL.

PHELPS (E. STUARTirWORXOTT'Post 8vo, Is. each; cloth, Is. Od.each.
BEYOND THE GATES. By the Author | AN OLD MAID'S PARADISE.

of " The Gates Aiar."The Gates Ajar.' BURGLARS IN PARADISE.
JACK THE FISHERMAN. Illustrated by C. W. REED. Cr, 8vo, Is, ; cjoth, 1, d,

PIRKIS (C. L.), NOVELSTBYT
TROOPING WITH CROWS. Fcap. 8vo, picture cover, Is.
LADY LOVELACE. Post Svo, illustrated Taoarda, Sa
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BLANCHE (J. R.), WORKS BY.
THE PURSUIVANT OF ARMS. With Six Plates, and 209 Illusts. Cr. 8vo, cl. 7*. Gd.
SONGS AND POEMS, 1819-1879. Introduction by Mrs. MACKARNESS. Cr. 8vo, cl.,G*.

PLUTARCH'S LIVES OF iLOTSTRTOUSlIEN. With NoTe^rTdTife
of Plutarch by J. and WM. LANGHORNE. Portraits. Two Vols., demy 8vo, IPs. 6d.

FOE'S (EDGAR ALLAN) CHOICE~WORKS, in Prose and Poetry. fnTr :

duction by CHAS, BAUDELAIRE, Portrait, and Facsimiles. Cr. 8vo, cloth, 7s. Gd.
THE MYSTERY OF MARIE ROGET, &c. Post 8vo. illustrated boards, 2s.

POPE'S POETICAL WORKS. Post 8vo, cloth limp. 2s.

PRAED (MRS. CAMPBELL), NOVELS BY. Post Svo, must. bds.. 2*. ea.

THE ROMANCE OF A STATION. |
THE SOUL OF COUNTESS ADRIAN.

OUTLAW AND LAWMAKER^ Three Vols., crown 8vo.

"THE RIGHT HONOURABLE." By Mri. CAMPBELL PRAED and JUSTIN MCCARTHY,
M.P. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, Gs.

PRICE (E. C.), NOVELSTBYr"
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, :$*. Gil. each

; post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.
YALENTINA. |

THE FOREIGNERS.
| MRS. LANCASTER'S RIVAL.

GERALD. Post 8vo, illustrated boards. 2s.

FRlNCESS OLGA. RADNA ; or,~The Great Conspiracy of 1881. By
the Princess OLGA. Crown 8vo. cloth extra, Gs.

PROCTOR (RICHARD A., B.A.), WORKS BY.
FLOWERS OF THE SKY. With 55 Illusts. Small crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3*. 6tl.
EASY STAR LESSONS. With Star Maps for Every Night in the Year. Cr. bvo, *.

FAMILIAR SCIENCE STUDIES. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6s.
SATURN AND ITS SYSTEM. With 13 Steel Plates. Demy Svo, cloth ex., 1O*. Gd.
MYSTERIES OF TIME AND SPACE. With Illustrations. Cr. Svo, cloth extra, tt.
THE UNIVERSE OF SUNS. With numerous Illustrations. Cr. Svo, cloth ex., Gs.

WAGES_AN_DJVANT8_ OF SCIENCE WORKERS. Crown Svo, Is. 6d.

PRYCE. MISS MAXWELL'S AFFECTIONS. By RICHARD PRYCE.
Frontispiece by HAL LUDLOW. Cr. Svo, cl^ 3s. Gd. ; post 8vo, illust. boards., 2*.

DMBO^ON. POPULAR ASTRONOMY. By J.RAMBOSSOW, Laureate
of the Institute of France. With numerous Illusts. Crown Svo, cloth extra, 7s. Gd.

RANDOLPH.-AUNT ABIGAIL"DYkES : A Novel. By Lt.'-Colorlel
GEORGE RANDOLPH, U.S.A. Crown Svo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

READE (CHARLES), NOVELS BY.
Crown bvo, cloth extra, illustrated, 3s. Gd. each ; post Svo, illust. bds., 2s. each.
PEG WOFFINGTON. Illustrated by S. L. FILDES, R.A. Also a POCKET EDITION,

set in New Type,, in Elzevir style, fcap. Svo, -half-leather, 2s. Gd.
CHRISTIE JOHNSTONE. Illustrated by WILLIAM SMALL. Also a POCKET EDITION,

set in New Type, in Elz-evir style, fcap. Svo, half-leather, 2s. Gd.
IT IS NEVER TOO LATE TO MEND. Illustrated by G. J. PINWELL. Also a Chaap

POPULAR EDITION, medium Kvo, portrait cover, Gd. ; cloth, Is.
COURSE OF TRUE LOYE NEVER DID RUN SMOOTH. Illust. HELEN PATERSON.
THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF A THIEF, &c. Illustrated by MATT STRETCH.
LOYE ME LITTLE, LOVE ME LONG. Illustrated by M. ELLEN EDWARDS.
THE DOUBLE MARRIAGE. Dlusts. by Sir JOHN GILBERT, R.A., and C. KEENE.
THE CLOISTER AND THE HEARTH. Illustrated by CHARLES KEENE.
HARD CASH. Illustrated by F. W. LAWSON.
GRIFFITH GAUNT. Illustrated by S. L. FILDES, R.A., and WILLIAM SMALL.
FOUL PLAY. Illustrated by GEORGE Du MAURIER.
PUT YOURSELF IN HIS PLACE. Illustrated by ROBERT BARNES.
A TERRIBLE TEMPTATION. Illustrated by EDWARD HUGHES aad A. W. COOPER.
A SIMPLETON. Illustrated by KATE CRAUFURD.
THE WANDERING HEIR. Illust. by H. PATERSON, S. L. FILDES, C. GREEN, &c.
A WOMAN-HATER. Illustrated by THOMAS COULDERY.
SINGLEHEART AND DOUBLEFACE. Illustrated by P. MACNAB,
GOOD STORIES OF MEN AND OTHER ANIMALS. Illust. by E. A. ABBEY, &o.
THE JILT, and other Stories. Illustrated by JOSEPH NASH.
A PERILOUS SECRET. Illustrated by FRED. BARNARD.
READIANA. With a Steel-plate Portrait of CHARLES READE.
BIBLE CHARACTERS: Studies ofTJavId, Paul, &c. Fcap. Svo, leatherette, Is.
THE CLOISTER AND THE HEARTH. With an Introduction by WALTER BKSANT,

Elzevir Edition. 4 vols., post 8vo, each with Front., cl. ex., gilt top, 14*. the set

SELECTIONS FROM THE WORKS OF CHARLES READE. Cr. Svo, buckram, G.
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RIDDELL (MRS. J. H.), NOVELS BY.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. Od. each; post 8vo, illustrated board-;, 2.esch.

THE PRINCE OF WALES'S GARDEN PARTY.
|

WEIRD STORIES.
Post 8v

, illustrated boards, 2s. each.
THE UNINHABITED HOUSE. I HER MOTHER'S DARLING.
MYSTERY IN PALACE GARDENS. THE NUN'S CURSE.
FAIRY WATER.

|
IDLE TALES.

RIMMER (ALFRED), WORKS BY. Square 8vo, cloth gilt, Ts. Gd. each.
OUR OLD COUNTRY TOWNS. With 55 Illustrations.
RAMBLES ROUND ETON AND HARROW. With 50 Illustrations.
ABOUT ENGLAND WITH DICKENS. With 58 Illusts. byC. A. VANPERHOOF. &c.

RIVES (Am6lie). BARBARA DERINGr. By AMELIE RIVES, Author
of " The Quick or the Dead ?

" Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. Gil.

ROBINSON CRUSOE. By DANIEL DEFOE. (MAJOR-SEDITION.) With
37 Illustrations by GEORGE CRUIKSHANK. Post Svo, half-bound, 2s.

ROBINSON (F. W.), NOVELS BY.
WOMEN ARE STRANGE. Post Svo. illustrated boards. 2s.
THE HANDS OF JUSTICE. Cr. Svo, cloth ex., 3s. 6d. ; post Svo, illast. bds., 2s.

ROBINSON (PHIL), WORKS BY. Crown Svo, cloth extra, 6s. each.
THE POETS' BIRDS.

|
THE POETS' BEASTS.

THE POETS AND NATURE: REPTILES, FISHES, AND INSECTS.

ROCHEFOUCAULD'S MAXIMS AND MORAL REFLECTIONS. With
Notes, and an Introductory Essay by SAINTE-BEUVE. Post Svo, cloth limp, 2s.

ROLL OF BATTLE ABBEY, THE : A List of the Principal Warriors
who came from Normandy with William the Conqueror, and Settled in this Country,
A.D. 1066-7. With Arms emblazoned in Gold and Colours. Handsomely printed, 5s.

ROWLEY (HON. HUGH), WORKS BY. Post 8vo, cloth, 29 . 6d. each.
PUNIANA: RIDDLES AND JOKES. With numerous Illustrations.
MORE PUNIANA. Profusely Illustrated.

RUNCIMAN (JAMES), STORIES BY. P*t 8vo, bds., 2*. ea. ; ci, a. Gd. ea.

SKIPPERS AND SHELLBACKS. I GRACE BALMAIGN'S SWEETHEART.
SCHOOLS AND SCHOLARS.

\

RUSSELL (W. CLARK), BOOKS AND NOVELS BY :

Cr. Svo, cloth extra, Gs. each; post Svo, illust. boards, 2s. each; cloth limn, 2s. Gd. ea.

ROUND THE GALLEY-FIRE. I A BOOK FOR THE HAMMOCK.
IN THE MIDDLE WATCH. MYSTERY OF THE " OCEAN STAR."
A VOYAGE TO THE CAPE. I THE ROMANCE OF JENNY HARLOWE.

Cr. 8vo, cl. extra, 3s. Gd. ea. ; post 8vo, illust. boards, 2s. ea. ; cloth limp, 2s. Od. ea.

AN OCEAN TRAGEDY. I MY SHIPMATE LOUISE.
ALONE ON A WIDE WIDE SEA.

ON THE FO'K'SLE HEAD. Post Svo, illust. boards, 2s. ; cloth Hmp, 2s. Gd.

OAlNT AUBYN (ALAN), NOVELS BY.
** Crown Svo, cloth extra, 3s. Gd. each

; post Svo, illust. boards, 2s. each.
A FELLOW OF TRINITY. Note by OLIVER WENDELL HOLMES and Frontispiece.
THE JUNIOR DEAN.

Fcap. Svo, cloth boards, Is. Gd. each.

THE OLD MAID'S SWEETHEART. | MODEST LITTLE SARA.
THE MASTER OF ST. BENEDICT'S. Grown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. Gd.
TO HIS OWN MASTER. Three Vols.. crown Svo.

SALA (G. A.). GASLIGHT AND DAYLIGHT. Post 8vo. boards. 2s.

SANSON. SEVEN GENERATIONS OF EXECUTIONERS : Memoirs
of the Sanson Family (1688 to 1847). Crown Svo. cloth extra. 3s. Gd.

SAUNDERS (JOHN), NOVELS BY.
Crown Svo, cloth extra, 3s. Gd. each ; post Svo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.

GUY WATERMAN.
|
THE LION IN THE PATH.

|
THE TWO DREAMERS.

BOUND TO THE WHEEL. Crown Svo, cloth extra, 3s. Gd.

SAUNDERS (KATHARINE), NOVELS BY.
Crown Svo, cloth extra. 3s. Gd. each; post Svo, illustrated boards, 2a. each,

MARGARET AND ELIZABETH. I HEART SALVAGE.
THE HIGH MILLS. | SEBASTIAN.
JOAN MERRYWEATHER. Post Svo, illustrated boards, 2s.
GIDEON'S ROCK. Crown Svo, cloth extra, 3s. Gd.
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SCOTLAND YARD, Past and Present : Experiences of 37 Years. By
Ex-Chief-Inspector CAVANAGH. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.; cloth, 2*. <<!.

SECRET OUT, THE: One-Thousand Tricks with Cards; with Enter-
taining Experiments in Drawing-room or "White Magic." By W. H. CREMER.
With 300 Illustrations. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 4s. (id.

SEGUIN (L. G.), WORKS BY.
THE COUNTRY OF THE PASSION PLAY (OBERAMMERGAU) and the Highlands

of Bavaria. With Map and 37 Illustrations. Crown Svo, cloth extra, 3*. Gd.
WALKS IN ALGIERS. With 2 Maps and 16 Illusts.. Crown 8vo. cloth extra, 6s.

SENIOR (WM.). BY STREAM AND,SEA. Post 8vo, cloth, 2s. 6d.

SHAKESPEARE FOR CHILDREN : .LAMB'S TALES FROM SHAKE-
SPEARE. With Illusts., coloured and plain, by J. MOYR SMITH. Cr. 410, 3s. (id.

SHARP.-CHILDREN OF TO-MORROW: A Novel. By WILLIAM
SHARP. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, (is.

SHELLEY. THE COMPLETE WORKS IN VERSE AND PROSE OF
PERCY BYSSHE SHELLEY. Edited, Prefaced, and Annotated by R. HERNK
SHEPHERD. Five Vols., crown 8vo, cloth boards, 3s. Gd. each. -

POETICAL WORKS, in three Vols. :

Vol. I. Introduction by the Editor; Posthumous Fragments of Margaret Nicholson;" Shelley's Corre-
spondence with.Stockdale; The Wandering Jew; Queen Mab, with the Notes; Alastor,
and other Poems ; Rosalind and Helen : Prometheus Unbound ; Adonais, &c.

Vol. II. Laon and Cythna ; The Cenci ; Julian and M-addalo ; Swellfoot the Tyrant; The Witch of

Atlas; Epipsychidion: Hellas.

Vol. III. Posthumous Poems; The Masque of Anarchy ; and other Pieces.

PROSE WORKS, in Two Vols. :

Vol. I. The Two Romances of Zastrozzl and St. Irvyne ; the Dublin and Marlow Pamphlets ; A Refuta-
tion of Deism ; Letters to Leigh Hunt, and some Minor Writings and Fragments.

VoL II. The Essays; Letters from Abroad; Translations and Fragments, Kdited by Mrs. SHELLEY.
With a Bibliography of Shelley, and an Index of the Prose Works.

SHERARD (R. H.). ROGUES : A Novel, crown 8vo, is. ; cloth, is. 6d.

SHERIDAN (GENERAL). PERSONAL MEMOIRS OF GENERAL
P.H.SHERIDAN. With Portraits and Facsimiles. Two Vols., demy 8vo, cloth, 24s.

SHERIDAN'S (RICHARD BRINSLEY) COMPLETE WORKS. With
Life and Anecdotes. Including his Dramatic Writings, his Works in Prose and
Poetry, Translations, Speeches and Jokes. 10 Illusts. Cr.Svo, hf.-bound, 7s. 6d.

THE RIVALS, THE SCHOOL FOR SCANDAL, and other Plays. Post 8vo, printed
on laid paper and half-bound, 2s.

SHERIDAN'S COMECOMEDIES: THE RIVALS and THE SCHOOL FOR SCANDAL.
Edited, with an Introduction and Notes to each Play, and a Biographical Sketch, by
BRANDER MATTHEWS. With Illustrations. Demy 8vo, half-parchment, 12s. Gil.

SIDNEY'S (SIR PHILIP) COMPLETE POETICAL WORKS, includ-

ing all those in "Arcadia." With Portrait, Memorial-Introduction, Notes, &c. by the
Rev. A.B. GROSART, P.P. Three Vols., crown 8vo, cloth boards. 18s.

SIGNBOARDS : Their History. With Anecdotes of Famous Taverns
and Remarkable Characters. By JACOB LARWOOD and JOHN CAMDEN HOTTFN.
With Coloured Frontispiece and 94 Illustrations. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. (id.

SIMS (GEORGE R.), WORKS BY.
Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each ; cloth limp, 2s. 6d. eacd.I7U31 uvvj, aiiuauau^u i^wo.

ROGUES AND VAGABONDS.
THE RING 0' BELLS.
MARY JANE'S MEMOIRS.

'MARY JANE MARRIED.
TALES OF TO-DAY.
DRAMAS OF LIFE. With 60 Illustrations.

TINKLETOP'S CRIME. With a Frontispiece by MAURICE GREIFFENHAGEN,
ZEPH: A Circus Story, &c.

Crown 8vo, picture cover, Is. each ; cloth, Is. 6d. each.
HOW THE POOR LIVE; and HORRIBLE LONDON.
THE DAGONET RECITER AND READER: being Readings and Recitations In

Prose and Verse, selected from his own Works by GEORGE R. SIMS.
THE CASE OP GEORGE CANDLEMAS.

|
DAGONET DITTIES.

SISTER DORA : A Biography. By MARGARET LONSDALE. With Four
Illustrations. Demy 8vo, picture cover, 4d.; cloth, 6d

SKETCHLEY A MATCH IN THE DARK. By ARTHUR SKETCHLEY.
Post 8ve. illustrated boards. 2s.
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SLANG DICTIONARY (THE) : Etymological, Historical, and Aneo
dotal. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, its, 6d._

SMITH (J. MOYR), WORKS BY.
THE PRINCE OF AR60LIS. With 130 Illusts. Post 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d.
TALES OP OLD THULE. With numerous Illustrations. Crown Svo, cloth gilt. 6s.
THE WOOING OF THE WATER V/ITCH. Illustrated. Post 8vo, cloth, 6s.

SOCIETY IN LONDON. By A FOREIGN RESIDENT. Crown Svo,
is. ; cloth, <>. 6d._

SOCIETY IN PARIS : The Upper Ten Thousand. A Series of Letters
from Count PAUL VASILI to a Young French Diplomat. Crown Svo. cloth, 6s.

SOMERSET. SONGS OF ADIEtj; By Lord HENRY
Small 4to, Japanese vellum, 6s._

SPALDING. ELIZABETHAN DEMONOLOGY : An Essay on the Belief
in the Existence of Devils. By T. A. SPALDING, LL.B. Crcxwn 8vo, cloth extra, 5

SPEIGHT (T. W.), NOVELS BY.
Post Svo, illustrated beards, 2s. each.

THE MYSTERIES OF HERON DYKE. I HOODWINKED; and THE SANDY-
BY DEVIOUS WAYS, &c. CROFT MYSTERY. [TRAGEDY.
THE GOLDEN HOOP. _I BACK TO LIFE.

|
THE LOUDWATER

Post Svo, cloth limp, Is. 6d. each.
A BARREN TITLE. _|

WIFE OR NO WIFE?
THE SANDYCROFT MYSTERY. Crown Svo, picture cover, is._

SPENSER FOR CHILDREN^ By M. H. TOWRY. With Illustrations

by WALTER J. MORGAN. Crown 4to, cloth extra, 3s. 6d._
STARRY HEAVENS (THE): A POETICAL BIRTHDAY BOOK. Royal_i6mo, cloth extra, 2s. 6d. _
STAUNTON. THE LAWS AND PRACTICE OF CHESS. With an

Analysis ofthe Openings. By HOWARD STAUNTON. Edited by ROBERT B. WORMALD.
Crown Svo, cloth extra, 5s._

STEDMAN (E. C.), WORKS BY.
VICTORIAN POETS. Thirteenth Edition. Crown Svo, cloth extra, 9s.
THE POETS OF AMERICA. Crown Svo. cloth extra. 9s._

STERNDALE. THE AFGHAN KNIFE: A Novel. By ROBERT
ARMITAGE STERNPALE. Cr. Svo, cloth extra. 3s. 6d. ; post Svo, illust. boards. 2a.

STEVENSON (R. LOUIS), WORKS BY. Post 8vo, ci. limp, 2>. Cd. each.

TRAVELS WITH A DONKEY. Seventh Edit. With a Frontis.by WALTER CRANE.
AN INLAND VOYAGE. Fourth Ediiion. With a Frontispiece by WALTER CRANE.

Crown Svo, buckram, gilt top, 6s. each.
FAMILIAR STUDIES OF MEN AND BOOKS. Sixth EditiSixth Edition.
THE MERRY MEN. Third Edition. I UNDERWOODS: Poems. Fifth Edition.
MEMORIES AND PORTRAITS. Third Edition,
YIRGINIBUS PUERISQUE, and other Papers. Seventh Edition. 1 BALLADS.
ACROSS THE PLAINS, with other Memories and Essays.

NEW ARABIAN NIGHTS. Eleventh Edition. Crown Svo, buckram, gilt top, 6s. ;

post Svo, illustrated boards, 2s.
THE SUICIDE CLUB; and THE RAJAH'S DIAMOND. (From NEW ARABIAN

NIGHTS.) With Six Illustrations by J. BERNARD PARTRIDGE. Crown Svo, cloth
extra, 5s.

PRINCE OTTO. Sixth Edition. Post Svo, illustrated boards, 2s.
FATHER DAMIEN: An Open Letter to the Rev. Dr. Hyde. Second Edition.

Crown Svo, hand-made and brown paper, Is.

STODDARD. SUMMER CRUISfNG IN THE SOUTH SEAS. By"
C. WARREN STODDARD. Illustrated by WALLIS MACKAY. Cr. Svo, cl. extra, 3s. 6d.

STORIES FROM FOREIGiOOVELISTS. With Notices by HELEN and
ALICE ZIMMERN. Crown Svo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. ; post Svo, illustrated boards, 2s.

STRANGE MANUSCRIPfTAyFOUND" IN~A~COPPER" CYLINDER.
With 19 Illustrations by GILBERT GAUL. Crown Svo, cloth extra, 5s. ; post Svo,
illustrated boards, 2s. [Preparing.

STRANGE SECRETS. Told by CONAN DOYLE, PERCY FITZGERALD, FLOR-
ENCE MARRYAT, &c. Post Svo, illustrated boards, 2s.
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STRUTT'S SPORTS AND PASTIMES OF THE PEOPLE OF
ENGLAND; including the Rural and Domestic Recreations, May Games, Mum-
meries, Shows, &c., from the Earliest Period to the Present Time. Edited by
WILLIAM HONB. With 140 Illustrations. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. <><!.

SWIPTSTpEAN) CHOICE WORKS, in Prose and Verse. With Memoir^
Portrait, and Facsimiles of the Maps in " Gulliver's Travels." Cr. 8vo, cl., 7s. 6d.

GULLIVER'S TRAVELS, and A TALE OP A TUB. Post 8vo, half-bound, 2s.
JONATHAN SWIFT; A Study. ByJ.CHURTON COLLINS. Crown 8vo t cloth extra, SB.

SWINBURNE (ALGERNON C.)T WORKS BY.
ESSAYS AND STUDIES. Crown 8vo. 12a.
ERECHTHEUS : A Tragedy. Crown Svo, 6s.
SONGS OF THE SPRINGTIDES. Crown 8vo, .

SELECTIONS FROM POETICAL WORKS OF A. C. ESSAYS AND STUDIES. Crown 8vo, 12s.
SWINBURNE. Fcap. vo, 6s. ERECHTHEUS : A Tragedy

ATALANTA IN CALYDON. Crown 8vo, 6s.

CHASTELARD : A Tragedy. Crown 8vo, la.

POEMS AND BALLADS. FIRST SERIES. Crown
Svo or fcap. 8vo, 9s.

POEMS AND BALLADS. SECOND SERIES.
Crown Svo or fcap. Svo, 9s.

POEMS AND BALLADS. THIRD SERIES. Crown
Svo, 7s.

BONGS BEFORE SUNRISE. Crown Svo, 10s. 6d.
BOTHWELL : A Tragedy. Crown Svo, 12s. 6d.
SONGS OF TWO NATIONS. Crown Svo, 6s.

GEORGE CHAPMAN. (See Vol. II. of G. CHAP-
MAN'S Works.) Crown Svo, 6s.

STUDIES IN SONG. Crown Svo, 7s.
MARY STUART: A Tragedy. Crown Svo, 8s.
TRISTRAM OF LYONESSE. Crown 8vo, 9s.
A CENTURY OF ROUNDELS. Small 410, 8s.
A MIDSUMMER HOLIDAY. Crown Svo, 7s.
MARINO FALIERO : A Tragedy. Crown Svo, 6s.A STUDY OF VICTOR HUGO. Crown Svo. 6s.
MTSCELLANIES. Crown svo, 12s.
LOCRINE : A Tragedy. Crown Svo, 6s.
A STUDY OF BEN JONSON. Crown Svo, 7s
THE SISTERS : A Tragedy. Crown Svo, 6s.

SYNTAX'S (DR.) THREE TOURS : In Search of the Picturesque, in
Search of Consolation, and in Search of a Wife. With ROWLANDSON'S Coloured Illus-

trations, and Lile of the Author by J . C. HOTTEN. Crown Svo. cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

TAINErS~lriSTORY OF ENGLISH^^TERATURE."~Translated by
HENRY VAN LAUN. Four Vols., small demy Svo, cl. bds., 3Os. POPULAR EDITION,
Two Vols., large crown Svo, cloth extra, 15s.

TAYLOFsTBAYARD) DIVERSIONS OF THE ECHO~CLUB : Bur-
lesques of Modern Writers. Post Svo, cloth limp, 2s.

TAYLOR (DR. J. E.. F.L.S.). WORKS BY. Crown 8vo. cloth, 5s. each.
THE SAGACITY AND MORALITY OF PLANTS: A Sketch of the Life and Conduct

of the Vegetable Kingdom. With a Coloured Frontispiece and 100 Illustrations.

OUR COMMON BRITISH FOSSILS, and Where to Find Them. 331 Illustrations.
THE PLAYTIME NATURALIST. With 366 Illustrations.

The Plays may also be had separately, at Is. each.

TENNYSON (LORD): A Biographical Sketch. By H. J. JENNINGS.
With a Photograph-Portrait. Crown Svo, cloth extra, 6s. Cheap Edition, post Svo,

portrait^cover,
Is. ; cloth, Is. 6i.

fHACKERAYANA : Notes and Anecdotes. Illustrated by Hundreds of
Sketches by WILLIAM MAKEPEACE THACKERAY. Crown Svo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d.__

THAMES. A~NEW~PICTORIAL HISTORY OF THE THAMES^
By A. S. KRAUSSE. With 340 Illustrations Post Svo, la. ; cloth, Is. Oii.

TmERS^HISTORY OF THE CONSULATE & EMPIRE OF FRANCE
UNDER NAPOLEON. By A. THIERS. Translated by D. FORBES CAMPBELL and

JOHN STEBBING. New Edition, reset in a specially-cast type, with 36 Steel Plates.

12 vols., demy 8vo, cl. ex., 125. each. (Monthly Volumes, beginning September, 1893.)

THOMAS (BERTHA)7NOVELS BY. Cr. 8vo, ci., 3s. 6d. ea .
; post 8vo, 2. el

THE VIOLIN-PLAYER. |
PROUD MAISIE.

CRESSIDA. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.

THOMSON7S"^EASONSrand "CASTLEf OF INDOLENCE. With Intro"-

duction by ALLAH CUNNINGHAM, and 48 Illustrations. Post Svo, half-bound, 2s.

THORNB'URY^7wALf^R)7woRks^YT~
THE LIFE AND CORRESPONDENCE OF J. M. W. TURNER. With Illustra-

tions in Clours. Crown Svo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d.
Post Svo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.

CLD STOKISS EBrTQL-D. 1 TALES FOB THE KARINES,
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TIMES (JOHN), WORKS BY. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. Gtl. each.

THE HISTORY OF CLUBS AND CLUB LIFE IN LONDON: Anecdotes of its

Famous Coffee-houses, Hostelries, and Taverns. With 42 Illustrations.

ENGLISH ECCENTRICS AND ECCENTRICITIES: Stories of Delusions, Impos-
tures, Sporting Scenes, Eccentric Artists, Theatrical Folk.r&c. 48 Illustrations.

TROLLOPE (ANTHONY), NO^LS~BY7~
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, Jis. titl. each ; post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.
THE WAY WE LIVE NOW. I MR. SCARBOROUGH'S FAMILY.
FSAU FROHMANN.

|
MARION FAY.

|
THE LAND-LEAGUERS.

Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.
KEPT IN THE DARK. I AMERICAN SENATOR.
GOLDEN LION OF GRANPERE. | JOHN CALDIGATE.

TROLLOPE (FRANCES E.), NOVELS BY.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. Gd. each; post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.
LIKE SHIPS UPON THE SEA.

|
MABEL'S PROGRESS.

|
ANNE FURNES3.

TROLLOPE (T. A.).-DIAMOND CUT DIAMOND. Postsvo. must, bds.. 2s.

TROWBRIDGE. FARNELL'S FOLLY: A Novel. By J. T. TROW-
BRIDGE. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.

TYTLER (C. C, FRASER-).-MISTRESS JUDITH : A Novel. By
C. C. FRASER.TYTLER. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6cl. ; post 8vo, illust. boards. 2s.

TYTLER (SARAH), NOVELS BY.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra. 3s. 6d. each ; post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.
THE BRIDE'S PASS. I BURIED DIAMONDS.
LADY BELL, IJTHEJJLACKHALL GHOSTS.

Post 8vo. illustrated boards, 2s. each.
WHAT SHE CAME THROUGH.
CITOYENNE JACQUELINE.
SAINT MUNGO'S CITY.
NOBLESSE OBLIGE.

BEAUTY AND THE BEAST.
DISAPPEARED.
THE HUGUENOT FAMILY.

VILLARI. A DOUBLE BOND. By LINDA VILLARI. Fcap. 8vo, picture
cover, Is._

WALFORD (EDWARD, M.A.), WORKS BY.
' WALFORD'S COUNTY FAMILIES OF THE UNITED KINGDOM (1891). Contain-

ing the Descent, Birth, Marriage,. Education, &c., of 12,000 Heads ot Families,
their Heirs, Offices, Addresses, Clubs, &c. Royal 8v0, cloth gilt. 5O.

WALFORD'S WINDSOR PEERAGE, BARONETAGE, AND KNIGHTAGE (1891).
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 12s. 6(1.

WALFORD'S SHILLING PEERAGE (1894). Containing a List of the House of

Lords. Scotch and Irish Peers, &c. 32010. cloth, Is.
WALFORD'S SHILLING BARONET.AGE (1894). Containing a List of the Baronets

of the United Kingdom, Biographical Notices, Addresses, &c. 32ino, cloth, Is.
WALFORD'S SHILLING KNIGHTAGE (1894). Containing a List of the Knights

ot the United Kingdom, Biographical Notices, Addresses, &c. szmo, cloth, Is.
WALFORD'S SHILLING HOUSE OF COMMONS (1894). Containing a List of all

Members of the New Parliament, their Addresses, Clubs, &c. sarno. cloth, 1*.
WALFORD'S COMPLETE PEERAGE, BARONETAGE, KNIGHTAGE, AND

HOUSE OF COMMONS (1894). Royal 32mo, cloth, gilt edges, 5s. [Shortly.
TALES OF OU8GREAT FAMILIES. Crown 8'vo, cloth extra, 3s. Cd.

Y Editd, with Introduction, by
WILLIAM M. ROSSETTI. _

With Portrait. Cr. 8vo, hand-made paper and buckram , Gs.

WAL^TOlT^Nir'COTTON'S COMPlSTE"ANGLER for^The" Cor^
templative Man's Recreation, by IZAAK WALTON

;
and Instructions how to Angle for a

Trout or Grayling in a clear Stream, by CHARLES COTTON. With Memoirs and Notes
by Sir HARRIS NICOLAS, and 61 Illustrations. Crown Jivo, cloth antique, 7s. 6<1.

WARD (HERBERT), WORKS BY.
FIVE YEARS WITH THE CONGO CANNIBALS. Wilh 92 Illustrations by tha

Author, VICTOR PERARP, and W. B. DAVIS. Tuird ed. Roy. 8vo, cloth ex., 14*.
MY LIFE WITH STANLEY'S REAR GUARD. With a Map by F. S. WELLER,_F.R.G.S. Post 8vo, Is. ; cloth. Is. 6cl.__

WARNER. A ROUNDABOUT JOURNEY. By CHARLES
WARNER. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6s
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WARRANT TO EXECUTE CHARLES I. A Facsimile, with the 59
Signatures and Seals. Printed on paper 22 in. by 14 in. 2s.

WARRANT TO EXECUTE MARY QUEEN OF SCOTS. A Facsimile, including
Queen Elizabeth's Signature and the Great Seal, 2s.

.

WASSERMANN (LILLIAS), NOVELS BY.
THE DAFFODILS. Crown 8vo, Is.; cloth, Is. 6d.
THE MARQUIS OF CARABAS, By AARON WATSON and LILLIAS WASSERMANN.

Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.

WEATHER, HOW TO FORETELL THE, WITH POCKET SPEC-
TROSCOPE. By F. W. CORY. With 10 Illustrations. Cr. 8vo, Is. ; cloth, Is. 6d.

WESTALL (William). TRUST-MONEY. Three Vols., cro^Svo.

WHIST.-HOW TO PLAY SOLO WHIST. By ABRAHAM S. WILKS
and CHARLES F. PARDON. New Edition. Post 8vo, cloth limp, 2s.

WHITE. THE NATURAL~HISTORY OF SELBORNE. By GILBERT
WHITE, M.A. Post 8vo, printed on laid paper and half-bound, 2s.

WILLIAMS (W. KATTBBUf F.R.A.S.), WORKS BY.
SCIENCE IN SHORT CHAPTERS. Crown bvo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d.
A SIMPLE TREATISE ON HEAT. With Illusts. Cr. 8vo, cloth limp, 2s. 6d.
THE CHEMISTRY OF COOKERY. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6s.
THE CHEMISTRY OF IRON AND STEEL MAKING. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 9s.
A VINDICATION OF PHRENOLOGY. With 40 Illustrations. Demy 8vo, cloth

extra, 12s. 6d. {.Shortly.

WILLIAMSON (MRS. F. H.). A CHILD WIDOW. Post 8vo, bds.. 2s.

WILSON (DR. ANDREW, F.R.S.E.), WORKS BY.
CHAPTERS ON EVOLUTION. With 259 Illustrations. Cr. 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d.
LEAVES FROM A NATURALIST'S NOTE-BOOK. Post 8vo, cloth limp, 2s. 6d.
LEISURE-TIME STUDIES. With Illustrations. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6s.
STUDIES IN LIFE AND SENSE. With numerous Illusts. Cr. 8vo, cl. ex.. 6s.
COMMON ACCIDENTS: HOW TO TREAT THEM. Illusts. Cr. 8vo, Is.; cl., ls.6d.
GLIMPSES OF NATURE. With 35 Illustrations. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d.

WINTER (J. S.), STORIES BY. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each:
cloth limp, 2s. 6d. each.

CAVALRY LIFE. _LRElBIMENTAL LEGENDS.
A SOLDIER'S CHILDREN. With 34 Illustrations by E. G.THOMSON and E. STUART

HARDY. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d.___^^
WISSMANN.-MY SECOND JOURNEY THROUGH EQUATORIAL

AFRICA. By HERMANN VON WISSMANN. With 92 Illusts. Demy 8vo, 16s.

WOOD. SABINA : A Novel. By Lady WOOD. Post 8vo, boards, 2 S~

WOODCH. R), DETECTIVE STORIES BY. Post 8vo, boards, 2s. each.

~

PASSENGER FROM SCOTLAND YARD.
|
ENGLISHMAN OF THE RUE CAIN.

WOOLLEY. RACHEL ARMSTRONG ; or, Love and Theology. By
CELIA PARKER WOOLLEY._Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. ; cloth, 2s. 6d.'

~(THOMA"S)V~W~OiRKS BY. Cro"wn~8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d. each.".
CARICATURE HISTORY OF THE GEORGES. With 400 Caricatures, Squibs &c
HISTORY OF CARICATURE AND OF THE GROTESQUE IN ART, LITERA^_TURE, SCULPTURE, AND PAINTING. Illustrated by F. W. FAIRHOLT, F.S.A.

WYNMAN. MY FLIRTATIONS. By MARGARET WYNMAN. With 13
Illustrations by J. BERNARD PARTRIDGE. Crown 8vo. cloth extra, 3*. 6d.

VATES (EDMUND), NOVELS BY. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each
* LAND AT LAST. |

THE FORLORN HOPE. | CASTAWAY.

70LA (EMILE), NOVELS BY. Crown Svo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. each.
'

^ THE DOWNFALL. Translated by E. A. VIZETELLY. Third Edition.
THE DREAM. Translated by ELIZA CHASE. With 8 Illustrations by JEANNIOT
DOCTOR PASCAL. Translated by E. A. VIZETELLY, With an Etched Portrait of

the Author.
MONEY. Translated by ERNEST A. VIZETELLY.

EMILE ZOLA: A Biography. By R. H. SHERARD, With Illustrations Demy
Bvo, cioth extra, 12s [Preparing.
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LISTS OF BOOKS CLASSIFIED IN SERIES.
** For fuller cataloguing, see alphabetical arrangement, pp. 1-25.

THE MAYFAIR LIBRARY.
A Journey Round My Room. By XAVIE*I
DE MAISTRE.

Quips and Quiddities. By W. D. ADAMS.
The Agony Column of " The Times."
Melancholy Anatomised: Abridgment of
" Burton's Anatomy of Melancholy."

The Speeches of Charles Dickens.
Poetical Ingenuities. By W. T. DOBSON.
The Cupboard Papers. By FIN-BEC.
W. S. Gilbert's Plays. FIRST SERIES.
W. S. Gilbert's Plays. SECOND SERIES.
Songs of Irish Wit and Humour.
Animals and Masters. By Sir A. HELPS.
Social Pressure. By Sir A. HELPS.
Curiosities of Criticism. H. J. JENNINGS.
Holmes's Autocrat of Breakfast-Table.
Pencil and Palette. By R. KEMPT.
Little Essays: from LAMB'S Letters.

Post 8vo, cloth limp, 3s. <id. per Volume.
Forensic Anecdotes. By JACOB LARWOOD.
Theatrical Anecdotes. JACOB LARWOOD.
Jeux d'Esprit. Edited by HENRY S. LEIGH.
Witch Stories. By E. LYNN JLINTOK.
Ourselves. By E/LYNN LINTON.
Pastimes & Players. By R. MACGREGOS.
New Paul and Virginia. W.H.MALLOCK.
New Republic. By W. H. MALLOCK.
Puck on Pegasus. By H. C. PENNELL.
Pegasus Re-Saddled. By H. C. PENNELL,
Muses of Mayfair. Ed. H. C. PENNELL.
Thoreau : His Life & Aims. By H. A. PAGE.
Puniana. By Hon. HUGH ROWLEY.
More Puniana. By Hon. HUGH ROWLEY,
The Philosophy of Handwriting.
By Stream and Sea. By WM. SENIOR.
Leaves from a Naturalist's Note-Book.
By Dr. ANDREW WILSON.

THE GOLDEN LIBRARY.
Bayard Taylor's Diversions of the Echo
Club.

Bennett's Ballad History of England.
Bennett's Songs for Sailors.
Godwin's Lives of the Necromancers*
Pope's Poetical Works.
Holmes's Autocrat of Breakfast Table.

Post 8vo, cloth limp, 2s. per Volume.
Jesse's Scenes of Country Life.

Leigh Hunt's Tale for a Chimney
Corner.

Mallory's Mort d'Arthur: Selections.
Pascal's Provincial Letters.
Rochefoucauld's Maxims & Reflections.

THE WANDERER'S LIBRARY.
Wanderings In Patagonia. By JULIUS
BEERBOHM. Illustrated.

Camp Notes. By FREDERICK BOYLE. --'

Savage Life. By FREDERICK BOYLE.
Merrie England in the Olden Time. By
G. DANIEL. Illustrated by CRUIKSHANK.

Circus Life. By THOMAS FROST.
Lives of the Conjurers. THOMAS FROST.
The Old Showmen and the Old London
Fairs. By THOMAS FROST.

Low-Life Deeps. By JAMES GREENWOOD.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. Gil. each.

Wilds of London. JAMES GREENWOOD.
Tunis. Chev. HESSE-WARTEGG. 22 Illusts.

Life and Adventures of a Cheap Jack.
World Behind the Scenes. P.FITZGERALD.
Tavern Anecdotes and Sayings.
The Genial Showman. ByE.P. KINGSTON.
Story of London Parks. JACOB LARWOOD.
London Characters. By HENRY MAYHEW.
Seven Generations of Executioners.
Summer Cruising in the South Seas.
By C. WARREN STODDARD. Illustrated.

POPULAR SHILLING BOOKS.
Harry Fludyer at Cambridge.
Jeff Briggs's Love Story. BRET HARTE,
Twins of Table Mountain. BRET HARTE.
Snow-bound at Eagle's. By BRET HARTE.
A Day's Tour. By PERCY FITZGERALD.
Esther's Glove. By R. E. FRANCILLON,
Sentenced ! By SOMERVILLE GIBNEY.
The Professor's Wife. By L.GRAHAM.
Mrs. Gainsborough's Diamonds. By
JULIAN HAWTHORNE.

Niagara Spray. By J. HOLLINGSHEAD.
A Romance of the Queen's Hounds. By
CHARLES JAMES.

Garden that Paid Rent. TOM JERROLD.
Cut by the Mess. By ARTHUR KEYSBR.
Teresa Itasca. By A. MACALPINE.
Our Sensation Novel. ]. H. MCCARTHY,
Doom! By JUSTIN H. MCCARTHY.
Dolly. By JUSTIN H. MCCARTHY.

Lily Lass. JUSTIN H. MCCARTHY.
Was She Good or Bad? By W. MINTO.
Notes from the "News." By JAS. PAYN.
Beyond the Gates. By E. S. PHELPS.
Old Maid's Paradise. By E. S. PHELPS.
Burglars in Paradise. By E. S. PHELPS.
Jack the Fisherman. By E. S. PHELPS.
Trooping with Crows. By C. L. PIRKIS.
Bible Characters. By CHARLES READK.
Rogues. By R. H. SHERARD.
The Dagonet Reciter. By G. R. SIMS.
How the Poor Live. By G. R. SIMS.
Case of George Candlemas. G. R. SIMS.
Sandycroft Mystery. T. W. SPEIGHT.
Hoodwinked. By T. W. SPEIGHT.
Father Damien. By R. L. STEVENSON,
A Double Bond. By LINDA VILLARI.
My Life with Stanley's Rear Guard. By
HERBERT WARD.

HANDY NOVELS. Fcap. 8vo, cloth boards, Is. tid. each.

The Old Maid's Sweetheart. A. ST.AUBYN I Taken from the Enemy. H. NEWBOI/T.
Modest Little Sara. ALAN ST. AUBYN.

|
A Lost Soul. By W. L. ALDEN.

Seven Sleepers of Ephesus. M.E.COLERIDGE, j Dr. Palliser's Patient. GRANT ALLEN.
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MY LIBRARY. Printed on laid paper
Four Frenchwomen. By AUSTIN DOBSON.
Citation and Examination of William
Shakspeare. By W. S. LANDOR.

The Journal of Maurice de Guerin.

THE POCKET LIBRARY. PostSvo,
The Essays of Elia. By CHARLES LAMB.
Robinson Crusoe. Edited by JOHN MAJOR,
With 37lllusts. by GEORGE CRUIKSHANK.

Whims and Oddities. By THOMAS HOOD.
With 85 Illustrations.

The Barber's Chair, and The Hedgehog
Letters. By DOUGLAS JERROLD.

Gastronomy. By BRILLAT-SAVARIN.
The Epicurean, &c. By THOMAS MOORE.
Leigh Hunt's Essays. Ed. E. OLLIER.

, post 8vo, half-Roxburghe, 2s. 6tl. each.
Christie Johnstone. By CHARLES READS.
With a Photogravure Frontispiece.

Peg Wofflngton. By CHARLES READE.
The Dramatic Essays of Charles Lamb.

printed on laid paper and hf.-bd., 2s. each.
White's Natural History of Selborne.
Gulliver's Travels, and The Tale of a
Tub. By Dean SWIFT.

The Rivals, School for Scandal, and other
Plays by RICHARD BRINSLEY SHERIDAN.

Anecdotes of the Clergy. J. LARWOOD.
Thomson's Seasons. Illustrated.
The Autocrat of the Breakfast-Table
and The Professor at the Breakfast-
Table. By OLIVER WENDELL HOLMES.

THE PICCADILLY NOVELS.
LIBRARY EDITIONS OF NOVELS, many Illustrated, crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. each.

By F. HI. ALLEN.
Green as Grass.

By GRANT ALLEN.
Philistia.

Babylon.
Strange Stories.

Beckoning Hand.
In all Shades.
Dumaresq's Daug
The Duchess of

The Tents of Shem.
For Maimie's Sake.
The Devil's Die.
This Mortal Coil.
The Great Taboo,
er.

|
Blood Royal,

owysland.

By
Monks of Thelema,
The Seamy Side.
Ten Years' Tenant.

Ivan Greet's Masterpiece.
By EDWIN L. ARNOLD.

Phra the Phoenician.
The Constable of St. Nicholas.

By ALAN ST. AUBYN.
A Fellow of Trinity. |

The Junior Dean.
The Master of St. Benedict's.

By Rev. 8. BARING GOULD,
Red Spider. j

Eve.

By W. BESANT & J. RICE.
My Little Girl. By Celia's Arbour.
Case of Mr.Lucraft.
ThisSonofYulcan.
Golden Butterfly.
Ready-Money Mortiboy,
With Harp and Crown.
'Twas in Trafalgar's Bay.
The Chaplain of the Fleet.

By WALTER BESANT.
All Sorts and Conditions of Men.
The Captains' Room. I Herr Paulus.
All in a Garden Fair

|
The Ivory Gate.

The World Y/ent Very Well Then.
For Faith and Freedom.
Dorothy Forster. The Holy Rose.
Uncle Jack. Armorel of Lyon-
ChildrenofGibeon. esse.

Bell of St. Paul's. St. Katherine's by
To Call Her Mine. the Tower.
By ROBERT BUCHANAN.

The Shadow of the Sword. |
Matt.

A Child of Nature.
|

Heir of Linne.
The Martyrdom of Madeline.
God and the Man. The New Abelard.
Love Me for Ever. Foxglove Manor.
Annan Water. Master of the Mine.

By HALL CAINE.
The Shadow of a Crime.
A Son of Hagar. I The Deemster.
By MACLAREN COBBAN.

The Red Sultan.

MORT. & FRANCES COLLINS.
Transmigration.
From Midnight to Midnight.
Blacksmith and Scholar.
Village Comedy. |

You Play Me False.
By WILlili; COLLINS.

Armadale. The Frozen Deep.
After Dark. The Two Destinies.
No Name. Law and the Lady.
Antonina.

|
Basil. Haunted Hotel.

Hide and Seek. The Fallen Leaves.
The Dead Secret. Jezebel's Daughter.
Queen of Hearts. The Black Robe.
My Miscellanies. Heart and Science.
Woman in White. "I Say No."
The Moonstone. Little Novels.
Man and Wife. The Evil Genius.
Poor Miss Finch. The Legacy of Cain
Miss or Mrs? A Rogue's Life.
New Magdalen. Blind Love.

By DUTTON COOK.
Paul Foster's Daughter.
By EDWARD 11. COOPER.

Geoffory Hamilton.
By MATT CRIM.

Adventures of a Fair Rebel.
By B. M. CROKER.

Diana Barrington. I PrettyMiss Neville.
Proper Pride.

|
A Bird of Passage.

A Family Likeness.
By WILLIAM CYPI.ES.

Hearts of Gold.
By ALPHONSE DAUDET.

The Evangelist; or, Port Salvation.
By E ISASMUS DAWSON.

The Fountain of Youth.
By JAMES DE MILLE.

A Castle in Spain.
By J. LEITII DERWENT.

Our Lady of Tears. | Circe's Lovers.
By DICK DONOVAN.

Tracked to Doom.
By Mrs. ANNIE EDWARDES.
Archie Lovell.
By G. MANV1LLB FENN.

The New Mistress. I Witness to the Deed.
By PERCY FITZGERALD.

Fatal Zero.
By R. E. FRANCILLON.

Queen Cophetua. I King or Knave.
One by One. 1 Ropes of Sand.
A Real Queen.
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Pr-f.bySii-BARTLE FRIiRJL.
Pandurang Hari.
El>. AKRETT. The Capel Girls.

By CHARLES li IBRON.
Pobin Gray. I The Golden Shaft.
Loving a Dream. | Of High Degree.
The Flower of the Forest.

By K. GULA.lirVlI.ljfi.
The Lost Heiress. I The Fossicker.
A Fair Colonist.

By CECIL GRIFFITH.
Corinthia Marazion.

By THOMAS IfAUDIT.
Under the Greenwood Tree.

By KRKT HARTE.
A Waif of the Plains.
A Ward of the Golden Gate.
A Sappho of Green Springs.
Colonel Starbottle's Client.

Susy. | Sally Dows.
A Pretend of Jack Hamlin's.

By JULIAN HAWTHORNE.
Garth.
Ellice Quentin.
Sebastian Strome.

Dust.
Fortune's Fool.
Beatrix Randolph.

David Poindexter's Disappearance.
The Spectre of the Camera.
By Sir A. HELPS. Ivan de Biron.
By ISAAC HENDERSON.

Agatha Page.
By Mrs. HUNGERFORD.

Lady Yerner's Flight.
By Mr*. ALFRED HUNT.

The Leaden Casket. Self-Condemned.
That other Person. Mrs. Juliet.

By R. ASHE KING.
A Drawn Game.
"The Wearing of the Green."

By E. LYNN JLINTON.
Patricia Kemball. I lone.
Underwhich Lord? I Paston Carcw.
" My Love !

"
I Sowing the Wind

The Atonement of Learn Dundas.
Tha World Well Lost.

By HENRY W. LUCY.
Gideon Fleyce.
By JUSTIN MCCARTHY.

A Fair Saxon. Donna Quixote.
Linley Rochford. Maid of Athens.
Miss Misanthrope. Camiola.
The Waterdale Neighbours.
My Enemy's Daughter.
Dear Lady Disdain.

|
The Dictator.

The Comet of a Season.
By EOSE MACDONA I, D.

Hea'ther and Snow.
By ANES MACDONELL.

Quaker Cousins.
By BERTRAM MITFORI>.

The Gun-Runner.
The Luck of Gerard Ridgeley.
Stephen Renshaw's Quest.
By 1>. CHRISTIE MURRAY.

Life's Atonement. Yal Strange.
Joseph's Coat. Hearts.
Coals of Fire. A Model Father.
Old Blazer's Hero. Time's Revenges,
By the Gate of the Sea.
A Bit of Human Nature.
First Person Singular. I Cynic Fortune.
The Way of the World,

THK PICCADILLY (3/6) NOVELS continued.
By MURRAY & HERMAN.

The Bishops' Bible.
| Paul Jones's Alias.

One Traveller Returns.
By HUME NISBET.

"Bail Up!"
By GEORGES OIINET.

A Weird Gift.

By Mrs. OLIPHANT.
Whiteladies.

By OUIDA.
Held In Bondage. |

Two Little Wooden
Strathmore. Shoes.
Chandos. In a Winter City.
Under Two Flags. Ariadne.
Idalia. ! Friendship.
CecilCastlemaine's

"

Gage.
Tricotrin. 1 Puck.
Folle Farine.
A Dog of Flanders.
Pascarel. f Signa.

Naprax-

Moths. | Rufflno.
Pipistrello.
AYilljAYillage Commur e
Bimbi.

|
Wanda.

Frescoes.' Othmar.
In Maremma.
Syrlin.l Guilderoy.
Santa Barbara.

Princess
ine.

By MARGARET A. PAUL.
Gentle and Simple.

By JAMES PAYN.
Lost Sir Massingberd.
Less Black than We're Painted.
A Confidential Agent.
A Grape from a Thorn.
In Peril and Privation.
The Mystery of Mirbridge
The Canon's Ward.
Walter's Word. Holiday Tasks.
By Proxy. The Burnt Million.
High Spirits. The Word and the
Under One Root Will.
From Exile. Sunny Stories.
Glow-worm Tales. A Trying Patient
Talk of the Town

By E. C. PRICE.
Yalentina.

|
The Foreigners.

Mrs. Lancaster's Rival.

By RICHARD PRYCE.
Miss Maxwell's Affections.

By CHARLES READE.
It is Never Too Late to Mend.
The Double Marriage.
Love Me Little, Love Me Long.
The Cloister and the Hearth.
The Course of True Love.
The Autobiography of a Thief.
Put Yourself in his Place.
A Terrible Temptation. |

The Jilt.

Singleheart and Doubletace.
Good Stories of Men and other Animals.
Hard Cash. I Wandering Heir.
Peg Woffington. |

A Woman-Hater.
ChristieJohnstone. A Simpleton.
Griffith Gaunt. Readiaiia.
Foul Play. | A Perilous Secret.

By Mrs. J. II. R1DDELL.
The Prince of Wales's Garden Party.
Weird Stories.

By F. \V. ROBINSON.
Women are Strange.
The Hands of Justice.
By W. CLARI4 RUSSELL.

Ocean Tragedy. | My Shipmate Louise.
Alone on a Wide Wide Sea*
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By JOHN SAUNDERS.
Guy Waterman. I Two Dreamers.
Bound to Wheel.

|
Lion in the Path.

By KATHARINE SAUNDERS.
Margaret and Elizabeth.
Gideon's Rock. I Heart Salvage.
The High Mills. Sebastian.

By LUKE SHARP.
In Steamer Chair

|
From Whose Bourne

By IIAWLEY S31ART.
Without Love or Licence.

By R. A. STERNDALE.
The Afghan Knife.

By BERTHA TI1O3IAS.
Proud Maisie. I The Violin-player.
By FRANCES E. TROLLOPE.
Like Ships upon the Sea.
Anne Furness.

|
Mabel's Progress.

THE PICCADILLY (3/6) NOVELS continued.
By IVAN TURCJENIEFF, &c.

Stories from Foreign Novelists.
By ANTHONY TROLLOPE.

Frau Frohmann. | Land-Leaguers.
Marion Fay. 1

The Way We Live How.
Mr. Scarborough's Family.
By C. C. FRASER-TrTLER.

Mistress Judith.
By SARAH TYTLEK.

The Bride's Pass. I Lady Bell.
Buried Diamonds.

|
Blackball Ghosts.

By MARK TWAIN.
The American Claimant.
The 1,000,000 Bank-note.

By JT. 8. WINTER.
A Soldier's Children.

By E. KOLA.
The Downfall. I Dr. Pascal.
The Dream.

| Money.

CHEAP EDITIONS OF POPULAR NOVELS.
Post Svo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.

By ARTEUIUS WARD.
Artemus Ward Complete.

By ED31OND ABOUT,
The Fellah.

By HAMILTON AI1>E.
Car? of Carrlyon. |

Confidences.

By iriARir ALBERT.
Brooke Finchley's Daughter.

By Ulrs. ALEXANDER.
Maid,Wife, orWidow? |

Valerie' Fate.

By ORANT ALLEN.
Strange Stories. I The Devil's Die.

Philistia. This Mortal Coil.

Babylon.
' v

I In all Shades.
The Beckoning Hand.
For Maimie's Sake.

|
Tents of Shem.

Great Taboo.
| Dumaresq's Daughter.

By E. LESTER ARNOLD.
Phra the Phoenician.

By ALAN ST.AUBYN.

Fettered for Life.

Between Life and Death.
The Sin of Olga Zassoulich.

Folly Morrison. 'Honest Davie.

Lieut. Barnabas. A Prodigal's Progress.
Found Guilty. I

A Recoiling Vengeance.
For Love and Honour.
John Ford ;

and His Helpmate.
Little Lady Linton.

By W. BESAINT & J. RICE.
By Celia's Arbour.
Monks of Thelema.
The Seamy Side.

Ten Years' Tenant.

.

This Son ofVulcan.
My Little Girl.

Case ofMr.Lucraft.
Golden Butterfly.
Ready-Money Mortiboy.
With Harp and Crown.
Twas in Trafalgar's Bay.
The Chaplain of the Fleet.

BySIIELSLEY BEAUCHAMP
BISBCB.

In the Midst of Life.

By FREDERICK BOYLE.
Camp Notes.

| Savage Life.
Chronicles of No-man's Land.

By WALTER BES A NT.
Dorothy Forster. I Uncle Jack.
Children of Gibeon.

|
Herr Paulus.

All Sorts and Conditions of Men.
The Captains' Room.
All in a Garden Fair.
The World Went Very Well Then.
For Faith and Freedom.
To Call Her Mine.
The Bell of St. Paul's.

|
The Holy Rose.

Armorel of Lyonesse.
St. Katherine's by the Tower.

By BRET HARTE.
Californian Stories.

| Gabriel Conroy.
An .Heiress of Red Dog. I Flip.
The Luck of Roaring Camp. Maruja.A Phyllis of the Sierras.

By HAROLD BR1TDOES.
Uncle Sam at Home.
By ROBERT BUCHANAN.

The Shadow of the
Sword.

A Child of Nature.

The Martyrdom of
Madeline.

Annan Water.
God and the Man. The New Abelard.
Love Me for Ever. Matt.
Foxglove Manor. The Heir of Linne.
The Master of the Mine.

By HALL CAINE.
The Shadow of a Crime.
A Son of Hagar. |

The Deemster.
By Coiuumiider CAMERON.

The Cruise of the "Black Prince."
By Mrs. LOVETT CAMERON.
Deceivers Ever.

|
Juliet's Guardian.

By AUSTIN CLARE.
For the Love of a Lass.

By Mrs. ARCHER CLIVE.
Paul Ferroll.

Why Paul Ferroll Killed his Wife.
By MACLAREN COBBAN.

The Cure of Souls.
By C. ALLSTON COLLINS.

The Dar Sinister.
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MORT. & FRANCES COLLINS.
Sweet Anne Page. | Transmigration.
From Midnight to Midnight.
Fight with Fortune.

| Village Comedy.
Sweet and Twenty. |

You Play me False.
Blacksmith and Scholar. |

Frances.

By WILKIK COLLINS.
My Miscellanies.My
Woman in White.
The Moonstone.
Man and Wife.
Poor Miss Finch.
The Fallen Leaves.
Jezebel's Daughter
The Black Robe.
Heart and Science.
" I Say No."
The Evil Genius.
Little Novels.
Legacy of Cain.
Blind Love.

Armadale.
After Dark.
No Name.
Antonina. |

Basil.
Hide and Seek.
The Dead Secret.

Queen of Hearts.
Miss or Mrs ?

New Magdalen.
The Frozen Deep.
Law and the Lady.
The Two Destinies.
Haunted Hotel.
A Rogue's Life.

By M. J. COLQUHOUN.
Every Inch a Soldier.

By DUTTON COOK.
Leo. I

Paul Foster's Daughter.
By C. EGBERT CRADDOCK.
Prophet of the Great Smoky Mountains.

Adventures of a Fair Rebel.

By B. M. CROKER.
Pretty Miss Neville. Bird of Passage.
Diana Barrington. Proper Pride.
"To Let."
By W. CYPLES. Hearts of Gold.

By ALPHONSE DAUDET.
The Evangelist ; or, Port Salvation.

By ERASMUS DAWSON.
The Fountain of Youth.

By JAWES DE MILLE.
A Castle in Spain.
By JT. LEITil DERWENT.

Our Lady of Tears.
|
Circe's Lovers.

By CHARLES DICKENS.
Sketches by Boz. I Oliver Twist.
Pickwick Papers. |

Nicholas Nickleby.
By DICK DONOVAN.

The Man-Hunter. | Caught at Lastl
Tracked and Taken.

|
Wanted !

Who Poisoned Hetty Duncan?
The Man from Manchester.
A Detective's Triumphs.
In the Grip of the Law.
From Information Received.
Tracked to Doom.

|
Link by Link.

Suspicion Aroused.
By Mrs. ANNIE E1>WARI>ES.
A Point of Honour.

|
Archie Lovell.

By M. BETHAM-EDWARDS.
Felicia. I Kitty.
By EDW. EGGLESTON. Roxy.
By O. MANVILLE FENN.

The New Mistress.

By PERCY FITZGERALD.
Bella Donna. I Polly.
Never Forgotten. I Fatal Zero.
The Second Mrs. Tillotson.

Seventy-five Brooke Street.
The Lady of Brantome.
PERCY FITZGERALD, Ac,

Strange Secrets.

TWO-SHILLING NOVELS continued.ALBANY I>E FONBLANOUE.
Filthy Lucre.

By R. E. FRANCILLON.
Olympia. I Queen Cophetua.
One by One. King or Knave?
A Real Queen. | Romances of Law.
By HAROLD FREDERIC,
Seth's Brother's Wife.

|
Lawton Girl.

Pref.by Sir BARTLE FRERE.
Pandurang Harl.
HABN FRISWELL.-Oneof Two.
By EDWARD GARRETT.

The Capel Girls.

By GILBERT GAUL.
A Strange Manuscript.

By CHARLES GIBBOIV.
Robin Gray. In Honour Bound.
Fancy Free. Flower of Forest.
For Lack of Gold. Braes of Yarrow.
What will the The Golden Shaft.
World Say? Of High Degree.

In Love and War. Mead and Stream.
For the King. Loving a Dream.
In Pastures Green. A Hard Knot.
Queen of Meadow. Heart's Delight.
A Heart's Problem. Blood-Money.
The Dead Heart.
By WILLIAM GILBERT.

Dr. Austin's Guests. I James Duke.
The Wizard of the Mountain.

By ERNEST GLANVILLE.
The Lost Heiress.

|
The Fossicker.

By HENRY GREVILLE.
A Noble Woman.

|
Nikanor.

By JOHN IIABBERTON.
Brueton's Bayou. | Country Luck.
By ANDREW IIALJL.IDAY.

Every-Day Papers.
By Lady DUFFUS HARDY.

Paul Wynter's Sacrifice.

By THOMAS HARDY.
Under the Greenwood Tree.
By JT. BERWICK HA RWOOD.
The Tenth Earl.
By JULIAN HAWTHORNE.

Garth. Sebastian Strome.
Ellice Quentln. Dust.
Fortune's Fool. Beatrix Randolph.
Miss Cadogna. Love or a Name.
David Poindexter's Disappearance.
The Spectre of the Camera.
By Sir ARTHUR HELPS.

Ivan de Biron.
By HENRY HERMAN.

A Leading Lady.
By JOHN HILL.

Treason-Felony.
By Mrs. CASIIEL HOEY.

The Lover's Creed.
By Mrs. GEORGE HOOPER.
The House of Raby.

ByTIGIlE HOPKINS.
'Twixt Love and Duty.

BT Mrs. HUNI;ERFORD.
A Maiden all Forlorn.
in Durance Vile. I A Mental Struggle.
Marvel. I A Modern Circe.

By Mm. ALFRED HUNT.
Thornicroft's Model. I Self Condemned,
Tnat Other Person. | Leaden Casket.
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i wo-SniLLiNG NOVELS continued.

By JEAN INGELOW.
Fated to be Free.

By HARRIETT JAY.
Dark Colleen.

| Queen of Connaught.
By MARK KERSUAW.

Colonial Facts and Fictions.
By R. ASilE ItfliVG.

A Drawn Game.
|
Passion's Slave.

"The Wearing of the Green."
Bell Barry.
By JOHN I,EYS.-The Lindsays.

By E. LYNN LINTON.
Patricia Kemball. Paston Carew.
World \Yell Lost. "My Love!"
Under which Lord? lone.
The Atonement of Learn Dundas.
With a Silken Thread.
The Rebel of the Family.
Sowing the Wind.

By HENRY W. LUCY.
Gideon Fleyce.
By JUSTIN MCCARTHY.

A Fair Saxon. I Donna Quixote.
Linley Rochford. Maid of Athens.
Miss Misanthrope. |

Camiola.
Dear Lady Disdain.
The Waterdale Neighbours.
My Enemy's Daughter.
The Comet of a Season.

By HUGH IHACCOLIi.
Mr. Stranger's Sealed Packet.

By AGNES MACDONELL..
Quaker Cousins.
KATHARINE S. MACQUOI.
The Evil Eye. |

Lost Rose.

By W. If. MALLOCIt.
The New Republic.
By FLORENCE MARRYAT.

Open! Sesame! I Fighting the Air.
A Harvest of Wild Oats.
Written in Fire.

By J. MASTERMAN.
Haifa-dozen Daughters.
By BRANKEK MATTHEWS.
A Secret of the Sea.

By LEONARD MERRICK.
The Man v.'ho was Good.
By JEAN MIDDLEMASS.

Touch and Go.
|
Mr. Dorillion.

By Mrs. MOLESWORTH.
Hathercourt Rectory.

By J. E. MUDDOCK.
Stories Weird and Wonderful.
The Dead Man's Secret.
From the Bosom of the Deep.
By . CHRISTIE MURRAY.
A Model Father. Old Blazer's Hero.
Joseph's Coat. Hearts.
Coals of Fire. Way of the World.
Yal Strange. Cynic Fortune.
A Life's Atonement.
By the Gate of the Sea.
A Bit of Human Nature.
First Person Singular.
By MURRAY and HERMAN.

One Traveller Returns.
Paul Jones's Alias.

The Bishops' Bible.

TWO-SHILLING NOVELS continued.
By HENRY MURRAY.

A Game of Bluff.

By HUME NISBET.
" Bail Up !"

|
Dr. Bernard St. Vincent.

By ALICE 0'IIANLON.
The Unforeseen.

| Chance? or Fate?
By GEORGES OIINET.

Dr. Rameau.
|
Last Love.

|
Weird Gift.

By Mrs. OI,IPIIANT.
Whiteladies.

|
The Primrose Path.

The Greatest Heiress in England.
By Mrs. ROBERT O REILL.V.
Phoebe's Fortunes.

By OUIDA.
Held in Bondage.
Strathmore.
Chandos.
Under Two Flags.
Idalia.
CeciiCastlemaine's
Gage.

Tricotrin.
Puck.
Folle Farine.
A Dog of Flanders.
Pascarel.
Signa.
Princess Naprax-

ine.
In a Winter City.
Ariadne.

Two Little Wooden
Shoes.

Friendship.
Moths.
Pipistrello.
A Village Com-
mune.

Bimbi.
Wanda.
Frescoes.
In Maremma.
Othmar.
Guilderoy.
Ruffino.
Syrlin.
Ouida's Wisdom,
Wit, and Pathos.

Gentle and Simple.
By JAMES PAYN.

MARGARET AGNES PAUL.*

Simple
JAMJ_

200 Reward.
Marine Residence.
Mirk Abbey.
By Proxy.
Under One Roof.
High Spirits.
Carlyon's Year.
From Exile.
For Cash Only.
Kit.
The Canon's Ward
Talk of the Town.
Holiday Tasks.

Bentinck's Tutor.
Murphy's Master.
A County Family.
At Her Mercy.
Cecil's Tryst.
Clyffards of Clyffe.
Foster Brothers.
Found. Dead.
Best of Husbands.
Walter's Word.
Halves.
Fallen Fortunes.
Humorous Stories.
Lost Sir Massingberd.
A Perfect Treasure.
A Woman's Vengeance.
The Family Scapegrace.
What He Cost Her.
Gwendoline's Harvest.
Like Father, Like Son.
Married Beneath Him.
Not Wooed, but Won.
Less Black than We're Painted.
A Confidential Agent.
Some Private Views.
A Grape from a Thorn.
Glow-worm Tales.
The Mystery of Mirbridge.
The Burnt Million.
The Word and the Will.
A Prince of the Blood.
Sunny Stories.

By C. L. PIRKIS.
Lady Lovelace.

By EDGAR A. POE.
The Mystery of Marie RogeU

-'
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TWO-SHILLING NOVELS continued.

By Mrs. CAMPBELL PKAED.
The Romance of a Station.
The Soul of Countess Adrian.

By E. C. PRICE.
Yalentina. |

The Foreigners.
Mrs. Lancaster's Rival.

|
Gerald.

By RICHARl) PRYCE.
Miss Maxwell's Affections.

By CHARGES READF.
It Is Never Too Late to Mend.
Christie Johnstone.

|
Double Marriage.

Put Yourself in His Place.
Love Me Little, Love Me Long.
The Cloister and the Hearth.
The Course of True Love.

|
The Jilt.

Autobiography of a Thief.
A Terrible Temptation. | Foul Play.
The Wandering Heir.

|
Hard Cash.

Singleheart and Donbleface.
Good Stories of Men and other Animals.
Peg Wofflngton. I A Simpleton.
Griffith Gaunt. |

Readiana.
A Perilous Secret. |

A Woman-Hater.
By Mrs. J. If. R1D.DELL.

Weird Stories.
| Fairy Water.

Her Mother's Darling. 4

Prince of Wales's Garden Party.
The Uninhabited House.
The Mystery in Palace Gardens.
The Nun's Curse.

|
Idle Tales.

By F. W. ROBINSON.
Women are Strange.
The Hands of Justice.

By JAMES: RUNCIMAN.
Skippers and Shellbacks.
Grace Balmaign's Sweetheart.
Schools and Scholar's.

By W. CLARK RUSSELL.
Round the Galley Fire.
On the Fo'k'sle Head.
In, the Middle Watch.
A Voyage to the Cape.
A Book for the Hammock.
The Mystery of the "Ocean Star."
The Romance of Jenny Harlowe.
An Ocean Tragedy.
My Shipmate Louise.
Alone on a Wide Wide Sea.
GEORGE AUGUSTUS SALA.
Gaslight and Daylight.

By JOHN SAUN1>ERS.
Guy Waterman.

|
Two Dreamers.

The Lion in the Path.
By KATiBARfiNE SAUNI>ERS.
Joan Merryweather. I Heart Salvage.
The High Mills.

| Sebastian.
Margaret and Elizabeth.

By GEORGE R. SIMS.
Rogues and Vagabonds.
The Ring o' Bells.

Mary Jane's Memoirs.
Mary Jane Married.
Tales of To-day. | Dramas of Life.
Tinkletop's Crime.
Zeph: A Circus Story.
By ARTHUR SKETCIILEY.
A Match in the Dark.

By HAWLEY SMART.
Without Love or Licence.

TWO-SHILLING NOVELS continued.

By T. W. SPEIGHT.
The Mysteries of Heron Dyke.
The Golden Hoop. I By Devious Ways*
Hoodwinked, &c.

|
Back to Life.

The Loudwater Tragedy.
By R. A. STERNDALE.

The Afghan Knife.

By R. LOUIS STEVENSON.
New Arabian Nights. |

Prince Otto.
BIT BERTHA THOMAS.

Cressida.
|
Proud Maisie.

| Violin-player.
By WALTER THORNBURV.
Tales for Marines.

|
Old Stories Re-told.

T. ADOLPHUS TROLLOPE.
Diamond Cut Diamond.
By F. ELEANOR TROLLOPE.
Like Ships upon the Sea.
Anne Furness.

|
Mabel's Progress.

Ry ANTHONY TROLLOPE.
Frau Frohmann. I Kept in the Dark.
Marion Fay. |

John Caldigate.
Way We Live Now.

| Land-Leaguers,
The American Senator.
Mr. Scarborough's Family.
The Golden Lion of Granpere.

By JT. T. TROWBRIDGE.
Farnell's Folly.

By IVAN TURGENIEFF, &c.
Stories from Foreign Novelists.

By MARK TWAIN.
A Pleasure Trip on the Continent.
The Gilded Age.
Mark Twain's Sketches.
Tom Sawyer. |

A Tramp Abroad.
The Stolen White Elephant.
Huckleberry Finn.
Life on the Mississippi.
The Prince and the Pauper.
A Yankee at the Court of King Arthur.
By C. C. FRASER.TYTL&K.

Mistress Judith.

By SARAH TYTLER.
Noblesse Oblige.
Disappeared.
Huguenot Family.
Blackball Ghosts.

The Bride's Pass.
Buried Diamonds.
Saint Mungo'sCity.
Lady Bell.
What She Came Through.
Beauty and the Beast.
Citoyenne Jaqneline.
By AARON WATSON and
LILLIAS WASSERMANN.

The Marquis of Carabas.

By Mrs. F. H. WILLIAMSON.
A Child Widow.

By J. S. WINTER.
Cavalry Life. | Regimental Legends.

By H. F. WOOI>.
The Passenger from Scotland Yard,
The Englishman of the Rue Cain.

By Lady WOOD.
Sablna.
CEL1A PARKER WOOLLEY.
Rachel Armstrong; or, Love & Theology,

By EMUND YATE!*.
The Forlorn Hope. [

Land at Last,
Castaway.
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